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Chapter 1
Introduction

Sara Hughes, Eric K. Chu and Susan G. Mason

Abstract Cities are increasingly shaping the trajectory and impacts of climate
change. While local actors play a central role in designing the institutions, infras-
tructures, and behaviors that drive decarbonization and adaptation to changing
climatic conditions, their options and incentives are inextricably enmeshed within
broader political and economic processes. Resolving these tensions and contra-
dictions is likely to require innovative approaches to governing climate change in
the city: new interactions, new political actors, new ways of coordinating and
mobilizing resources, and new frameworks and technical capacities for
decision-making. This book presents pioneering work on the range of innovative
practices, experiments, and ideas that are becoming an integral part of urban climate
change governance in the twenty-first century. Theoretically, the book builds on a
nearly two-decade history of scholarship identifying the emergence of new urban
actors, spaces, and political dynamics in response to climate change. Empirically,
the chapters investigate new governance arrangements from around the world and
leverage the insights they provide for both theory and practice. The book is
organized around four guiding questions: 1) how do multilevel governance
arrangements relate to innovation for urban climate change governance? 2) where is
the greatest need for innovation? 3) where is innovation difficult or stifled? 4) how
can innovation be fostered and encouraged in a multilevel governance context?

Keyword Cities and climate change �Mitigation � Adaptation � Urban governance
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1.1 Climate Change in Cities: Innovations in Multilevel
Governance

Cities play a critical role in shaping the trajectory and impacts of global climate
change. In themost recent Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), cities were recognized as drivers of transformative action,
especially in terms of their ability to address the sectoral, demographic, spatial, and
ecological challenges of climate change and extreme disaster risks (Bartlett and
Satterthwaite 2016; IPCC 2014; Revi et al. 2014; Ziervogel et al. 2016). Furthermore,
as global policymakers are advocating for the concept of “climate change resilience”
as an amalgamation of co-benefits between mitigation, adaptation, and sustainable
development (Adger et al. 2011), cities are gaining political salience within current
global agreements such as the Paris Agreement (2015) of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), and the New Urban Agenda (2016) of Habitat III (Paris
Agreement 2015; Parnell 2016). All of these global frameworks take note of the
centrality of urban communities and decision-makers in responding to climate
change; however, how to achieve the changes that are necessary in cities in an
equitable, accountable, and inclusive way is still unclear.

This book is motivated by two intersecting challenges underlying the task of
responding to climate change in cities. First is the multilevel context in which urban
governance takes place. The decisions and outcomes observed at the urban scale are
often the product of a multitude of actors and forces within the city and at regional,
national, and international scales. Governing cities is a collective endeavor, and
climate solutions are especially likely to straddle political and jurisdictional
boundaries. Urban climate change solutions are necessarily embedded in and pro-
duced by multilevel governance contexts. Second is the need for innovative
approaches to governing the city, especially in the context of climate change
uncertainty, resource, and capacity constraints, as well as increasing urbanization
rates at a global scale (Bartlett and Satterthwaite 2016; Rosenzweig et al. 2010).
Complex urban governance systems produce and demand innovative political,
institutional, economic, spatial, and social approaches to governing the drivers and
consequences of climate change in cities. Addressing climate change in a mean-
ingful way therefore requires the development of new patterns and processes of
engagement, finance, and collaboration.

The chapters in this volume provide theoretical and empirical insights into the
relationship between innovative approaches to urban climate change governance
and the multilevel context in which they are embedded. The authors draw on
empirical case studies and insights from across the global North and South, and
focus explicitly on those innovations that produce new relationships between levels
of government, between government and citizens, and between governments, the
private sector, and transnational and civil society actors. This comparative,
empirical approach highlights the context-dependent dynamics that shape mitiga-
tion and adaptation innovation in cities, despite the burgeoning number of global
and national climate change directives.

2 S. Hughes et al.



1.2 Scope of the Book

While climate change was initially framed as requiring a coordinated and global
response, international policy action has been slow in coming. Instead, a plethora of
strategies, frameworks, policies, and funding mechanisms at sub-national levels
have dominated the landscape. Primary among these have been actions taken by
cities—independent of national directions—to respond to climate change. Many
have joined together to form city networks to facilitate joint action, knowledge
sharing, and peer accountability, such as in the form of C40 Cities Climate
Leadership Group and ICLEI’s Cities for Climate Protection program (Betsill and
Bulkeley 2004; Hakelberg 2014). Cities have also become the target for donors and
nongovernmental organizations with an interest in climate change, such as the
World Bank’s Cities and Climate Change program and the Rockefeller
Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities program. Many cities have also elected to
organize regionally or domestically, such as in the case of the Southeast Florida
Regional Climate Compact in the US, the Regional Adaptation Collaboratives
Program in Canada, the UK Climate Change Impact Programme (UKCIP), the
Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN), and many others
(Bauer and Steurer 2014; Betsill and Bulkeley 2007; Chu and Schenk 2017). Many
of these actions and partnerships recognize the intrinsic value of urban knowledge
and capacity, but also highlight the unique challenges of governing climate change
at the urban level given the presence of complex political interests, economic
priorities, and multi-scalar dynamics.

The emergence of climate change as a distinct global public policy issue cor-
responded with a resurgence of cities as a unit of analysis in the fields of politics,
economics, and development. Across European and North American cities, eco-
nomic restructuring in the post-World War II era of neoliberalization—with the
growing influence of globalized trade, investment, and speculation—promoted
private capital as the primary driving force behind municipal politics, planning
action, and spatial development (Friedmann 1986; Harvey 1989; Lefebvre 1991). In
the global South, trends in democratization meant that many cities were increas-
ingly beneficiaries of devolved budgetary, legislative, and infrastructural powers,
but were hamstrung by capacity and governance deficits that were symptomatic of
the post-colonial condition (Robinson, 2011; Roy, 2011; Watson, 2009). Despite
these divergent experiences, both point to contemporary cities being sites of capital
accumulation, contentious politics, and the spatial manifestations of the two
(Brenner and Theodore 2005). Climate change discourses therefore arose from this
backdrop of concentrated power amongst small numbers of urban economic elites,
structural biases towards decentralized network governance approaches, and a
persistent “hollowing out” of public sector planning and decision-making author-
ities (Chu et al. 2016; Himley 2008; Swyngedouw 2004).

While the importance of cities as both socio-political entities and nodes of
spatial-material flows is well established, the work of realizing the potential of cities
to make a meaningful contribution to climate change mitigation and adaptation is
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just beginning. This book aims to contribute to the effort to better understand
climate change responses in cities, what is missing, what it takes to realize the
potential of cities, and the factors and processes at play that are shaping the out-
comes we see. A primary aim of this book is to explore the extent to which cities are
able to harness and facilitate the innovative and creative potential of multilevel
pathways of resource support, capacity development, and authority. By drawing on
theories in the fields of public policy, urban planning and administration, gover-
nance, and environment and society, the book unpacks the complex governance
structures and processes through which climate change innovations arise (or not) in
cities across the global North and South.

1.3 Why Multilevel Governance?

A central feature of climate change action in cities is the political and jurisdictional
complexity that shapes urban decision-making and its outcomes. Efforts to facilitate
transformative change in cities must confront the multiple levels and scales at which
urban processes are organized. Spatially, many cities are fragmented, with political
boundaries dividing what are otherwise contiguous urban regions. Cities have unique
ecologies—ecosystems, built environments, and human communities—that are not
clearly bounded and often spatially mismatched with one another (Albrechts 2004;
Bai et al. 2010). Coordinating climate change actions across diverse landscapes and
populations is challenging due to the geographical specificities of climate risks and
impacts, which are determined by particular socio-cultural contexts, political or legal
jurisdictions, and ecological conditions (Adger et al. 2013). The interconnectedness of
different infrastructure networks across space is compounded by the fragmentation of
governance scales and jurisdictions, resulting in numerous agencies and authorities
with distinct yet highly interconnected roles and responsibilities.

Cities are typically embedded within wider governance regimes, with respon-
sibilities divided across different levels of government; so many climate change
actions require collaboration across jurisdictional boundaries. For example,
changing urban mobility behaviors by incentivizing public transportation usage or
transit-oriented development is critical for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but
such actions rely on coordinated policies and planning across regions, as trans-
portation networks and urban agglomerations transcend political boundaries
(Bollinger et al. 2014). Moreover, the patterns in which communities spread across
space—driven by housing availability, zoning and land use planning, and the
provision of employment opportunities—impacts travel demands, motor vehicle
dependency, and greenhouse gas emissions levels (Dulal et al. 2011).

In other cases, the trans-boundary nature of infrastructure networks influences the
ability of cities to coordinate climate adaptation and risk management actions across
space (Davoudi et al. 2009; Zimmerman and Faris 2010). As a result, since cities
cannot tackle these issues as standalone stressors on specific locations (Hallegatte
2009), they must instead approach climate change as portfolios of systemic risks on

4 S. Hughes et al.



infrastructure networks that stretch across political boundaries. Beyond
trans-boundary infrastructure, addressing other issues—including land use, biodi-
versity conservation, and solid waste management networks—is key to facilitating
climate action, yet similarly hobbled by fragmented governance (Grimm et al. 2008).

The effectiveness of many climate change programs also hinges on the ability to
coordinate across political jurisdictions due to the presence of trans-boundary risks
—such as sea level rise and storm surges—that span ecosystems and infrastructure
networks (Bollinger et al. 2014; Corfee-Morlot et al. 2010). The complexities
around scale and space have profound implications for who actually has control
over relevant mitigation or adaptation decisions, which in turn informs the effec-
tiveness and legitimacy of policy-making and planning processes (Moser 2006). To
design climate change interventions that are appropriately sized and scaled, cities
must be able to bridge the trans-boundary and multi-scalar nature of climate change
actions. The positive or negative perceptions of the other actors involved (Downs
1967; Wright 1988) and the pursuit of similar or divergent goals (Pressman 1975;
Wright 1988) will in turn affect outcomes across boundaries. Furthermore, social
institutions in the form of neighborhood organizations or more complex institutions
such as multi-national organizations can resolve uncertainty and stabilize anticipate
actions and outcomes (Knight 1992), fostering acceptable outcomes in
trans-boundary and multi-scalar actions. Polycentric systems can similarly be
beneficial for dealing with climate change as they have the potential to generate
benefits at multiple scales (Ostrom 2010).

Scholars of multilevel governance argue that this “stretching” of planning and
policy-making authority happens horizontally—i.e., across jurisdictional bound-
aries in space—and vertically between local, regional, national, and global levels of
government (Bulkeley and Betsill 2005; Hooghe and Marks 2003; Sellers 2002). In
an era of urban political and economic restructuring, control over many urban
planning and policy-making responsibilities is increasingly devolved to non-state,
network, or extra-local actors and forces (Harvey 1989; McFarlane 2009). For
example, as already noted earlier, transnational networks provide necessary
capacity and resource support for urban climate change actions (Fünfgeld 2015;
Hakelberg 2014). The private sector also plays a variety of key roles (Mees et al.
2012; Tompkins and Eakin 2012). For instance, water and electricity systems are
often privately owned or managed, yet are both integral to communities and
intertwined with other infrastructure systems. Recent priorities around urban cli-
mate change resilience have favored economically important sectors, such as in the
case of protecting financial institutions in central business districts from extreme
risks rather than providing much needed risk reduction services to low-income
vulnerable neighborhoods (Anguelovski et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2016). Recent
scholarship on “splintering urbanism”, notes that the privatized enclosure and
increasing specialization of infrastructure sectors are exacerbating governance
fragmentation and shortfalls in public service provision (Graham and Marvin 2001).
These examples highlight how urban climate change action—especially when
placed within political contexts with heightened ideological, economic, and
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political differences—may produce opportunities for elite capture, policy confusion,
corruption, or inequitable outcomes.

With these governance challenges in mind, policy and planning responses to
climate change in cities across the global North and South are often fraught with
tension and contradictions (Hughes 2017; Rosenzweig et al. 2010). While on one
hand local actors play a central role in designing institutions, infrastructures, and
behaviors that drive decarbonization and adaptation to changing climatic condi-
tions, their options and incentives are inextricably enmeshed within broader
political, economic, and ecological processes (Bulkeley 2010). For example, some
have argued that directives for rapid decarbonization as stipulated by the Paris
Agreement (2015) may lead to stranded infrastructure and capital assets as many
urban and regional production systems are already locked into the fossil fuel
economy (Ansar et al. 2013; Gupta et al. 2017; Richels et al. 2009).

To facilitate climate change governance in cities, local authorities must share the
political arena with actors ranging from private actors to transnational networks.
Within this cacophony of competing interests, cities must find ways to appropriately
balance the scope—in terms of both space and scale—of any climate changemitigation
and adaptation action. Amore comprehensive understanding is therefore needed of the
innovative approaches being used to navigate the complex networks and relationships
that constitute contemporary multilevel urban climate change governance.

1.4 Why Innovations?

To resolve the tensions and contradictions that arise in urban multilevel governance,
many have argued that innovative approaches will be required to govern climate
change mitigation and adaptation in cities. Innovation is “the intentional and
proactive process that involves the generation and practical adoption and spread of
new and creative ideas which aim to produce a qualitative change in a specific
context” (Sørensen and Torfing 2011). Innovations, in the context of urban climate
change governance, refer to new interactions, new political actors, new ways of
coordinating and mobilizing resources, and new frameworks and technical capac-
ities for decision-making. In most cases, innovation requires collaborative inter-
actions between different public and private actors because municipal resources—
such as financial resources, political capacity, and knowledge supply—are finite
and often insufficient to meet the cross-sectoral demands of mitigation and adap-
tation (Anguelovski and Carmin 2011; Bulkeley and Betsill 2013). Innovations can
be shaped by the multilevel governance context in which they are conceived or
implemented (such as new financing tools or building design) or embodied in a
novel governance arrangement itself (such as new mechanisms for citizen
engagement or intergovernmental collaboration).

Though there is a long history of innovation scholarship in the domains of
national economic and industrial policy (Freeman 1991; Nelson 1993), there is
relatively little on innovation at the urban scale, especially beyond the fields of
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economic geography (see Walker and Storper 1989, for example), cultural studies
(see Evans 2009, for example), and strategic urban planning (see MacCullum et al.
2009, for example). Recent work on climate change has begun to theorize the
genesis and implications of urban innovations, particular through the lens of
experimentation or urban “living labs” (Bulkeley, Castán Broto, and Edwards 2015;
Evans and Karvonen 2014; Chu 2016). Cities often face challenges with initiating
and sustaining innovation due to lack of political support, financial resources, and
human capacity (Anguelovski et al. 2014; Gordon 2013). The availability of these
resources, and the likelihood of urban experiments to scale up or out will be shaped
by the multilevel governance context in which they are embedded. Changes in
multilevel governance arrangements can drive innovation by uncoupling cities from
their traditional planning models, experimenting with alternative decision-making
pathways, and helping to overcome bureaucratic constraints within city govern-
ments (Gordon 2013; Okereke et al. 2009; Sørensen and Torfing 2011). Multilevel
governance can also contribute to the cycle of innovation in cities by fostering
cross-sectoral and inter-municipal collaboration (Bulkeley and Betsill 2013;
Massey et al. 2014) and leading by example such as in the case of states and
regional agencies (Bedsworth and Hanak 2010).

Innovations in multilevel governance arrangements themselves also have the
potential to address structural constraints in cities by facilitating decision-making
and knowledge dissemination pathways that bridge the siloed nature of urban
policy and planning, assist with accessing additional resources and capacity, and
gain stakeholder support from a wider variety of urban actors (Giest and Howlett
2013; Jordan and Huitema 2014; Measham et al. 2011; Moore and Hartley 2008).
Such innovations are catalyzed in a number of ways. In some instances, regional or
strategic initiatives will be driven by a top-down approach, while others will be
from a local level or bottom-up (Baker 2001). Innovation can be driven by crises—
such as a resource shortage—directed by citizen involvement, or a product of
perceived mutually beneficial outcomes.

However, there is much to be learned about the nature of governance innova-
tions and the outcomes they produce. Some argue for centralized innovation, or for
federal or nation-state level policy to provide a climate plan to acquire cooperation
across multiple scales (Nelson et al. 2015). Others suggest an ongoing decision
support capacity at the regional level (Dilling and Berggren 2015) or climate
change alliances that can reshape the landscape crating new governance regimes
(Moloney and Fünfgeld 2015). Better guidance on identifying vulnerabilities to
climate change and approaches to enhancing future development investments for
resiliency across countries in the global South could be an important type of
innovation (Carmin et al. 2013; Furlow et al. 2011). Understanding how innova-
tions at multiple levels of governance interact with capacity (Low et al. 2003), or
the mechanisms of social and societal learning could also prove fruitful to providing
flexible tools to help address climate change in cities (Pahl-Wostl 2009).

With these recent theoretical and policy advancements in mind, this book aims to
take an empirical deep dive into whether and how cities utilize or facilitate inno-
vation in multilevel urban governance systems.
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1.5 Guiding Questions

The interactions between multilevel governance and innovation have the potential
to significantly shape urban climate responses, and their investigation is a crucial
component of any effort to support cities in their efforts. The chapters in this book
explore four central questions:

1) How do multilevel governance arrangements relate to innovation for urban
climate change governance? The chapters in this book examine the multiple
intersections and outcomes of multilevel governance arrangements and urban
climate change innovation. The case studies and theoretical developments help
to establish baseline knowledge of the relationships and the dimensions along
which we might characterize it. The chapters explore the ways in which mul-
tilevel governance arrangements influence innovation in urban climate response,
and the extent to which new governance approaches can in and of themselves be
considered important innovations. Using a variety of methods and theoretical
approaches, the chapter authors explore the many intersections of multilevel
governance and innovation.

2) Where is the greatest need for innovation? Urban climate change innovations in
multilevel governance are still in their infancy. As we gain more experience with
new approaches, it is important that we take stock of the kinds of innovations
that are most needed and the scale of change that is required in different
dimensions. Given the scope of climate change drivers and solutions, there may
be no one “greatest” area or need for innovation but rather a collective effort at
each level for action. In the end, the most significant innovations are those that
result in substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions or climate risks and
impacts, as well as concerted efforts that galvanize the trust of actors across
scale to commit to long-term outcomes while realizing short-term benefits.

3) Where is innovation difficult or stifled? This book starts from the assumption
that innovation is a necessary ingredient for effective and equitable urban cli-
mate change responses. The chapters help to empirically trace the dynamics of
change and improve our understanding of the role that multilevel governance
arrangements play in inhibiting or preventing greater innovation. They help to
lay a foundation for theorizing the conditions within which innovations do or do
not transpire, their respective implications for governance change, as well as
their outcomes in terms of equity and inclusiveness. The chapters help to reveal
common barriers to achieving the kinds of innovations that are necessary for
meaningful climate change responses in cities.

4) How can innovation be fostered and encouraged in a multilevel governance
context? There is demand from practitioners and advocates for greater insight into
the strategies and institutions that are able to best foster the innovative responses
to climate change that are needed despite—or perhaps even as a result of—the
multilevel context in which they are necessarily embedded. The chapters in this
volume take up this challenge and provide key insights into where innovation has
been successful and ways that further progress can be made going forward.
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1.6 The Chapters

This book is divided into four main parts. Part I contains four chapters on inter-
governmental governance innovations. Chapter 2 by Homsy argues that although
there is a strong tradition of local discretion in the United States, the complexity of
climate change action means smaller municipalities are more likely to engage in
climate change action when their states are also acting. Chapter 3 by Kemmerzell
examines European innovations in governance in the major cities of Germany. The
author examines whether multilevel governance structures—specifically the
Covenant of Mayors—have an impact on local climate policy. The findings reveal
that both hierarchical and lateral activities are having an impact on climate policy
and the Covenant of Mayors is not a driving force but rather an ancillary factor
motivating action. Chapter 4 by Boswell and Mason examines the impact of the
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) on coordinating city and regional climate
change actions in California. The authors find mid-sized to larger cities are more
likely to coordinate their policies with the region than smaller cities, but that
ultimately it may be too early to tell if the SCS is a driving factor in the inter-
governmental innovations. Chapter 5 by Bourgeois and Hughes examines how the
degree of centralization of decision-making in metropolitan Montreal creates
trade-offs for climate change policy innovation and democratic decision-making.
Looking specifically at the waste management sector, the authors find the more
centralized the decision-making, the less autonomy and engagement is elicited from
citizen participation.

Part II has four chapters devoted to innovations in citizen engagement. Chapter 6
by Sarzynski examines the nationally recognized policy and planning efforts of the
City of Baltimore, Maryland, which has innovated by combining disaster pre-
paredness with a climate change adaptation plan. The Baltimore case reveals both
the resiliency of staff when working on climate adaptation planning and the chal-
lenges of obtaining community-wide ownership for the action in the plan. Chapter 7
by Sari and Prayoga describes two projects in Semarang, Indonesia, that highlight
new mechanisms for improving communication pathways within cities for local
public health and environmental needs. These mechanisms include the use of digital
technology coupled with citizen engagement. In both projects, citizen engagement
is needed to guarantee success and local knowledge, networks, and community
motivation are important. Citizen awareness of governance structures is a key
ingredient for success. Chapter 8 by Engberg focuses on the Danish experience, and
the national government’s efforts to manage large scale project needs. The author
looks specifically at the case of water management and the local level impacts of
collaboration with citizens in Copenhagen. Chapter 9 by Iftikhar, Ali, and
Sarzynski also focuses on water using the case of Bhalwal, Pakistan. Here, the
community-government partnership-based initiative succeeded in a situation where
the performance of the traditional government-managed scheme was weak. The
authors analyze the reason for the initiative’s success and the challenges of
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duplicating the clean water project for other types of services or locations in
Pakistan or similar urbanizing nations.

Part III focuses on innovations and city networks. Chapter 10 by Bellinson
examines how transnational municipal networks influence local government climate
policy processes and promote urban adaptation actions using the cases of
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and Berkeley, California, USA. The author finds
communication, coalition building, and confronting conflicts to be key ingredients
for adopting adaptive innovations. In Chap. 11, Rajasekar, Charkraborty, and Bhat
focus on the case of India, which is actively trying to incorporate urban climate
change into emerging “smart city” initiatives across the national and local gov-
ernment levels, but is faced with many obstacles. In Chap. 12, Brown unpacks the
Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN) successes in helping
cities across South and Southeast Asia to be more resilient to climate shocks and
stressors. The chapter provides insight into the way facilitating organizations can
help cities navigate a path to processes that work. In Chap. 13, Cook and Chu
examine the case of Surat, India, and the way fiscal constraints can be a barrier to
climate change action, as well as how the city is developing new pathways for
steering funding for climate change adaptation.

Part IV outlines the drivers and obstacles of multilevel innovations. Chapter 14
by Peterson reviews the relationship between municipal finance and the broader
multilevel frameworks that govern climate change decision-making in cities.
Focusing primarily on the United States, Peterson identifies some of the opportu-
nities cities have to pursue innovations in municipal finance to support their climate
policy objectives. Chapter 15 by Bausch, Eakin, and Lerner details how Mexico
City has innovated to incorporate peri-urban agriculture into their climate change
policies. The authors provide recommendations on how to successfully articulate
peri-urban agriculture into the larger climate change dynamic. They also provide
strategies for mediating trade-offs in order to obtain the desired program results.
Chapter 16 by Ninomiya and Burch examines the case of Waterloo, Canada,
illustrating how vital experimentation is for innovation in ideas prior to scaling
up. The authors highlight the vital role that a forum can play in providing new
actors and participatory process with a starting place and an opportunity to continue
innovations in local energy systems. Chapter 17 by Dale and colleagues reflect on
experiences working with “climate innovators” across British Columbia, Canada,
and show how engaging local communities is essential for facilitating climate
innovations in the absence of national-level directives.

The final chapter in the book synthesizes the insights provided by the rich
diversity of cases and perspectives brought together in this volume. We refer back
to our four guiding questions, and identify three important research needs in this
area going forward: the institutional foundations for urban innovations, unbounding
the urban in climate governance, and resisting the post-politics of climate
innovations.
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Chapter 2
Size, Sustainability, and Urban Climate
Planning in a Multilevel Governance
Framework

George C. Homsy

Abstract In the United States, the absence of federal leadership on climate change
and a strong tradition of localism has created a system in which many greenhouse
gas reduction efforts fall to the discretion of municipalities. This often leads to
uncoordinated action across jurisdictional boundaries. Despite the widespread
notion that cities can lead on climate policy from the bottom-up, I find, using a
logistic regression analysis of data from 1837 municipalities, that local govern-
ments are more likely to enact climate change policies in an environment where
higher levels of government have acted rather than in a decentralized one. Smaller
municipalities, in particular, have increased odds of action when their states act.
Using existing regional, state-based initiatives, I present options for a coordination
and capacity building framework.

Keywords Local government � Climate change � Urban policymaking �
Regionalism

2.1 Introduction

For much of its history, the United States has had trouble dealing with challenges of
the commons or common-pool resources, especially pollution and natural resource
protection. The rapid industrialization of the United States following the Second
World War came with horrendous water and air pollution; rivers caught fire and
deadly smog suffocated regions with pollution flowing easily across jurisdictional
borders. In 1948, thick air pollution originating in Donora, Pennsylvania’s zinc
industry killed 13 people and sickened thousands in that city and downwind in the
neighboring city of Webster (Snyder 1994). Municipalities pumped wastewater into
the rivers from which downstream neighbors pulled their drinking water (Holloway
et al. 2014). Local leaders were unwilling to shoulder cleanup costs or impose them
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on industries that threatened to close factories and cut jobs (Andreen 2003). Starting
in 1970, environmental protection over some issues in the United States was
nationalized through the passage of more than a dozen new federal statues
(Andrews 2006). The top-down imposition of command and control regulation
cleaned much of the worst air and water pollution in the United States (Fiorino
2006).

Today, climate change represents “the ultimate commons problem” (Stavins
2010) (see Chap. 6: Sarzynski). One approach to governing climate change
involves the top-down imposition on local governments of rules by a central
authority, such as a national government. This has made the U.S. a leader in
environmental cleanup (Fiorino 2006). However, this approach does not work well
in dealing with complex problems (Kettl 2002). Centralized, expert-driven solutions
usually view all problems as if they are technical puzzles (Fiorino 2006) to be
broken down like a machine and fixed piece-by-piece (Innes and Booher 2001).
This approach is easy to administer, but does not reflect the complexity of the real
world (Agranoff and McGuire 2003). Central mandates are traditionally command
and control regulations, which provide little flexibility for adjusting to local con-
ditions (Mazmanian and Kraft 1999). And, in the case of climate change,
national-level climate policies in the United States are weak to non-existent. In
2015, President Barack Obama’s Clean Power Plan, which imposed federal regu-
lations on the coal-fired power plants, also issued CO2 emission goals for states.
However, implementation has been delayed by lawsuits and the administration of
President Donald Trump has begun to dismantle the plan.

The second approach to environmental protection focuses on local solutions
without intervention from a central authority. A number of municipalities have
undertaken greenhouse gas reduction efforts and the communities at this level of
government have the potential to be important actors in the greenhouse gas
reduction effort (Kousky and Schneider 2003; Gore and Robinson 2009).
Developed as a theory of small-scale, common-pool resource management, this
decentralized approach has been applied to climate issues (Ostrom 2010) and
emphasizes local solutions to fit local problems (Nagendra and Ostrom 2012). It can
ensure redundancy of potential solutions and increase accountability (Sovacool
2011). The mayor of one small city claimed that the most important climate change
action would happen at the municipal level: “We will save the world one plan at a
time, one initiative at a time, one strategy at a time… Make no mistake, we will
save the world” (Homsy and Warner 2015). Despite such boasts and the extensive
policy action in some big cities, adoption of municipality-based climate action plans
and general sustainability policy actions remains low overall (Svara 2011; Homsy
and Warner 2012). Further, a decentralized governance approach can result in
negative externalities, spillovers, regional inequity, and capacity constraints
(Howell Moroney 2008; Pastor et al. 2009; Feiock 2013).

An emerging literature argues for multilevel governance as the framework for
environmental sustainability including climate change (Bulkeley 2010; Homsy and
Warner 2013; Balme and Qi 2014). While cities may initiate environmental
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protection, they must coordinate with each other, with regional and national gov-
ernments, and with other non-state actors to be successful (Bulkeley and Betsill
2005). U.S. cities operate within complex governance systems and variations in
local government outcomes may result from external factors, such as connections
with non-governmental organizations and a central authority (Andersson and
Ostrom 2008).

In this chapter, I use a survey of U.S. municipalities to test the hypothesis that
jurisdictions will be more likely to adopt climate change policies in a multilevel
governance environment that is encouraging of such action as opposed to a
decentralized framework in which local governments must act on their own. In
addition, I examine the role that a municipality’s population size plays with the
second hypothesis that smaller places will benefit more from a multilevel envi-
ronment than bigger cities. The federated nature of the 50 American states provides
a good laboratory for testing the importance of multilevel action versus a more
polycentric one since each state has different regulations, policies, and incentives
governing the policy options available to municipalities. Although no governance
level (states, region, or federal) mandates local climate change mitigation by
municipalities, some states have climate change plans and supportive policy and
programmatic frameworks that may enhance emissions reduction efforts; others do
not. In addition, groups of states are organized into regional initiatives specifically
seeking reductions in greenhouse gas emissions; these organizations present
another level of governance with which municipalities might interact.

I find municipalities take cues within a complex multilevel environment from a
variety of internal and external drivers. Unlike much literature that argues decen-
tralized municipal action on the environment is most effective, the data here show
that municipalities in states supportive of climate change action are more likely to
act, even without legal requirements to do so. The research also identifies internal
factors that push climate mitigation. The combination of top-down and bottom-up
factors indicate the advantage of multilevel governance in climate change
mitigation.

The chapter also fills a hole in the literature regarding climate change actions
across localities of different sizes. Sustainability and climate change research
focuses on big cities, which are consistently described as leaders. However, most
Americans live in small, often suburban municipalities. These smaller places have
different relationships with state governments, different access to technical and
fiscal capacity, and different political environments. I find that state influence and
internal politics do act differently in communities of different population size and
metropolitan status. Both sets of findings can reframe our understanding of local
policy-making as it relates to regional and global commons issues. These under-
standings have important implications for research as well as policy. In the con-
cluding section, I offer another, possibly more cohesive, policy approach that could
bring comprehensive multilevel governance to local action in the United States.
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2.2 American Cities and Climate Action

In the United States, the federal government has paid little attention to the climate
policies of local governments. National climate change policy focuses on industrial
sectors, especially the reduction of emissions from coal-fired power plants and the
increase in motor vehicle fuel efficiency (Crane and Landis 2010). In 2009, the
federal government announced the Partnership for Sustainable Communities, a
multi-agency effort to craft a national vision for local sustainability, which included
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. Although the Partnership supported scores of
community and regional projects, particularly to improve coordination between
land use and transportation planning, the program suffered funding losses and failed
to develop the measures and tools necessary to establish concrete standards (Birch
and Lynch 2012). The 2015 Clean Power Plan set goals for state emissions
reductions, but 2 years later the plan was still held up in courts and in the spring of
2017, the administration of President Donald Trump began to withdraw from the
plan’s regulations and international commitments (Davenport and Rubin 2017).

Given the failures at the national and international levels, some have targeted
municipalities as the appropriate scale for government action on climate change for
four reasons. First, in an increasingly urbanized world, cities emit a significant
portion of the greenhouse gases (Bulkeley 2010). Second, American municipalities
can choose to construct energy efficient government buildings or retro-fit older
ones; they can install more efficient street and traffic lights; and some experiment
with alternative energy generation (Svara et al. 2011). Such strategies not only save
power, but also model policies to the private sector. Third, local governments can
impact (through incentives, regulations, or other policies) non-public activities
within their borders by, for example, imposing green building requirements on
private projects (Salkin 2009). Municipalities, through their land use regulations,
can also require denser, more efficient developments or provide transportation
alternatives to the private automobile (Jepson 2004). Others, through their
municipal electric utilities, have the ability to induce energy sustainability in both
the public and private sectors (Homsy 2016). Fourth, cities will be first responders
to potential climate-caused disasters (FEMA 2008).

Most research on climate change action in US cities examines large, urban
centers or cities that are pioneers (e.g., Berry and Portney 2013; Bulkeley and
Betsill 2003; Kousky and Schneider 2003; Tang et al. 2010) However, in the
United States, just over half of the population lives in smaller municipalities (fewer
than 25,000 people). Only a quarter of Americans live in the fewer than 300 cities
with more than 100,000 residents. Auto-centric American suburbs are the least
carbon efficient (Glaeser and Kahn 2010) and rural commuting comprises a large
and growing portion of total miles driven (Renkow and Hoover 2000).

The majority of municipalities do nothing about climate change. A 2010 national
survey of American cities (Svara 2011) found that only 12% of responding
municipalities have created a baseline of emissions or set reduction targets of some
sort; 22% of respondents sought to reduce energy use in transportation fleets and
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outdoor light fixtures; only 5% offered energy audits to private businesses. Smaller
communities lag larger ones in the adoption of general sustainability policies
(Homsy and Warner 2012). The reasons why local governments, especially smaller
ones, choose to act on climate change remains a significant gap in academic and
practitioner understandings.

2.3 Local Governance of the Global Commons

As more municipalities initiate efforts to mitigate climate change, there is a debate
over whether local governments can act on their own or not. Although no states
mandate local government action on climate change, the states do have differing
levels of commitment to the environmental challenge which can be conducive or
not for policy action. In addition, numerous states have joined multistate initiatives
that focus on climate change mitigation. In this section, we discuss the theoretical
foundations for two conflicting frameworks of local action on commons issues:
decentralization and multilevel governance.

2.3.1 Decentralized Governance

Decentralized governance is a public choice model in which the competition for
residents and businesses drives the provision of public goods. It arose as
metropolitan-level polycentrism in the 1960s, when Ostrom, Tiebout, and Warren
(1961) demonstrated that some public services, such as policing and education,
seemed to be best provided at the local level. They maintained that intermunicipal
competition and local government’s close connection to constituents result in
cost-effective outcomes, local innovations, and a diversity of options. The actors in
a decentralized system better understand local needs and thus better provide for
local public goods than a higher authority (McGinnis 1999).

Elinor Ostrom (2009) hypothesized that this polycentric manner of public goods
provision at the local level offers a model for the governance of the global com-
mons. She contended that a variety of public and private actors (including
municipalities, utilities, households, firms, nations, etc.) will be driven by compe-
tition and local advantages to create independent solutions to greenhouse gas
reductions. Such a competitive approach to resource allocation envisions munici-
palities using strategies best suited to the local environment, citizenry, and other
particulars of circumstance. Diffuse local action unburdens the dysfunctional
international climate negotiation agenda by having priorities taken up by lower
levels of government (Rayner 2010).

Benefits of local independent action include: more experimentation and inno-
vation, local tailoring of action to fit circumstances, political testing of policies, and
local experience in enforcement (see Chap. 16: Ninomiya and Burch). However,
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municipally driven initiatives also have the potential to cause an economically
ineffective patchwork of regulations, duplicative enforcement efforts, cross-
boundary mismatches between pollution sources and effects, shuffling of
high-carbon activities to weaker regulatory areas, and confusion over responsibility
between levels of government (Lutsey and Sperling 2008). Local stakeholders
acting on their own can grow frustrated with the lack of coordination and express
the desire for a holistic approach to greenhouse gas mitigation (Greenwood 2012).

Some empirical analysis seems to indicate that municipalities can act on their
own with regards to local climate action (Pitt 2010; Krause 2011a, b). For example,
communities are more likely to act when climate change mitigation is linked to a
policy already on the local government agenda (Betsill 2001). Such an approach
reframes global problems as more local concerns (Metz and Below 2009) and ones
on which local governments have the authority to act (see Chap. 12: Brown). These
local co-benefits emerge in various forms, such as: reduction in energy costs
(Kousky and Schneider 2003; Svara et al. 2011), increased public health
(Bloomberg and Aggarwala 2008), or sustainable economic development and local
job production (Jochem and Madlener 2003).

2.3.2 Multilevel Governance

The multilevel governance framework emerged as a way to analyze and organize
the new European Union’s relationship to its member states (Bulkeley and Betsill
2003). This approach engages multiple tiers of government in a communicative
process that requires the co-production of knowledge and policy up and down
levels of authority (Corburn 2009; Homsy and Warner 2013). It requires a respect
for local knowledge in the creation of place-specific policies. At the same time, it
recognizes the role of a central authority, which has technical expertise as well as
the ability to coordinate local governments and induce compliance through
incentives or regulations (Homsy et al. 2016). Hooghe and Marks (2003) describe
two types of governments within a multilevel framework: one is geographically
bound while the other focuses on managing common-pool resources across
jurisdictions.

Unlike in Europe, the United States federal government rarely participates with
local governments on climate issues, leading to uncoordinated efforts, differing
goals, and inconsistent time horizons (Selin and VanDeveer 2009). In 2010, 35
states either had completed or were in the process of developing climate action
plans (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions 2011). No states have mandated
local government action. The closest is a 2008 California law that requires urban
regions to meet greenhouse gas reduction goals by coordinating land use and
transportation policy (Barbour and Deakin 2012). While an increasing number of
states and regions continue to enact policies on climate change (Rabe 2009), most
efforts focus on industry sectors, not local governments (Selin and VanDeveer
2009).
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A multilevel framework is not completely foreign to American governance
structures and has led to some environmental successes. The federal government in
the United States has experimented with cooperative federalism, in which local and
state governments participate in the implementation of federal standards (Fischman
2005). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency engaged in a more
co-productive relationship in an effort to clean the polluted Rouge River Watershed.
By threatening to impose expensive top-down regulations, the federal government
successfully built a coalition of local governments and private actors to cut water
pollution, reduce the danger of toxic chemicals, and improve the habitat in the
almost 1,200 square kilometer watershed (Homsy et al. 2016).

While there have been some implicit (e.g., auto fuel efficiency standards) and
explicit (e.g., 2015 Clean Power Plan) federal policies that have reduced green-
house gas emissions, subnational governments remain the major drivers of action in
the United States (Karapin 2016). The national government is absent due to the
inability of most officials and citizens to see climate change impacts; the polarized
state of the U.S. party system and the general ideology of limited government
intervention; the lack of national authority over many issues; and the lack of strong
international institutions (Hale 2010).

Some state governments in the United States have formed state-to-state hori-
zontal networks focused on environmental issues with varying degrees of success.
Water quality in the Great Lakes was dramatically improved through the creation in
the 1950s of the Great Lakes Commission, which advised on and advocated for
clean water for clean water, and the Council of the Great Lakes Governors, which
provided a forum for information flows among state leaders (Rabe 1999). In 2001,
the Conference of New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers created
a climate action plan with aggressive greenhouse gas emissions targets while the
Western Governors Association established clean energy goals aimed at new
technology development (Rabe 2009). Such networks could lead to greater emis-
sions reductions than single state efforts due to greater geography and population
encompassed, potential for uniformity of regulation, ability to capitalize on shared
resources and economies, and development of a shared regional vision (Engel
2005). However, these networks remain state-to-state affairs with plans encom-
passing only the state level of operations and rarely engaging or organizing local
governments.

2.4 Research Method

This chapter seeks to empirically investigate the debate around the ability of local
governments to act on climate change on their own versus the need for higher level
government support. My first hypothesis is that municipalities are more likely to
adopt climate change policies if they are within supportive states and regions. I also
examine a second hypothesis that smaller municipalities will benefit more from
such support than bigger cities.
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This project takes advantage of a comprehensive survey of sustainability
policy-making by U.S. municipalities. The 2010 Sustainability Survey, conducted
by International City/County Management Association,1 asked county and
municipal leaders about their adoption of policies and programs in areas such as
climate change, water quality protection and provision, building construction, and
land use. Surveys were mailed to a sample of municipalities with populations of
more than 2500 people and fewer than 1,000,000 people. Within these parameters,
managers of 7257 local governments received surveys and 1874 responded (25.8%
response rate). Complete demographic, fiscal, and governance data was gathered for
1837 municipalities, which represents the final number of local governments in the
sample.

2.4.1 Dependent Variable

The dependent variable measures whether or not a community is a climate change
actor. The variable is based on six climate change actions that a municipality might
undertake. For each community, this dichotomous variable had a value of one (1) if
officials indicated on the survey that their jurisdiction created any one or more of
the following:

• A baseline of greenhouse gas emissions produced by the local government;
• A baseline of greenhouse gas emissions produced by the community;
• Greenhouse gas reduction targets for local government operations;
• Greenhouse gas reduction targets for businesses;
• Greenhouse gas reduction targets for multi-family residences; or
• Greenhouse gas reduction targets for single-family residences.

Establishing a baseline of emissions for either the local government or the
community is a major undertaking for a municipality and indicates a commitment to
climate change action. Adoption of the various targets can be symbolic, but also
indicates an official intention by local leaders to address greenhouse gas emissions.
Table 2.1 shows the distribution of municipalities considered climate change action
communities by population size. The adoption of policies is more prevalent among
larger municipalities.

1The survey was conducted in collaboration with researchers at Arizona State University’s Center
for Urban Innovation and ASU’s Global Institute of Sustainability. A descriptive summary of the
results can be found in Svara (2011).
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2.4.2 Independent Variables

The independent variables and the sources of the data are described in Table 2.2
and are grouped into following subject areas.

Multilevel variables. Two dichotomous variables examine the potential link
between a multilevel governance framework and local government climate action.
The first measures whether a municipality’s state has a climate action plan, which
was true for 327 municipalities in the sample. The second indicates whether the
state is a member of a regional climate change initiative. In 2010, there were four
regional initiatives (Western Climate Initiative, Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative,
Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord, and the Transportation and Climate
Initiative) that covered 14 states. The data includes 526 municipalities that were in
states within one of the regional initiatives.

The following variables examine the internal drivers of climate action within
communities.

Local politics variables. The first variable in this category indicates whether or
not a community has a council-manager form of government, which research shows
enact more innovative policies (Nelson and Svara 2012) including around issues of
sustainability (Svara 2011). Second, I measure political attitudes, which can impact
local sustainability policy in general and climate change in particular (Krause
2011a; Slavin 2011; Barbour and Deakin 2012). I employ an index of New Political
Culture, which uses demographic information to predict local adoption of pro-
gressive policies. My index is based upon one developed by Saha (2009) and is
built from the standardized values of the percentages in a jurisdiction of non-family
households; unmarried households; people working in professional, scientific,
technical, or educational jobs; residents between ages 18 and 44 years; women in
workforce; and those who hold a bachelor’s degree or higher.

Table 2.1 Distribution of climate change actor communities by population size

Population
size

Percent climate
change actors

Number of climate
change actors

Total number of
communities in sample

2500 to
9999

8.1 69 848

10,000 to
24,999

15.2 77 504

25,000 to
99,999

34.7 135 389

100,000 to
499,999

49.5 45 91

500,000 to
999,999

60.0 3 5

Total 17.9 329 1837
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Table 2.2 Summary statistics for variables

Municipalities (n = 1837)

Variables Mean
(or percent ‘yes’
for 1/0 variables)

St.
Dev.

Minimum Maximum

Dependent variable

Climate change actora

(1 = yes)
17.8 NA 0 1

Independent variables

External factors
State climate planb (1 = yes) 64.1 NA 0 1

State participation in regional
climate initiative (1 = yes)b

28.6 NA 0 1

Internal factors
Local politics

City manager government
(1 = yes)

62.0 NA 0 1

Progressive political culture
index

1.98 11.7 −5.97 10.5

Dominant economic players

Employment change 99–09f

(%)
4.1 19.6 −57.5 178.9

Agricultural employmentc (%) 2.7 3.8 0 27.4

Manufact. employmentc (%) 12.5 6.1 0.7 67.1

Local capacity

Local govt. rev. per capitad

($1000 s)
984 949 0 18,280

Educ. att. (bachelor plus)c (%) 28.6 16.1 2.4 86.8

Per capita incomec ($) 27,883 12,770 6399 124,327

Sociodemographic controls

Central cities (1 = yes) 9.3 NA 0 1

Suburban municipalities
(1 = yes)

59.2 NA 0 1

Rural communities (1 = yes) 31.5 NA 0 1

Populatione 27,876 54,461 1997 741,206

Pop. change 2000–2010e (%) 13.8 31.8 −36.6 510.8
aDerived from ICMA Sustainability Survey, 2010
bCenter for Climate and Energy Solutions, (2011)
cAmerican Community Survey, 2005–2009
dCensus of Local Governments, 2002
eU.S. Census, 2010
fCounty Business Patterns, 1999–2009
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Dominant economic players. Environmental protection is often seen as in con-
flict with economic development (Campbell 1996). However, three studies focusing
on climate change show no correlation between the presence of manufacturing and
climate policy action or general environmental sustainability (Krause 2011a; Sharp
et al. 2011; Homsy and Warner 2015), though other studies indicate that local
manufacturing decreases the chances that a community would act (Bulkeley and
Betsill 2003; Gustavsson et al. 2009; Krause 2011b). Three variables test this
conflict in the current study. The first is the 1999 to 2009 change in the number of
jobs within the municipality’s county, which represents general economic devel-
opment. The other two variables are the percentage of people employed in
agriculture/extractive operations and in manufacturing.

Local capacity variables. Local capacity examines the ability of a municipality
to carry out policies, including climate change planning. Local government revenue
per capita measures the ability of a community to raise funds through taxes and fees
and thus fund policy-making and programming. Educational attainment (percentage
of the population with a bachelor’s degree or more) is a measure of the potential for
community members to provide volunteer expertise. Finally, per capita income has
been shown to correlate with general sustainability policies (Lubell et al. 2009) and
climate change action in particular (Zahran et al. 2008; Sharp et al. 2011).

2.5 Analysis of Results

The research hypotheses were tested using a series of six logistic models. Since the
local governments are clustered within states, I used a hierarchical approach to
control for the influence of states beyond the state climate variable tested. The first
three models include just the presence of a state climate action plan across com-
munities differentiated by population size: municipalities with populations of more
than 25,000 people (n = 485); smaller communities between 2500 and 25,000 in
size (n = 1352); and the entire sample (n = 1837). Models four, five, and six
include the state’s participation in a regional initiative as an additional factor, again
across the different-sized local governments. If municipalities operate in a purely
polycentric manner, then the influence of the state and regional initiative will be
insignificant. If top-down factors push climate change action, then internal drivers
will be small or insignificant. The results of the logistic regression models are
presented as odds ratios in Table 2.3.

The results support the main hypothesis that multiple factors—internal and
external—positively correlate with the increased odds that a municipality under-
takes climate change planning. The first external factor, the presence of a state
climate plan, increases the odds of local action from 1.867 times to more than 2.431
times in five of the six models—even though no state plan directly requires action
by municipalities. The exception is model five, focused on bigger cities, in which
the presence of a state plan is insignificant, but the other external variable, regional
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initiative, correlated to increased odds of local climate change planning by 3.546
times.2 At the same time, internal drivers are also significant and sizable.

The significance of multilevel drivers contradicts the results of some previous
research, which finds that municipalities act independently on this issue and that
states play no role in local climate action (Pitt 2010; Krause 2011a, b). Two factors
might account for this divergence in findings. First, the dataset in the current study
is larger and broader. In her two studies, Krause only examines places with pop-
ulations greater than 25,000 and 50,000 respectively. The second factor is the
difference in the construction of the dependent variables. In one study, Krause
(2011a) uses the U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement as a dependent
variable, which requires neither the resource investment of a greenhouse gas
inventory process nor the political capital needed to adopt emissions reductions
targets.

The second Krause study (2011b) and Pitt (2010) employ as the dependent
variable an additive index of policies which could reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
However, many of the included policies (e.g., tree ordinances, recycling, bike lanes,
public transit incentives, and encouragement of mixed-use/pedestrian-oriented
development) need not have been undertaken with the intention of reducing
emissions. Do a community’s efforts to encourage public transit, for example,
derive from a desire to fight climate change or reduce congestion or provide
transportation to low-income residents? To a practitioner, these differences are not
important because the multiple facets broaden the pool of policy supporters.
However, researchers seeking to study climate change need to make such distinc-
tions; otherwise we are simply testing smart growth or general sustainability (see
Chap. 4: Boswell and Mason). The dependent variable in the current study is
targeted to a community’s actions (emissions baselines) and intentions (adopted
goals and targets) and represents specific climate change policy commitments. It
offers a clear measure of policy intention and such precision is important if we are
to understand what drives climate change policy at the local level.

The secondary hypothesis, that smaller municipalities would benefit more in a
multilevel environment than larger cities, is also largely supported. The impact of a
state climate plan is greater among small municipalities (models three and six) than
larger ones (models two and five, where it is insignificant). Participation in a
regional climate change initiative produces no benefit to smaller places while it
increases the odds of climate change planning in larger places. In bigger cities,
fiscal and technical capacity pose less of a challenge; this frees them up to more
fully engage in the discourse and positive environment created by a state that has
taken the extra step of joining a regional initiative. Smaller places, however, may
remain tied to their states on which they rely for fiscal and technical capacity as well
as political cover. This is an important difference between larger and smaller
municipalities. Population change and density are not significant in any model.

2The models were also run without the presence of the multilevel variables and the results for the
internal factors changed little in the six models.
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One of the internal variables, percentage of manufacturing employment, also
indicates an important difference between larger places, where it is not significant,
and smaller places, where it has a negative correlation to the odds of climate change
planning. In smaller communities, the power of such dominant economic players
could work against greenhouse gas reduction by local governments; in these small
places, factory management and large numbers of employees would hold the most
sway. Manufacturing interests have less power in bigger cities with more diverse
voter and tax bases. The other two economic variables, employment change
between 1999 and 2009 and level of agricultural employment, are not significant.

Two variables test form of government and political progressiveness—important
internal factors. The form of government variable (presence of a council manager)
is not significant, which is opposite of what was expected given the innovative
nature of managers. Despite the rhetoric, climate change planning is still a
pioneering action (Tang et al. 2010), perhaps still so new that the typical advantages
of city manager forms of government do not apply. Political progressiveness,
another internal driver and tested in the form of the Progressive Political Culture
Index, was significant across all six models.

Educational attainment, a measure of local capacity to act, is most important in
smaller places. Larger places may have staff and resources to drive climate miti-
gation policies, but in smaller places, capacity may have to come from the popu-
lace. Local government revenue per capita, which describes a local government’s
ability to act on its own, was significant across all six models.

2.6 Creating a Multilevel Governance Framework
for Climate Action

My analysis of a broad municipal dataset indicates that a multilevel governance
framework facilitates more climate change planning by local governments than a
decentralized approach. Without some leadership by state governments, larger cities
will pioneer local climate change action, but the vast majority of cities will do
nothing independently. Unlike in Europe where some national governments and the
European Union took up the cause of climate change (in word if not in deed), the U.
S. lacks an overarching climate framework for municipalities. The question for
practitioners and policy makers is identifying the programs that will provide sup-
portive environments at the state or regional level. Municipalities across
metropolitan regions have coordinated to achieve affordable housing, economic
development, open space conservation, and watershed protection goals (Wheeler
2002) though there is little cooperation around issues of climate change.

Here I want to introduce a potential approach to fostering the kind of governance
environment that could induce more local government action. This new kind of
regionalism builds on a supra-state structure already existing in the regional climate
change initiatives around the U.S., such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
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or the Western Climate Initiative. These state-to-state projects have little direct
interaction with municipalities, but, as our findings demonstrate, they do create a
supportive environment for climate mitigation in larger cities. As organizations of
states, they have the authority to require or incentivize greenhouse gas reductions in
all municipalities in the multistate region.

The strength of these multistate regions over single state or metropolitan regional
governance is their broader geographic scope, which can more effectively eliminate
free-rider problems and reduce leakage that pushes polluting industry to states or
municipalities with less stringent regulations. States and municipalities may simply
be too small geographically and economically to be effective. In the proposed
multilevel structure, central knowledge could be gathered and targeted to specific
regional initiatives. Innovative policies developed by local governments could be
more relevant to other members of the region. For example, municipalities in the
northeast could band together around reducing their natural gas emissions, while
those in coal-producing states can develop shared outcomes for their challenges.

The recognized ineffectiveness of voluntary networks (Kern and Bulkeley 2009)
might stem from their national or international scope; they are a coalition of
communities with interests that are simply too different. Multistate regions might be
more effective at incentivizing or requiring action because the states (and their
municipalities) within these new geographically based regional networks will more
likely share economic goals and political constituencies. For example, the cap and
trade program run by Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in the north-
eastern United States, which also provides technical capacity to states, realized a net
positive economic impact of $1.6 billion (Hibbard et al. 2011). Such successes
make membership and action enticing, especially when states share geography,
weather, negative impacts of a changing climate, and economic situation. In the
case of RGGI, for example, none of the current nine-member state governments
produce coal within their borders. If RGGI tried to add coal-producing
Pennsylvania to the mix, it is likely the network would become unstable and
policy innovations would prove to be less common to all members. In some ways,
the new boundaries would create regions about the size of European nations, each
with a common heritage, similar climate, and comparable economic situation.

2.7 Conclusion

Much has been written describing the contents and effectiveness of climate change
planning by local governments. Less well investigated is the motivation for local
action on such a global commons problem. My analysis of 1837 municipalities
indicates that both internal and external factors drive climate change action in those
places that do act. Since most communities simply have not adopted climate
policies on their own as expected by proponents of decentralized theories of urban
policy-making, policy-makers need to create a supportive multilevel environment
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that recognizes the importance of top-down goal setting and sanctioning power with
bottom-up knowledge and buy-in (Homsy and Warner 2013).

Despite the hype, municipal level climate action planning remains disappoint-
ingly low. The new US administration of President Trump has called climate
change a hoax and, therefore, will likely provide no new—and probably dismantle
existing—federal efforts (Davenport 2017). Planners and other policy-makers must
realize that the hope for a locally driven, bottom-up approach to climate change will
remain limited to pioneering municipalities, even under the best of circumstances.
In the absence of federal oversight, state and municipal leaders might build on
existing regional networks that group “like” states together and create a multilevel
structure within which, this analysis indicates, local action is more likely to thrive.
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Chapter 3
Innovations in European Climate
Governance and Their Impact on Local
Climate Policy: An Analysis of German
Major Cities

Jörg Kemmerzell

Abstract Cities and urban regions are not only the main originators of global climate
change but particularly places where innovations towards a low carbon transition take
place. Notably in the European context, local climate change policies are embedded in a
dense structure of multilevel governance arrangements. On the level of the European
Union, various instruments address climate change. With regard to climate change
mitigation, policies usually are part of general long-term strategies, like the Climate and
Energy Package of 2008 and its successor, the Climate and Energy Framework of 2014.
This chapter concentrates on two facets of multilevel governance: first, the involvement
of cities in vertical climate governance and second, their participation in horizontal
structures of climate governance. The European Commission became an actor in this
arena not only by setting up funding schemes but also by the founding of the Covenant of
Mayors. The main research question of the chapter is: Does the inclusion of cities in
multilevel governance structures and particularly the Covenant of Mayors have an impact
on local climate policy? While vertical and horizontal activities show both a significant
influence on the scope of local climate policy, membership in the Covenant seems to be
rather an add-on for cities that are already active in climate change mitigation.

Keywords European climate governance � Local climate policy � Covenant of
mayors � Multilevel governance

3.1 Introduction

It has become common knowledge that cities and urban regions are not only the
main originators of global climate change but particularly places where innovations
towards a ‘low carbon transition’ take place (Bulkeley et al. 2011). Notably in the
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European context, local climate change policies are embedded in a dense structure
of multilevel governance arrangements.

On the level of the European Union, various instruments address climate change.
With regard to climate change mitigation, policies usually are part of general
long-term strategies, like the Climate and Energy Package of 2008 and its suc-
cessor, the Climate and Energy Framework of 2014. Within those general frame-
works, the EU issues laws, which belong to conventional regulatory policymaking,
and more innovative initiatives, which include incentive-based and soft governance
instruments. Examples of non-regulatory instruments are programs providing
funding opportunities for different actors, such as municipalities. As a unique
innovation solely targeting cities, the European Commission launched the Covenant
of Mayors in 2008. The covenant intends to combine a vertical mode of gover-
nance, attracting cities to contribute to the EU climate goals, with a horizontal layer
related to network building, mutual learning and the spread of best practices among
the members.

While multilevel governance in Europe cannot be properly understood without
paying attention to the intermediate levels (national and subnational), this article
concentrates on two facets of multilevel governance: first, the involvement of cities
in vertical climate governance and second, their participation in horizontal struc-
tures of climate governance, particularly transnational city networks. Thus, the main
research question of the chapter is: Does the inclusion of cities in multilevel gov-
ernance structures have an impact on local climate policy? It concentrates on the
climate protection domain of climate policy. Even though considerable work on the
general functions of multilevel climate governance (e.g., Andonova et al. 2009;
Kern and Bulkeley 2009; Bouteligier 2013) and, to a lesser extent, case studies on
its impact on the local level (e.g., Benz et al. 2015) have been conducted, a broad
account is still missing (Busch 2015; as an exception, see Lee and Koski 2015 on
U.S. municipalities). As a first step to fill this gap, this chapter presents data from a
survey of German major cities.

The next section provides a general overview of European climate governance
and examines the integration of the local level into the European sphere.
Subsequently, the chapter discusses possible impacts of multilevel governance on
local climate policy and presents data drawn from a questionnaire-based survey on
climate policy in German major cities (population of more than 100,000 inhabi-
tants).1 It gives insight into the scope and institutionalization of local climate policy
and the involvement of municipalities into vertical (European) and horizontal
multilevel governance structures. The fourth section then assesses the impact of

1Data presented in this chapter is drawn from joint research of the author and his colleagues Anne
Tews, Michèle Knodt, and Arthur Benz. The research (Überlokales Handeln und lokale
Innovationen im Klimawandel. Eine vergleichende Analyse deutscher Großstädte/ Trans-local
action and local innovations in the context of climate change. A comparative analysis of German
major cities) has been funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft/ German Research
Foundation DFG.
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multilevel governance and draws inference from selected findings. In the conclu-
sion, I will summarize the findings and suggest potential areas for further analysis.

3.2 Climate Governance in the European Multilevel
System and the Local Level

European cities are part of a multilevel structure and affected by policy decisions
made at different levels. Climate governance in the EU started to a significant extent
in the late 1980s, when the Commission acknowledged the ‘greenhouse effect’ in a
Communication to the European Council (European Commission 1988). After
describing the main features of the greenhouse effect, the Commission emphasized
policy options to deal with the problem. These options concentrate on a call for
strengthening common research activities and sketch possible fields where policy
interventions may take place. Despite the preliminary nature of the document it is
striking that those domains were emphasized where the EU became an active policy
maker during the 1990s and 2000s, especially energy efficiency and fuels.
However, beyond a rough differentiation between policy measures, which have to
be taken on the international or global level, and those that should be taken at the
European or national level, the Communication pays no attention to the proper scale
of the proposed policies.

After the adoption of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change in 1992, the European Commission essentially concentrated on repre-
senting the internally diverse EU as a unified actor in external relations. This
became important as the EU signed the 1997 Kyoto Protocol as a single bloc
(Jordan et al. 2012). Simultaneously, sustainability became an issue within the
domain of European energy policy. In its 1995 White Paper ‘An Energy Policy for
the European Union’, the Commission not only stressed environmental concerns of
energy policy but also addressed the importance of regions and the local level. The
Commission stated that ‘the Community needs to encourage energy consumers
through their local authorities to develop a more active role’ and detected local
communities and authorities as important sites to strengthen energy efficiency and
promote renewables (European Commission 1995). In the following decade, the
EU set up framework programs, providing opportunities for cities to receive
financial subsidies and to get in touch with peers interested in the same issues. With
the White Paper, the European institutions recognized cities as relevant actors and
potential partners in the vertical dimension of European multilevel governance. In
the field of climate policy, a process coined multilevel reinforcement (Schreurs and
Tiberghien 2007) unfolded. Multilevel reinforcement is defined as a ‘dynamic
process … among different political poles within a context of decentralized gov-
ernance’ (ibid: 22) with actors working in different sectors at different levels in a
polycentric fashion. Among cities, during the 1990s a horizontal sphere of joint
action emerged, embodied by a variety of transnational municipal networks
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(Kern and Bulkeley 2009; Busch 2015), such as the Climate Alliance (founded in
1990), Energy Cities (founded in 1994) and, on a global level, CCP (Cities for
Climate Protection, founded as initiative within the ICLEI network in 1990). Those
networks serve both as sites for information exchange and mutual learning and as
bodies of interest representation at the European level (Kern 2014: 115).

The development of an integrated European climate governance culminated in the
Climate and Energy Package adopted in 2008 by the European Council, which
covered various laws (e.g., the Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of
energy from renewable sources), decisions and guidelines (European Commission
2008a; European Council 2009). The package sets three central targets: a 20% cut in
greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels), an increase of the share of renewable
energy by 20% and a 20% improvement in energy efficiency by 2020. Of particular
interest for cities is the Directive 2010/31/EC on the energy performance of buildings
that applies high standards for the energy efficiency of public owned real estate.
While the package largely relied on traditional regulatory instruments, it also
strengthened financing and soft modes of governance. In the course of the climate and
energy package, the EU explicitly addressed subnational and local entities as relevant
sites of action towards a low carbon transition. The former European Commissioner
on Energy Andris Piebalgs (European Commission 2008b) emphasized

Cities are becoming the places to deliver new ideas and innovative projects against global
warming. The approach to tackle the climate crisis challenge can only be holistic, inte-
grated, long-term and, most of all, based on the participation of citizens. This complex
picture is best managed at local level. Cities must therefore become leading actors for
implementing sustainable energy policies, and must be supported in their effort.

The Commission gained opportunities to include local authorities in its program
Intelligent Energy Europe and extended funding with the Horizon 2020 framework
that gives cities prospects to apply for funding of research and planning activities,
the employment and training of staff or the cooperation with partners.

In addition to the climate and energy package, the Commission launched the
Covenant of Mayors (CoM). The CoM indicates a strategic approach to the local
level differing significantly from the older voluntary networks (Bulkeley and Betsill
2013; Heyvaert 2013). The CoM goes beyond the voluntary network type for two
reasons: first, it provides a basis for the aggregation of interests of cities towards the
European level; second, membership in this specific network embodies stronger
forms of commitment to the network goals. In the case of the CoM these are the 20-
20-20 goals described above. Even though the Climate and Energy Package
included binding national targets on the expansion of renewables and national
emission reduction targets, the EU lacks proper instruments to enforce national
commitment to such kind of long-term strategies. Therefore, it tried to mobilize
subnational political authorities. The core instruments of the CoM are Baseline
Inventories of GHG emissions and Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAP). These
plans must be submitted to the European Commission within 2 years following the
membership signature of a municipality. In the follow-up of the submission of a
SEAP the members have to monitor their achievements every two years in progress
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reports. All three steps—baseline inventory, SEAP, and progress reports—are
subject to standards defined by the Covenant Methodology and are reviewed by the
Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission.

In 2014, the European Council adopted a new Climate and Energy Framework,
which adjusted the climate and energy goals by 2030 (European Commission
2014). While the new framework stepped up the goals (a 40% cut in GHG emis-
sions, 27% increase of the share of renewables, and 30% improvement of energy
efficiency), compared to the package of 2007 it falls short in terms of institution-
alization. This is mainly due to the fact that, despite the project of an Energy Union,
the new framework sets no nationally binding targets and commitments. Observers
explain this institutional shortcoming with the EU enlargements of the 2000s,
which bred more conflicts within climate and energy policy (Knodt 2016) and with
the economic crisis in the aftermath of 2007 (Geden and Fischer 2014).

The new framework pays no particular attention to the local level. However, in
2014 the CoM saw a relaunch as Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy, which
adopted the 2030 goals and broadened its focus. The initiative integrated climate
change adaptation (Mayors Adapt) and the provision of secure and affordable
energy as network purposes (Bendlin 2016: 103). This accompanies the focus of the
Energy Union on a norm triangle of European Energy policy—sustainability,
competitiveness, and security of energy supply. In overall numbers, the CoM seems
to be a success story. As of December 31, 2016, the organization reports 7190
signatories and 5674 SEAP submissions; 4433 plans were accepted, 130 rejected
and 1105 under review by the JRC. By December 2016, the members have pro-
vided 1263 progress reports. The CoM represents roughly 200 million people in 42
countries, including members from non-EU countries.2 However, membership is
unevenly distributed between different member states. While Italy and Spain rep-
resent the bulk of signatories, the statistics for countries from Northern and Western
Europe, which are traditional forerunners of climate protection, are remarkably
lower. This could be explained by the fact that many South-European municipal-
ities suffer from flawed or absent climate policies of their national governments and
resort to the European level. On the other hand, municipalities from Germany, the
Netherlands, or Denmark have more extensive support structures provided by
national or regional governments and thus may have weaker incentives to subscribe
to the CoM. By December 31, 2016, 63 German municipalities signed the CoM.
This raises the question of whether a CoM membership of German cities con-
tributes to the format of climate governance or remains rather an add-on. Before
turning to this question in Sects. 3 and 4, the following provides a brief overview of
the principal functions and benefits of the CoM.

Without elaborating on these benefits in detail, we can assert that the benefits of
the CoM for the EU Commission are relatively clear-cut. The Commission gains,
through a soft bypassing of the member states, an additional advantage for sup-
porting its goals and it increases the credibility of its leadership claims.

2See http://covenantofmayors.eu/about/covenant-of-mayors_en.html as of December 31, 2016.
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For municipalities the perceived benefits depend on the maturity of its climate
policy. Lena Bendlin distinguishes ‘internal’ and ‘external’ benefits in an early and
a mature stage of policy (Bendlin 2016: 112). In an early stage of climate policy
development, local actors utilize the CoM membership internally for the estab-
lishment of authoritative constraints for action, the setup of benchmarks and the
introduction of a methodology for climate and energy planning, while at a later
stage of policy development the membership creates opportunities to lock-in
already established trajectories. External benefits in an early stage are the facilita-
tion of external funding, an enhanced visibility of local leaders, and aspects of
‘place-branding’ (Busch 2015: 224). At a later stage, benefits shift to rather tech-
nical aspects like an audit for existing policies or a sustained advocacy platform.
Additionally, the instruments of the CoM might disseminate among non-members.
A concrete example of multilevel reinforcement took place in France, where the
national policy on local climate and energy plans informally led to a broad adoption
of the Covenant Methodology (Bendlin 2016: 113).

An appropriate understanding of climate governance in the European multilevel
system shall include the intermediate, i.e., the national and regional, level. In Germany,
at least two instruments are of particular importance. Already by 1997, the federal
government provided guidelines on the adoption of local climate protection (Leitfaden
Kommunaler Klimaschutz). These guidelines were backed by the establishment of a
federal service agency but concentrated on the spread of information in the different
areas of the issue (e.g., the development of local climate plans, exchange of ideas and
mutual learning, recommendations for the relevant sectors). Comprehensive programs
organized by the German states (Länder) occasionally amended these guidelines (Kern
2014: 119). With the establishment of the National Climate Initiative in 2008, the
federal government extended the merely consultative approach with a funding instru-
ment, the directive for local climate change mitigation (Kommunalrichtlinie). Under
this directive that has been updated and amended several times, local authorities can
apply for co-funding of local climate protection plans, receive financial support for the
implementation of mitigation measures in buildings or the infrastructure, and receive
40% refunding for the employment of municipal climate managers (Schaefter et al.
2013). It is worth noting that the Klimaschutzrichtlinie has been established in the same
year as the CoM. In the next section, I will discuss whether the figures for the adoption
of climate protection plans and the foundation of administrative units related to climate
protection coincide with the establishment of these two instruments.

3.3 Multilevel Governance and Local Climate Policy

The following section describes the involvement of cities into the structures of
European multilevel governance. It starts with brief theoretical assumptions on the
internal impacts of trans-local activities of cities, followed by the presentation of a
database on climate protection policies in 71 German major cities. The section ends
with the presentation of descriptive findings on the multilevel activities of the cities.
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3.3.1 Theorizing the Impact of Multilevel Governance

Both the vertical and the horizontal dimension of European multilevel governance
exceed the boundaries of action of local authorities. In some cases, like the
Covenant of Mayors, we find vertical and horizontal action systematically com-
bined. Even though the subsequent section concentrates on internal impacts, the
external functions of trans-local activities (from exerting influence on agenda set-
ting and decision-making of upper governmental levels to aspects of place-branding
and showcasing) should not be neglected. A first impact of multilevel governance
on the local level is policy learning. Learning takes place both among individual
actors and organizations.3 On an individual level, local administrators have the
opportunity to learn within epistemic communities, which are established by
working groups of city networks or within projects that bring different partners
together. Organizations learn from best practices, if cities establish contacts with
others that provide policy models on certain issues. However, interview data from
qualitative in-depth interviews in three German cities indicate that context-specific
constraints limit the opportunities to simply ‘imitate’ or ‘emulate’ best practices,
restricting learning rather to the mode of inspiration (Benz et al. 2015).

Another function of multilevel governance is achieving fiscal co-benefits
through the extraction of external resources. The acquisition of subsidies may
persuade the local council to engage in climate protection policies or to extend the
scope of measures. The practice of co-financing is usually part of European or
federal funding schemes. Therefore, it reduces the setup-costs of climate protection
policies and enables the implementation of important but non-obligatory tasks,
which would otherwise be left undone.4

Closely connected to the issue of co-benefits is the safeguarding function of
multilevel governance arrangements. By joining the CoM for instance, a city
commits itself to pursue some shared goals and to meet common standards of action
and monitoring. Such commitment can strengthen the professional position of the
administration vis-à-vis the local council and the political leaders. While the fiscal
co-benefits may play a decisive role at an early stage of a policy, safeguarding
sustains already established policies.

An obvious function is compliance to rulings of higher jurisdictions, which is
part of hierarchical/vertical governance. Regulatory policymaking makes a great
deal of European policymaking. Its impact on municipalities is however rather
indirect, aside from regulations like the EU Directive on buildings (s. a.) which
have immediate consequences.

3See Kemmerzell (2016) for a more comprehensive account of the mechanisms of trans-local
action.
4It is important to underline that climate protection is a widely non-obligatory municipal task in
Germany lacking hierarchical elements.
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3.3.2 The Database on Climate Protection in German Major
Cities

To answer the question of whether the inclusion of cities in multilevel governance
structures has an impact on local climate policy a database on climate protection
policies in German major cities was assembled in 2016. Because of an uneven
distribution of publicly available information and data, it became appropriate to
conduct a survey of municipal senior officials on the adoption of climate policies.
Questionnaires were sent to the mayor’s office with a request to forward the survey
to the administrative unit in charge of climate protection. The questionnaire
includes 14 questions (some containing sub-level questions) related to policies,
organizational issues and particularly the involvement of cities into structures of
multilevel governance. One question covers a checklist of 33 policy instruments,
another one asks for the integration of climate protection within the administration
(see below). These 33 policy instruments are the basis of a weighted index of local
climate protection.

As seen in Table 3.1 the instruments fall into five different categories. The first
category involves instruments for the implementation and evaluation of local cli-
mate protection strategies. They serve as a necessary requirement for GHG
reductions, while they do not contribute to these reductions by themselves.
Instruments belonging to ‘self-governing’ (Bulkeley and Kern 2006) of a munici-
pality represent the second category, which covers energy consumption within the
local government’s sphere of authority. The third category captures instruments
targeting community-wide emissions, urban planning and private real estate, while
the fourth category is related to urban traffic and transport. The fifth category
includes instruments related to ‘soft modes’ of governance like consulting and
enabling. The indexation of local climate protection bases upon an equal incor-
poration of each category. A division of realized instruments by available instru-
ments assigned the values of each category. The five values ranging between zero
and one were added and divided by five.

The index scores range from 0.19 to 0.96 with a median score of 0.63 and an
arithmetic mean of 0.66. Cities that implement a high share of measures and are
active in many categories score high on the index and vice versa. Figure 3.1 pre-
sents the distribution of cities within the sample. Therefore, I have rounded the
index scores to the second decimal place.

Selection criterion for inclusion was the status as ‘major city’, i.e., a population
of more than 100,000 inhabitants. According to census data from 2015, 79 cities
recently exceed this number. The number of 85 can be traced back to the decision to
include all cities that met the major city status during a time span of 20 years
(between 1993 and 2013), which features the period where climate protection
became a political issue at all. The return was 71, equating a response rate of 84 per
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cent. While distribution of response is not exactly equal among different population
clusters, statistical tests found no systematic distortion within the sample of 71
cities. Table 3.2 reports descriptive findings from the basic population of 85 cities
and the sub-set of 71 cities.

Table 3.1 Local climate protection instruments

Implementation and evaluation
(1) GHG inventory
(2) Regularly monitoring of energy consumption

60
57

Self-governing
(3) Clean energy production in municipal buildings
(4) Acquirement of energy efficient vehicles
(5) Cogeneration of heat and power (CHP) within municipal buildings
(6) Acquirement of energy efficient office equipment
(7) New Buildings and refurbishment of municipal real estate exceeding the standards of
‘ENEV’a

(8) Funding of municipal energy savings through ‘internal contracting’
(9) Funding of municipal energy savings through ‘external contracting’
(10) Extension of the share of renewables within municipal power supply
(11) Divestment

63
59
53
55
41
30
12
52
2

Planning and private real estate
(12) Model districts for climate protection
(13) Climate protection requirements in land-use-plans
(14) Compulsory connection to district- or local-heating systems
(15) Conservation of green and planted areas
(16) Register for solar energy use
(17) Incentives for low- and/or zero-energy buildings
(18) Incentives for climate friendly building equipment (solar panels, CHP)
(19) Incentives for energetic refurbishment exceeding ‘ENEV’ standards

34
43
32
51
60
21
29
28

Traffic and transport
(20) Efficient street lights
(21) Incentives for strengthening the use of public transport
(22) Acquirement of low-emission public transport vehicles
(23) Cycle friendly provisions (cycle lanes, cycle parking lots)
(24) Mobility management and consulting
(25) Promotion of electro mobility

63
60
53
67
44
41

Consultation and enabling
(26) Enabling energy suppliers to invest in renewables
(27) Enabling and promotion of energy cooperatives
(28) Incentives for households to purchase energy efficient home appliances
(29) Local fund supporting private climate protection projects
(30) Public relations concerning climate protection
(31) Raising awareness concerning climate and resource friendly behavior
(32) Consulting for investors and companies
(33) Energy consulting for households

19
30
14
17
65
62
44
54

The numbers in the right column indicate the cumulated checks
aENEV: the ‘Energieeinsparverordnung’/‘Energy Saving Ordinance’ is a German federal
regulation, which defines minimum standards for the energy efficiency of buildings
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3.3.3 Descriptive Findings

The subsequent section concentrates on multilevel governance. It presents findings
on the application and participation in EU- and federal-funded projects and pro-
grams and on the membership in transnational city networks and the Covenant of
Mayors. First, it gives a sense for the programmatic dimension of climate protection
(showing the year of first adoption of a climate protection plan) and the adminis-
trative integration of climate protection issues within the local administration.

The vast majority of the cities (67 out of 71) have already adopted an integrated
climate protection concept/program by council decision. Three cities reported that
they were in the process of drafting such a program and just one city has neither
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Fig. 3.1 Index scores of implemented climate protection measures

Table 3.2 Comparison of all German major cities and survey respondents

All cities (N = 85) Responding cities (N = 71) Response
Rate (%)

Population (2013) above 1,000,000 4 4 100

Population 500,000–1,000,000 9 9 100

Population 200,000–500,000 26 21 81

Population below 200,000 46 37 80

Average population 304,980 331,267

Location in Eastern Germany 12 10 83

Location in Western Germany 73 61 84

Institutional Status: City State 3 3 100

County independence 68 56 82

County dependence 11 9 82

Special status (metropolitan region) 3 3 100

Median income p.c. (€, 2012) 3079 3090

Tertiary sector employment (%, 2012) 79.4 79.7

Municipal debt p.c. (€, 2014) 3900 4198

Tax revenue capacity p.c. (€, 2014) 1212 1243
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adopted nor prepared a program. We asked further to indicate the year when a climate
program has been adopted for the first time. It is obvious that before the turn of the
millennium local climate protection was restricted to a minority of pioneering cities,
while the majority refrained from institutionalizing this issue. By the year 2000, 17
cities in Germany had enacted a climate protection plan, a trend starting around the
Rio Conference in 1992. The early 2000s saw just a moderate increase in adoptions,
resulting in 25 cities having a climate protection concept in 2008. The majority of
cities adopted a program after the year 2008, which indicates a strong influence of the
external incentives discussed above. In 2008, both the Covenant of Mayors and the
federal directive on local climate change mitigation were established (Fig. 3.2).

In addition to programmatic innovation, an important feature is organizational
change within the municipal administration. Since climate change represents a
cross-cutting issue that affects different departments, the establishment of
cross-departmental units on climate issues indicates organizational innovation.
A cross-departmental unit on climate issues coordinates climate- and energy-related
issues citywide. Forty-nine cities have established a unit so far, the first having been
founded in 1998. Similar to the adoption of climate protection concepts, we detect a
rapid increase in the late 2000s. This likewise indicates an institutional response to
the external incentives, in this case probably to the federal directive (Fig. 3.3).
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Fig. 3.2 Adoption of climate protection concepts per year
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Fig. 3.3 Year of establishment of a cross-departmental unit on climate change issues
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In the vertical dimension of multilevel governance, the application for and the
acquisition of external funding plays a crucial role besides the implementation of
regulative standards. While all cities are subject to European and national laws to
the same extent, they differ, of course, in their implementation strategies: partici-
pation in funded projects is voluntary. As already mentioned, the EU as a pro-
grammatic actor in climate and energy policy provides several opportunities to
participate in joint projects. On the German federal and subnational level, similar
programs exist. The survey shows a significant difference between participation in
national and European programs. While most cities (66) participated in at least one
domestic program, 32 cities were engaged in EU-funded projects. A closer look
reveals that cities engage at the European level when they are already highly active
in the national arena. Thus, it would appear that involvement in EU projects rep-
resent more a complementary avenue than an alternative or compensatory one. The
findings also suggest that European projects are particularly a field of activity for
cities which are already engaged in climate policy. At the same time, this might
dampen expectations about the reach of those projects and point to the limits of the
dissemination of best practice (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5).
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Membership in transnational municipal networks and the regular exchange with
other network members on climate issues has been regarded as an important source
of innovative policy strategies. The survey collected data on the membership in the
most important networks and the intensity of network activities. In addition to the
networks mentioned above, we also included Eurocities as a non-thematic orga-
nization, which features climate and energy as a priority (Working Group on air
quality, climate change and energy efficiency), and the C40 Network of
self-declared urban leaders on climate change mitigation. Figure 3.6 reports data on
the CoM as well, even though its scope is beyond the solely voluntary approach of
the other networks. Most cities (61) are members of the Climate Alliance, which is
the oldest and most common of these organizations. Twenty-nine cities in the
sample are members in the CoM.5 A rather passive style of membership appears to
be dominating, since only five cities show a higher frequency of contacts. With
regard to the functions and benefits assigned to the CoM, it is crucial to ask for the
relationship between accession to the covenant and the adoption of climate pro-
tection concepts. An exploration of this relationship likewise informs about the
function of membership, be it more policy inducing or safeguarding (s. a.).
A majority of cities (38) participate in one or two networks. While ten cities abstain
entirely from such activities, a group of 16 cities is engaged in at least four
networks.
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Fig. 3.6 Regular contacts with transnational municipal networks

5Twenty-nine cities are full members of the CoM, one city joinedMayors Adapt only. In the whole
population of 85 major cities, 33 are currently associated with the CoM.
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3.4 Local Climate Policy and the Impact of Multilevel
Governance

A broad literature on the general functions of multilevel governance arrangements
considers the operation of transnational networks (Kern and Bulkeley 2009; Sippel
2011; Lee 2014; Busch 2015), accounts for explanations for joining those networks
(Sharp et al. 2011), and debates repercussions of the involvement in multilevel
governance structures on the adoption of local climate protection concepts
(Hakelberg 2014). However, the impact of such activities on the actual reduction of
GHG emissions remains in question (Bulkeley and Newell 2010; Bendlin 2016), in
part because of the pitfalls of local emissions monitoring (Ibrahim et al. 2012). Of
course, the subsequent analysis cannot provide an answer to this intricate issue, but
it will draw some inferences on related questions.

3.4.1 Who Joins the Covenant of Mayors?

First, I will analyze the local functions of membership in the CoM. As noted above,
we can distinguish early and later stage impacts of a covenant membership. The
adoption of a climate protection concept after accession to the CoM would indicate
a typical early stage impact. If cities that already have a climate protection concept
join the CoM, we may assume that later stage impacts dominate. A cross-tabulation
of CoM membership and the year of adoption of a climate protection concept
(distinguishing between adoption up to 2008 and as of 2009) indicates that 15 out
of 29 members had a concept before signing the covenant, while 14 covenant
members adopted one since 2009. Ten out of 42 non-members had a climate
protection concept by 2008, while 32 adopted a concept after 2009 or still have
none. A simple categorical Chi-square test rejects the assumption of independence.
That confirms expectations that under the conditions of German local climate policy
an institution like the CoM becomes a tool for pioneering cities rather than an
attempt to spread climate protection policy. A closer look on CoM membership in
relation to longer established network organizations support this finding. Only three
of the 29 CoM members started their ‘career’ in network activity after gaining
membership in the CoM and 15 cities joined at least two other networks at the time
of signing the covenant.

3.4.2 Multilevel Impact on Local Climate Policy

In the remainder of the section, I shall investigate the influence of European
multilevel governance on the scope of local climate policy. The index presented in
Sect. 3.3.2 serves as the dependent variable to test the influence of involvement in
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vertical structures of multilevel governance as well as in horizontal structures. For
the purpose of this chapter, I abstain from running a full-fledged statistical analysis
and concentrate on selected tests in both dimensions.

In the vertical dimension, the participation in EU-funded programs serves as a
categorical independent variable. If we compare the two groups of participants and
non-participants, we find a significant deviation. While municipalities that partici-
pate in funded projects display an average index score of 0.71, municipalities that
abstain display an average index score of 0.58. The p-value of a t-test (0.004)
indicates a statistically significant difference between both groups (Table 3.3).

In the horizontal dimension, I turn to two different questions. First, I examine the
relationship between the level of network activity and the scope of climate pro-
tection policy. The reported cumulated network membership serves as independent
variable while the index score remains the dependent variable. The independent
variable varies between zero (no network membership) and six (membership in all
requested organizations). A univariate regression analysis indicates a highly sig-
nificant relationship between the two variables and an adjusted R-square of 0.298.

In a second step, I test whether membership/non-membership in the Covenant of
Mayors, as the most generalized tool of European multilevel governance of
municipalities, indicates significant differences of implemented policies.
A comparison of the two groups with regard to the scope of climate protection
policy shows average mean values of the index of 0.75 for CoM members and 0.55
for non-members. The t-statistics indicates a statistically significant difference
between the two groups. However, if both independent variables, membership in
the CoM (as a dummy) and cumulated network membership, are integrated into one
model, CoM membership contributes to a lesser extent to the result. In comparison
to the model that included cumulated network membership exclusively (s. a.), the
adjusted R-square barely increases to 0.31. Within the model, membership in the
CoM fails to meet the test of significance (Table 3.4).

These statistical findings support the analysis of the characteristics of covenant
members. Apparently, the Covenant of Mayors serves as ancilliary factor for cities
which are both active in multilevel governance structures and climate protection,
even before becoming a member of the covenant.

Finally, we can investigate the relationship between the involvement in vertical
and horizontal structures of multilevel governance. A cross-tabulation shows a

Table 3.3 Impact of vertical structures of multilevel governance

Participation in EU
projects

No
participation

t-statistics

N 32 39 t −2.96

Mean 0.71 0.58 df 69

Standard
deviation

0.18 0.17 sig.
(two-sided)

0.004

Standard error 0.028 0.031 Mean
difference

−0.125
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strong symmetry between both variables (see Table 3.5), and the Chi-square test
produces a significant result. This finding supports the assumption of the interre-
latedness of trans-local activities. Municipalities active in the vertical dimension
display on average a higher level of horizontal activity and vice versa.

3.5 Conclusion

The chapter has shown that multilevel governance in the European Union extends
to the local level. Besides vertical forms of climate governance, the horizontal level
plays a growing role, because it facilitates mutual learning as well as gives
municipalities opportunities to become collective actors on the European level (see
Chap. 10: Bellinson). The European Commission reacted to the conjunction of both
forms by the founding of the Covenant of Mayors. The covenant represents an
institutional innovation, in that it gives the Commission a lever to pursue its climate

Table 3.4 Impact of horizontal structures of multilevel governance

Dependent variable: scope of policy implementation (climate
protection)

Model 1 Model 2

Const. 0.45*** 0.47***

Cumulated network membership (non-standardized coeff.) 0.06*** 0.04**

CoM membership
(non-standardized coeff.)

– 0.08

F 30.66*** 16.67***

N 71 71

R-square 0.31 0.33

Adj. R-square 0.298 0.31

Table 3.5 Cross-tabulation of vertical and horizontal multilevel governance

Cross-tabulation: vertical and
horizontal activities

Network membership, numbers of
networks

Participation in EU
projects

Non-participation in
EU projects

Sum

0 0 3 3

1 2 8 10

2 8 11 19

3 3 10 13

4 4 5 9

5 10 1 11

6 5 1 6

71
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and energy goals in a domain where it has no direct influence. Concurrently, it
enables network building and the distribution of best practices among its members.

Subsequently, the chapter discussed possible impacts of multilevel governance
on local climate policy. After presenting data on climate protection policy in
German major cities, I have argued that membership in the covenant is less
important for the initialization of local climate policy than for the lock-in and
safeguarding of already established practices. At the time of accession, the signa-
tories display a higher level of activity with regard to both climate protection and
involvement in multilevel governance structures. The comparatively low overall
membership figures (only 63 members in Germany, as opposed to Italy with more
than 3000 or Spain with about 1700 members) would suggest that the opportunities
for spreading best practices are rather limited. For the bulk of German members,
signing the covenant seems to be rather an add-on within an already established
climate protection portfolio. Vertical and horizontal activities show both a signifi-
cant influence on the scope of local climate policy and are conducive to the
adoption of innovations. To some extent, the data analysis supports the concern
raised by Kern that in multilevel climate governance the ‘split between the
pioneering cities and cities which clearly lag behind […] may become even more
pronounced’ (Kern 2014: 125).

The chapter only could give selected impressions into the repercussions of
multilevel governance on local climate governance. At least three open questions
remain. First, even though the analysis shows an imbalance of membership, the
theory of multilevel reinforcement points to spillover-effects on non-members.
These should be taken into account. Second, the data set pays not attention to the
timing of policy adoption and activities within multilevel governance arrangements.
To conduct a more fine-grained analysis, process-tracing within selected
cases-studies seems appropriate. Finally, the chapter did not inquire into the
structural conditions (like population magnitude, wealth or political majorities) for
both involvement in multilevel governance and the scope of climate policy.
Isolating the effects of multilevel governance on local climate policy in a more
sophisticated fashion would require an integrated analytic model that includes those
structural conditions as control variables. In this respect both, a comprehensive
regression analysis or a fuzzy set QCA, might be viable opportunities.
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Chapter 4
Regional Climate Planning and Local
Outcomes in California

Michael R. Boswell and Susan G. Mason

Abstract In this chapter, we investigate the impact of California’s landmark
regional climate planning law Senate Bill (SB) 375 on local climate change plan-
ning and policy-making. SB 375 is intended to provide the framework to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as mandated by Assembly Bill 32 by coordi-
nating land use and transportation at the regional level through a “Sustainable
Communities Strategy” or SCS. Notably, SB 375 does not carry a mandate for local
jurisdictions to develop consistent strategies with the SCS. We find that, in general,
mid-size to larger cities are coordinating their policies more than smaller cities.
Ultimately, this may negate the negative aspect of the free-rider problem on
regional outcomes. However, it still may be too early to tell the ultimate impact of
SCS on local initiatives.

Keywords Climate action plans � Regional planning � Sustainable communities
strategy

4.1 Introduction

Despite the recent breakthrough at the Paris Climate Conference (COP-21), inter-
national agreements alone will not be sufficient to solve the global climate crisis.
Sub-national governments (e.g., cities, counties, regions, and states) must also play
a part in mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and adapting to climate
change. California is a leader in taking state-directed action on climate change and
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over 150 of California’s cities and counties have adopted climate change policies
and programs.1 In 2008, California passed the Sustainable Communities and
Climate Protection Act (Senate Bill 375), which directed regional planning and
targets for reducing GHG emissions associated with land use and transportation. In
this chapter, we examine the impact of this law on local climate actions to see if
local plans adopt elements of the regional plans.

Several scholars have found local factors to be the primary reason cities adopt
tools to address climate change in the U.S. (Krause 2011; Pitt 2010; Mason et al.
2011). Yet, until recently there were not many regional programs to follow or learn
from for local municipalities. In California, the implementation of Senate Bill
(SB) 375 provides a unique situation where regional planning is mandated but the
localities are not compelled to follow suit, thus preserving “home rule” over land
use matters. This makes California’s 18 regional planning areas a unique test case to
see if regional planning does in fact influence local municipalities that have no
mandate themselves to engage in climate action planning or policy adoption to
reduce GHG emissions, but are strongly encouraged to do so. If this is the case, then
regional planning may be an effective tool to nudge communities to take action.
This may also provide a new way to deal with free-riding issues that have plagued
voluntary cooperation in general and climate action planning specifically (Krause
2011; Zahran et al. 2008). When considering climate change, there are concerns
about the potential of free-riding by cities and citizens that can negate the positive
impacts by the communities and citizens engaged in reducing GHGs. The concern
is that some cities and citizens may engage in behaviors and policies that reduce
GHG emissions, while others do not reduce or even produce more GHG emissions.
Since it is not possible to limit the benefits of GHG reductions to only cities or
citizens that reduce their emissions, others are able to benefit without contributing to
lowering GHG emissions and thus undermining the true benefit for all.

4.2 Metropolitan Planning Organizations

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) coordinate transportation planning
within their boundaries and receive federal funding to help fulfill their transporta-
tion planning needs. MPO boundaries are required for urbanized areas over 50,000
people to ensure a coordinated and comprehensive transportation planning process.
A policy board that is comprised of local elected officials who work on regional
land use and transportation issues governs MPOs. MPOs maintain a forum for
decision-making and involve the public in this decision-making process as they
prepare Regional Transportations Plans (RTPs) and work on their Transportation

1Estimate as of March 1, 2017 from the Climate Action Planning Database maintained by
Michael R. Boswell and Adrienne I. Greve at California Polytechnic State University. The data-
base is regularly updated to include the status of all climate action plans and GHG reduction plans
in California and the U.S.
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Improvement Program (TIP). There are 18 federally created MPOs in California
whose mission is to facilitate regional planning. In California, there are also 26 state
statutorily designated Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RPTAs) that
also work on regional transportation plans. These agencies receive state rural
planning assistance (RPA) funds to carry out their planning functions (California
Transportation Department 2010, p. 6, California Transportation Department n.d.).

4.3 Regional Influences and Voluntary Cooperation

We know there are examples of the way inter-jurisdictional cooperation can come
about with the support of higher level programs. For example, Schnieder et al.
(2003) find federal programs can augment the ability of regional level actors to
overcome collective action problems because they create opportunities for the
development of regional institutions by providing tangible support in terms of
funding, as well as with the information disseminated about successful and
unsuccessful practices. The higher level support provides the foundation or
opportunity to gain cooperative governance through voluntarily action. Feiock and
West (1993) found cooperative governance between state and local levels with
state-level policies increasing the local-level adoption of curb-side recycling. In this
chapter, we ask if a similar effect might be possible for regional climate action
planning on local-level planning.

There are also other influential factors such as a city’s hierarchal position in the
region. Central cities in California and the Pacific Northwest have demonstrated
that they more often look outward and base their decisions to a greater degree on
regional considerations than cities in suburbs do (Lewis 2001; Mason et al. 2011).
At the same time, there is evidence that both central cities and suburban cities are
prone to looking inward with regard to the localized effects of decisions in land use
policy (Lewis 2001), suggesting the role of the hierarchy may be nuanced. In
Krause’s (2012) study, she attempts to vet whether belonging to a network such as
the Cities for Climate Protection (CCP) program—run by ICLEI’s CCP program—
Cities for Sustainability, or the U.S. Conference of Mayors’ Climate Protection
Agreement (MCPA) has an effect on cities’ implementation of climate, energy, and
transportation policies. She finds that within these networks there are differences,
where MPCA had little effect on policy implementation while being an ICLEI CCP
member was a more significant factor for several GHG reducing activities imple-
mented by cities.

Given the unique nature of the SB 375 having no mandate on localities, then the
likelihood of voluntary cooperation should be a consideration. There are case
studies that provide evidence for voluntary cooperation. For example, Perkmann
finds voluntary cooperation in regional cooperation across borders in Europe
(2003), Olberding provides evidence of voluntary regional partnerships in
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economic development (2002a, b), as does Lackey, Freshwater and Rupasingha’s
examination of cooperation in rural areas in Tennessee (2002). These cases provide
a reason to believe that local-level entities may follow suit, since they have regional
level examples to model. Kwon et al. (2014) find one reason that California cities
take more sustainability actions than cities in the rest of the country is because of
climate projection mandates such as AB 32 and SB 375. At the same time, Kwon
et al. (2014) find variation among cities in terms of the cities’ commitments and
policy actions. One explanation for the variation in outcomes could be the fact that
metropolitan areas are complex and networked communities. Innes and Rongerude
(2013) find that civic networks, such as California’s Collaborative Regional
Initiatives (CRIs), play a special role in regions connecting individuals and agencies
for more sustainable systems since they reach across dispersed organizations and
systems, and connect in ways traditional government organizations do not. This, in
turn, raises doubts about the influential nature of centralized government mandates.
Furthermore, work by Ostrom (2010) suggests that frameworks for understanding
collective action should be updated in the face of empirical evidence that small to
medium scale (as opposed to global scale entities) do cooperate when faced with
collective action problems. She notes that a polycentric approach where there are
independent decision-making centers can, in metropolitan areas, function together
to resolve conflicts such as in the case of managing water resources (Ostrom 1962).
Furthermore, given the complexity of problems surrounding climate change, a
polycentric approach allows for benefits at multiple scales (i.e., individual, local,
regional, state) and ultimately contributes to global outcomes (Ostrom 2010).

To sum up, it appears there is evidence that voluntary cooperation and regional
planning can result in effective policy action to address climate change. Yet it is not
known if legislation can be a driver of coordinated behavior for planning for climate
change. The impact of state mandates is unclear and an under-investigated potential
point of persuasion. We examine whether a centralized approach [California’s
Sustainable Communities Strategies (SCS)] can influence inter-local cooperation on
land use and transportation planning and spur the adoption of regionally promoted
strategies. Specifically, we investigate when and why cities conform to, implement,
or modify policies to meet regional climate action planning. To understand the way
regional plans might elicit local cities to engage in climate change planning, we
examine the policies and actions of cities within three of the 18 MPOs in California:
San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG); Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG); and Southern California Association of Governments
(SCAG) covering the Los Angeles metro area. We specifically examine the policies
at the regional and local levels to determine which, if any, policies or policy arenas
at the local level—such as energy or transportation—conform to the regional plan
by the cities’ own choosing. Finally, we consider what influence, if any, regional
plans can have for motivating local-level climate action planning and the efficacy of
the polycentric systems in this arena.
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4.4 California Climate Planning

In 2005, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger issued Executive Order S-03-05
directing state agencies to address climate change and establishing GHG emissions
reduction targets. The California legislature quickly followed in 2006 by passing
the Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA or AB 32), which required the state to
reduce its GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. To accomplish this, the state
prepared the Scoping Plan—essentially a climate action plan—that identified
state-level strategies for how the targets would be met. The Scoping Plan focused
on state-level action and only briefly mentioned the need for local government
action. In response to a perceived gap in the Scoping Plan (with its focus on state
actions), the legislature in 2008 passed SB 375 aimed at addressing land use and
transportation at the regional and local level.

SB 375 requires a “regional transportation plan for regions of the state with a
metropolitan planning organization to adopt a sustainable communities strategy
(SCS), as part of its regional transportation plan, as specified, is designed to achieve
certain goals for the reduction of GHG emissions from automobiles and light trucks in
a region” (Chap. 728, §1). In addition, the California Air Resources Board (CARB),
in consultation with the MPOs, established per capita GHG emissions reduction
targets for each region. For the San Diego region, SANDAG, the target is 7% below
2005 by 2020 and 13% below 2005 for 2035. For the Sacramento region, SACOG,
the target is 7% below 2005 by 2020 and 16% below 2005 for 2035. For the Southern
California region around Los Angeles, SCAG, the target is 13% below 2005 by 2035.

SB 375 then links the SCS and achievement of reduction targets to certain types
of transportation spending established in the MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan.
Cities and counties are not required to modify their general plans or other policies
and laws to comply with the SCS. Nor does the SCS create mandates for local
government. Instead the SCSs incorporate local issues and concerns and are par-
tially dependent on the voluntary actions of local governments if they are to be
implemented. For example, one policy in the SACOG SCS requests that local
governments concentrate development around transit nodes. The SCS cannot
mandate this but SCS initiatives could indirectly influence the choices made at the
local level so there are expectations that cooperation will occur if the region is
ultimately to reach its GHG reduction targets. A common critique is that SB 375
has no regulatory teeth and may fail to achieve its objectives, but clearly the
legislature was respecting the well-established principle of home rule.

4.5 Methods

We used a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to examine our
primary research question: Do regional SCSs influence cities in the region to adopt
climate change policies? For this chapter, we only looked at three regions:
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San Diego, Sacramento, and Southern California (Los Angeles metro area). These
regions adopted the first SCSs in 2011–122 providing sufficient time for cities to
respond to them by amending and updating local plans and policies. We first
reviewed the regional SCSs from the three regions to identify those policies relevant
to cities. The SCSs contain policies aimed at the regional agencies exclusively,
other ones that are aimed at both the regional and local level, and others still that are
just at the local level. This lack of clarity around the jurisdictional level intent of the
strategies proved challenging as it was often not clear for who the policy was aimed
toward.

We then conducted a content analysis of local climate action plans (CAPs) and
general plans for consistency with policies in the regional SCS. We looked at these
types of plans because they are the primary instruments in California for estab-
lishing climate change policy.3 We reviewed all local plans from the San Diego and
Sacramento regions and took a random sample of plans from the Southern
California region (due to the size); this yielded 121 plans. We recorded whether the
local plans contained policy that was consistent, somewhat consistent, or not
consistent (or not present) with the regional SCS. For the quantitative analysis, we
only used the “consistent” responses since the general vagueness of policy made the
“somewhat consistent” policies weak. Although we did not conduct a formal
inter-coder reliability test we did norm the protocol before using it and we regularly
compared results. In addition, we split the Southern California sample randomly
and checked the mean and median scores between the coders.

We then explored the data to answer two questions. The first question is: are
local plans consistent with the regional SCS? We define consistent in three ways:
high consistency is having two-thirds of the policies in the regional SCS repre-
sented in the local plans; moderate consistency is between one-third and two-thirds;
and, low consistency is less than one-third. The second question is: does regional
climate action planning influence local planning? We conducted difference of mean
tests and linear regression to determine whether the adoption of the regional SCS is
correlated with a higher number of consistent policies. Some cities have local plans
that pre-date and some have local plans that post-date the regional SCS, so we
examined the difference in those local plans.

See Fig. 4.1 for a map of the 18 regions in California with mandated regional
climate change planning.

2SCAG and SACOG updated their SCSs in 2016 when this analysis was being completed and are,
therefore, considered in the study.
3California does not mandate that local governments prepare climate action plans, but there are
numerous incentives to do so. California does mandate that all local governments prepare a general
plan, though with some exceptions, the frequency that these are comprehensively updated is left to
the local governments.
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4.6 Findings

4.6.1 San Diego Region

In October 2011, SANDAG adopted their SCS for 2035. This included 31 policies
with 13 of those being dependent on local government implementation. SANDAG
includes one county and 18 cities. For the San Diego region, we reviewed all 18

Fig. 4.1 MAP of regions in California (Source California Department of Transportation)
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general plans and 11 CAPs of which two were in draft format. The first question we
asked was: are local plans consistent with the regional SCS? Our analysis revealed
11 of the 18 cities in the region are adopting some of the elements in the SCS and,
of those, the average number adopted was 3.7 of the 13 (28%) local items in the
SCS with a range of 0–10 across both the CAPs and general plans for the cities (see
Table 4.1 for elements in the San Diego region SCS). Of the 18 cities, none showed
a high consistency (greater than 66%), six showed a moderate consistency (between
33 and 66%), and 12 showed low consistency (less than 33%), including four with
no consistency (0%). Thus we conclude that local plans have low consistency with
the SANDAG MTP/SCS.

Table 4.1 SANDAG SCS
items

Transportation: Identify transportation infrastructure that
could be vulnerable to climate change

Transportation: Design projects to meet the needs of all
potential users by following complete street development
principles

Land use: Incorporate SB 375 CEQA streamlining provisions
into local development review process

Land use: Coordinate at the regional level on the planning and
implementation of future transportation infrastructure and
habitat preserves

Land use: Design future infrastructure projects in a way that
protects wildlife corridors and habitat linkages in designated
habitat conservation plans

Land use: Promote the construction of sustainable housing and
mixed-use projects at existing and planned transit stations

Land use: Address climate adaptation issues in the design of
new projects, and when improvements are made to existing
infrastructure

Energy: Assist in implementing the regional energy strategy

Energy: Support the increased use of clean, alternative fuels in
vehicle fleets

Energy: Support planning and infrastructure development for
alternative fueling stations and plug-in electric vehicle
(EV) chargers

Energy: Work with San Diego Gas and electric and other
stakeholders to mitigate the potential impacts of electric
vehicles on the electric grid

Financial: Use the updated 2050 RTP smart growth concept
map as a basis for allocating smart growth incentives,
prioritizing transit service enhancements, and seeking additional
smart growth funds

Greenhouse gas: Assist in implementing the climate action
strategy
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The second question we asked was: does regional climate action planning
influence local planning? The plans completed before the SCS average 10% con-
sistency and after average 39% consistency, with the most consistent city having
plans post-dating the SCS. The post-SCS mean is higher, as expected, and an
independent samples t-test shows this difference of means to be statistically sig-
nificant at the 0.05 level. Thus, at this time, the SANDAG MTP/SCS does appear to
have influenced local plans.

As an additional question, we examined the five (of 13) strategies from the SCS
that had the highest level of local consistency. These five were (in order of con-
sistency, from highest to lowest):

• Design projects to meet the needs of all potential users by following complete
street development principles;

• Promote the construction of sustainable housing and mixed-use projects at
existing and planned transit stations;

• Support the increased use of clean, alternative fuels in vehicle fleets;
• Support planning and infrastructure development for alternative fueling stations

and plug-in electric vehicle (EV) chargers;
• Incorporate SB 375 CEQA [California Environmental Quality Act] streamlining

provisions into the local development review process.

The five most consistent items are elements of the transportation, land use, and
energy SCS items but not financial or GHG directly. However, the last element of
SCS on GHG actually entails an additional set of items when it indicates to assist in
implementing the climate action strategy unique to the San Diego region.

In the San Diego region, the explicit elements of the Climate Action Strategy are
listed in Table 4.2. The policy measures of the Climate Action Strategy are
intended to be a list of tools that the regional and local policy makers and the
general public could use to address in updates to their regional transportation and
comprehensive plans. The SCS success is ultimately reliant on the planning con-
tained in the regional transportation plan and CAPs. There is some consistency with
some of the CAPs. One of the most frequently mentioned strategies in the
SANDAG cities’ CAPs was leading by example. The CAPs demonstrated this
through their efforts to deal with their own municipal energy use and by looking for
ways to create a more energy efficient municipal fleet. Promoting measures that
facilitated more green building, mixed-use development, or street connectivity were
also often pursued in the CAPs which is another goal within the Climate Action
Strategy. Perhaps not surprising, the local efforts were targeted toward reducing
their own municipal GHG emissions based on the factors identified in the bench-
marks and were often very specific actions such as increasing the use of photo-
voltaics. This suggests that the more targeted Climate Action Strategy items may be
easier to achieve than the more general SCS action items.
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4.6.2 Sacramento Region

In April 2012, the SACOG adopted their 2035 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS). The SACOG MTP/SCS
includes 31 policies and numerous supporting strategies; 15 of the strategies
depend partially or completely on local government for implementation (see
Table 4.3 for the 15 strategies).

The SACOG region includes 23 cities (in six counties), however, our analysis
only includes 21 cities due to the availability of plans. All 21 cities have adopted
general plans but only six have adopted CAPs as of 2015. Only five of the 21 cities
have local plans that post-date the adoption of the MTP/SCS in April 2012, thus
little local planning has occurred since the development of the MTP/SCS.

We reviewed the city general plans and CAPs for consistency with the 15
strategies in the MTP/SCS that depend on local-level implementation. The first
question we asked was: are local plans consistent with the regional SCS? The
analysis shows that on average the cities are consistent with only 4.2 strategies of
the 15 (28%) in the MTP/SCS, with the range being from zero to ten. Of the cities,
only one showed a high consistency (greater than 66%), eight showed a moderate
consistency (between 33 and 66%), and 12 showed low consistency (less than
33%), including three with no consistency (0%). Thus we conclude that local plans
have low consistency with the SACOG MTP/SCS.

The second question we asked was: does regional climate action planning
influence local planning? The plans completed before the MTP/SCS average 27%
consistency and after average 32% consistency; and an interesting observation is
that the most consistent city has plans pre-dating the MTP/SCS. Although the
post-MTP/SCS mean is higher as expected, an independent samples t-test does not
show this difference of means to be statistically significant. Thus, at this time, the
SACOG MTP/SCS does not appear to have influenced local plans.

Table 4.2 Major topic areas
with goals in the climate
action strategy—general areas
goals

1. Lead by example

2. Adopt a climate action plan

Land use and transportation goals
3. Build communities for walking, bicycling and public transit

4. Minimize greenhouse gases released from vehicles

5. Support increased use of low carbon alternative fuels

6. Protect transportation infrastructure form climate change
impacts, e.g., sea level rise, heat, mudslides

Clean energy and efficient building goals
7. Reduce energy use

8. Pursue energy reductions in existing residential commercial
buildings

9. Promote state policy for zero net energy residential and
commercial buildings
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As an additional question, we examined the five (of 15) strategies from the
MTP/SCS that had the highest level of local consistency. These five were (in order
of consistency—highest to lowest):

• Facilitate development of housing in all price ranges;
• Support smart growth development that promotes bicycling, walking, and transit

use;
• Direct greenfield developments to areas immediately adjacent to the existing

urban edge;
• Encourage development patterns that provide safe and efficient pedestrian and

bicycle access to transit;
• Create an interconnected system of streets, bikeways, and walkways that support

a more compact development form.

Of note, SACOGs signature regional planning policy—its “Blueprint” plan—
was identified in only two cities. The most consistent items are land use and
transportation items and none are financial.

Table 4.3 SACOG SCS
items

Transportation: Develop community activity centers
well-suited for high-quality transit service and complete streets

Transportation: Support preservation of the existing road
system as the top funding priority

Transportation: Improve service to transit-dependent
populations—disabled, low-income, senior, youth

Transportation: Support smart growth development that
promotes bicycling, walking, and transit use

Transportation: Support development in Transit Priority Areas
(TPAs)

Transportation: Develop a complete streets policy

Transportation: Develop transit station near economic centers
and neighborhoods

Transportation: Create an interconnected system of streets,
bikeways, and walkways that support a more compact
development form

Land use: Grow consistent with blueprint principles

Land use: Facilitate development of housing in all price ranges

Land use: Direct greenfield developments to areas immediately
adjacent to the existing urban edge

Land use: Implement the Rural-Urban Connection Strategy
(RUCS)

Land use: Create a development activity tracking tool to assess
growth patterns

Land use: Encourage development patterns that provide safe
and efficient pedestrian and bicycle access to transit

Financial: Collect development-based fees sufficient for both
local road improvements and regional-scale road, transit and/or
bicycle pedestrian improvements
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4.6.3 Southern California Region

In April 2012, the SCAG adopted their 2012–2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS). The SCAG RTP/SCS includes
60 policies; 25 of the strategies depend partially or completely on local government
for implementation (see Table 4.4 for the 25 strategies).

In the SCAG region, there are six counties and 191 cities. We took a stratified
sample of the cities by listing the cities in order of population and dividing the cities
into thirds with 63 cities in the first group and 64 cities in the second two groups.
We then randomly sampled 16 cities from the first third and 17 cities from next
group. We wanted to be sure to include Los Angeles in the analysis, so we selected
Los Angeles from the third group and randomly sampled an additional 16 cities
from the remaining 63 cities in the third sub-group. One city was dropped from the
analysis due to lack of data. One author examined 25 and the other examined 24 of
the 49 cities general plans and CAPs.

The first question we asked was: are local plans consistent with the regional
SCS? We reviewed the city general plans and CAPs for consistency with the 25
strategies in the MTP/SCS that depend on local-level implementation. The average
number of adopted items was 7.9 strategies of the 26 (30%) in the RTP/SCS, with a
range of zero to 21 items. Of the 49 cities, only three showed a high consistency
(greater than 66%), 15 showed a moderate consistency (between 33 and 66%), and
31 showed low consistency (less than 33%), including one with no consistency
(0%). Thus, we conclude that local plans have low consistency with the SCAG
RTP/SCS.

The second question we asked was: does regional climate action planning
influence local planning? The plans completed before the RTP/SCS average 24%
consistency and after average 33% consistency; and unlike the SACOG region, the
two most consistent cities have plans post-dating the RTP/SCS. The post-RTP/SCS
mean is higher, as expected, and independent samples t-test shows this difference of
means to be statistically significant at the 0.10 level. Thus, at this time, the SCAG
RTP/SCS does appear to have influenced local plans.

As an additional question, we examined the five (of 25) strategies from the
MTP/SCS that had the highest level of local consistency. These five were (in order
of consistency—highest to lowest):

• Identify resources that can be used for employing strategies to maintain and
assist in the development of affordable housing;

• Support projects, programs, policies, and regulations to protect resources areas,
such as natural habitats and farmland, from future development;

• Develop comprehensive active transportation network;
• Encourage the implementation of a complete streets policy;
• Encourage the use of range-limited battery electric and other alternative fueled

vehicles.
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Table 4.4 SCAG SCS items Transportation: Provide a network of local community
circulators that serve new TOD, HQTAs, and neighborhood
commercial centers

Transportation: Develop first-mile/last-mile strategies on a
local level to provide an incentive for making trips by transit,
bicycling, walking, or neighborhood electric vehicle

Transportation: Encourage transit fare discounts and local
vendor product and service discounts for residents and
employees of TOD/HQTAs

Transportation: Work with transit properties to identify and
remove barriers to maintaining on-time performance

Transportation: Develop comprehensive active transportation
network

Transportation: Encourage the implementation of a Complete
Streets policy

Transportation: Support work-based programs that encourage
emission reduction strategies and incentivize active
transportation commuting or ride-share modes

Transportation: Encourage the development of telecommuting
programs by employers through review and revision of policies
that may discourage alternative work options

Transportation: Expand the use of regional transit modes such
as BRT, rail, and limited-stop service

Transportation: Encourage regional and local transit providers
to develop rail interface services at Metrolink, Amtrak, and
high-speed rail stations

Transportation: Prioritize transportation investments to
support compact infill development

Land use: Adopt neighborhood-oriented development,
suburban villages, and revitalized main streets as livability
strategies in areas not served by high-quality transit

Land use: Support active and healthy community environments
that encourage safe walking, bicycling, and physical activity by
children

Land use: Update local zoning codes, general plans, and other
regulatory policies to accelerate adoption of land use strategies
included in the 2012–2035 RTP/SCS Plan

Land use: Encourage the development of complete
communities, which includes a diversity of housing jobs,
recreation and culture, and services

Land use: Pursue joint development opportunities to encourage
the development of housing and mixed-use projects around
transit

Land use: Consider developing healthy community or active
design guidelines that promote physical activity and improved
health

(continued)
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The most consistent items cross all the elements are transportation, land use,
energy and financial in the SCS. Of note, much like the city of San Diego, the city
of Los Angeles touts leading by example and actually has adopted 21 of the 25
elements into their CAP and general plan. Santa Monica, another large city, had
similar outcomes. The fact that these larger cities are adopting elements recom-
mended at the regional level may point to what Lewis (2001) and Mason et al.
(2011) found to be true of central cities, which is central cities tend to be more
outward looking than more suburban cities.

4.6.4 Overall Regional Findings

In addition to analyzing each region independently, we combined the data to
complete an overall assessment. The entire sample included 88 cities across the
three regions. The first question we asked was: are local plans consistent with the
regional SCSs? The analysis shows that on average the cities are consistent with
28% of the policies in the associated MTP/SCS, with the range being from 0 to
81%. Thus we conclude that local plans are generally not consistent with the
MTP/SCSs. The policies that were consistent with the SCSs mostly fell into five
general categories: affordable housing, active transportation, community planning
(including compact form, infill development, and diversity of land uses), complete

Table 4.4 (continued) Land use: Support projects, programs, policies, and regulations
to protect resources areas, such as natural habitats and farmland,
from future development

Land use: Engage in a strategic planning process for open
space and park space, specifically in park-poor communities

Land use: Implement innovative strategies that enhance
mobility and air quality, including those that increase the
walkability of communities and accessibility to transit

Energy: Encourage the use of range-limited battery electric and
other alternative fueled vehicles

Energy: Support strategies to develop infrastructure and
supportive land uses to accelerate fleet conversion to electric or
other near zero-emission technologies

Financial: Develop policies and prioritize funding for strategies
and projects that enhance mobility and air quality

Financial: Seek partnerships with state and regional agencies to
acquire funding sources for innovative planning projects

Financial: Cooperate with stakeholders to identify new funding
sources and/or increased funding levels for the existing
transportation network

Financial: Identify resources that can be used for employing
strategies to maintain and assist in the development of
affordable housing
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streets, and alternative fuel vehicles and infrastructure. One explanation for some of
the consistency across two of these categories is that housing and complete streets
are mandated to be considered in the plans by state law.

The second question we asked was: does regional climate action planning
influence local planning? The plans completed before the MTP/SCS average 23%
consistency and after average 35% consistency. The post-MTP/SCS mean is higher
as expected, and is shown to be a statistically significant difference (at the 0.01
level). But further analysis reveals a complication. A linear regression model that
includes both the pre/post dichotomous variable and a time variable (age of plan)
shows that time is statistically significant and pre/post is not. In other words, local
plans have been generally getting better over time in terms of being more consistent
with principles in the RTP/SCS and an independent effect of the RTP/SCS cannot
be discerned. This is perhaps best demonstrated in Fig. 4.2, which shows the
percentage consistency over time, keeping in mind that the RTP/SCSs were adopted
in 2011 and 2012. This effect also appears to be present in the individual regions
though we did not run a regression due to the smaller sample sizes. Thus, at this
time, the RTP/SCSs do not appear to have independently influenced local plans.
Perhaps the good news, though, is that local plans are improving over time. Of note,
we also found the increasing population size was a statistically significant inde-
pendent predictor of local plan consistency.

4.7 Discussion and Conclusions

Taken together, the regions of Sacramento, San Diego, and Southern California
(Los Angeles metro area) provide little evidence to support the hypothesis that
regional planning under SB 375 has affected local-level planning. It must be
emphasized that it may be too early to draw firm conclusions. Only 30 of the 88

Fig. 4.2 Date of the adopted
local plans and percentage of
RTP/SCS policies present in
those plans
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cities studied have updated their CAP or general plan since the adoption of the
MTP/SCS. Given that the rate of plan updates is about two per year, change will
come slowly.

Consistent with previous research, we did find that central cities are leaders in
climate action planning. In looking at the relative consistency ranking in the three
central cities in each region— Sacramento, Los Angeles (Southern California), and
San Diego—we see that the first two of the three are clear leaders. In the
Sacramento region, the central city of Sacramento had the second highest consis-
tency with the SACOG RTP/SCS. The highest degree of consistency is the city of
Davis, which is the 6th largest city, a major employment center in the region, a
college town (location of the University of California, Davis), and known for
progressive public policy especially on bicycle transportation. In the Southern
California region, Los Angles tied for highest consistency with the SCAG
RTP/SCS with the city of Santa Monica. Santa Monica arguably functions as a
central city for the west side of the Southern California region. The city of
San Diego in the San Diego region was not as outward looking as some of the other
cities, falling somewhere in the middle of the pack of the cities adopting SCS
elements in the region.

This trend is more nuanced in the San Diego region, however, where the highest
levels of consistency in plans are found in the mid-sized cities of Carlsbad and San
Marcos and moderate levels of consistency in the two largest cities of San Diego
and Chula Vista. It may be that the progressive efforts of regions of SACOG and in
SANDAG the mid-sized and larger cities in the regions that drive the goals of the
SCS are being met. This, in turn, would mean some free-riding, by small cities, may
not be as detrimental to the larger regional goals if mid-sized and larger cities are
taking the lead. If the SCS is the benchmark of goals to be met for regional
planning, they simply may not be specific enough in terms of reducing GHG
emissions or manageable to achieve at the local level. For example, one SCS
element says, ‘Work with San Diego Gas and Electric and other stakeholders to
mitigate the potential impacts of EVs on the electric grid’. This and other elements
like it are so nonspecific in terms of its impact, it is hard to gauge if there would be
any impact on reducing GHG emissions. Another SCS element example is the goal
to “Identify transportation infrastructure that could be vulnerable to climate change”
is not adopted in local plans as a tool for GHG reduction. In the case of the San
Diego region, the idea of leading by example as having an “effect” on the region
may be more of a result of the specific Climate Action Strategy elements dealing
with GHG emissions as an element of the SCS than the overarching SCS items in
total.

In the end, it appears that some localities are doing their part and following the
lead of the region on several elements and actionable goals under the SCS. It
remains to be seen whether individual efforts within a region can overcome or will
be thwarted by municipalities that act in ways associated with free-riding by not
taking action. The concern that free-riding or anything less than complete regional
effort could result in a lack of net gain in a reduction or a significant reduction in
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GHG emissions may need further exploration. We do have evidence that some
localities are engaged and are taking very targeted actions, and those communities
may be large enough to offset the concerns of smaller communities not engaging.
Moreover, MPOs are using the SCSs to direct funding to local areas to incentivize
climate action planning and GHG emissions reduction implementation.

The findings suggest that regions can lead by example and provide best practices
or options in strategies. In some cases (such as SACOG), it does not appear the SCS
is a persuasive mechanism for GHG reductions at the local level, but not in all cases
there or elsewhere such as SANDAG and SCAG. The more fine-tuned and targeted
initiatives at the regional level are being taken on by those engaged at the local
level, and those appear more helpful to climate change mitigation efforts than more
general sustainability action items. Clearly, the mission of the goals coming out of
the SCS reach beyond the reduction of GHGs and extend to matters of habitat
conservation and improving service to transit-dependent populations—including
disabled, low-income, senior, and youth populations. As the name implies, the SCS
is taking a more holistic look at what a sustainable region of communities should be
(see Chap. 2: Homsy). Yet, where there is a more targeted regional strategy for
GHG emission reductions as in the case of the San Diego Climate Action Strategy,
the region demonstrates it might become a vehicle for helping cities to reduce their
GHG emissions through their own CAPs and inventories. This suggests providing
more targeted strategies within a regional plan might be a catalyst for initiatives at
the city level, which in turn reaches both local and regional goals (see Chap. 7: Sari
and Prayoga). This also suggests regional initiatives can be an appropriate way to
help cities address climate change issues, but it may be too soon to determine the
ultimate effect of the SCS on local level actions. One way to foster more targeted
strategies would be for the SCSs to explicitly lay out their expectations for regional
and local entities, perhaps even giving estimates needed at the local areas to meet
regional targets.
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Chapter 5
Metropolitan Governance of Waste
for Climate Change Mitigation:
Examining the Case of Montreal

Eve Bourgeois and Sara Hughes

Abstract The increasing ambitions of municipal governments to reduce green-
house gas emissions raises important questions about the role of municipal and
regional governance structures. More or less centralized decision-making structures
present unique sets of trade-offs. While centralization offers benefits of authority
and standardization, it can also create challenges for public input and democratic
oversight. Using the City of Montreal, this chapter examines these trade-offs for
climate change policy innovation in the waste management sector. Montreal’s
experience highlights the trade-offs between centralization and policy innovation.
Although centralization has produced positive environmental outcomes in the waste
management sector through the implementation of a metropolitan area-wide com-
post program, the experience of Montreal reveals this comes with important
trade-offs in local autonomy and engagement. While more centralized control can,
in one sense, lead to more effective decision-making, this must come with measures
to provide space for citizen participation and consideration of local specificities in
the policy-making process.

Keywords Metropolitan governance � Urban governance � Waste management �
Climate change mitigation � Montreal

5.1 Climate Change Mitigation, Municipal Waste,
and Regional Governance

A growing number of cities in Canada are rethinking their waste management
strategies as a way of meeting increasingly ambitious sustainability and climate
change goals. Waste management practices can account for as much as 15% of a
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city’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and many cities are facing very real limits
to their ability to deposit waste in municipal landfills. Increasing residential and
commercial density in cities, combined with inefficient waste pickup routes, can
lead to significant air pollution from waste management services. Cities are
therefore taking advantage of growing demands and opportunities for reforming the
waste management sector in ways that reduce its contribution to climate change,
local air pollution levels, and demand for scarce land for disposal.

Incorporating organic waste recycling is one way many cities are restructuring
waste management services to meet sustainability and climate change goals.
Organic waste recycling programs typically collect food waste from households and
businesses and compost this waste in an industrial facility. Such programs are able
to reduce demand for landfill space by diverting organic waste, and subsequently,
reduce the amount of methane (a potent GHG) produced by landfills. Organic waste
recycling can be particularly attractive for the growing number of cities that have
set “zero waste” targets, as their aim is to soon stop sending any waste to landfills.

While the benefits of waste management reform, and particularly the introduc-
tion of organic waste recycling programs, may be increasingly attractive, the means
by which such reforms can or should be introduced in a complex urban governance
landscape are much less so. An important feature of the multilevel governance
context for many cities is regional or metropolitan scale governments and institu-
tions, and the role these play in shaping and delivering waste management services.

Scholars of urban governance have long debated the political, policy, and eco-
nomic implications of more or less centralized metropolitan governance institutions
(Savitch and Vogel 2009). Early proponents of regional or metropolitan scale
institutions argued for their economies of scale and increased efficiency. Pooling
resources and authorities at the metropolitan scale can facilitate economies of scale
in service delivery and improve outcomes. Vincent Ostrom and others (e.g.,
Ostrom, Tiebuot, and Warren 1961) pushed back on this view, arguing that more
decentralized institutional arrangements facilitated both efficiency and democratic
accountability in service delivery by allowing municipalities to tailor services to
local needs. In the 1990s, the debate began to center on the economic consequences
of regional institutions, with proponents arguing that regional governance can
enhance economic competitiveness in a global economy. More recently scholars
have examined the political and redistributive implications of metropolitan gover-
nance (Judd and Swanstrom 2012; Swanstrom 2001).

Many have suggested that rather than pragmatic responses to service delivery
needs, metropolitan governance reforms are highly contentious and are responding
to emerging priorities in a quickly shifting political and economic landscape (e.g.,
Brenner 2002; Horak 2013). The value of metropolitan governance in this case then
is in the political benefits such reforms are able to provide. However, very little
research has examined the ways in which regional or metropolitan governments
might influence local environmental or climate change policy outcomes. This is a
critically understudied area, as we know that regional governments matter for
outcomes in sectors imports for climate change mitigation such as waste manage-
ment, transportation systems, and land use.
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In this chapter, we examine the ways in which advocates have used metropolitan
governance institutions to forward waste management reforms in Montreal, Canada,
as part of a broader climate change mitigation agenda. We use the case of Montreal
to better understand how metropolitan level institutions shape local climate change
mitigation practices by influencing the service delivery choices of smaller units of
government, and why this dynamic might vary within a metropolitan region.
Montreal’s experience highlights the trade-offs between centralization and policy
innovation. Although centralization has produced positive environmental outcomes
in the waste management sector through the implementation of a metropolitan
area-wide compost program, the experience of Montreal reveals this comes with
important trade-offs in local autonomy and engagement.

Montreal has four distinct types of actors involved in metropolitan government:
The Montreal Metropolitan Community (Communauté Métropolitaine de
Montréal); the Agglomeration of Montreal (Agglomération de Montréal); the City
of Montreal and the related municipalities that de-amalgamated; and the boroughs
within Montreal’s city. At the higher level, the provincial government sets the waste
reduction target, and municipalities have to work toward these goals. In the case of
Montreal’s metropolitan region, the four levels of municipal government shared
responsibilities regarding waste management in order to satisfy provincial regula-
tion. For instance, strategy development and implementation are done at the
regional level—i.e., the Montreal Metropolitan Community, and the Agglomeration
of Montreal—while service delivery is dealt by the City of Montreal in collabo-
ration with its boroughs. Institutionally, Montreal is, therefore, something of an
in-between case in terms of regional metropolitan government structure:
decision-making about service delivery is neither entirely regional nor entirely
local. It is also a case of a region that has tended to experiment with different forms
of regional governance as an explicit response to emerging policy challenges, as we
will outline below. We, therefore, use this case to learn more about how
metropolitan governments are able to shape the service delivery choices of
municipalities, particularly when they are working to persuade them to adopt more
environmental or climate change oriented practices rather than requiring them, and
what role institutional reform can play in helping meet urban climate change goals.

5.2 Metropolitan Governance in Montreal: Experimenting
with Form

Montreal is located in the Canadian province of Quebec, which adopted in the
1960s several laws to encourage cities to amalgamate in order to pool fiscal
capacities and increase administrative efficiency. The Province hoped that by
sharing fiscal resources in this way, less wealthy municipalities would be able to
provide better public services. This strategy had only limited success, and munic-
ipal amalgamations came back on the provincial policy agenda in the 1990s.
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In December of 2000, the Quebec government, under the Parti Québécois, passed
Bill 170, which forced the amalgamation of many municipalities (MAMOT 2010).

Bill 170 specifically targeted large urban areas, and the number of municipalities
in Quebec decreased significantly (Belley et al. 2009; Collin 2002). The 28
municipalities on the island of Montreal (and the L’Île-Bizard) were amalgamated
to form the new City of Montreal in order to create a “strong, big and interna-
tionally known urban core by tapping into suburban growth to redistribute property
tax revenues extracted from industrial and commercial development” (Keil and
Boudreau 2005). Amalgamations also took place during the same period, and with
the same rationale, on the South and North shores of Montreal (and across the
province). Quebec was not alone in its pursuit of reform at this time. The province
of Ontario was also undergoing a metropolitan reform process, which had an even
greater effect on the number ofmunicipalities (Razin and Smith 2006). Despite a large
number of amalgamations that came from Bill 170 in Quebec, there remain 1288
municipalities in the province as of 2016 (Institut de la statistique du Québec 2016).

The municipalities that were included within the amalgamated City of Montreal
are referred to as boroughs. These boroughs were granted some additional powers
during amalgamation as a way to soften the impacts of reform (Hamel 2009). The
borough system in Montreal “is a compromise in response to the desire to preserve
a place for the expression of local distinctions and, therefore, to make municipal
restructuring more acceptable in the eyes of the elected officials and the adminis-
trators of the suburbs” (Collin and Robertson 2005).

The new City of Montreal was, however, very short-lived; popular opposition
was strong, especially among Montreal’s suburban municipalities. Opponents
claimed the amalgamation threatened the local political culture of the new amal-
gamated cities, the integrity of their community, and hindered local democracy
(Hamel 2006). As a result, municipal de-amalgamations were part of the Liberal
party’s strategy during their successful 2003 bid for provincial power. Following
their election, the Liberal party held public consultations about how municipal
de-amalgamation should proceed. Subsequently, several referenda were held across
the province during summer 2004, which led 15 amalgamated municipalities on the
island of Montreal to recover their independence.

However, these de-amalgamated cities did not recover the full authority they had
enjoyed before the reform. In 2006 a new regional structure, the Agglomération de
Montréal (Agglomeration of Montreal—here after, AM), was created as a third tier
of government that encompasses the City of Montreal and the 15 de-amalgamated
municipalities “in order to preserve an organic bond between the central city and
the municipalities that chose to be reconstituted” (Belley et al. 2009). The regional
government was tasked with issues such as affordable housing, fire, and police,
which represent about one-third of municipal expenditures of the region (Belley
et al. 2009). Other “local concerns” were left in the hands of the municipalities.1

(Fig. 5.1)

1Or what are called “related municipalities” in the work of Belley et al. (2009).
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This redistribution of powers has led some observers of urban governance in
Montreal to suggest that between the boroughs and the AM, the City of Montreal
lost most of its powers (Hamel 2009). This view, however, does not take into
account the fact that the City of Montreal has significant influence over the AM.
The seats at the AM are shared among member municipalities according to pop-
ulation size, and the City of Montreal holds the majority of seats (MAMOT 2016).
This has created an imbalance as suburban municipalities make significant financial
contributions to regional services but do not have much influence on the
decision-making process.

Ultimately, coordination between the AM and its suburban regions is managed
through the Communauté Métropolitaine de Montréal (Montreal Metropolitan
Community—here after, CMM) who oversees planning and coordination of
regional development, promotion of art and culture, waste management, affordable
housing, and municipal infrastructure. The CMM governs 82 municipalities with
3.5 million people living in the region (almost half the population of the province of
Quebec), and it corresponds broadly to the territory of the census metropolitan

Fig. 5.1 CMM’s Territory (CMM 2015)
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region defined by Statistics Canada. The decision-making process at this stage takes
place through indirectly elected representation, as the CMM members are elected
officials from the municipalities. While many see the CMM as a welcome
improvement to a larger scale regional coordination, it has also been criticized for a
lack of citizen participation and a duplication of tasks performed by municipalities
(Boudreau 2013; Razin and Smith 2006).

Finally, the latest municipal reform in 2015 has taken several powers away from
the boroughs and given them to the more centralized City of Montreal and the
budgets of the boroughs have subsequently decreased. This shift in authority and
financial resources includes several local services previously under boroughs’
responsibilities including waste collection and recycling. These changes were not
welcomed by the boroughs, who claim that service delivery will suffer from cen-
tralized control (Marsolais 2014). However, the city’s conviction that centralized
service delivery would facilitate equality in services delivery and fiscal efficiency
won the day.

Because of the municipal reform, Montreal is governed through four-tier gov-
ernance arrangements: the boroughs; the City of Montreal (and the related
municipalities); the AM; and the CMM. The case of Montreal is, however, not an
exception; such multilevel structures are in fact quite common practices in
Canadian metropolitan areas (Young 2009). Despite the trends toward new
regionalism that have characterized the municipal reorganization in the United
States or in Europe in the 1990s, Canada has adopted coordinating structures for the
municipal sector that resemble the old regionalism approach (Hamel 2006,
Lafortune and Collin 2011; Razin and Smith 2006).

5.3 Governing Waste in Montreal for Climate
Change Mitigation

Each of the four tiers of government in Montreal helps to shape the purpose and
delivery of waste management services. The provincial government sets the
guidelines and goals for waste reduction and elimination for both the municipal and
the private sector (i.e., the industries, businesses, and institutions sector; and the
construction, renovation, and demolition sector). Provincial legislation requires that
municipal and regional governments produce a waste management plan (Plan de
gestion des matières résiduelles) in which they detail their strategy for complying
with provincial legislation. The Province will typically provide funding to munic-
ipalities to build the infrastructure needed to reach provincial goals.

In the case of the Montreal metropolitan area, strategies for meeting provincial
targets are often developed by the CMM, while in non-metropolitan regions this
would be taken on either by municipalities themselves or by regional county
municipalities (RCM). Additionally, several municipalities in the Montreal
metropolitan area have chosen to outsource waste management to the private sector.
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Further, industrial, commercial, and institutional waste and the construction, ren-
ovation, and demolition sectors are outside of municipalities’ jurisdiction. Thus,
waste coming from these sources is entirely left to the private sector, which rep-
resents about two-thirds of the waste generated in the province (CMM 2016).
Overall, more than 1000 organizations and businesses are working in the waste
management sector on the territory of the CMM, including tens of Éco-Centers2

which are under the municipal management (CMM 2015). (Table 5.1)
The Quebec government has been taking steps since the late 1990s to reduce the

amount of waste sent to landfills. The first legislation was adopted in 2000 by the
Quebec government with the goal to decrease the overall amount of waste pro-
duced. This legislation set a 60% target for both organic and traditional waste
recycling by 2008 (Gouvernement du Québec 2000). Following the legislation,
curbside collection programs for both recycling efforts were implemented across the
province and municipal recycling rates increased dramatically, doubling between
2000 and 2006 (Ménard 2009). The organic waste recycling programs were the less
successful of the two due to problems of odors coming from organic waste facil-
ities. The sluggish organic waste recycling rates added an additional financial
burden on facilities already facing economic challenges, as they lacked the funds to
adapt the infrastructure in order to rectify the odor problem. As a result, a large
portion of the organic recycling facilities in the province declared bankruptcy and
shut down their activities (Chamard and Méthot N.d.). Indeed, organic waste
recycling is the primary waste management challenge that is faced by Quebec’s
municipalities: In 2006, only 8% of organic waste in the province was collected and
composted (Ménard 2009).

To counter these poor results, the government of Quebec reconfirmed its com-
mitment to organic waste recycling in its latest iteration of climate change legis-
lation. In 2011, the Politique québécoise de gestion des matières résiduelles
(Gouvernement du Québec 2011) was adopted with the goals of diverting waste

Table 5.1 Actors and their Main Roles in Montreal’s Waste Management Sector Following the
2015 Municipal Reform in Montreal

Provincial government Establishes the waste recovery, valorization and elimination
goals through legislation; funds municipalities

Communauté métropolitaine de
Montréal (CMM)

Develops a waste management plan for the metropolitan
region through participation of its members

Agglomeration of Montreal
(AM)

Implements the waste management plan adopted by the
CMM; manages waste recycling and elimination

City of Montreal & related
municipalities

Gives contracts to the private sector for waste collection and
transporting, or does it internally

City of Montreal’s boroughs Manage waste collection following the City’s directives

2Éco-centers are recycling centers that dealt generally with waste which cannot be disposed in
regular recycling bins (such as batteries, paint, cars, etc.). There are several of them across
Montreal in order to serve the population in different sectors of the city.
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from landfills, contributing to the provincial climate change mitigation strategy, and
empowering actors in the waste management sector. More specifically, the legis-
lation sets out the following goals to be met by the end of 2015:

– Decrease to 700 kg/person the amount of waste send to landfills;
– Recycle 70% of paper, cardboard; plastic; glass; and metals;
– Recycle 60% of organic waste;
– Recycle 80% of concrete residue, bricks, and asphalt;
– Segregate at the source or send to a sorting center 70% of the residue coming

from construction, renovation, and demolition coming from the building
segment.

This time, the provincial government adopted financial incentives to encourage
municipalities to increase their recycling rates and has committed to cover a large
portion of the costs for the construction of organic waste recycling facilities. Under
the compensation plan sets up in the 2011 provincial legislation, 70% of the costs of
selective municipal waste collections on the CMM were covered by the province
(CMM 2016).

Municipalities have done well in traditional recycling, where they are generally
close to meeting the provincial targets. Progress has been slower for organic waste,
and as of early 2017, several municipalities in Quebec still do not have such a
program. Organic waste recycling remains unattractive to many who are put off by
the potential odor. Table 5.2 provides an overview of recycling rates in the province
and in the Montreal metropolitan area, demonstrating that Montreal is lagging
behind the rest of the province (CMM 2012a, b). Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the
waste and organic waste recovery rates for the territories in the AM. The average
rate of general recycling in the AM is 58%, while the organic waste recycling rate is
12%; both are lower than the provincial targets.

This discrepancy among Montreal’s boroughs and related municipalities in the
AM is the result of decentralized practices in the waste collection until 2015. Before
201, the boroughs and related municipalities provided curbside pickup programs
while the AM oversaw waste disposal and coordinated recycling infrastructure. As
a result, the services and programs offered by the boroughs and related munici-
palities differed greatly, especially for the organic waste collection. For instance, by
the end of 2014, only eight of the 19 boroughs within the City of Montreal were
offering a partial curbside pickup program for organic waste, and only one borough
(Rosemont—La-Petite-Patrie) was able to implement a full municipal organic waste
collection by the end of 2015 (Trottier 2015).

Table 5.2 Recovery Rates in the CMM Area (2012)

Organic Recycling Rate (%) Recycling Rate (%)

Provincial targets for 2015 60 70

Province actual rates 21 59

CMM actual rates 12 59

AM actual rates 12 58
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The municipalities in the region that are not part of the City of Montreal have
made the most progress on organic waste recycling. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show maps
of the AM, including Montreal City (and its 19 boroughs), and the 15 related
municipalities on the Agglomeration’s territory. The boroughs are identified in dark
gray, while the independent cities are identified in light gray. In Fig. 5.2, on each
territory, the left column represents the quantity of organic waste produced

Fig. 5.2 Organic Recycling Rates on the Agglomeration of Montreal (Ville de Montréal 2015a).
(Figures 5.2 and 5.3 come from the report Bilan 2015 des matières résiduelles de l’agglomération
de Montréal: Réduire pour grandir done by the City of Montreal. The figures were modified in
order to make their reading easier in a black and white print. Additionally, the legend was
translated from French; and the text in the boxes have been translated and modified to put the
emphasis on the information most relevant to our purpose.)

Fig. 5.3 Recycling Rates on the Agglomeration of Montreal (Ville de Montréal 2015a)
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(in tons), while the right column represents the organic recovery rate. In Fig. 5.3,
the left column represents the quantity of recycling waste produced (in tons), while
the right column represents the recovery rate of recycling matter. As Fig. 5.2
shows, the only territory in the AM that has reached the provincial target is the
related municipality of Senneville, with an organic recovery rate of 66%.
Additionally, the second and third best performing cities are two related munici-
palities that have almost reached the provincial 2015 targets: Beaconsfield (59%)
and Pointe-Claire (55%). Even the borough of Rosemont—La-Petite-Patrie shows a
disappointing 15% recovery rate. Thus, it seems that the good performance of the
Agglomeration of Montreal is the result of the work done by the cities on its
territory more than it was the work done by the City of Montreal.

Figure 5.3 demonstrates that municipalities implemented general recycling
programs much sooner than organic waste recycling programs. Once again, how-
ever, the three territories showing the best recycling rates are the three same related
municipalities that had the best organic waste recovery rates (although they do not
hold the same positions within the top three): Senneville (80%), Pointe-Claire
(74%), and Beaconsfield (71%). The general difference between the organic
recovery rates and the recycling rates may be explained by the fact that organic
waste curb pick programs are still at an early stage in Quebec while recycling
pickup programs have been in place for years. As a result, we might expect that
organic waste collection will improve over time, as did general recycling programs.

5.4 Centralization as an Urban Governance Response

Decision makers have tended to see decentralization in the metropolitan area as a
roadblock to more efficient and equal service delivery. In the case of the City of
Montreal, centralization of services allowed the city center to take progressive
actions in the waste management sector and worked even further toward its goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The reason centralization may work in this
context may have less to do with economies of scale and more to do with the greater
political opportunity to override household reluctance to participate in organic
waste recycling schemes. The City of Montreal has the resources and legislative
capabilities to require and incentivize participation in organic waste recycling, and,
most importantly, had the political will to impose these measures despite residents’
complaints about odors or inconvenience. Greater political distance from house-
holds may insulate decision makers from pushback and resistance to the program.

In January 2015, the City of Montreal was given several new responsibilities,
including a waste collection that had previously been under the jurisdiction of the
city’s boroughs. This is a two-year experiment, after which a two-thirds vote by the
Montreal city council is required to maintain the new arrangement (Cameron 2014,
2016). Following this reform, the Montreal city council has quickly adopted a
regulation requiring an organic waste collection program for every Montreal
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household by 2019. Implementation of this program started in the fall 2016—
offering for the first time a municipal organic waste collection to many residents
living in Montreal (Cameron 2015). This new program has been accompanied by
financial penalties to ensure citizen participation in the program. Indeed, the city
can give fines up to $1000 to households who do not use the new green bin.
However, it is not yet clear how the implementation of such a fine would work
since it is not always apparent which bin belongs to which household.

In the years to come, the City of Montreal will take over waste collection
contracts as the current contracts signed by the boroughs come to an end, putting
the city in a better position to negotiate lower prices (Ville de Montréal 2015b).
According to the city, centralization of the waste collection will engender econo-
mies of scale since Montreal will be in a better position to negotiate contracts and
ensure equal services across its territory (Orfali 2014).

It still remains to be seen whether this centralization will provide the benefits the
city claims. For instance, unified services coordinated at the city center might result
in poor delivery at a more local scale. Each borough presents different character-
istics, such as population density or household characteristics, which may influence
the efficacy of service delivery in a sector such as waste management. Even within a
single borough, those characteristics might be different from one street to another.
The work of Chaput shows several difficulties that must be considered when dealing
with waste management in the high-density population such as Montreal in order to
increase efficiency (Chaput 2015). Such characteristics might appear quite trivial,
but they are highly influential in the success of this type of policy. Criteria such as
whether residents have the space to store three bins, for example, must be con-
sidered by municipalities when designing organic waste management programs
(Chaput 2015). If the new organic program implemented by the city does not take
into account those differences, there is a risk that residents will ignore the new
policy put in place preferring using the system they are used to. To see the effect of
the climate change innovative policy, the municipal government has to tailor ser-
vice delivery, to some extent, to the need of each neighborhood as every citizen has
a role to play in climate change mitigation.

Additionally, in terms of institutional structure, as Razin and Smith argue,
“promises asserted in order to promote reform are nearly always exaggerated,
unrealistic, or sometimes plainly wrong. Expected savings never fully materialize, if
at all; unexpected extra costs tend to emerge; administrative chaos could accom-
pany the transition period, and major territorial reforms frequently lead to sub-
stantial unintended and unanticipated consequences” (2006). For instance, the
experience of the amalgamation process in Toronto did not provide the cost savings
that were expected. On the contrary, Schwartz finds that the overall costs of the new
city were higher following the amalgamation and that the cost of waste manage-
ment services stayed largely the same (Schwartz 2009). In terms of the equalization
of services, more time is needed before we can assess whether the implementation
of the universal organic waste collection will be successful. So far, several bor-
oughs have expressed concerns about the uniform waste collection that does take
into account the particularity of each borough such as population density, type of
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households, and space for another collecting bin (Cameron 2014, 2015). The reform
has also been critiqued for reducing the boroughs’ budgets, many of whom claim
they will not have enough money to provide the services that were left under their
responsibility (Orfali 2014). For example, the borough of Outremont expects to
close two ice rings due to lack of funding (Cameron 2014).

From a sustainability and climate change perspective, the centralization of waste
management in the City of Montreal has so far been positive: it is likely that the new
municipal organic waste legislation and services will increase waste diversion rates
and decrease methane emissions in landfills. Indeed, the city plans to introduce an
organicwaste collection to 95,000 newhouseholds in 2017 and reach every household
by 2019 (Ville de Montréal 2017). Moreover, given that the best organic waste
recycling rates were achieved by related municipalities, and not by Montreal’s bor-
oughs, the centralization of powers will not prevent learning from best practices. In
fact, the latest metropolitan waste management plan takes the related municipality of
Beaconsfield as a success story (CMM 2016). In two years, Beaconsfield went from
producing the second-highest quantity of waste destined to landfill to having the
second best recycling rates. Indeed, through a new pricing scheme for its waste
collection program—according to which households pay depending on the amount of
waste they throw out—Beaconsfield has reduced is waste generation by 48% between
2014 and 2015 (Normandin 2016). The City of Montreal is currently considering this
option, and learning from related municipalities may continue in the years to come.

As stated previously, it is too soon to provide a full assessment of the outcomes of
the new waste management program in the City of Montreal as it is currently being
implemented. If the organic waste recovery rates do increase, there may be interest in
shifting other powers back to the City of Montreal. Before the implementation of the
latest reforms in 2015, Montreal’s boroughs enjoyed a level of autonomy that was
unique in the province. As a result of this latitude, boroughs were able to develop
innovative policies and programs, such as the participatory budgeting process adopted
by Plateau—Mont-Royal’s borough (Hamel 2009). Further centralization might take
away the autonomy boroughs need in order to develop such innovative policies.
Moreover, more centralization could shift the balance of powers between the city
center and its boroughs and encourage boroughs to seek to leave the City ofMontreal.
The 2015 municipal reform was not well received by the boroughs, and the City of
Montreal wants to go even further. The city has asked the provincial government to
amend the city charter in order tomake centralization even easier for theMontreal city
council. As a result of this initiative, some borough mayors have suggested a second
referendum round to leave the City of Montreal (Cameron 2016).

5.5 Going Forward: Grappling with Trade-offs

Debates about the benefits and challenges of decentralization in urban governance
have a long and unresolved history, and the pursuit of climate change mitigation
through service delivery reform adds another layer to the debate. As more and more
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cities around the world are pursuing climate change mitigation, it becomes more
urgent to better understand how governance structures might enhance or hinder
climate change action at the municipal level and the trade-offs they engender. In this
chapter, we draw on and forward some of these debates in the context of waste
management, and particularly efforts to introduce organic waste recycling programs
to reduce urban GHG emissions.

The case of the City of Montreal, and its metropolitan area provides some
evidence that centralization of services can facilitate progress on environmental
aims in the waste management sector. Metropolitan restructuring is a common
occurrence in Montreal as a response to policy and service challenges. In an effort
to counter sluggish progress in the boroughs, the City of Montreal took on waste
management and introduced measures to require and encourage organic waste
recycling in the region. While the programs are still new, there are signs that they
will improve organic waste recycling rates despite protests from the boroughs that
centralized programs will be unresponsive to local needs. The City of Montreal has
been committed to reducing GHG emissions since 2005 and has additionally
pledged to reduce its GHG emissions by 80% by 2050 during the 2015 United
Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 21) held in Paris (Ville de Montréal
2016).3 To reach this target, the city has no choice but to take innovative actions, as
the global experience shows us that “business-as-usual” is incompatible with
meaningful climate change mitigation.

Whether or not centralization leads to policy innovation in the field of climate
change mitigation, the case of Montreal reminds us of the broader factors and
trade-offs at play when it comes to the centralization of metropolitan governance.
While the centralization of powers in the city center in Montreal has resulted in
policy innovation with promising outcomes from an environmental perspective,
there are additional criteria against which urban governance should be—and is—
evaluated. Indeed, efforts to move more authority into the hands of the City of
Montreal are prompting some borough mayors to publicly criticize the city and
even propose leaving the city structure altogether. Ongoing reforms can make it
difficult for citizens and interest groups to know who to talk to, as responsibilities
are continually shifting from one level to another. This may ultimately make pro-
grams like organic waste recycling more difficult because they require a level of
buy-in and engagement that other reforms do not.

Indeed, the case of Montreal highlights the trade-offs that are inherent in
designing urban governance arrangements able to facilitate innovations that reduce
urban GHG emissions (see also Chap. 4). The more centralized authority may, in
some cases, lead to more decisive action, equalization of services, and the political
and financial resources needed to go forward. However, this may come at the cost
of local control and input for decision-making, both of which are also valued
features of urban climate change governance. Such trade-offs may have more than

3In 2005, the City of Montreal adopted its first GHG emissions reductions, aiming to reduce 30%
of GHG emissions from 1990 levels by 2020 (Ville de Montréal 2016).
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normative consequences. For instance, policies that are not tailored to different
needs across the city may negatively affect citizen participation in climate change
mitigation programs and thus hinder the city’s ability to meet its GHG reduction
goals. There are also signs in Montreal of decreasing stability in the more cen-
tralized system. While broader scholarship on metropolitan governance is aware of
such trade-offs, it provides little guidance for how they might be effectively
negotiated.

Based on these findings, we forward two recommendations that may alleviate
some of the negative impacts of centralization for the City of Montreal and else-
where. First is to increase participation spaces for citizens and smaller units of
governments, such as the boroughs of Montreal. This would address some of the
concerns raised by the boroughs about the extent to which local needs are incor-
porated in municipal or regional scale decision-making processes. Institutionalizing
such spaces would allow citizens and small units to be more engaged and ensure
their specific needs are met. This would also give boroughs the opportunity to adopt
policies specific to their needs without sacrificing the benefits of centralization. Our
second recommendation is to increase transparency in the decision-making process
among and between the four levels of government in the Montreal region. In order
for engagement processes to be effective, the public has to understand the role of
each level of their regional government and to know where to address their con-
cerns. In addition, transparency in the decision-making process is likely to reduce
citizens’ concerns over new policies, as they would be openly debated. These
recommendations might not be enough to solve the current dissatisfaction with the
governance structure in Montreal, but they are a first step to increase cohesion
among the different levels of governments and between the elected officials and the
general public.

Growing ambitions for climate change mitigation among urban policymakers
may lead other metropolitan areas to reconsider their governance structures or, at
least, confront the trade-offs they are facing in their current context. Scholars and
practitioners of urban climate change governance should be mindful of the myriad
ways multilevel governance arrangements shape local policy and political outcomes
beyond policy innovations and reductions in GHG emissions. Urban climate change
governance may benefit from the centralization of decision-making, but this may
come at the expense of political and institutional stability and local engagement.
Unwelcome reforms may hinder climate change mitigation innovations in the long
term. Even if we might applaud the innovative policy adopted by the City of
Montreal, the process underpinning it might ultimately undermine both its aims and
the governance structure.

Urban climate change governance poses important challenges for municipal
actors and comes with political trade-offs. Fostering innovation through institutional
design must be balanced with local engagement and opportunities for input (See
Chaps 6–9). To be effective in the long term, both policy innovations and new
institutional designs must be sure to involve citizens and to incorporate their
concerns. Despite having the best policy in place, if citizens are not participating in
and benefitting from climate change programs, cities may be less likely to see major
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gains in the long-run. Urban climate change governance needs the involvement and
engagement of all citizens for long-term results. Metropolitan centralization may be
an effective way to compel municipalities to respond to climate change, but
effective climate change policies and institutions must also have the capacity to
respond to residents’ concerns. An absence of tailored programs and local
democracy might hinder policy innovation if not taken into account during insti-
tutional design. This is especially true at the local level where municipalities are
asking citizens to change their daily habits—such as encouraging residents to take
more often public transportation or to change their disposal habits by adopting often
the third bin in their household—in order for the city to reach their climate change
mitigation targets. Developing better metrics against which we may evaluate cli-
mate change mitigation innovations like organic waste recycling programs is an
important area for future research.
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Chapter 6
Multi-level Governance, Civic Capacity,
and Overcoming the Climate Change
“Adaptation Deficit” in Baltimore,
Maryland

Andrea Sarzynski

Abstract This chapter explores the policy and planning efforts of the city of
Baltimore, Maryland, with respect to climate change adaptation using the institu-
tional analysis and development framework. The city’s innovative combined dis-
aster preparedness and climate change adaptation plan was adopted in 2013 and
situated within a complex, multi-level climate governance regime established in
2007. It’s planning efforts have been recognized for their high quality from the
federal government and nonprofit organizations. Additionally, city staff chose to
build civic capacity on climate change resilience early in its implementation efforts,
reaching more than one thousand residents to date. Yet civic dialogue around
climate adaptation or private adaptive action has not emerged. Instead, adaptation
efforts appear squarely rooted within the governmental realm and subject to
resource constraints of its primary institutions, leaders, and staff. Thus, the
Baltimore case reveals both the resilience of staff when conducting climate adap-
tation planning in an atmosphere of fiscal constraint, and the difficulties in fostering
a community-wide sense of responsibility for climate adaptation action.

Keywords Climate change � Adaptation � Civic capacity � Baltimore �
Governance

6.1 Introduction

The City of Baltimore, similar to other cities in the Mid-Atlantic region, is vul-
nerable to climate change hazards including sea level rise, chronic flooding,
extreme heat, and worsening air quality. These challenges led the city to take stock
of their situation and look for new ways to adapt and built-in mechanisms to create
resilience.
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Mancur Olson’s “logic of collective action” (1971) predicts no action on shared
challenges faced by diverse groups with many participants, due to high transaction
costs for coordination and a lack of tangible, short-term benefits. Urban climate
change adaptation represents one policy area that may be more likely to fall prey to
this logic, as the shared challenge is complex, the resolution costs are high and
immediate while the benefits are less tangible and long-term, and coordination
among the many diverse stakeholders is difficult to structure and maintain. Yet
some cities have managed to make progress in this realm, motivating the question
of how cities have successfully overcome the logic of collective action in adopting
and implementing climate change adaptation policy (see Chap. 2: Homsy).

This chapter explores the decision process surrounding climate change adapta-
tion policy in a large, diverse, and vulnerable legacy city—Baltimore, Maryland—
using the institutional analysis and development framework (Ostrom et al. 2014).
Baltimore adopted an innovative climate change adaptation and disaster risk
reduction plan in 2013, following earlier efforts on sustainability and climate
change mitigation. Baltimore’s adaptation plan is nested within a dynamic,
multi-level climate governance regime and coordinated by a new multi-stakeholder
institution. As such, Baltimore’s experience offers the opportunity to learn about the
multi-level institutional arrangements and strategies that successfully enabled col-
lective action in Baltimore and that could provide insight into climate adaptation
strategies for other similarly situated cities with less-developed climate policies,
such as Philadelphia. The case also provides insights into the study of civic capacity
as a motivating factor for collective action on climate change adaptation, which so
far has been limited in its application to a few policy areas including urban edu-
cation and economic development (Briggs 2008; Stone et al. 2001).

6.2 Literature

Adaptive capacity is the concept used to denote “the ability of a system [such as a
city] to adjust to climate change; it is thought to be determined by a range of factors
including technological options, economic resources, human and social capital, and
governance” (McEvoy et al. 2006). Scholars examine adaptive capacity with the
often unstated presumption that limited capacity (especially of resources, both
human and economic) is the primary barrier to action. Resources constitute a key
set of barriers to climate adaptation at all levels of collective action (Ekstrom and
Moser 2014; Moser 2009). Yet, not all communities with the resources to act do
take action on climate adaptation, suggesting resources may be a necessary but
insufficient precursor to action (Mackie 1980). Some scholars distinguish capacity
from “willingness” to act (Heinrichs et al. 2013) while other scholars distinguish
action from awareness of the problem or analysis of local impacts (Baker et al.
2012). Ekstrom and Moser (2014) describe the difference between potential
capacity and adaptation action as “the adaptation deficit.”
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How do communities overcome this “adaptation deficit”? One possible expla-
nation is the development of civic capacity, defined broadly as the institutional
resources and shared understanding to act within and outside of government to
solve collective problems (Stone et al. 2001). Such capacity develops over decades
and is built on perceptions of benefits and costs of civic mobilization (as in Olson’s
classic “logic of collective action”), and the actual outcomes from prior collective
problem solving (see Chap. 12: Brown).

Scholars have explored the importance of “social capital” in supporting col-
lective problem solving (e.g., Maloney et al. 2000), although Briggs (2008) argues
that civic capacity is a more expansive concept than social capital. Briggs distin-
guishes two dimensions of civic capacity: “the extent to which the sectors that make
up a community are (1) capable of collective action on public problems (the
resource dimension), given the norms and institutional arenas for local action; and
(2) choose to apply such capability (the dimension of effort, will and choice, or
“agency”)” (2008, p. 13; emphasis in original).

Similarly, Mettler and Sorelle (2014) argue that policy outputs such as the pro-
vision of public goods and services, or payments to individuals, generates “resource
effects” that then generate civic capacity and the civic predisposition (attitude or
will) to work collectively to solve problems. Additionally, rules and procedures for
civic engagement such as opportunities for public participation in policy-making
generate “interpretive effects” of policy outputs, which also work to build civic
predisposition to work collectively. In this way, prior public policy decisions and
their outputs feed back into the political system by influencing the propensity and
ability of individuals to participate further (Mettler and Sorelle 2014).

Briggs’ second dimension calls to mind the classic sociological tension between
structure and agency (i.e., Martin and Dennis 2010). Is it sufficient to provide the
opportunity for collective action through structuring institutions and opportunities for
interaction? Or is there an additional element necessary beyond structure when
moving persons to act collectively? Shinn argues, “[o]bligation or responsibility [for
collective action] comes from characteristics of society outside the formal political
structure” (1999, p. 109). Similarly, an intermediate stage in the climate adaptation
pathway model is perceiving a “sense of responsibility for developing a solution,”
which emerges after building “a clear understanding of climate change” generally and
of your “own climate change vulnerability” specifically (Gardner et al. 2009, p. 19).

With this literature in mind, the following propositions are derived from the
general elements necessary to build capability for collective action on climate
change adaptation:

• P1: A conductive institutional environment for deliberation through public
participation and repeated interaction;

• P2: Various supports for action, including financial and managerial resources,
leadership, knowledge, legal authority, and public support (Jenkins-Smith et al.
2014); and

• P3: A commitment to act collectively in the best interests of the community,
whether or not the participating individual will obtain tangible near-term benefits.
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6.3 Methodology

6.3.1 Case Design and Selection

This analysis employs a single case, mixed method design (Yin 2009) to investigate
the above-stated propositions in the context of Baltimore’s climate adaptation
decision-making. According to Yin, single case designs are appropriate where the
motivation is to better understand a recent phenomenon of interest (an exploratory
element) or to better understand the operations and causes behind a phenomenon of
interest (an explanatory element). Single case designs can be used to better specify
theory and, as such, generalize to theories rather than other cases (Yin 2009). The
technique used here shares much similarity with historical analysis, as many of the
relevant sources of information are archival in nature.

Baltimore was chosen for the case study for empirical reasons. It represents an
instance of a still-relatively rare outcome of interest in a context of scholarly interest
to urban and environmental researchers. The Center for Climate and Energy
Solutions has so far documented 48 localities with some action on climate adap-
tation in the United States, including 20 localities with planning recommended in
their general plans; 13 localities with planning in progress; 10 localities with
completed adaptation plans; and 5 localities with adaptation actions but no formal
plans (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions n.d.). A US Conference of Mayors
survey from 2014 found 40% of their respondents (i.e., 81 of 203 cities) were
engaged in climate adaptation planning and 40% were also taking adaptive actions
(The United States Conference of Mayors 2014). These numbers are quite small
given the approximately 36,000 municipal or town governments within the United
States (as of the 2012 Census of Governments).

Other large, diverse, and physically vulnerable communities with adopted cli-
mate adaptation policies that could be studied include New York, Philadelphia, and
Seattle (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions n.d.). New York City’s climate
policies have been the subject of numerous investigations (Rosenzweig et al. 2007;
Rosenzweig and Solecki 2010); the other areas including Baltimore are ripe for
study.

6.3.2 Analytic Approach

This paper uses the institutional analysis and development (IAD) framework to
analyze the decision process involved in adapting to climate change in the
Baltimore, Maryland metropolitan region. The IAD framework details the primary
elements that are expected to be involved in a community’s decision process. The
framework itself does not imply the rationale motivating the process and its
interactions, only the macro-structure of its elements (Ostrom et al. 2014).
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The primary elements of the IAD framework are oriented around the “action
arena” as the unit of analysis, which is “a social space where individuals interact,
exchange goods and services, solve problems, dominate one another, or fight”
(Ostrom et al. 2014, p. 271). The action arena is comprised of “action situations”
where interactions occur and the actors participating in those situations. Results of
interactions among actors can be examined for patterns and outcomes, both of
which can be assessed by evaluative criteria such as efficiency or equity. The action
arena itself is influenced critically by the local context, which includes attributes of
the community, the resources available to the actors, and the institutional rules
governing interactions. Ultimately, the outcomes of interactions within the action
arena feed back into the local context, motivating further action (Mettler and Sorelle
2014).

In the Baltimore case, the unit of analysis is broadly conceived as the space,
where collective decision-making happens concerning the community of Baltimore.
The space is more encompassing than the formal governmental decision-making
arenas, such as the City Council or Mayor’s Office. Within each action arena,
multiple action situations are identified corresponding to the instances when policy
action was proposed, debated, or decided. Actors move in and out of action arenas
depending on their interests and roles (e.g., the Mayor makes executive decisions
relating to the management of the city bureaucracy but also approves legislative
actions of the City Council). The key outcomes in the case include the adoption of
public policies and implementation of actions regarding climate change adaptation
within the region.

In the IAD framework, civic capacity can be considered prima-facie as an “at-
tribute” of the community and part of the local context that feeds into the action
arena. Civic capacity can be built up (or reduced) over time as a community-scale
resource resulting from prior decisions and outcomes (Briggs 2008; Mettler and
Sorelle 2014), and can be activated as situations warrant. In this analysis, civic
capacity is presumed to influence the pattern of interactions among community
members and the resulting policy choices that are made, although the mechanism of
influence and its operation is underdeveloped theoretically.

6.3.3 Data Sources

The majority of information for the IAD analysis comes from archival research,
including policy statements such as state and city plans, commissioned or
staff-generated reports, public meeting notices and minutes, and testimony or
written public comments on draft policies and plans. News articles and interest
group or private citizen communications were also reviewed for relevant infor-
mation. The archival research extended to the mid-2000s when the first calls for
climate action in Baltimore were heard. The archival research generated both
qualitative and quantitative information necessary for the IAD analysis, including a
list of action situations (key events), actors (organizations and individuals), and
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sequences of interactions within each action arena. Additional information about
the case context was obtained from secondary sources, such as from the U.S.
Census Bureau, Vital Stats, and the State of Maryland.

6.4 Analysis

6.4.1 Case Context

Baltimore city is the largest principal city within the Baltimore-Columbia-Towson
(Central Maryland) metropolitan statistical area and is the primate city in the state of
Maryland. The metro area includes Baltimore city plus six surrounding Maryland
counties: Anne Arundel; Baltimore; Carroll; Harford; Howard; and Queen Anne’s.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the metro area spans 6755 km2 (2608 mi2) and
had a combined population of approximately 2.77 million in 2015. Baltimore citywas
home to approximately one fifth of the region’s population in 2015. More than half of
the metro area’s population resided within 10 mi of downtown Baltimore in 2010,
although themetropolitan area extendsmore than 40 mi from downtown at its furthest
point in Queen Anne’s county, across the Chesapeake Bay (Wilson et al. 2012).

The Port of Baltimore and the Inner Harbor are key features of Baltimore’s
geography and intimately connected to the regional economy. As a “legacy city”
experiencing population decline since 1950 (Sampson 2014), Baltimore city has
invested substantial time, energy, and public and private resources in revitalizing its
downtown as a regional employment, educational, and entertainment center.
Baltimore city now boasts nearly three times as many jobs as residents in its
downtown (Berube and McDearman 2015), and many of those jobs are high
paying. Nevertheless, mean per capita personal income of residents in the city of
Baltimore was only 80% of the metropolitan area’s average in 2014 according to
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, and significant pockets of extreme poverty and
social vulnerability persist to the west and east of downtown Baltimore, typically in
majority black neighborhoods such as Cherry Hill (Berube and McDearman 2015;
Bridges and Kaminowitz 2015).

The city’s location along the Chesapeake Bay—with 98 km (61 mi) of coastline
(Redding 2013)—introduces important climate hazards for the built environment,
especially from sea level rise, storm surge, and higher precipitation. The
Mid-Atlantic region experienced sea level rise of approximately 2.4–4.4 mm per
year (1 ft in total) during the 20th century, due to a combination of global sea level
rise and land subsidence (Titus et al. 2009). In Baltimore, tide gauges registered
average sea level rise nearly twice as fast as the global average during the 20th
century. The pace of sea level rise appears to be quickening, such that the region
was projected to face sea level rise of 2–7 mm per year in the twenty-first century
(Titus et al. 2009). More recent estimates indicate that Maryland will experience sea
level rise of nearly 610 mm (2 ft) by 2050 (Boesch et al. 2013).
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Baltimore is now one of ten U.S. cities most affected by “nuisance flooding,”
which occurs on a chronic basis and not as a result of a major weather event (Sweet
et al. 2014). Baltimore experienced increases in its average nuisance flood days
from 1.3 days in 1957–1963 to 13.1 days in 2007–2013 (occurring at 0.41 m or
1.35 ft above mean high water). Scholars estimate that Baltimore city will expe-
rience 63 nuisance flood days by 2030 and a remarkable 227 days by 2050 (Sweet
et al. 2014). An estimated 2078 hectares (5136 acres) and 2800 buildings in
Baltimore are presently located within the regulated floodplain (Baltimore Office of
Sustainability 2014). Other high-risk areas in the region include Annapolis,
Maryland, also located within the Baltimore metropolitan area as well as Atlantic
City and Sandy Hook, New Jersey; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Washington, DC;
and Norfolk, Virginia (Sweet et al. 2014).

The city is also vulnerable to extreme heat and worsening air quality in part from
its urban heat island effect. In August 2001, researchers observed a decline of more
than 10 °C in temperature from Baltimore’s central city to its outlying suburbs
(Earth Observatory 2008). Such an influential heat island will combine over time
with any increase in average daily temperatures and/or humidity to increase the
vulnerability of city residents and workers to heat-related injury or death, such as
from asthma (Kenney 2016). The city of Baltimore committed to increasing tree
canopy cover to 40% by 2037 (from 27% in 2007) to mitigate heat hazards and
absorb hazardous air pollutants, among other reasons (O’Neil-Dunne 2009). The
city also began analyzing the “heat burden in underserved neighborhoods” in 2014
to inform climate adaptation, as part of its Growing Green Initiative, with partic-
ipation from Johns Hopkins University, Maryland Institute College of Art, and
other community members (Baltimore Office of Sustainability n.d.-a). In this way, a
preexisting policy on extreme heat mitigation was incorporated into the city’s
climate adaptation strategy.

6.4.2 Policy History

Climate adaptation policies for Baltimore city are nested within a multi-level
governance regime, with relevant action dating back to 2007 from the U.S. federal
government, the state of Maryland, and the Mid-Atlantic/New England region (see
Table 6.1).

6.4.2.1 Relevant Federal Action

In 2007, the U.S. Congress commissioned the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) to examine the issues and opportunities for climate change response in the
United States (Consolidated Appropriations Act 2008), following the publication of
the fourth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(Parry et al. 2007). The resulting NAS report recommended climate adaptation
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Table 6.1 Major actions on climate adaptation relevant to Baltimore city

Date Level Actor Action Innovations

3/2007–
4/2007

Nongovernmental Intergovernmental
panel on climate
change

Issued fourth
assessment report

The working group II
highlighted local
hazards such as
flooding, extreme heat,
and heavy precipitation

4/2007 State Governor O’Malley Signed executive
order
01.01.2007.07

Established Maryland
commission on climate
change (new institution)

4/2007 State+Regional Governor O’Malley Signed
memorandum of
understanding with
the regional
greenhouse gas
initiative

Established state climate
mitigation goals

6/2007 City Baltimore city
Council/Mayor

Passed legislation Established office of
sustainability and
commission on
sustainability (new
institutions)

12/2007 Federal Congress/President Passed legislation Commissioned NAS
panel on climate
response

3/2009 City Baltimore city
council

Passed legislation Adopted Baltimore
sustainability plan as
city ordinance

5/2009 State General
Assembly/Governor

Passed legislation Established greenhouse
gas reduction targets for
state; direct agencies to
develop plans to meet
targets

10/2009 Federal President Obama Signed executive
order 13,514

Directed federal
agencies to lead on
greenhouse gas
reduction and prepare
adaptation plans

10/2010 State Department of
natural resources

Issued policy
statement

Guides decisions on
vulnerable land
purchases/management
within state

12/2012 State Governor O’Malley Signed executive
order

Directed all
infrastructure
investments to consider
future climate impacts;
initiates ‘coast-smart’
program

1/2013 City Baltimore office of
sustainability

Published plan Adopted climate action
plan

(continued)
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planning by state, local, tribal, and nongovernmental entities irrespective of federal
government action (Jacobs et al. 2010).

While the NAS panel was deliberating on their task, President Obama signed
Executive Order 13,514 (2009), which had a two-pronged focus. Federal agencies
were directed to lead-by-example on climate mitigation by reviewing and reducing
their energy use and greenhouse gas emissions to the extent practicable. Agencies
were also directed to lead on climate change adaptation by evaluating their assets
and operations and engaging in cross-sector and multi-stakeholder planning to
reduce vulnerabilities and improve resilience at the community scale (Executive
Office of the President n.d.). The first agency plans were released in February 2013
(U.S. Global Change Research Program n.d.).

Federal law requires that public agencies seeking disaster assistance from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) have an approved All Hazards
Mitigation Plan (AHMP) and update it every five years (Disaster Mitigation Act of
2000).1 In response to E.O. 13,514, FEMA encouraged its Disaster Mitigation
Grant applicants to “incorporate climate change considerations in their project
scoping and development… to support climate change preparedness and resilience”
(Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration n.d., p. 2). Corresponding
changes to FEMA’s state mitigation plan guidance were finalized in March 2015

Table 6.1 (continued)

Date Level Actor Action Innovations

11/2013 Federal President Obama Signed executive
order 13,653

Established interagency
task force to support
community-scale
climate preparedness

12/2013 City Baltimore office of
sustainability

Published plan Adopted disaster
preparedness and
planning project plan

1/2014 State Governor O’Malley Signed executive
order

Rescinds 2007
executive order;
restructures and
reorients MCCC

4/2014 City Baltimore city
council

Adopted
ordinances

Updated building and
floodplain regulations to
obtain FEMA
community rating
system designation

4/2015 Nongovernmental STAR communities Makes award
decision

Awards 5-STAR
community certification
to Baltimore city

1All coastal states are also required to assess coastal hazards every 5 years under Section 309 of
the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. §1456b).
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and became effective in March 2016 (Federal Emergency Management
Administration 2015).

In June 2013, the President’s Climate Action Plan (PCAP) was released with
Section 2 devoted to climate adaptation. The PCAP notes that “The Obama
Administration will help state and local governments strengthen our roads, bridges,
and shorelines so we can better protect people’s homes, businesses and way of life
from severe weather” (Executive Office of the President 2013, p. 5). This wording is
important; the responsibility for action was placed on government entities to take
adaptive actions that protect citizens, businesses, and private property.

Based on a recommendation in the PCAP, President Obama (2013) signed
another executive order in November 2013 establishing an interagency task force
specifically to support state, local, and tribal adaptation efforts. Working quickly,
the task force issued recommendations in late 2014. Then Maryland Governor
Martin O’Malley (former mayor and councilman of Baltimore) participated in the
federal task force, providing representation for both his state and, informally, for its
largest city.

6.4.2.2 Relevant State and Regional Action

In 2007, the state of Maryland also began to establish the institutional infrastructure
for state-level climate adaptation policy beginning with Executive Order
01.01.2007.07 (O’Malley 2007), establishing the Maryland Commission on
Climate Change (MCCC). The MCCC initially included four “Adaptation and
Response Working Groups” tasked with preparing the state’s climate adaptation
policy, which was ultimately published as Chap. 8 in the state’s Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Plan (GGRP) (State of Maryland 2013). The GGRP plan was mandated
as part of the state’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Act of 2009 and was
coordinated with Maryland’s participation in the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative (RGGI). The GGRP committed to a 25% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions below 2006 levels by 2020 and 40% reduction by 2030. Analysis of the
GGRP implementation in 2015 found that the state was likely to exceed its 2020
reduction goal. The Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Act was reauthorized in
April 2016, retaining the commitments outlined in the GGRP (Maryland Climate
Coalition 2016).

Additional state policies on climate adaptation came as a policy statement from
the Maryland Department of Natural Resources in 2010, another Executive Order in
2012, and passage of House Bill 615 in 2014, variously directing public invest-
ments to minimize or adapt to future climate risk (Chapter 415: Coast Smart
Council 2014; Maryland Department of Natural Resources 2010; O’Malley 2012).

Governor O’Malley (2014) followed up his participation in the federal intera-
gency task force on community-scale adaptation with another executive order
entitled “Strengthening Climate Action in Maryland.” This action rescinded his
2007 executive order and restructured and reoriented the MCCC’s mission,
including reinstating one Adaptation and Response Working Group (ARWG)
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within MCCC to lead the state’s adaptation policy efforts. MCCC’s most recent
report indicates “The ARWG has made it a priority to strengthen efforts in 2017 to
place greater emphasis on supporting adaptation at the local level” (Maryland
Commission on Climate Change 2016, p. A-1).

6.4.2.3 The City of Baltimore

The origins of Baltimore’s climate policy also date from 2007, when the City
Council and the Mayor’s Office established two new institutional entities: (1) a
Commission on Sustainability (COS), comprised of government and community
leaders providing oversight of the city’s policy development process, and
(2) Baltimore’s Office of Sustainability (BOS), initially comprised of former staff
members from other city departments and providing support to the COS (Ewing
and Knapp 2009). In 2007, Baltimore’s mayor Sheila Dixon also signed the U.S.
Conference of Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement and joined ICLEI’s local
government network, connecting Baltimore with a growing network of cities active
in climate mitigation policy and planning.

In 2009, the city released its Sustainability Plan (hereafter the BSP), covering all
environmental resources within the city (Baltimore Office of Sustainability 2009).
The BSP was codified by the City Council as a city ordinance in March 2009.
The BSP recommended the creation of a citywide Climate Action Plan (hereafter
the CAP), which was subsequently released in 2012 (Baltimore Office of
Sustainability 2013a). The CAP included some preliminary adaptation recom-
mendations, although the report was oriented towards climate mitigation and
greenhouse gas reduction, in line with the focus of the state’s MCCC and GGRP
implementation efforts.

Baltimore city’s latest climate adaptation policy dates to 2013. At the time, the
city was engaged in updating its All Hazards Mitigation Plan (AHMP).
Recognizing substantive overlap in effort, the city of Baltimore used “data and
community input from the AHMP [update process] as the foundation for creating a
Baltimore Climate Adaptation Strategy” (Baltimore Office of Sustainability 2013a,
Chap. 4). Baltimore’s most recent AHMP—published in December 2013—is an
integrated climate adaptation and hazard mitigation plan, termed the Disaster
Preparedness and Planning Project (hereafter the DP3) (Baltimore Office of
Sustainability n.d.-b). Baltimore is one of only a few public entities that have
adopted such integrated and innovative hazard mitigation and climate change
adaptation plans (Higbee 2014), although more are likely to emerge as localities
update their AHMPs in line with FEMA’s 2015 mitigation plan guidance.

Implementation of much of the DP3 is still in the early stages (Baltimore Office
of Sustainability 2015), although the city successfully completed amendments to
the city’s building and floodplain regulations in April 2014. The amendments were
subsequently recognized by FEMA for advancing beyond minimal standards of the
National Flood Insurance Program, reaching “Class Five” designation in the
Community Ratings System and reducing policyholders’ insurance premiums
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(Baltimore Office of Sustainability 2016b). Related, the city also received a 5-star
designation from the nonprofit organization STAR Communities in April 2015,
which covers sustainability generally. In particular, Baltimore city obtained high
marks for its climate adaptation (15/15) and mitigation (20/20) efforts.

In late 2015, the city joined the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National League
of Cities, and several other cities in the “Local Government Coalition” in peti-
tioning to participate as amicus curiae before the U.S. Court of Appeals in support
of the federal Clean Power Plan and its climate policy more generally.2

The city recently endeavored to update its BSP with an explicit focus on social
equity. The update process included hosting a Sustainability Town Hall in April
2016 to solicit community priorities, engaging neighborhood “ambassadors” to
conduct community outreach and gather information, conducting an online survey of
residents, and holding additional community meetings on the draft plan (Baltimore
Office of Sustainability 2016a). An update to the DP3 is not expected until 2018.

6.4.3 Action Arenas

The preceding policy history reveals several dynamic action arenas relevant to
Baltimore city’s climate adaptation strategy, including the following:

• The city of Baltimore’s formal action arena is comprised of its legislature and
chief executive (i.e., city council and mayor), with multiple action situations
leading up to adoption of the BSP, the CAP, and the DP3 and their imple-
mentation and updates.

• Within the state of Maryland’s formal action arena, multiple action situations led
to the development of the state’s greenhouse gas reduction policy (which
included a plan for adaptation) and the state’s “coast smart” investment priorities.

• At the regional level, Maryland’s participation in the 9-state Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is another relevant action arena. Despite
RGGI’s focus on climate mitigation and reduction of GHGs from the power
industry, the state’s involvement in RGGI improved access to knowledge,
resources, and leadership about climate policy generally, including adaptation.

• At the federal level, the release of the PCAP and signing of executive orders
13,514 and 13,653 are relevant action situations within the chief executive
action arena, with the agency and task force responses in the implementation of
the orders as additional outputs.

2Their petition argued “The acute relevance of climate change to local governments’ responsi-
bilities and activities has led members of the Local Government Coalition to grasp both the need to
adapt to climate change and the costs of failing to act to mitigate it. Prompted by lived experience
and by the prospect of future impacts, they have made efforts both to adapt to their changing
climatic circumstances and to slow or eliminate their greenhouse gas emissions” (State of West
Virginia et al. v. United States Environmental Protection Agency, CA Case #15-1363, Document
#1,589,943, p. 6).
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The adoption of policy at each level reflects the operations of their unique action
arenas, involving many differing action situations, participants, patterns of inter-
actions, and contexts. The simultaneous operation of these action arenas exerted
top-down pressure on Baltimore’s climate adaptation policy but also established a
political and institutional environment that was conducive to municipal policy
development and change, in accordance with proposition 1.

6.4.4 Participants

Many actors and institutions were involved throughout the course of Baltimore
city’s climate policy history, from all levels of government and beyond.

6.4.4.1 Executive Leadership

Baltimore city’s mayor and Maryland’s governor initially provided high-level
leadership on climate policy and sustainability more generally. The city of
Baltimore has a strong-mayor/council form of municipal governance, where the
mayor serves in the chief executive role much like the Maryland governor does for
the state. On climate policy, both the Baltimore mayor and Maryland governor
proposed policies to their legislative bodies and authorized executive actions when
within their legal authority to do so. In 2007, Mayor Dixon signed the U.S.
Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement—committing the city to
climate mitigation and targeting greenhouse gas reductions to 7% below 1990
levels by 2012—but left implementation to the BOS. Likewise, in 2007, Governor
O’Malley committed Maryland to participate in the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative. But the details of the state’s implementation in RGGI were only later
promulgated through passage and implementation of the state’s Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Act of 2009.

Executive support for climate action in Baltimore city continued when Mayor
Rawlings-Blake took office in 2010, providing policy consistency and fostering an
environment conducive to ongoing conversations about sustainability. Additionally,
Mayor Rawlings-Blake participated in the international Conference of Parties
meeting in Paris in late 2015 on behalf of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the
city of Baltimore. Since then, however, executive leadership on climate policy has
been elusive.3

3The city’s new mayor, Catherine Pugh, began her term in late 2016 and has yet to establish a
public position on climate change adaptation. Nevertheless, Pugh’s background in the Baltimore
City Council and state General Assembly implies familiarity with the climate change priorities of
the state and city.
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6.4.4.2 New Institutions

In both Maryland and the city of Baltimore, new institutional offices were estab-
lished to develop climate adaptation policy. Governor O’Malley established the
Maryland Commission on Climate Change in 2007 to coordinate development of
the state’s climate policies. Likewise, in 2007, the Baltimore City Council and
Mayor established the multi-sector Commission on Sustainability and the Office of
Sustainability. In these ways, interested parties at both the state and the city levels
appeared to recognize the “need on the part of certain activities in the territorial
system for a top leadership under whose auspices they can function” (Long 1958,
p. 258). Having a single institutional home provides one venue in which to accrue
resources (financial, human) and provide leadership and coordination among
existing efforts, such as the tree canopy effort mentioned earlier. Their designation
by the highest political authorities at each level helped to establish legitimacy for
the new institutions and their efforts, building overall institutional capacity to
address climate change within the region. The creation of these new institutional
structures could also be seen as providing a window of opportunity for cross-sector
dialogue on climate policy that had not existed previously (Kingdon 1995; Meyer
and Minkoff 2004).

6.4.4.3 Staff Involvement

Government employees reside at the center of adaptation policy development and
implementation in Baltimore, drawing upon their professional training, experience,
and network connections. Aside from representatives of the new BOS and COS
institutions, participants were drawn from across the city bureaucracy, including the
Departments of Public Works, Transportation, General Services, Police and Fire
Departments, as well as from the Mayor’s Office of Emergency Management, and
the City Council. Indeed, governmental employees or their contractors comprised
70% of the individually named participants from the climate policy and plan
documents reviewed for this analysis.

Several champions of Baltimore’s climate policy emerged from within the city’s
Department of Planning. For instance, Department Director Thomas Stosur served
as member of the COS during the BSP process in 2009, Advisory Committee
member during the CAP process in 2012, and co-chaired the Advisory Committee
for the DP3 in 2013. Kristin Baja is perhaps the most well-recognized champion for
climate policy in Baltimore today. She presently oversees the DP3 development and
implementation, having begun as project manager and non-voting Advisory
Committee member for DP3 in 2013, leading both the infrastructure and public
services working groups. Baja supervises the city’s floodplain regulation and all
climate change-related communication and outreach.

Six additional persons were centrally involved in climate policy development
both at the city and state levels, including four from state government agencies, one
from the municipal electricity utility, and one from a private consulting business.
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These persons share information and facilitate policy learning (Jenkins-Smith et al.
2014) within the region’s multi-level climate governance regime.

Notably, the metropolitan planning organization for the Central Maryland region
—the Baltimore Metropolitan Council (BMC)—played only a minor role in
Baltimore’s climate adaptation policy development. One employee of BMC served
on the COS Advisory Committee that developed the city’s DP3. In 2014, BMC
produced a series of maps on sea level rise projections for 2050 and 2100 along the
Chesapeake Bay, “developed to support the planners and leadership of the
Maryland State Highway Administration (MDSHA) as they endeavor to mitigate or
prevent the infrastructure impacts of sea level change resulting from land surface
subsidence and rising sea levels” (Baltimore Metropolitan Council 2015b). BMC
also produced various demographic and socioeconomic assessments and projec-
tions for the region to fulfill its technical assistance mission, including mapping
social vulnerability that could be spatially associated with sea-level rise projections.
To date, climate vulnerability assessments have not been published by BMC for the
region or Baltimore city proper. The BMC has supported the development of a
coordinated housing, transportation, and economic development plan within the
region, although the plan does not overtly reference climate hazards or vulnera-
bilities (Baltimore Metropolitan Council 2015a).

6.4.4.4 Public Participation

Climate adaptation efforts worldwide exhibit a wide range and style of public
participation, extending from traditional, government-led climate planning through
to intensive public–private partnerships or entirely private actions (Sarzynski 2015).
As with participation in environmental policy-making more broadly, each style of
participation has a different breadth of participation and intensity of involvement
(Dietz and Stern 2008).

A signature characteristic of Baltimore’s climate policy strategy, as compared
with 16 other climate active cities, has been its extensive and deliberate public
consultation and outreach process (St. Juliana et al. 2016). While its policy devel-
opment has been led and initiated by government staff, the process has many avenues
for citizen input and consultation, such as during its annual town hall and other
public meetings, online surveys, and the formal public comment process. These
options provided ample opportunity for public input from persons motivated to
participate, expanding the breadth of participation but with relatively low intensity of
involvement (i.e., a couple hours of time while attending a meeting or preparing a
written comment). More than 300 public comments were submitted on the original
BSP and the city held 35 public meetings. The DP3 implementation process has so
far included one large town hall meeting in April 2014 with 300 attendees and more
than 40 public meetings “reaching more than 1450 community members” (St.
Juliana et al. 2016, p. 69). BOS staff members deliberately sought to hold meetings
in locations and at times convenient to community members, including at volun-
teers’ homes or at regularly scheduled neighborhood association events.
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Aside from serving on the Commission, a more intensive but less broad-reaching
option for citizen involvement derives from “neighborhood ambassadors,” who are
volunteers trained to conduct public outreach and information gathering that feeds
back into the larger policy development process. Over the years, Baltimore has
engaged dozens of ambassadors who were individually recognized for their effort in
the city’s annual sustainability reports.

Related, the city’s Office of Emergency Management oversees community
emergency response teams (CERTs), including member recruitment and training.
The CERTs provide citizen engagement and community outreach on all hazards
including climate preparedness and resilience. Some CERT members participated in
the DP3 development and implementation process, further cementing the connec-
tions between the city’s disaster preparedness and climate change adaptation efforts.

Finally, representatives of private businesses or business organizations were less
formally engaged in the DP3 policy development process than government staff.
This situation contrasts somewhat with adaptation efforts in New York, where
insurance companies, financiers, and property developers participated centrally in
development of that region’s adaptation plan (Rosenzweig and Solecki 2010). One
of Baltimore’s goals for DP3 implementation is to further engage with private
businesses such as in the waterfront and vulnerable industrial areas (St. Juliana et al.
2016).

6.4.5 Resources

The city’s extensive efforts to involve the public in development and implemen-
tation of the DP3 reflect various resource constraints facing the institutional actors,
including financial, and a previously underdeveloped civic capacity for pursuing
climate adaptation.

6.4.5.1 Financial

Although Baltimore city is home to many high-paying jobs within its metropolitan
region, the city itself is cash-strapped and much policy attention is focused on the
provision of public services such as safety and education. Plagued by limited
financial resources with which to develop and implement climate policies, city staff
looked elsewhere for financial support of its climate policy agenda. For instance,
the city’s CAP was first recommended in 2009 but was not completed until 2012,
after receiving supplemental federal funding from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Baltimore Office of Sustainability n.d.-c). Likewise, the
BOS originally sought funds from the Maryland Emergency Management Agency
to prepare its DP3, but ended up also seeking funds from FEMA, the National
Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration, and the Maryland Department of Natural
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Resources (MDNR) before the plan could be completed (Baltimore Office of
Sustainability 2013b, Chapter Appendix C).

In November 2014, the city received a grant from the MDNR to develop a data
collection and tracking system of climate adaptation metrics that would allow the
city to gauge its performance during DP3 implementation. The MDNR has also
been funding floodplain management efforts in nearby jurisdictions within the
Baltimore metropolitan area, including in Baltimore County, the city of Annapolis,
Calvert County, and Talbot County (Skaggs 2015). While the city has been suc-
cessful winning grants to support its climate work, future support is uncertain (St.
Juliana et al. 2016).

6.4.5.2 Civic

In part due to financial uncertainty, city staff has sought to build civic capacity on
climate adaptation. Indeed, a major prong of the city’s DP3 implementation so far
has been in raising awareness and providing tools that citizens could use to improve
their own disaster preparedness and climate change resilience, including through
the city’s “Make a Plan, Build a Kit, Help Each Other” and “Resiliency Hubs”
programs (St. Juliana et al. 2016). Notably, DP3 implementation frequently uses
language around “resilience” or “preparedness” rather than “climate adaptation” per
se, despite referencing actions that are also climate adaptive. These phrases directly
relate to the language used by FEMA for its All Hazards Response Plan.

A search for news articles, letters to the editor, civic association messages, or
related communications since 2005 revealed remarkably few making reference to
climate change adaptation, and most all of those found were from the last year.
Only three articles were found making any reference to adaptation and the DP3
(Cassie 2015; Lazarick 2013; Reutter 2016). Indeed, it seems that climate change
was not a common topic for civic discourse within the city prior to governmental
action in 2007. Even since then, city actions were not well covered by the print
media and discussions that did occur were most likely held within government
offices or stakeholder meetings. Sea level rise and the vulnerability of coastal areas
did receive more news coverage, but without much of any discussion of what
Baltimore residents or businesses should do, or how government employees are
responding through policy or planning.

General civic engagement in the city of Baltimore is moderate. Voter turnout for
the 2016 general election was 45%, up from 38% in 2014 but down from 51.5% in
2012. Approximately 75% of the eligible resident population is registered to vote.
Prior assessments of social capital from 1997–2009 (Rupasingha et al. 2006 and
online updates) found a relatively large number of non-profit organizations and
membership associations within Baltimore city as compared to other counties
throughout the nation. But when including its voter turnout rate, Census partici-
pation rate, and two organizational variables, the overall assessment of Baltimore
city’s social capital was below average compared to other counties nationwide. Its
social capital increased some during the study period, although remained below
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average (Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development n.d.). The prevalence of
all types of organizations (including civic, political, business, labor, and profes-
sional) declined in Baltimore city during the study period, excepting religious
organizations.

While we cannot infer civic activity from the presence of organizations alone,
the decline especially in civic and political organizations combined with the lack of
print media coverage suggests that the civic capacity to address collective problems
like climate change adaptation may be underdeveloped. Related, Baltimore city’s
5-STAR community designation in April 2015 noted modest achievement on the
civic engagement indicator, with no credit on outcomes regarding voting, volun-
teerism, and sense of empowerment, and half credit for its actions regarding
diversity in governance, guidelines on engagement, partnerships, and training for
government employees and citizens, including youth.4

Returning to the earlier-stated propositions, we see evidence of P1: a conductive
institutional environment for deliberation established with the new institutional
entities of the COS and BOS, which set the high-level policies (COS) and provide
staff support and knowledge for implementation (BOS). We see evidence of P2:
various supports for action, including early executive leadership, legal authority,
and some financial resources, plus extensive public consultation that may equate to
public support. We also see evidence of P3: a commitment to act collectively on the
part of the participants involved most in policy development—the COS and BOS.
Less clear evidence exists of a widespread, private commitment to act on climate
adaptation, either from residents or businesses. In this way, grassroots mobilization
appears lacking, with no clear civic organization activity emerging on climate
adaptation.

If we recall the language from the policy history above, the responsibility for
action was left to government, with the pressure moving from the federal gov-
ernment to state and local governments and tribes, and the pressure from the state
government moving down to municipalities. In this way, Maryland and Baltimore
city climate policy and plans have so far kept the onus for action on government
actors with no stated responsibility for nongovernmental actors to build adaptive
capacity on their own. BOS staff has been using some of the early DP3 imple-
mentation effort to help build citizen capacity to adapt but a widespread civic
dialogue on roles and responsibilities and necessary actions in line with the full
conception of civic capacity (Stone 2001) has yet to emerge in Baltimore city.
Instead, the motivation for action taken so far in Baltimore appeared to lie with the
executive leadership and senior agency staff, who used their existing authority to act
when and how they could.

By combining effort across the disaster preparedness and climate change
adaptation planning processes, and by seeking funding from higher governmental
levels, the staff was able to move the policy process forward with fewer resources
than otherwise. And by focusing some of their early implementation efforts on

4Details available at https://reporting.starcommunities.org/communities/68-maryland-baltimore.
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building citizen capacity for adaptation, the staff are spreading awareness of the
problem that may later feedback through Mettler’s “interpretive effects” loop
(2014) into higher civic predisposition to act on climate change adaptation. Only
time will tell if this approach can yield the adaptive efforts needed to reduce
vulnerability and exposure to the myriad climate hazards facing the city, while
boosting resilient behavior.

6.5 Summary

This analysis examined the participatory process that Baltimore used on disaster
preparedness, resilience, and climate change adaptation. The complex, multi-level
governance regime in place on climate policy in Baltimore served to direction
attention and limited resources down to municipal scale action, producing a con-
ducive environment for policy change in the city. The creation of a new institutional
home in which to concentrate resources, knowledge, and leadership has also
facilitated further action on climate policy: first by creating the Sustainability Plan,
then the mitigation-focused Climate Action Plan, and finally the Disaster
Preparedness and Planning Project, as a combined all hazards mitigation plan and
climate change adaptation plan. Implementation of the DP3 has sought to obtain
further resources, both financial and civic, which will help to build additional public
support and improve the effectiveness of the overall effort. To date, the city’s
adaptation planning efforts have been externally recognized for their quality by the
federal government (FEMA) and the nonprofit STAR Communities.

Further attention appears warranted at this time to move beyond planning to
action such that Baltimore’s most vulnerable communities and properties are pro-
tected from harm. What will it take to fully implement the DP3 in Baltimore city? Is
there sufficient civic capacity to take needed actions, in and out of government, to
minimize harm from climate hazards? Or is there a “social limit” to what can be
done (Adger et al. 2009), perhaps due to the community’s values, norms, and
expectations that climate action is the exclusive responsibility of government? If so,
how can the government overcome resource constraints to implement its ambitious
plans?

The present analysis was limited by the use of existing documents to trace the
policy history, institutions, and actors, which were able to shed some light on the
elements necessary to build effective collective action on climate change. The third
proposition—the will to act collectively—appears within government staff but
grassroots interest appears elusive. Further analysis should seek to tease out why
adaptation policy action was taken in Baltimore and opportunities for further action
through interviews with key participants from all sectors including private citizens
(see Chap. 9: Iftikhar, Ali and Sarzynski).

Further analysis should also investigate the differences between Baltimore and a
city like Philadelphia, which has a less well-developed climate adaptation strategy
and which is located in a state with a notably different state environmental
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governance regime than Maryland, but which is located within the same region and
faces many of the same climate hazards and socio-demographic conditions as in
Baltimore. Such a comparison would help to improve our understanding of the
structure and agency elements necessary for successfully overcoming the climate
change adaptation deficit in diverse and vulnerable coastal cities.
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Chapter 7
Enhancing Citizen Engagement
in the Face of Climate Change Risks:
A Case Study of the Flood Early Warning
System and Health Information System
in Semarang City, Indonesia

Aniessa Delima Sari and Nyoman Prayoga

Abstract This case study describes how two climate resilience action projects in
Semarang City, Indonesia, were able to provide new mechanisms allowing better
engagement between the Semarang city government and its citizens. With the
introduction of the Flood Early Warning System (FEWS), flood-prone communities
in the Beringin River Basin are now able to evacuate to safe shelters before flood
incidents occur. Through the Health Information and Early Warning System
(HIEWS), citizens can access real-time information related to dengue fever cases in
the city. Although the focus areas are different, both projects aim to help com-
munities become more resilient to the impacts of climate change, specifically floods
and vector-borne disease. We find similar patterns in the two cases, in which efforts
to enhance community participation are essential to guarantee the success of the
projects. Enhanced community engagement is achieved through the thoughtful
consideration of local knowledge and social networks, intensive assistance to
increase awareness and motivation of the community, and understanding gover-
nance structures to ensure that funds are allocated through formal handover pro-
cesses to continue and expand the results of the interventions. These findings are
useful and important to guide any climate change adaptation projects toward better
sustainability and ownership, especially in the application of an early warning
system or information system that requires technology, sustainable budget alloca-
tion from the local government to operate and maintain the system, and buy-in from
local communities.
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7.1 Introduction

The participation of citizens is required to make communities resilient and more
inclusive (Chu et al. 2016). In Indonesia, national, regional, and local governments
have an annual mechanism to ensure public participation to shape development
pathways called Musrenbang, which stands for Musyawarah Perencanaan
Pembangunan or Development Planning Deliberation. Musrenbang is an annual
process during which residents meet to discuss the issues facing their communities
and decide upon priorities (both infrastructure and nonstructural needs) for
short-term improvements. At the city level, once a list of priorities or actions is
agreed upon by communities, it is submitted to the local government planning
department, Bappeda (Regional Development Planning Board), which will then
assign resources to each neighborhood depending on the available funds and based
on need. Actions identified and prioritized will be proposed to be funded by local
government budget. The main objective of the Musrenbang is to help key stake-
holders understand different challenges and development issues and to reach
solutions through a consensus-based process. It aims to synchronize and reconcile
“top-down” versus “bottom-up” approaches by having a community needs
assessment, combined with technical assessment, to resolve conflicts between local
government interests and nongovernment stakeholders in the local development
agenda (such as between needs and fiscal capacity), and to synergize budget allo-
cations (Ministry of Home Affairs 2007).

Although the mechanism is available, in many cases, the Musrenbang process is
hardly effective. Most development proposals from the community tend to be
limited to infrastructure needs, which are repeated every time aMusrenbang is held.
Not everyone is able to voice their ideas or requests as the elected representatives
who attend Musrenbang rarely propose activities or development projects that
genuinely reflect the needs of their constituents. The activities resulting from
Musrenbang are usually implemented by local governments and contractors in
ways that are inflexible or strictly regulated. For example, the procurement system
that is in place to select a particular implementer or vendor is often determined
based on the lowest price and not on highest quality. Therefore, the city government
is often unable to adapt if the vendor is underperforming or if there is new infor-
mation from either the communities as beneficiaries or from direct observations to
improve the quality of the work. Furthermore, Musrenbang currently lacks an
information platform that can provide information to citizens to help track their
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proposed actions (i.e., whether it is approved, already implemented, still planned, or
rejected). As a result, any proposed ideas run the risk of being duplicated in the
following year, which leads to a general inability to meet the long-term needs of the
community. Finally, even when communities are dissatisfied with the results of
projects, citizens often do not know where and how to report complaints, as well as
whether their complaints will be handled properly by the relevant authorities.

This chapter describes how two climate resilience action projects in Semarang
City, Indonesia—namely the Flood Early Warning System (FEWS) and the Health
Information and Early Warning System (HIEWS)—were able to provide new
mechanisms, beyond the Musrenbang, to facilitate better engagement between the
city government and its citizens. Although the concept of deliberative planning is
not new in the Indonesian context, this chapter notes that an ad hoc
multi-stakeholder team overseeing the entire process of planning, budgeting,
implementing, and coordinating climate change actions—especially a process that
complements the Musrenbang—is a governance innovation. More specifically, in
the case of the Flood Early Warning System (FEWS), seven Disaster Community
Groups in Beringin River Basin are now able to safely evacuate themselves to safe
shelter before the arrival of a flood incident, and they are able to communicate cases
of flooding and needs of resources or logistics directly to the Disaster Management
Board. The FEWS project used known and trusted local technologies, such as
bamboo slit drums (kentongan) and mosque loudspeakers, to alert the community
when the early warning system was activated. In the case of Health Information
System, a participatory online system allows community cadres, student doctors,1

and teachers to report-free larvae index numbers, which can then indicate the risk of
Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (DHF) incidences in the area. This information is
processed through the Health Early Warning and Information System (HIEWS)
along with climate data and DHF cases reported by local hospitals and local clinics.
All the data is then synthesized and disseminated as early warning signals to
different sub-district chiefs so that they can quickly respond and work with com-
munities to prevent DHF cases and to remove mosquito larvae from the local
environment.

The analysis of Semarang’s experience highlights how digital technology, used
in a clearly designated and coordinated manner, can improve multilevel commu-
nication pathways within cities, especially when dealing with climate impacts on
local public health and environmental quality needs. The case study also highlights
the importance of coupling the use of technology with a community engagement
and deliberative governance approach, which includes utilizing local knowledge as
reliable (as well as a “backup”) mechanisms for communities dealing with recurring
climate change and disaster incidents.

1Student doctors—or locally known as Dokter Kecil—are groups of elementary school students
appointed based on their leadership qualities and proactive attitude to promote healthy lifestyles.
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7.2 Case Study of Climate Resilience Action Projects
in Semarang City

7.2.1 Case Study: Flood Early Warning System in Beringin
River Basin

Due to the city’s natural conditions, coastal flooding is a major problem in Semarang
and is posing increasing challenges for the city government (Marfai andKing 2008a, b).
The topographic characteristic of Semarang is divided into a northern region, which is a
flat lowland area and a southern highland area. This topography results in particular
challenges for managing floods because of the possibility of flash flood events when
upstream areas receive heavy rain. Flash flooding has become recurrent on an annual
cycle, so the city government has put particular focus on this issue.The high level of loss
and damage resulting from flood is one of the consequences of not having a warning
system, as well as a lack of preparedness within local communities. In addition, the
SemarangDisasterManagementBoardwas only established in 2011. Prior to that, there
were no preexisting community disaster groups to address flooding, no flood shelters
and evacuation routes in areas prone to flooding, and there were weak coordination
mechanisms between stakeholders involved in disaster management. This included a
lack of coordinationmechanisms available to connect communities in the upstream and
downstream areas, as well as between communities and different government agencies
related to flood management.

Semarang was one of the pilot cities in the Rockefeller Foundation’s Asian
Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN) program (Taylor and Lassa
2015). Semarang’s Vulnerability Assessment (2010) and Semarang City Resilience
Strategy (2010) showed that the city is prone to flooding, so the ACCCRN program
encouraged the government of Semarang to implement a Flood Early Warning
System (FEWS) project. The project was implemented by the BINTARI
Foundation in partnership with the Semarang City Government and the University
of Diponegoro, with close coordination by Mercy Corps Indonesia. The project was
conducted between 2012 and 2014, and was located in Beringin watershed (see
Fig. 7.1). The project aimed to reduce vulnerability to flood risk and impacts of
flood disasters by building preparedness capacity of both the most vulnerable
communities and the local government through the development of an early
warning system and evacuation strategies. The resulting project, known as the
Flood Early Warning System (FEWS), worked to reduce vulnerability, loss, and
casualties attributed to floods by strengthening community and government
response. This project also strengthened communities and government preparedness
through the development of a flood information system, an evacuation strategy, as
well as the identification of evacuation shelters for those who are most affected.

The pilot projects focused on the Beringin watershed because it is prone to
floods from the overflowing of the Beringin River as well as tidal inundation. Under
these conditions, the projects aimed to improve preparedness to flood risks as a
means of disaster risk management in communities to reduce overall climate
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vulnerability in Semarang City. The interventions were implemented across seven
sub-districts in the Beringin watershed, and helped to develop a flood forecasting
and early warning system that considers climate scenarios for future land use
changes. As part of the overall management of the early warning system, the city’s
water resource management agency—the PSDA (Pengelolaan Sumber Daya Air,
Energi, dan Sumber Daya Mineral)—is responsible for maintaining the drainage
system and monitoring rainfall. In the case of flooding, the PSDA provides flood
warning information to disaster preparedness groups at the community level,

Fig. 7.2 Scenes of the community actively participating within the KSB

Fig. 7.1 FEWS information pathway within the system
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which are called Kelompok Siaga Bencana (KSB) or sometimes Kelompok
Masyarakat Peduli Bencana (KMPB). These community groups respond quickly
and disseminate information to the public (see Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). The information
is also communicated to the local disaster management agency, called the Badan
Penanggulangan Bencana Daerah (BPBD), so that they can also prepare if there is
a possibility of flooding.

Flood Early Warning System (FEWS) activities are carried out through three
components, which consist of acknowledging flood pattern, providing flood evac-
uation shelter, and the involvement of stakeholders such as the municipal gov-
ernment and nongovernmental organizations. Local communities—as represented
by different disaster preparedness groups (Kelompok Siaga Bencana) spread across
seven sub-districts—play an important role as local agents together with the
Semarang City government’s BPBD and PSDA, who also play vital roles in disaster
management. The PSDA has responsibility for managing the early warning system
tools, which include an Automatic Water Level Recorder and Automatic Rainfall
Recorder. The BPBD has the responsibility of establishing and maintaining the
different disaster preparedness groups in communities by periodically increasing the
capacity and awareness through socialization and training simulations.

To reflect on these developments, in January and February 2014, a severe flooding
event occurred in and around the Beringin watershed. The average height of the
floodwaters was around 40 cm with a receding rate of 30 min to an hour. Local resi-
dents claimed that there were some changes in how they coped with floods in 2010
compared to 2014, which can be attributed to the FEWS intervention project. In 2010,
floods in the northern area of Semarang City caused seven deaths and hundreds of
injuries; but in 2014 there were no casualties, though some injuries were inevitable.

Fig. 7.3 Scenes of the community actively participating within the KSB
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7.3 Case Study: Health Information and Early Warning
System in Semarang City

According to various studies, changes in climate cycles are proven to increase the
likelihood and risks of vector-borne diseases, especially Dengue Hemorrhagic
Fever (DHF) (Case et al. 2007, Anyamba et al. 2006, and Sofyan, 2010). The
dengue virus is sensitive to climate change because of changes in average tem-
perature and changing rainfall. This trend tends to be exacerbated in breeding areas
of the Aedes Aegypti mosquito, especially in dense neighborhoods and places with
many water containers.

Based on records from 2008 to 2012, Semarang ranked as having the highest
number of dengue cases in Central Java. However, this data is based on the number
of dengue fever cases reported by hospitals that treat patients, and is often not on
time nor accurate as it was reported over an average of 20 days instead of within
24 h. Information coming from the Health Agency is considered more reliable. One
reason that data reports from clinics and hospitals tends to be late is because the
communication mechanisms are primarily manual, operated by government officials
who wait for telephone calls or visits from health workers. Data reports are then
received late, which result in weak interactions between local governments and the
hospitals and clinics. In addition, there is no warning system for dengue fever
provided by the local government that can be accessed by communities to help
them prepare. Additionally, there is no rigorous documentation about the impacts of
climate change toward incidences of dengue infection in Semarang City. As a
result, the city government is often not aware that climate change exerts additional
risks for dengue prevention efforts across Semarang. The level of awareness across
communities was also a problem, as the design and the tools for dengue prevention
were considered boring and not attractive. Local community leaders were therefore
not motivated to distribute dengue prevention awareness to the wider public.

Starting in 2013, Mercy Corps Indonesia—through the ACCCRN program and
in collaboration with the Semarang City Government—sought to tackle the
increasing rates of Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (DHF) attributed to climate change.
The ACTIVE (Actions Changing Incidence of Vector-Borne Disease Endemic)
program attempts to build collaboration between stakeholders across citizen,
school, and government levels to jointly increase the city’s resilience and to reduce
the risk of Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever. The ACTIVE program was held in six
sub-districts, six public health clinics, and 19 primary schools across five districts in
Semarang (see Fig. 7.4 for an illustration of the program design). Dengue risks
must be addressed before it emerges as a disease outbreak; so in this context,
preventive efforts took a significant role with the development of the Health Early
Warning System (HEWS) and Health Information System (HIS).
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As part of the dengue prevention program, a well-designed Health Information
and Early Warning System (HIEWS) was developed.2 The program intended to
increase the Semarang City Government’s capacity to generate reliable public
information and a warning and alert system to dengue fever risk to the citizens,
thereby increasing the possibility of actively preventing dengue fever transmission
early on. All warning systems, however, simple they may be, are based on an
analysis of scientific data and trends. The adequate prediction of dengue fever
incidences becomes one key factor, which has proved to be very useful in pre-
venting dengue transmission. Since the transmission of dengue fever is strongly
influenced by climate change, predictions are conducted based on climate data that
is supported by robust statistical models, forecasts of dengue-climate change
interactions, as well as vulnerability cluster mapping across Semarang City.
The ACTIVE program tested and documented the application of different infor-
mation and communication technologies, which helped to integrate climate infor-
mation and to allow the system to provide early warning and public information
about dengue fever incidents across Semarang City. The early warning system
provides public health officials and the general public with as much advance notice
as possible about the likelihood of a disease outbreak in a particular location, thus
widening the range of feasible response options.

The Health Information and Early Warning System (HIEWS) in Semarang City
was developed through intensive collaboration with the Semarang City Health
Agency. The climate-related dengue fever prediction system uses rainfall, humidity,
and air temperature data supplied by the National Meteorology, Climatology, and
Geophysics Agency (BMKG—Badan Meteorologi, Klimatologi, dan Geofisika).
These climate parameters are used as inputs to dengue forecasting as formulated by
the Climate Change Center of the Bandung Institute of Technology (Nuraini, et al.
2014). The HIEWS helps the City Health Agency in documenting dengue cases and
reports findings from the community, schools, public health centers, and hospitals.
The ACTIVE Project Team trained school teachers, health workers, and community
cadres to understand the impacts of climate change on dengue incidences, to be able

Fig. 7.4 Activity design of the dengue prevention program in Semarang

2Accessible at http://www.dinkes-kotasemarang.go.id/simdbd/.
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to report to the HIEWS system, and to deliver training to the wider community.
Thus, hospitals are now able to report incidences of dengue online, which enables
timely sharing of dengue-related information (see Figs. 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 for illus-
trations). The communities and student doctors are also able to report Free Larvae
Index collected from the neighborhood using SMS text. The SMS system is linked
to key stakeholders, such as the head of the district or sub-district and neighborhood
leaders, who have the authority to act if there are dengue cases or outbreaks

Fig. 7.5 Community and student doctors perform mosquito larvae monitoring and send the report
to the City Health Agency through SMS as part of the HIEWS mechanism

Fig. 7.6 Community and student doctors perform mosquito larvae monitoring and send the report
to the City Health Agency through SMS as part of the HIEWS mechanism
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identified. At the same time, the system provides a digital account for public health
centers and hospitals to complete online reports.

The ACTIVE program also increased partnerships among scientific researchers
of dengue fever and climate change vulnerability and adaptation. In particular, the
program benefitted from the rigorous documentation of current and future trends of
dengue fever that consider climate change impacts, as well as from the improved
design of dengue awareness tools, such as the Behavior Change and
Communication Campaign. The campaign was conducted by Mercy Corps
Indonesia in partnership with the Semarang City Health Agency to increase
knowledge, skills, and the motivation of households, public health workers, and
elementary schools to identify, manage, and to regularly and accurately report
dengue fever data. Research from the Semarang City Health Agency in 2015
showed that 29% of dengue fever patients were children of 5 to 9 years old, making
children the most vulnerable group to the dengue virus. In addition, the campaign
also increased access to information about dengue fever by using key messages and
action cues among households and elementary schools. With increased knowledge
and access to information, the ACTIVE program expects to improve adaptive
practices and behavior toward dengue fever in Semarang City.

7.4 Community Participation as a Key Element Within
Early Warning System Implementation

From both case studies, we found that the community plays a significant role in the
process of building local resilience to climate change and disaster risks. For
example, the Disaster Preparedness Group (KSB—Kelompok Siaga Bencana) plays

Fig. 7.7 Community and student doctors perform mosquito larvae monitoring and send the report
to the City Health Agency through SMS as part of the HIEWS mechanism
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a core coordinating function within the Flood Early Warning System (FEWS) and
community champions and student doctors provide dengue-related information to
the Health Information and Early Warning System (HIEWS). To promote resilience
to climate change and to other community stressors, a phased course of action is
required to facilitate community-based adaptation strategies that engage stake-
holders in a proactive problem-solving process, thereby enhancing social capital
across local and national levels (see Chap. 9: Iftikhar, Ali and Sarzynski).

Community-based adaptation to climate change is a community-led process
based on the community’s priorities, needs, knowledge, and capacities, and should
empower people to plan for and cope with the impacts of climate change (Dodman
and Mitlin 2013; Ebi and Semenza 2008; Magee 2013). Stakeholder engagement is
important to ensure that messages designed to reach vulnerable groups provide the
information and motivation necessary for individuals to make appropriate choices
(Anguelovski et al. 2014; Moser and Pike 2015; Nay et al. 2014). In addition,
working with stakeholders can help ensure individual and community acceptance of
the intervention, along with reducing constraints to implementation (Lassa and
Nugraha 2014). However, in Semarang, those who are affected by impacts of
climate change—such as flood and dengue outbreaks—are also left with an
increased need to build their capacity in disaster management, especially related to
prevention and preparation. Community members, particularly those who are most
vulnerable, should be actively involved in activities or initiatives for building
resilience, especially with issues that directly relate to them, and with the expec-
tation that what they are doing differently can contribute to a better situation in the
future.

7.4.1 Benefit to the Community by Taking Part in Urban
Climate Change Resilience

Demonstrating economic or livelihoods benefits is an effective way to invite people
to build resilience (Forsyth 2013). In a disaster context, having an early warning
system helps the community prevent higher losses in the event of a disaster. It is
important to ensure that communities understand the different outcomes that result
from having an early warning system versus not having one. Based on the expe-
riences of ACCCRN interventions in Semarang, both case studies explained in this
chapter show the need to reduce vulnerability and the impacts of flood disasters and
dengue outbreaks by building the preparedness capacity of vulnerable communities.
For example, in the flooding context, with better preparation prior to a disaster
event, communities can reduce potential material losses by receiving early warning
information about disaster risks, which gives them time to protect their important
property. In the health context, people understand that the cost of dengue treatment
is expensive and vulnerable community members tend to not allocate budget for
health needs. As a result, as seen through the Health Information and Early Warning
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System (HIEWS) case, by having more real-time data that is reported using a
bottom-up approach, the response to dengue cases as well as future preventative
actions will be better managed. Further, the no or low-cost direct actions that
community members can engage into protect their health—such as increasing
abilities for dengue fever prevention and mosquito monitoring and an increased
focus on clean and healthy living—have resulted in a dramatic decrease in the
number of DHF cases, the number of lives saved, as well as lowering the costs to
the city for medical services.

7.4.2 Building Community Ownership

When community members are given clear roles and responsibilities, they feel that
they are acknowledged and have an important contribution to the project (see
Chap. 4: Boswell and Mason). Each community member must understand each
specific role and should discuss together what they can each contribute. For
example, in the case of the Disaster Preparedness Group, the different responsi-
bilities can be shared amongst group members in order to make them more man-
ageable. There are people who are in charge of monitoring the water levels of the
river, disseminating information through their communication systems, giving
warning to the neighborhood through loudspeakers of local mosques, and also those
who are responsible during an evacuation. Another example comes from the
implementation of the HIEWS, where the student doctors from elementary schools
feel that they contribute to the protection of the school and neighborhood by
regularly monitoring mosquito larvae. This is also applied to community champi-
ons, who send monitoring reports to the HIEWS because they feel appreciated
when receiving confirmation messages from the City Health Agency when their
report has been received.

7.4.3 Impacts of Community Projects on Urban Climate
Change Governance

The case studies of the FEWS and HIEWS have similarities in terms of the project
design, in which both put careful considerations on the role of governments,
communities, and how governments and communities interact in the context of
climate change resilience efforts. Development projects at the community level
often only focus on the community, thereby neglecting to consider the role and
involvement of the government as part of the process.

In the case of the Flood Early Warning System, the establishment of the disaster
preparedness groups becomes a platform where government and communities
interact. The Flood Early Warning System sent information to the PSDA and BPBD
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—the local disaster management agencies—which was then forwarded to the head
of the local disaster preparedness group. However, all of the parties realized that the
early warning system is not the only way to evaluate the risks of flooding. In
particular, the local governments rely on disaster preparedness groups to ensure that
the system is working well and is valid. For example, group members in the
upstream area report rainfall data to downstream group members who manually
monitor the water level of the river via hand-held communication devices (collo-
quially known as handy talkies). This is a backup in case the equipment runs out of
battery power, breaks or malfunctions, or experiences interferences that cause
delays or false recording of the data. For instance, large piles of trash can cause the
Automatic Water Level Recorder (AWLR) to mistake it for high water levels. In
addition, the use of handy talkies that were distributed to all disaster preparedness
groups (KSB) and connected to the local disaster management agency (BPBD)
allowed communities to engage more regularly and report their needs to the local
governments directly. This type of engagement model is now promoted by other
local municipal officials in their engagements with community residents and pro-
grams for flood management in other areas of the city.

In the case of the ACTIVE program, the Health Information and Early Warning
System (HIEWS) is the platform that connects local government (such as the City
Health Agency) to citizens, public and private hospitals, and clinics. The City
Health Agency, which was previously only responsible for storing data, has now
expanded its role to include storing, managing, and sharing data. Communities are
using their own funds to send SMS texts to inform the Health Information and Early
Warning System’s real-time free larvae index. Citizens are now also able to access
this real-time information, either through the City’s Health Agency’s website or
SMS text, which are now sent to the various chief of districts and sub-districts, who
will then issue a dengue incidence warning to local communities through
community-based Women’s Welfare Groups, local leaders, as well as through
traditional media outlets. The impacts have been beneficial for both the community
and government. Communities can now report cases and receive warnings from the
Health Information and Early Warning System about potential and existing dengue
cases in a timely fashion, which means that the government can also quickly
respond and take necessary action.

7.5 Challenges and Opportunities in the Application
of Warning Systems and Stakeholder Engagement

The link between the application of early warning systems and the process of
engaging stakeholders is strong. Projects in the community should not only involve
the community, but also many relevant actors including the government. It is also
expected that once programs or projects are finished, the government can continue
to support the initiative in the community as necessary. In reflecting on the
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implementation of the Flood Early Warning System (FEWS) and the Health
Information Early Warning System (HIEWS) projects in Semarang, there are a
number of lessons on the challenges and opportunities that can be learned.

The first challenge is that to make the system work, the program needs strong
participation from both community and government (as well as other relevant
stakeholder groups). It is important to find key individual actors within the stake-
holder groups to help the implementers accelerate and strengthen efforts by
including them as a notable agents or project champions. As a result, such com-
munity leaders can help to convince and bring the community together to actively
engage with the process, or to bridge the communication divide and bureaucratic
processes within the local governance systems (Carmin et al. 2012, 2013). Finding
key actors may be tricky in the beginning of the process, but once they are on
board, they can be a great value for the process.

Second, the development of the early warning system is closely linked to the
availability and utilization of technology. However, this can be difficult for com-
munities that lack familiarity with information and communications technology
(ICT). One option may be to persistently teach and assist community members in
using the technology or to better acknowledge their preferences in alternative
communication methods. For example, since many community beneficiaries are
actually elderly people who are often not familiar with digital operating
system-based applications, an alternative system that is more convenient may be
one that uses SMS technology instead. However, the main objective should be to
find the most effective method—which may include existing or traditional com-
munity communication systems—for disseminating knowledge to allow commu-
nity members to participate in the early warning system.

Third, a significant challenge for the early warning system project is the main-
tenance of the system infrastructure, especially once external funding sources
conclude. This could be anticipated by ensuring proper ownership of the project
deliverables. For example, there should be a clear catalogue of action items
delineating the actors responsible for maintaining the infrastructure and for
obtaining funding to upgrade the system in the future. This could also be
strengthened by utilizing support from higher level government officials and
community leaders. Support from the leadership is important to ensure the priori-
tization and continuity of climate-related pilot projects. This is also related to the
challenge of understanding and influencing how the city government allocates
resources and institutionalizes new approaches within existing institutional
arrangements.

In terms of opportunities, the proper implementation of different early warning
system projects can lead to better coordination between the government and
community, as well as between governments and between communities.
Establishing an effective communication system is essential to help with opening
and bridging the access of involved stakeholders, and to be better able to dis-
semination information and knowledge amongst community members (see Chap. 8:
Enberg). An interesting example can be learned from the Flood Early Warning
System (FEWS) project. In this case, disaster preparedness groups at higher
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elevations are able to communicate to disaster preparedness groups at lower ele-
vations about rainfall patterns, thereby enabling them to alert others of the possi-
bility of flash flooding events.

A second opportunity is that this participatory approach may become a trend in
many community projects within and beyond Semarang. The case studies of the
Flood Early Warning System (FEWS) and the ACTIVE programs highlight the
importance of engagement processes to gain support from local leaders as well as
the need for intensive assistance to motivate stakeholders. For example, such
processes of intensive assistance included introducing interactive methods, fun
learning, and creative facilitation workshops for dengue prevention and surveil-
lance. In addition, the community empowerment officers also motivated the com-
munity cadres by instilling an understanding of why the cadres’ roles are important
and how they are part of a positive and collaborative movement, which is then
further acknowledged by the municipal health agency through a variety of appre-
ciative gestures. However, it must be acknowledged that behavior change is neither
an easy nor short process, but the efforts to encourage better participation by
everyone must be persistent. In both cases, community volunteers took up practical
action with direct and meaningful benefits. Behavioral change can be a gradual shift
as long as community members have a good sense of ownership, built throughout
the process by intensively involving them in many activities and also by desig-
nating specific roles and responsibility.

Finally, the early warning projects provide an opportunity to raise awareness of
the public and to put more consideration into overall climate change protection
mechanisms. People are increasingly realizing that disaster is not a problem that can
be solved in a short term, as no one can guarantee when or where natural disaster
and disease outbreaks will take place. However, we can help mitigate the risk or
even reduce the impact of disaster through a well-coordinated, participatory, and
inclusive early warning system. In this context, early warning systems will help to
anticipate and cope with risks in pre-disaster, during disaster, and post-disaster
phases, as well as to prevent losses when a disaster event occurs. This also involves
interaction with different stakeholders, which facilitates knowledge exchange and
experiential learning. It is expected that this can influence government actors—both
within and beyond Semarang—to better prioritize and put more consideration
toward climate and disaster risk prevention activities instead of focusing their
budget on post-disaster recovery.
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Chapter 8
Climate Adaptation and Citizens’
Participation in Denmark: Experiences
from Copenhagen

Lars A. Engberg

Abstract In a Danish perspective, climate adaptation and investments in new
infrastructures for storm water management open up new possibilities for citizens’
engagement in urban spatial improvements. Climate adaptation projects are
developed in a multilevel governance framework that balances cross-sectoral
approaches with participation mechanisms. The chapter accounts for the
Copenhagen climate adaptation case, and it explores how the city strategically
meta-govern the boundaries between the expert governed large-scale water man-
agement scheme against small-scale place-based bottom-up projects in collabora-
tion with citizens and other place-based stakeholders.

Keywords Climate adaptation � Participation � Urban governance �
Consensus-steering � Urban renewal � Place-making

8.1 Introduction

When the City of Copenhagen experienced cloudbursts with flooding and damage
to property in 2011, and torrential downpours in 2014 and 2015, climate adaptation
became a political priority in the city. Copenhagen is, alongside most other Danish
cities, concerned about the sustainable transition to the zero carbon society. The city
promotes energy efficiency in buildings and numerous other mitigation initiatives,
but the cloudburst event was the first reminder that the day-to-day life of
Copenhageners is directly and fundamentally challenged by extreme weather.
Instead of initiating a costly overhaul of the sewer system, the City Council decided
to go for a surface solution, and combine it with the construction of four large
underground pipes. The surface solution implies that some streets are modified to
channel water in extreme weather situations, in a specific city-wide hydraulic
pattern. The Copenhagen climate adaptation strategy therefore relies on a process of
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public–private ‘co-creation’; the participation of citizens, small businesses and
other nonpublic actors in designated areas to remodel the city scape, adapting
squares, streets, lakes, and parks to better cope with future cloudbursts.

Urban governance refers to the strategic ordering of public action that influences or
regulates the actions of nonpublic actors in networks between public, private and civil
actors (Jacquier 2005). The fragmented and multilevel characteristics of the urban
governance system reflect the silo-based structures of the public sector, and the ten-
dency to include nonpublic actors in “co-production” of welfare services (Meijer
2016). For three decades, practitioners in the Danish urban regeneration policy field
have introduced mechanisms of public–private co-creation. The term co-creation
refers to the notion that a plurality of public and private ideas, resources and
knowledge is merged in a joint creation of public solutions (Torfing et al. 2016, p. 3).
In the Danish tradition, City Councils initiate and steer urban regeneration initiatives
and programs where planners and local stakeholders co-create integrated urban space
projects. As public governance actors, planners and civil servants use a toolbox of
meta-governance mechanisms to enable and encourage this co-creation, a process by
which nonpublic actors influence, define, concretize and prioritize projects that
improve their neighborhoods in collaboration with city officials (Fig. 8.1).

The chapter provides an account of how the City of Copenhagen changed an
Integrated Urban Renewal project (IUR) in the Skt. Kjelds District into ‘The
Copenhagen Climate District’ after the 2011-flooding event. The district became
the urban lab for innovation of concrete solutions and inspired the development of a
new city-wide water handling structure. Today, the city administration works
together with local committees, IURs, housing associations, owners associations,
citizens’ groups, businesses and other local stakeholders to develop the new
surface-based water handling structure. The city surface cannot be transformed
without the consent and participation of residents in their roles as owners, users, and
local decision-makers (Fig. 8.2).

Because climate adaptation measures cut across policy boundaries and different
bureaucratic domains, they need to be developed in a complex multilevel steering-

Fig. 8.1 Citizens and planners transformed a school yard at a public school into both school yard
and public park. Integrated Urban Renewal (IUR) project 2012–2016. Courtesy of Amager Fælled
Skole
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and decision-making context. When Copenhagen currently develops its response to
extreme weather events, the city is facing a type 3 wicked problem (Head and
Alford 2013, p. 7) where both problem definition and solutions are initially unclear
and require extensive discussion and learning for all concerned. The response to the
climate challenge is innovated in a fuzzy domain of competing modes of technical,
social, and embedded or practical knowledge and operational experience. Some
technical solutions are givens that define the scope for citizens’ projects, and some
solutions are only possible when bottom-up inputs are developed and incorporated
into city-wide systems. The notion of co-creation captures this open-ended inno-
vation process, where a priori distinctions between specialized knowledge and
context-relevant inputs and solutions are hard to draw.

8.2 Co-creation and Meta-Governance

A key question in the volume is how to foster and encourage innovation in a
multilevel climate governance context. In this chapter, climate governance is
conceptualized as meta-governance of top-down steering of bottom-up participation
in co-creation processes at both neighborhood and municipal levels. To clarify this
analytical perspective, the key arguments are introduced in the following.

First, the participatory arenas in the urban regeneration policy field integrate
dialectics of top-down structural policies and bottom-up approaches rooted in local
uniqueness and diversity (Albrechts 2005). In this form, the classical organizational
hierarchy and a less coordinated self-organizing “heterarchy” are at play within the
same program (Jessop 1998). In a Danish context, the multilevel governance
dimension primarily refers to intra-municipal coordination between hierarchically

Fig. 8.2 Flooding in Copenhagen, June 2011. Courtesy of the Copenhagen City Council
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organized city departments and professional teams that operate in collaborative
horizontal settings with a plurality of local stakeholders.

Second, public–private co-creation in a public governance context can be
defined as a process that enhances the production of public value through
improvements in outputs and outcomes, or through innovative1 changes that
transform problem understandings and devise new ways to solve problems (Torfing
et al. 2016, p. 8). To stimulate co-creation, public administrations should engage in
“constructive collaboration with relevant and affected actors who can help to define
and solve the shared problems and common tasks” (p. 6) and create synergy across
the individual, institutional, and epistemic boundaries that divide public agencies,
users, citizens, firms, civil society organizations, etc. (ibid). Following Torfing and
colleagues, there is a close relationship between co-creation and innovation in a
public policy context and the main criteria are that the parties somehow contribute
to the development of public value. Inspired by Arnstein’s ladder (Arnstein 1969)
the authors discuss what motivates citizens to take part in public value creation, and
they formulate a ‘co-creation ladder’ that differentiates between five dimensions of
citizens’ influence that spell out different dimensions of co-creation (pp. 10–11):
Citizens can co-create (1) the services they are affected by; (2) value for others;
(3) inputs to new tasks and solutions; (4) the design of new tasks and solutions; and
(5) collaborative innovations at the institutional level.2

Third, co-creation as creative exchange and innovation of ideas and preferences
occurs in a steering context of conflicting interests and turf fights3 in the urban
regeneration field. When nonpublic stakeholders participate as co-producers of
public policies and programs, they also become co-producers of new organizational
forms of government (Hastings and McArthur 1995, in Jacquier 2005). It is a
classical challenge to create solutions that to some extent accommodate the pref-
erences of all parties in a multilevel governance context with parties that represent
different constituencies with partly overlapping partly conflicting interests
(Baldersheim and Ståhlberg 2002, p. 78). People bring ideas and interests to the
table, but being there, new things emerge. In the urban regeneration field they do so
in open network relations based on voluntary participation where roles and posi-
tions of authority are subject to negotiations and conflict. Public steering of par-
ticipation processes (top-down bottom-up organizing) is ripe with conflicts and
boundary negotiations at all levels. Some power games can be related to observable
conflicts, while others are manipulated so that conflicts do not arise in the first place
through processes of definition, selection, and exclusion of issues.

1Innovation defined as the “development and realization of new disruptive ideas” (Torfing et al.,
p. 8).
2Actors’ motivations for taking part in co-creation can be theoretized, e.g., (Alford 2013) the point
here is to use the ladder as a heuristic that identifies empirical dimensions in specific examples.
3In network governance “patterns of inclusion and exclusion and the constitutional rules that
regulate networks are settled not in advance but as an integrated part of the policy process”
(Sørensen and Torfing 2007, p. 244).
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Fourth, mechanisms of meta-governance (governance of governance) (Jessop
1998; Sørensen 2005; Christopoulos et al. 2012) directly and indirectly steer the
framework conditions under which governance takes place in public–private
co-creation processes. Examples of meta-governance mechanisms are discursive
framing; strategic guidance; direct involvement; enabling self-governance; defining
the rules of the game; and using fear (Sørensen 2005; Sehested 2009; Nederhand
et al. 2015). Meta-governance mechanisms provide a sense of direction and policy
integration in a steering context characterized by actors who have partly overlap-
ping partly conflicting interests, who are endowed with asymmetrical distributions
of power, knowledge and resources and who, considering the likely costs and lack
of clear incentives, hesitate to take part in public value creation. Typically, it is
necessary to work with the framework conditions for co-creation to govern the
ambivalent control of the implementation process as both ante innovation efforts
and ex post error correction.

In the Copenhagen case below, the analytical focus highlights how the polycentric
multilevel governance context contextualizes climate adaptation at the level of the city
district. The approach is ‘meta-steering of the learning by doing process in ambivalent
networks’. The case analysis focuses on the specific organizing mechanisms of the
participation process, and how these relate to the substantial co-creation dimensions as
suggested by Torfing et al. in the five dimensions of the co-creation ladder. Two
research questions structure the analysis: (1) What are the public governance strate-
gies to enable/persuade residents to contribute resources (ideas, time, money) to
climate adaptation solutions? And (2) Does the governed participation process reflect
the five dimensions of influence in the co-creation ladder?

The co-creation paradigm is a heuristic only; different administrative paradigms
(NPM, WM, NPG) co-exist as layered realities for politicians and managers in
contingent governance contexts (Hartley 2005, p. 29). Empirically, the case is based
on desktop research combined with 10 qualitative interviews conducted in 2012
(5) and 2016 (5) with planners from the Skt. Kjelds IUR, other IURs, and the
Copenhagen Climate Adaptation Office. Interviews with 9 active residents
(Kvorning Boysen 2016) also inform the analysis.

8.3 Public Participation in the Nordic Countries

According to Sellers and Lidström (2007), the Nordic welfare states combine the
most decentralized governance systems in the advanced industrialized world with
the most universalistic and egalitarian welfare systems. The Nordic model is
characterized by localism, central-local integration and “guided democracy”
(Baldersheim and Ståhlberg 2002, pp. 76–77) where central-local relations are
coordinated in a system of state-supervision, earmarked grants, and legal review of
local decisions in a context of relative trust and shared norms. Governance relations
are conditioned by a pragmatic consensus culture where informal coordination is
stimulated by shared normative and cultural orientations. The culture stimulates
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experimental methods of consensus-building and joint search for solutions through
experiments (soft governance). In all of the Nordic countries, two tendencies stand
out (Löfgren and Ringholm 2009, p. 513): Inclusion of nonpublic actors, and focus
on democratic values in policy-making and service delivery. The current neoliberal
political trend and the economic crisis with growing fiscal pressures and expecta-
tion overload create tensions in both consensus culture and central-local relations,
and local governments are under pressure to rationalize their welfare systems. Still,
in international comparisons, Nordic countries continue to rank at the top in terms
of low levels of corruption, high levels of trust, and government effectiveness
(Haveri 2015, p. 136).

The Danish welfare state is essentially local.4 City councils handle environ-
mental control, adult education, public schools, an employment system, and spe-
cialized social services. A basic principle in the Danish model is that money follows
tasks. The primary revenue comes from income tax and property tax. Local tax
levels vary, and city councils receive an annual block grant from the state. The
block grant system transfers money from the rich to the less affluent local gov-
ernments. The consensus culture is related to a high degree of integration of societal
interests in policy-making processes. The degree of political participation in
Denmark is high, especially at the local level (Andersen et al. 2000, Chap. 11).
Almost 50% of all citizens have been involved in some kind of political activity
within a year, and about half of all parents have been actively involved in activities
in day care institutions, school boards, etc. Two out of three is active in one or more
voluntary associations. At the same time, voter behavior is socially biased.
Analyses of voter turnout in municipal elections document two groups in terms of
voter behavior: A democratic A team with a high turnout, and a B team that stays at
home. The A team consists of the middle-aged, women, the highly educated, higher
income groups, and ethnic Danish. The B team consists of the young (19–29 years)
males, low educated, the lowest income group, the socially marginalized, and
immigrants and their descendants (Bhatti and Møller Hansen 2010).

8.4 Citizens’ Participation and Co-creation in Danish
Urban Regeneration

The Danish urban regeneration tradition is tied into the development of the social
democratic welfare state in the post-war period. The governance context has
evolved in three historical phases. In the first top-down phase (50s to mid-80s) the
state initiated large-scale, top-down organized slum clearance and inner city sani-
tation programs creating “better and brighter” inner cities. The Urban Renewal Act
of 1983 decentralized urban renewal to local authorities, strengthened procedures
for public involvement, and introduced specified technical standards. In the mid-80s

4In 2007, the number of Danish local governments was reduced from 275 to 98.
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the top-down approach was challenged, especially in Copenhagen, when residents
fought the bulldozer tactics of the City Council. The legislative body regulating
urban regeneration has been continuously reformed (Andersen et al. 2001; Ærø
et al. 2008) reducing public expenditures while mobilizing private resources in a
co-creation framework (Norvig Larsen and Engberg 2011).

In the second collaborative phase (90s to 00s) law-makers introduced collaborative
mechanisms to better plan and negotiate large-scale renewals with residents and local
stakeholders. State and local governments co-fund regeneration activities comprising
housing retrofitting, IURs, and green refurbishment of inner city courtyards. The
area-based approach is initiated and organized by city planners, who set up a
consensus-based steering framework in a designated neighborhood selected accord-
ing tomeasurable criteria of social disadvantage (Engberg et al. 2000). The IURmodel
is the key vehicle for co-creation. It combines public meetings, working groups, and a
steering committee consisting of local stakeholders (individual citizens,
shop-keepers, neighborhood associations, NGOs, social housing representatives,
others) and city professionals. Planners make detailed place analyses and suggest
ideas for regeneration projects, but citizens define and prioritize the content of
regeneration activities in collaboration with planners. The collaborative fora produce
a District Plan, which is consequently approved by the City Council. IURs typically
channel citizens’ wishes for urban space improvements like parks, new community
buildings, playgrounds, traffic-reduction projects, climate and energy efficiency ini-
tiatives, etc. Urban space improvements are linked to individual building renewal
projects under a building renewal scheme, where building owners receive a public
subsidy for building renovation. The IURs are one-third funded by the state and
two-third by the municipality. The 90s saw marked reductions in previously plentiful
public budgets, and focus narrowed to city centers and socially distressed neighbor-
hoods. The collaborative turnwas notwithout frictions and coordination conflicts, and
local governments approached these in terms of local conflicts at the level of the
neighborhood rather than systemic issues to be explicitly dealt with at city hall
(Engberg et al. 2000).

In the third strategic phase (2000s–present), city administrations increasingly
approach place-based coordination in urban regeneration as a new public gover-
nance challenge also to be dealt with at the level of the city administration (Engberg
and Norvig Larsen 2010). As a consequence of budget cuts in the 2000s and 2010s,
a growing number of local governments rethink regeneration as “smart money” to
catalyze integrated sustainable growth agendas involving citizens in collaborative
efforts to create better urban spaces. Urban renewal programs continue to target the
bottom of the housing market in disadvantaged neighborhoods, integrating
top-down steering of bottom-up processes. But planners and decision-makers also
seek to integrate the urban regeneration domain with other policy areas as a general
strategy to promote integrated and sustainable urban development.
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8.4.1 Consensus-Steering in Urban Regeneration

From empirical research, we know that public agents who organize participation in
Danish urban regeneration contexts combine two basic mechanisms: (1) They build
up local alliances understood as groups that work together in relation to one or
several projects, gradually developing mutual trust and a capacity for collaborative
behavior; (2) They formalize these alliances as informal partnerships representing
the neighborhood using consensus-steering as a key meta-governance mechanism
(Engberg et al. 2000, pp. 15–22). The rule ‘mandatory local consensus for the
process to go on’ surfaces as steering mechanism to manage both local conflicts
between stakeholders, and intra-municipal boundary conflicts in the informal
decentralization process. In all instances, urban regeneration stirs some level of
disagreement and conflict horizontally and vertically between local stakeholders
and between city officials. Alliances typically emerge at the intra-municipal and
local level for projects to succeed. Whenever local parties conflict, city councils
threaten to (or do in fact) abolish steering committee arrangements, pulling back the
process to the level of the city administration. Planners and civil servants see
themselves as ‘neighborhood advocates’, but they also emphasize an ‘emergency
brake function’ when they feel that local stakeholders go beyond politically and
administratively sanctioned boundaries. The consensus-steering mechanism is an
authoritatively enforced necessary consensus at the local level for the process to
move on. The mechanism operates as a friendly threat to reinsert government in
governance relations if network actors do not reach agreement within the relative
autonomy of the network in the context of institutional and political limitations as
defined by public stakeholders in the specific case.

The consensus culture in urban regeneration entails an institutional tendency to
suppress disagreement and local turf fights. It is clear that the apparent non-coercive
deliberative dialogue is embedded in processes of exclusion of difference and
antagonism (Hillier 2002; Mouffe 1999, 2000, 2005). As meta-governance mech-
anism, the tendency is that consensus-steering legitimizes a top-down performance
regime by depoliticizing struggles that are confined to the particularist concerns of
neighborhoods (Davies 2011, in Blanco et al. 2014, p. 3135). Steering committee
members have some degree of organizational skills (Agger 2005) and they are
typically from the A team. At the same time, IURs organize many projects that
target groups in the locality that do not typically take part in regeneration activities,
and IUR activists support a rhetoric of citizens’ empowerment and bottom-up logics
to include the plurality of needs and preferences of the citizenry.
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8.5 Case: Climate Adaptation in Copenhagen

The City of Copenhagen aims to become the first carbon neutral capital in the world
by 2025.5 Ten percent of the projected total CO2 reduction is realized through
construction and retrofitting projects, equivalent to 50,000 tons of CO2. The city
enforces energy efficiency requirements (energy savings, use of renewable energy)
in construction and renovation of buildings which the municipality owns, rents, or
supports financially, like urban renewal projects. Using state subsidies to urban
renewal, Copenhagen has refurbished the main bulk of its building stock in the
post-war period, resulting in relatively high housing standards. Today, about 11%
or 33,000 homes of the city’s 295,000 housing units are considered to be of
inadequate standard, lacking basic amenities as district heating, toilet, and/or a bath.

In 2012, Danish local governments agreed to formulate climate adaptation plans
on a voluntary basis (Ministry of Finance 2012). The plans describe risk analyses
and suggest adaptation measures to counteract anticipated extreme weather risks
(flooding). Climate Adaptation Plans are part of Municipal Plans.6 The state sup-
ports local governments with technical expertise (risk assessments, GIS informa-
tion, flooding maps, data), a task force, and the necessary legal changes to pave the
way for local adaption measures. By 2015, 95 of 98 local governments had adopted
CA plans (http://www.klimatilpasning.dk). With the 2011 flooding incident in
Copenhagen, climate adaptation became an important policy problem and a polit-
ical priority. The same year the City Council adopted a Climate Adaptation Plan7

that sets the framework for how the city can protect itself against climate change.
Adaptation is implemented through the Municipal Plan and Municipal Strategy,
enforced by the Financial Department and organized by the Technical and
Environmental Department (Zandersen et al. 2014). Following the projections of
the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the city estimates
damage costs in Copenhagen over the next 100 years to reach DKK 16 billion.8

The plan proposes a new structure that combines cloudburst management solutions
on the surface with four large cloudburst pipes below ground that discharge water to
Copenhagen Harbor and the city lakes acting as retention basins.

5Copenhagen City Council: Copenhagen Climate Plan, https://www.energycommunity.org/
documents/copenhagen.pdf, downloaded September 14, 2016.
6The Planning Act regulates national, regional and local spatial plans. Local governments are
responsible for a comprehensive land use regulation, with legally binding guidelines for property
owners. In the first part of the 4-year election period, the 98 City Councils adopt a Municipal Plan.
The Planning Act stipulates minimum rules for public participation in the planning process, with a
mandatory 8-week consultation period.
7The City Council estimates that the plan requires municipal investments of EUR 360 million and
public and private “green” investments totaling EUR 3,6 billion in the period up to 2025, resulting
in 35,000 new jobs.
8Copenhagen City Council (2015) Climate change and adaptation and investment statement, part
1, p. 6.
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The 2012 Cloudburst Management Plan divides the city into seven catchment
areas, and details a new infrastructure for storm water management. In the
worst-case scenario; a 100-year rainfall event, the maximum accepted road surface
water level is 10 cm (3.94 inches). The key principles in the plan are (1) as much
rain water as possible is managed at the surface (retention and surface channeling)
and (2) solutions on the surface are treated as new recreational urban spaces in the
city, developed together with citizens. The City Council has formulated 300
cloudburst management projects to be developed in cooperation with citizens. Each
year, the city council selects a number of projects. The projects are funded by the
city and the water utility company9 (water charges). The plan is to be implemented
over the next 20–30 years. Because pipe construction takes 7–9 years, some surface
projects are treated as stand-alone projects10,11.

8.5.1 Context: The Multilevel Governance System
in Copenhagen

The governance model in Copenhagen is based on a modified Committee rule with
shared responsibility for the city administration. The City Council with 55 members
elects members to seven Standing Committees according to the principle of pro-
portional representation. Each committee chairman is appointed mayor, and the
chairman of the most powerful Finance Committee is the Lord Mayor. The Finance
Committee comprises the mayors and six other city council members. The principle
of proportional representation implies that a mayor from a small party does not have
the ruling majority per se in the committee that she or he chairs. The Lord Mayor
cannot instruct the six mayors, and the seven mayors are on equal footing. Mayors
negotiate all issues and political disagreements on a case by case basis. Further, the
model is based on joint administrative governance: Each administration is subject to
the authority of both mayor and Standing Committee, jointly responsible for run-
ning services.

As a rather complex multilevel governance model, the Copenhagen system is
known to generate tensions and conflicts within and between administrations that
hamper cross-departmental coordination (Engberg and Norvig Larsen 2010). Most
importantly, minority mayors may be responsible for executing policies that he or
she disagrees with. Also, when sectoral committees have a joint say in running
departments, it blurs the division of power between execution and legislative

9The utility company (HOFOR) in charge of water handling, energy, and waste.
10Cloudburst management roads that transport the water in the event of torrential rain; retention
roads, which retain the water; green roads, typically side streets, that retain and store water;
retention spaces, which store the water in the event of torrential downpours.
11Copenhagen cooperates with New York City, transferring ideas and results from the Climate
Resilient Neighbourhood in Østerbro to a district in New York, and with the city of Beijing on
solutions for management of everyday rain and torrential downpours.
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scrutiny (OECD 2009, p. 230). The structure creates bottlenecks that restrict the
flow of information to vertical lines of control even though many areas of local
government responsibility are cross-sectoral in nature. Civil servants negotiate
complex ties of loyalty in a difficult hierarchical structure, the misreading of which
harms career prospects resulting in a defensive and risk-averse culture (ibid.). From
a citizens’ perspective, the system allows for minority influence on the day-to-day
decisions, but it also reduces transparency and blurs lines of accountability.

8.5.2 The Climate District Skt. Kjelds (2010–2015)

The City of Copenhagen has initiated IUR projects every year in relatively dis-
advantaged neighborhoods for about two decades. Each project pursues an
area-based approach, combing a steering committee structure with public meetings
and citizens’ working groups. Citizens and planners formulate a district plan in a
bottom-up process, consequently approved by the City Council. The plan is a
framework for a plethora of co-created activities to improve the neighborhood. In
the Skt. Kjelds project, the initial focus was broad12: Collaboration, urban space
improvements, better conditions for pedestrians, a cultural project at the local
school, etc. The 2011-flooding event happened in the vicinity of the neighborhood,
and together with the City Council the IUR partnership decided to focus on climate
adaptation as the main topic. The City Council, the Climate Adaptation Unit, the
city utility company, and the IUR formed a broader partnership focusing on climate
adaptation. This partnership set forth to analyze and implement climate adaption
solutions at a city scale while developing these in the collaborative planning context
of the Skt. Kjelds IUR. Also, in 2012 the Technical and Environmental
Administration (organizing IURs) pursued an NPG-innovation strategy, using
‘urban design labs’ working with co-creation and user-generated innovation to
promote ‘livability’ and sustainable urban development in the city (Fig. 3).

We described our IUR-approach with a cupcake metaphor: The utility company was the
cake (funding of new infrastructure); the city administration the icing (public resources to
invest in green solutions) and Skt. Kjelds IUR the cherry, developing resources for urban
space projects while strategically combining the three funding streams. As an IUR we had
the means to facilitate the innovation process while developing the recipe so to speak (city
planner).

As it happened, the Skt. Kjelds IUR emerged as the Copenhagen laboratory for
developing the specifics of the supposedly climate-resilient neighborhood. The
main public discourse was ‘urban nature’ as solution strategy, targeting problems of
pollution, overheating and cloudburst management while offering citizens new
recreational facilities. The discourse was supported by the fact that a hydraulic

12Skt. Kjelds Distric Plan (2011) http://kk.sites.itera.dk/apps/kk_pub2/pdf/809_xwILhbTCFi.pdf.
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surface solution was considerably cheaper than modernizing the city’s sewer
system.

The Skt. Kjeld’s process was a key to develop the city’s approach to climate
adaptation; new solutions would integrate residents’ ideas and wishes while the
greening strategy was made concrete at the city level. Also, citizens would benefit
from new social ties in the neighborhood developing green squares, green inner
courtyards, green buildings, and green streets together with planners, architects, and
contractors.

An initial discussion was about ‘cloud burst roads’; how should existing roads in
the district be modified13 to channel rain burst water on the surface, and how much
water is realistic to manage in extreme weather situations? City experts decided not
to alter roads or elevate curbs. Instead they opted for cross-cutting sidewalks at
intersections to keep water on the designated road. This technical choice was not
subject to citizens’ influence, but it meant that water levels could not rise more than
10 cm on average in this scenario. The norm ‘an acceptable threshold of 10 cm
water in a 10-year occurrence’ was accepted in debates and integrated in district
plan and city guidelines. Another topic was a ‘first flush’ technology letting the first
part of (polluted) rainwater into the sewers and the rest onto the streets, a tech-
nology still to be developed. Rainwater detention is a complex health issue, and
residents discussed issues of use and maintenance of new green areas considering
how pollution accumulates in the soil over time. The process made it clear that the
notion of a Sustainable Drainage System is still in the making. Solutions for issues
like salt on the roads in the winter time, pollution, water separation, water quality
and health issues still need to be adequately dealt with. These technical issues were
part of a broader place-making activity in the district. Planners and contracting

Fig. 8.3 Taasinge Square in the Skt. Kjelds District, before project start, 2010. Courtesy of the
Copenhagen City Council

13A recess in the middle of the road? Elevated curbs? Elevated sidewalks at intersections?
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architects visualized the green narrative (while arguing that realistic outcomes
would hardly be identical to the projected images) and a series of workshops and
public meetings were organized to concretize the imagined future (Fig. 8.4).

The IUR hired an urban consulting firm to build a temporary urban space in one
of the squares in the district, creating a tangible visualization of the climate
adaptation potentials together with the local community (Fig. 8.5). The idea was
that citizens through engagement in specific initiatives get to see the potential
benefits of the greening approach and become encouraged to also engage in the
long-term effort. The mock up was a success in terms of participation, and after the
event the temporary installation quickly deteriorated. Also, citizens could apply for
50% funding of projects in their private courtyards or in public spaces in the
neighborhood. Projects ranged from raised garden beds and rainwater barrels to
small green roofs and rainwater activities for children (Kvorning Boysen 2016,
p. 14).

Fig. 8.4 Taasinge Square after climate adaptation as visualized by contracting architects.
Courtesy of the architectural firm Tredje Natur [Third Nature]

Fig. 8.5 Taasinge Square as temporary urban space in 2013. Courtesy of the Copenhagen City
Council
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The greening strategy highlighted a basic disagreement between professionals in
the city administration. Planting trees in Copenhagen is costly in most places
because of soil conditions and underground infrastructure, the cost of planting one
tree can add up to 30,000 euros. A planner from the Skt. Kjelds project describes
his position on the issue like this:

If we spend 1 million on a square that attracts 100 people on a daily basis, or 2 million on a
square that attracts a thousand, we should opt for the latter. But some colleagues disagree
and argue for the low-cost approach. At the end of the day it is a subjective assessment: Can
we legitimize added costs on the basis of how people experience an urban space? What is
an attractive urban space? (planner).

In the Skt. Kjelds neighborhood, most roads are private common roads where
homeowners have an obligation to cover minor road maintenance. According to a
recent law, private landowners can apply municipal utility companies for funding of
climate adaptation projects (covered by water charges) when organized in land lot
associations. One-third of all climate projects are planned on private roads where
house owners have a joint maintenance responsibility. The city and the utility
company negotiate in partnership cloudburst management initiatives with owners.
The IUR managed to persuade homeowners around Taasing Square to set up a
neighborhood association to maintain the new square (Fig. 8.6). All owners’
associations irrespective of size agreed to pay an annual lump sum of EUR 800
toward general maintenance of the new square:

It was a sustained effort to build trust amongst local residents towards the City Council and
our intentions with the climate project at Taasinge Square. We labored quite intensively to
persuade the different owners’ associations to support the project financially, talking to both
elected representatives and individual residents at the estate level. In this regard, we work
with heterogeneous groups to build a bottom-up demand for climate adaptation solutions.
In fact, we have to stimulate and in some sense create people’s love for green urban spaces
(planner).

Owners unanimously voiced their interest in keeping the same number of
parking lots after the renovation of the square, and the IUR accepted this demand.
To do the puzzle of relocating parking lots necessary to design the square, the IUR
organized public meetings, workshops, etc. People active at these events influenced
the pattern of relocation. When more people became aware of the new traffic plan,
some of those benefitting the least protested. The IUR responded to the criticism by
refuting it, arguing that the outcome was legitimized by the consensus process
leading up to the plan. Some residents voiced frustration that their individual cli-
mate projects were too costly, and inadequately supported by the IUR and the city
(Kvorning Boysen 2016, pp. 71–78). Also, residents criticized the IUR for being
less supportive of their own bottom-up initiatives, and more responsive to hori-
zontal coordination and innovation in the context of the city’s own plans and
agendas (ibid).
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8.5.3 The Cloudburst Management Plan (2012–Present)

The Skt. Keld process showed the city that it could create an integrated cloudburst
system on the surface, using the micro-context of the district to innovate and
standardize solutions in the larger planning context of the entire city. The IUR
articulated the greening strategy as a new city discourse, it clarified a number of
technical issues, and it was a citizens’ participation arena that inspired
intra-departmental development of a (more) integrated approach to climate adap-
tation. In 2012, the City Council adopted the Cloudburst Management Plan, and
some years later it set up a green think tank to inspire green solutions for cloudburst
management projects to boost urban nature in Copenhagen. The plan identifies 300
hydraulic projects in the seven water catchment areas. The geographical location of
projects sets the frame for the type of participation process relevant to the imple-
mentation of the project. Some climate projects are situated in areas with IURs, and
all Copenhagen IURs now integrate climate adaptation as a key topic.

Each year, the Technical and Environmental Committee (TEC) in the City
Council decides on new projects in the water catchment areas. Each project is
analyzed, and in some instances TEC funds additional urban space improvements.
Climate projects are integrated with other relevant projects and services wherever
possible, e.g., roads and maintenance, constructions, park management, and urban
space improvements, but also with municipal projects and services in the social and
cultural policy domains. Before the Climate Adaptation Office as gatekeeper sub-
mits the annual project package to the TEC, the office consults with other city

Fig. 8.6 Realized sustainable urban drainage system and park project, Taasinge Square, 2016.
Courtesy of the Copenhagen City Council
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departments about their policy agendas, and it consults with local committees14 in
the seven catchment areas, IURs, and other local stakeholders. City departments
pursue a strict policy of cost reduction wherever possible, and the climate office
negotiates each project. If residents are aware of such ongoing budget negotiations,
they can (and sometimes do) put a direct pressure on councilors to override the
internal budget process. Some municipal professionals argue against citizens’
participation in the implementation of the climate plan. The Climate Adaptation
Office in charge of implementation maintains that participation is necessary for two
reasons in particular: 1) The city needs to inform about the consequences of the
cloud burst plan to increase knowledge and accept of the new city wide infras-
tructure; and 2) It needs to better understand and analyze local problems and
synergies together with local stakeholders to improve solutions. The plan specifies
projects in the hydraulic structure to make sure that hydraulic flows are adequate,
but it does not specify the design and recreational functions of individual projects.

It is not up for discussion whether a specific road is turned into a cloud burst road, you do
not get to decide were the water will flow. But you influence what it looks like, how it
works when it is dry, and when the water is there. Implementing CMP we have relatively
well-defined participation arenas: Local committees in the seven catchment areas, IURs if
present in the area, owners associations, social housing associations, and insurance com-
panies (the latter group conducts campaigns; owners are responsible for water in their
basements). But also, it’s an open agenda: Whom might be relevant to include? (planner).

According to the Climate Adaptation Office, Copenhageners generally support
climate initiatives they see as urban space improvements: “At this point I have yet
to experience direct refusal of our projects. In one case we met local disagreement
about the specifics of the plan, something which we then negotiated” (planner). In
this example, local resistance resulted in a modification of the municipal plan which
was consequently adopted. The main idea of the project was to turn the local lake
into a ‘rain water park’ as a more effective retention basin. After a public consul-
tation phase and public meetings, co-chaired with four local committees repre-
senting wards adjacent to the lake, one local committee in particular criticized the
plan. The city planners hired anthropologists to investigate the local opposition. On
the basis of a survey and interviews with stakeholders and residents, they found that
local people generally agreed with the critique.

From the councils perspective, we did not see the local opposition as NIMBYism, people
supported an adaptation intervention, but they disagreed with our project. People simply did
not want to alter the lake features. The TEC did not want the public conflict and we
accepted a compromise, a patch-work solution, even though the initial project was eco-
nomically and technically better (planner).

14In 2005, the city introduced a system of 12 local committees with 23 elected members, of which
15 are active in associations in the local district, and eight are members of political parties. The
committees have no prerogatives in relation to the municipal budget, but they influence budget
negotiations and constitute the “neighbourhood voice” in relation to the different policy areas. The
committees support civil society activities, and citizens can apply for funding of community
projects.
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8.6 Discussion

From a primary focus on mitigation, the 2011-flooding introduced climate adap-
tation as a relevant and workable policy problem in Copenhagen to be dealt with
through government action. The municipal R&D process identified a cost-effective
solution with four pipes and surface channeling of cloudburst water as preferable to
a renovation and enlargement of the sewer system. The approach depended upon
citizens’ consent and participation, especially on privately owned public roads. The
basic catalogue of solutions in the new urban drainage system was developed and
tested in the participatory framework of the Skt. Kjelds IUR, and exported in a
parallel process to the rest of the city. Currently, the Climate Adaptation Office
operates in primarily five participation domains: (1) Dialogue and consultation with
local committees; (2) Campaigns directed at house owners encouraged to organize
and engage in climate projects under a funding scheme; (3) Engagement in larger
area-based partnership processes (IUR or the like) that focus on squares, roads, and
buildings; (4) Collaboration with social housing associations that administer estates
in catchment areas; and (5) Collaboration with insurance companies to make house
owners aware of liabilities. The intra-municipal process continues to be linked to
co-creation at the neighborhood level where some local solutions and design
concepts are developed and tested to be used in other parts of the city.

Because the City Council’s adaptation plan depends upon the consent of house
owners and other local stakeholders, the city invests in co-creation and the forming
of collaborative relations based on reciprocity and trust between citizens and city
officials. The Skt. Kjelds IUR was used as governance vehicle for building nec-
essary trust and engagement amongst residents to test the realism of the surface
solution in the context of the larger scheme:

To sum it up: Water runs down. We had to see the larger picture in our IUR approach. We
learned that it is easier to carry out climate projects on municipal land and roads. But we
also proved that the city can co-create solutions on private roads, and that extra time and
resources invested in collaboration with owners is necessary. But climate adaptation con-
tinues to be an open-ended agenda: How do we create most value in terms of recreational
urban space? And how much money can and should we spend on this? (planner).

The positive framing of the climate agenda was the key meta-governance
mechanism in the IUR context. Architect visualizations of the green and blue
climate adapted cityscape were combined with a positive rhetoric of the ‘green city’
and the ‘blue city’, and temporary climate adaptation installations created a tangible
and positive narrative in relation to the climate adaptation agenda. To increase
credibility planners critically distanced themselves from the idealized narratives
hereby further strengthening the meta-mechanism when residents defined the scope
for co-creation as narrowing down the distance between perceived and actualized
reality. The storytelling also created an atmosphere of positive expectations in a
situation where public works would cause a nuisance in everyday life in the district
for longer periods of time. As meta-governance mechanism, the discursive framing
mobilized engagement and relational coordination of loosely coupled networks of
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experts and lay people that worked toward the same ends across public–private
boundaries in the district.

Multiple barriers exist to intra-municipal and cross-sectoral policy integration.
Despite frictions and shortcomings in terms of resources and decision-making
power vis-à-vis sector administrations, the IUR framework has a track record of
relative success as a hybrid organizational form that meta-govern across different
boundaries: It is a framework that can be used to mediate and negotiate functional
organizational logics with place and context orientation (tailoring of solutions); to
handle the area lobbyism that generates tensions in the city administration; to build
operational consensus across multiple administrative levels and domains in dia-
logue with nonpublic actors; and to merge rational–technical logics with the more
complex dialogues between proponents of competing value frameworks.
Considering it is important to identify actors in charge of linking between gov-
ernment sectors and citizens in adaptation projects (Cloutier et al. 2015, p. 47), the
Copenhagen case highlights a hybrid organizational form that enables this process.

Suggesting a ‘co-creation ladder’, Torfing et al. (2016, pp. 10–11) identify the
rungs of the ladder as citizens’ influence on (1) the services they are affected by;
(2) value created for others; (3) inputs to new tasks and solutions; (4) design of new
tasks and solutions; and (5) collaborative innovations at the institutional or system
level. To what extent does the participation process as described above reflect these
different dimensions of influence? A first observation is that the climate district
rhetorically merges all five dimensions in the framing of the participation narrative.
Residents have to co-create the global solution (and the tailored specifics) for it to
work (see Chap. 7: Sari and Prayoga). Further, the process of concretizing this
participation narrative is meta-governed: Public officials possess the power to
discursively frame the innovation process in the deliberative and semi-transparent
collaborative context. Consensus-steering as governance strategy puts pressure on
citizens to ‘climb the rungs’ in terms of developing their private needs and pref-
erences into collective solutions and engage in public value creation. For instance,
the IUR incentivizes stakeholders to convert private domains into publicly acces-
sible domains to receive support and funding (Fig. 8.7). Also, a dominant public
perspective on climate governance as co-creation is to persuade residents to cofi-
nance place-making projects, for instance, setting up associations that cover running
costs of new green squares. To sum up, the influence dimensions of the co-creation
arena resembles less a structured ladder and more a staged play of symbolic,
discursive, and material negotiations of the key participation narrative and the
cost-sharing strategies necessary for its implementation. If anything, the governance
strategy conflates the five influence dimensions rhetorically (if not practically) to
persuade citizens to engage. The strong participation narrative in the IUR frame-
work effectively mediates a number of key binaries (complex to simple, intangible
to tangible, at risk to resilient, atomized private to collective public, us vs. them,
from costs to values) in a situation with limited public resources for expensive
climate adaptation measures.
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There is a growing need for building increased capacity for public engagement in
climate change understood as the deliberative process of involving the public in
matters of public concern and decision-making (Moser and Pike 2015 pp. 112–113).
Meaningful citizens’ participation in urban climate governance may be difficult to
obtain “given the technical knowledge needed to understand the complex problems
associated with climate change, the uncertainty and risks involved in global envi-
ronmental systems, and how global changes translate into local hazards” (Sarzynski
2015, p. 63). The Copenhagen case shows that collaborative climate governance in
this instance is about creating a participation context that exemplifies and concretizes
the public value perspective, linking individual initiatives with integrated solutions
that are part of a larger structure (see Chap. 12: Brown). The IUR framework (with its
pros and cons) offered decision rules that structured the co-creation processes,
building bridges between technical issues, individual projects, communal initiatives,
and the larger design choices at the district and city levels.

The climate district process was relatively devoid of (discernable) antagonistic
conflict, partly due to the historically institutionalized consensus steering mecha-
nism, partly due to the fact that adaptation measures represented a plus-sum game
where residents would benefit from partly subsidized urban space improvements. In
relation to the city-wide process currently underway, planners confirm the picture:

We meet two ‘religions’; those who believe in pipes, and those who believe in trees. Most
citizens believe in trees, and often we have to emphasize that we plan for extreme
cloudburst situations that require more than trees…In one instance residents fought to
prevent some old trees to be cut down, and they succeeded. Apart from that we have seen
very few conflicts (planner).

In terms of intra-municipal coordination, citizens’ participation is supported by
but also supports the development of a framework for practical policy integration
and governance innovation in the case context (see Chap. 16: Ninomiya and
Burch). As such, co-creation in this context does bridge a perceived performance
gap (Voorberg et al. 2015, p. 1349). From a public governance perspective,

Fig. 8.7 Before and after: New private front gardens are open to people in the community, Source
http://klimakvarter.dk/projekt/aabne-haver/, downloaded January 11, 2017
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the co-creation with citizens functions as an indirect means to align public agencies
in a more integrated approach to the wicked problem issue. The co-creation process
in the IUR district links the impact of public policies to the urban environment and
integrates different policy priorities embedded in practical designs (accessibility,
relocation of parking lots, balancing greening costs and opportunities, aesthetic
design principles, acceptable maintenance costs, etc.) with water handling solutions.
The process is not a panacea, but the tendency to integrate solutions to the wicked
problem issue is discernible.

In a survey of Danish local governments (Jensen et al. 2016) there is an absolute
consensus amongst practitioners and decision-makers that climate adaptation is an
interdisciplinary and interdepartmental task. But respondents do not agree which
part of the city government should take the lead, or how policy innovation should
be organized. The same realism underlies the Copenhagen context, where many
boundary spanning issues relating to water management still need to be innovated:

We invite citizens into the machinery of administrative and political decision making in a
process that we have not yet fully defined. Obviously this creates a sense of insecurity.
There is a lack of knowledge of what works, and of the overall direction of the professional
decision making process, which is not fully clear to people. Citizens do not demand storm
water management solutions. And on top of that, we ask people to provide inputs to a
content that the larger system is only beginning to define in more specific terms (planner).

If more rainwater is to stay longer on the surface for recreational purposes, health
and safety issues need to be dealt with. It is expensive to plant trees in Copenhagen,
and economic limits to the greening strategy will become more manifest in other
city districts. New hydraulic functions on the surface fixate the urban space in
relation to future uses, and they are easily blocked; they are rarely used, and people
tend to forget about them (Lund 2016, p. 30).

Using the urban regeneration policy field and the Copenhagen case on climate
adaption in the Skt. Kjelds district as markers, there is a clear tendency that the
hybridization of the multilevel governance context for climate adaptation policy
actually delivers in the Danish context. As a public–private hybrid and informal
collaborative framework, the IUR model exemplifies a more layered institutional
landscape acting as an intermediary or brokerage mechanism forging collaborative
ties between City Council and the local community. It is a two-way road: Citizens
influence the concretization of policy outcomes and improve their neighborhood,
and public policy agents access nonpublic resources and integrate and legitimize
policy delivery (see Chap. 9: Iftikhar, Ali, and Sarzynski). Yet, considering current
budget pressures in Copenhagen and other Danish cities, the economically justified
NPM efficiency agenda and the politically justified NPG integration agenda
(Valkama 2016) are co-existing realities in Danish climate adaptation. So, when the
weather sets in, planners and citizens alike continue to be charged with the fun-
damental challenge of co-creating better and cheaper solutions to a very wicked
problem.
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Chapter 9
Community–Government Partnership
for Metered Clean Drinking Water:
A Case Study of Bhalwal, Pakistan

Muhammad Naveed Iftikhar, Shujat Ali and Andrea Sarzynski

Abstract The case study explores the design and operation of a community–
government partnership initiative for clean drinking water called Changa Pani
(Clean Water) Program in Bhalwal, a small city of Pakistan. It is a joint initiative by
the city government of Bhalwal and residents, facilitated by a civil society inter-
mediary organization that has succeeded in developing and operating a viable water
distribution system to supply metered clean water to residents after purely
government-organized efforts did not deliver. The Changa Pani Program
(CPP) appears as a manifestation of community-based adaptation to climate change,
given rising temperatures, depletion/contamination of groundwater, increased
spread of waterborne disease, and childhood stunting. Considering the formidable
challenges of access to clean drinking water and sanitation for Pakistan and other
countries working to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals, lessons from
successful grass root level projects like CPP can be broadly valuable. The case
study analyzes determinants of the initiative’s success and the opportunities and
challenges for replicating the CPP for other types of infrastructure and/or service in
other locations, in Pakistan, and in other rapidly urbanizing nations.
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9.1 Background

Pakistan is becoming one of the most rapidly urbanized countries in South Asia.
The urban population was 17% in 1951, 32% in 1998, and now it is close to 40%.
More than half of the population in Pakistan will urbanize in the next 10 years
(Planning Commission 2015; Hussain 2014). The official urbanization statistics in
Pakistan may be under-reported in order to present the country and its economy as
rural (Haque 2015).

Urbanization provides a range of opportunities for lifting people out of poverty
by pulling them from low productivity agriculture to high-value urban sectors.
Nevertheless, urbanization poses challenges ranging from law and order to provi-
sion of basic services to the citizens. Some of these services include education,
water, infrastructure, and health. Water and sanitation are the most vulnerable
services in this regard, due to their cross-cutting impact on human health and
productivity (Glaeser 2012).

Only half of the current population of 180 million in Pakistan has access to safe
drinking water. Water availability in Pakistan has declined from approximately
5000 cubic meters per capita in 1950 to around 1300 cubic meters today. Scholars
estimate this “water-stressed” situation may fall further to “water scarcity”
(1000 m3 per capita) in a decade due to several factors including population
growth, climate changes, and inefficient water usage (Kamal 2009).

If we take into account issues related to water quality and reliability, the situation
is even worse (Farooq et al. 2008). An intermittent supply of water in the pipes
often leads to cross contamination from sanitation pipes, which severely damages
water quality. A considerable number of deaths of children and adults are associated
with waterborne disease in Pakistan. Moreover, health problems strain meager
resources of marginalized segments of society. This situation points to the need for
urgent action by the government and communities.

Other developing countries are also facing similar challenges in the drinking
water sector. Over 100,000 people die in India annually due to waterborne diseases,
and 70% water is polluted with sewage effluents. The groundwater in one-third of
India’s 600 hundred districts is not suitable for drinking due to hazardous con-
centration that is higher than prescribed tolerance standards (Chabba 2013).
A similar situation could be found in developed countries in previous centuries. It is
reported that 11,000 died in London’s cholera epidemic of 1854, and the same
number of people died in New York City in 1866 (Condran 1995, pp. 29–35).
However, these countries made a significant investment in the water sector and
developed better governance systems to address these issues (Glaeser 2011). Even
so, the recent water crisis in Flint, Michigan revealed the vulnerability of the United
States’ aging water infrastructure and raises concerns about equity and affordability
(Kane and Puentes 2016). Despite high payoff of clean water and reliable sanitation
services, governments usually do not give high priority to this sector (Glaeser and
Sims 2015). Other mega-scale projects such as roads and power generation often
get budgetary priority over drinking water.
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The purely government-run service delivery organizations in Pakistan have been
facing tremendous challenges in terms of their ability to ensure professional gov-
ernance, maintain public assets, and meet growing service delivery needs of people
at large. In an environment of clientelism, nonprofessional governance structures,
and lack of capital investment it becomes difficult for these government organi-
zations to keep a balance between commercial sustainability and vested interests by
different powerful stakeholders (Iftikhar 2014, 2015). A recent article highlighted
the plight of citizens of Karachi, one of the world’s largest cities and adding over
half million people annually: “options for access to water include erratic supply
(where pipelines exist), collusion with area gangs who puncture water mains for
commercial sales, boring and the use of semi-brackish water and purchasing tanker
loads” (Ahmad 2016, para 5). Felbab-Brown (2017, para. 5) explains further:

In developing countries, such water loss amounts to some 30 to 50 percent of all treated
water. In Karachi and Delhi, such water leakages from old water pipes and outright water
theft amounts to water loss of some 30 to 35 percent in each city. Water mafia networks
divert water through illegal pipelines by drilling holes into official pipelines or setting up
illegal hookups to water canals. In Karachi, water mafias also illegally tap into water
hydrants and set up illegal wells and pipelines for industries. They fill up trucks and sell the
water to industries and large businesses—some 70 percent of the stolen water!—as well as
to the poor, at inflated prices. Illegal traders who operate 30 to 40 tankers earn as much as
$16,000 a day.”

Despite an apparent threat of a water crisis, Pakistan continues to have inefficient
use of water in agriculture, industry, and households. Residential water charges are
minimal and embody flat rates based on house size instead of quantity used, sig-
nifying a poorly designed pricing scheme to accomplish conservation goals. One
government official explained that “many folks [in Karachi] considered urban piped
water a gift of nature that does not need any monetary compensation!” (Ahmad
2016, para 7). Evidence suggests that people are willing to pay higher water prices,
contrary to general expectations, as they realize the importance of clean drinking
water. For instance, a survey of residents of Lahore city in Pakistan found that
people were willing to pay $7.50–$9 per month for clean piped drinking water,
which is comparable to the monthly expenditures on in-house water treatment and
is about three to four times the average monthly water bill being paid (Akram and
Olmstead 2011).

One important consideration for clean water provision is not to consider water as
a traditional market good but as a collective resource available to the community.
The market failure in the use of a natural resource arises when everyone tries to
maximize its use for a short-term gain without realizing negative consequences in
the long run for the community and society as a whole (Hardin 1968). Traditional
market interventions of incentives, taxes, and fines do not work properly in many
developing countries where formal institutions are not well developed and
enforcement is weak (Ashraf et al. 2016).

The self-governance and polycentric framework for management of common
pool resources explained by Ostrom and Gardner (1993) is relevant in this context
of inefficient pricing and weak institutions. The authors found that irrigation
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infrastructure in Nepal was developed by public investment but the government
could not create or enforce rules for efficient and level-playing use of irrigation
water. The farmers closed the gap through the formation of collaborative
arrangements and continuous evolution in rules in response to changing needs.
Thus, a partnership evolved between government and self-organized farmers.
Ostrom and Gardner emphasized the importance of self-organization and building
consensus to develop institutions and rules that helped in better management of
collective water resources. The complexity of service delivery in the water sector
requires polycentric governance—interdependence, contractual and cooperative
partnerships, and conflict resolution by independent center of decision-making
(Ostrom 2010).

The design and operations of Changa Pani Program (CPP) in Bhalwal city of
Pakistan are a similar response to the lack of access to clean drinking water. Climate
change is driving up temperatures and humidity in the central Punjab Province, and
the associated lack of access to clean drinking water has largely contributed to
childhood stunting and waterborne diseases. Through a cross-country analysis, Fay
et al. (2005) have found that provision of basic infrastructure such as piped water,
sanitation, and electricity reduce incidence of childhood stunting and child mor-
tality rates. In these circumstances, the response of the residents and government of
Bhalwal city in the form of CPP is an innovative form of community-based
adaptation (CBA) to climate change and service delivery constraints. The apparent
success of the CPP model has triggered a debate about its core features, scaling, and
replication to other situations.

9.2 The Research

The case study here reports on the innovative community–government partnership
implemented for clean, metered drinking water in Bhalwal, Pakistan called the
Changa Pani Program (clean water), whose lessons may also be relevant for other
settings and contexts.

9.2.1 Research Questions and Design

This analysis employs a single case study, aimed at exploring the design and
implementation of community–government partnerships for the provision of clean
drinking water and climate change adaptation. The case specifically reviews (1) the
design and implementation of CPP in Bhalwal; (2) the key factors contributing to
success of CPP; and (3) the challenges in expansion of CPP. A case study design is
most appropriate in this context given that the research is exploratory and the
researcher has no control of behavioral aspects of the phenomenon being studied
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(Yin 2013). Additionally, the phenomenon is contemporary and key persons are
available for interviewing.

Single case studies face validity threats especially externally, where the results
may be difficult to generalize beyond the studied location (for a good discussion of
the threats, see Flyvberg 2006). Nevertheless, this study can assist in our under-
standing of an innovative program design and implementation plus provide insight
into community engagement, the power of self-governance, and partnership
dynamics.

9.2.2 Information Sources

Qualitative information for this case study was compiled from a focus group,
consumer interviews, and document analysis. An hour-long focus group was
conducted in January 2017 by the lead author in Bhalwal city. Participants included
officials from the local government (Tehsil Municipal Administration, TMA) and
community organization managing this initiative. Focus groups help researchers
understand the collective perspective of participants through discussions of moti-
vations, priorities, experiences, and reflection (Berg and Lune 2012; Morgan 1996).
Focus groups may also help to gain an understanding of perspectives through
interaction amongst participants, which may not be obtained through individual
interviews.

Five semi-structured interviews were also conducted in January 2017 with
consumers—identified by the intermediary organization Anjuman Samaji Behbood
(ASB). The focus of these interviews was to understand the consumer perspective
about CPP, the importance of clean water, the impact of metering on water con-
sumption, and water pricing. It was useful to have an exchange and interaction with
consumers, although the number was limited due to the scarcity of time and
resources.

Last, documents were requested from ASB including the partnership agreements
between the community and government, other reports and independent evaluations
of the project, water bills, and a video documentary by Sustainable Development TV
Channel (Satellite).

9.2.3 Case Selection

Bhalwal was selected for study due to the relative rarity of the phenomenon of
interest—the CPP—and the potential benefits of this partnership model for clean
water provision, participatory governance, and climate change adaptation.

Bhalwal is an agro-based Mandi (Market) Town located close to the city of
Sargodha, within the Sargodha district. It has a population of over 100,000 with a
rural, village-based hinterland peopled by settler families who migrated to this area
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from neighboring older districts of the Punjab. The settlers came here to benefit
from the various land colonization and development schemes that accompanied the
advent of the new irrigation canal and railway infrastructure in the early years of the
twentieth century. Bhalwal is now the administrative center of the Bhalwal Sub
Division, the lowest regional tier of the provincial administrative hierarchy. The
town is also a municipality responsible for delivery of basic public services to the
town’s population.

According to the Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS 2014) by the
Government of the Punjab Province (with the support from UNICEF Punjab), only
2.8% of the Sargodha’s district household population has piped access to water,
compared to 11.6% in Punjab Province. By contrast, 73.4% of the district’s water
comes from handpump, compared to 30.6% in Punjab Province. Infant and under-5
mortality rates in Sargodha District are 84 and 107 as compared to the Punjab
Province’s average of 75 and 93.And the district’s number of stunted children are 34.1
and 11.7 for “moderate and severe” and “severe”, respectively, as compared to
Punjab’s average of 33.5 and 13.3%. The survey also reported that the percentage of
children who in the last two weeks had an episode of diarrhea is 20.5% and an episode
of fever is 21.6% as compared to Punjab’s average of 17.4 and 20.8%, respectively.
Literacy and school attendance rates in Sargodha are relatively better than Punjab
Province’s average. The indicators for Bhalwalmay be worse than the district average
as Sargodha is relatively a large city and has better socioeconomic development than
its sub-divisions.

Groundwater of Bhalwal city is brackish, which is not suitable for drinking or
irrigation except in a few locations. Water contamination due to the sugar industry
and heavy use of pesticides and fertilizers in citrus orchards has also contributed to
various waterborne diseases in Bhalwal. The city is situated in central Punjab,
which has a hot and humid environment. This leads to dehydration and other health
complications. The temperature touched 52 °C (125 F) in the summer of 2016. The
decrease in rain levels and rising temperatures have further enhanced the impor-
tance of the provision of clean drinking water to the public in this region. These
factors point to the significance of the case of Bhalwal as an innovative governance
model for climate change adaptation. Moreover, a traditional approach could not
succeed to complete the water supply scheme which was later revived and com-
pleted through a community–government partnership initiative—facilitated by the
intermediary civil society organization (Sahi 2014).

Pakistan has traditionally followed a hierarchical and top-down development
approach with fewer episodes of local governments coupled with nonrepresentative
governments at the center (Cheema et al. 2006). This context highlights central-
ization that may not allow citizen participation and decision-making at a local level.
This factor implies a need to carry out devolution of resources and decision-making
to the local level. It also signifies the importance of studying the success of
partnership-based CPP in such a centralized governance structure.
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9.3 Findings

9.3.1 The CPP Model

CPP is a component sharing model of clean drinking water provision, developed by
Faisalabad (one of the largest metropolitan cities in Punjab Province) based on
ASB. It was implemented in Faisalabad in the 1990s and later in Lahore (provincial
capital of Punjab Province) in early 2000s. The model embodies participatory
planning and an integrated approach for 24/7 water and sanitation system
governance.

The process starts with the realization by the community and then intermediary
organization ASB mobilizes the community to negotiate a partnership with the
government. ASB provides guidance and training to local people to carry out such
projects starting from a basic understanding of engineering design of the project to
operations and maintenance of the water distribution system. Under the partnership,
government finances infrastructure for tube wells, overhead tank, disposal systems,
treatment systems, and main pipes (6 in.), which make up almost 80% of the total
cost of the project. The community participates in the procurement process and
contributes financially to water supply pipes (3 in.), sewerage pipes (9 in.), and
water meters. The project’s management is ultimately handed over to a local
community organization that is composed of community members and local gov-
ernment officials.

9.3.2 Bringing CPP to Bhalwal

Before CPP, groundwater of the locality was brackish, so people were relying on
water being transported on donkey carts and bicycles from the nearby canal. Water
quality was poor and it was also expensive due to high charges by the water
transporters.

The government initiated a piped drinking water scheme in 2006 in one of
Bhalwal city’s three union councils (UCs). But after laying substandard pipes in
wider streets and getting payments against those, the contractor ran away, leaving
the schemes half way completed.

Some of the members of the community realized the necessity of additional
efforts and started looking for solutions. They came to know about ASB and CPP in
2011 and requested ASB to work with them to revive the failed drinking water
project. After a number of discussions with the community, ASB started working to
convince people about the CPP approach. It was not a smooth process, as people
were used to looking toward governments for solutions instead of making collective
efforts and negotiating active partnerships with the government, as the CPP model
requires.
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The founder of ASB and CPP, Malik Nazir Ahmad Wattoo, noted that some of
the community members originally opposed the effort. Mr. Wattoo said “It is good
to have opponents as it is usually a test that you are doing a good work. Moreover,
if an initiative is opposed, it spreads more.” He had long discussions with the
community about the importance of clean water, even at a price. The local people
were resisting it due to the potential financial burden on them and the new water
metering system. With the new system, residents would pay for their actual water
consumption instead of property size. Without water meters, residents throughout
the country are charged solely based on lot size.

With his personal commitment and understanding about community mobiliza-
tion, Mr. Wattoo continued meetings with the government officials at local, district,
and provincial levels. Government offices were reluctant to transform their earlier
failed project into the CPP model, as they were afraid of exposure of deficiencies in
their earlier work. Mr. Wattoo said that he had the contacts in the bureaucracy at
different levels due to his long experience of this type of work in other locations. He
used all those contacts to arrange meetings between local community members and
government officials. The purpose of these meetings was to agree on a common
agenda for starting work on the CPP model and handing over its control to the local
community.

This effort succeeded in 2012 when there was a considerable consensus of the
community to adopt the CPP model. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was
signed between ASB as an intermediary organization and TMA Bhalwal. Since the
MoU was signed, 1720 connections have been provided out of 2600 potential
connections. A progress report dated on January 9, 2017 mentioned complaints of
water quality and leakages, which were being addressed. After the successful
launch of the drinking water initiative, the community began to negotiate with the
government to start a sanitation scheme as well.

9.3.3 Benefits of CPP in Bhalwal

It is important to understand the success of community–government
partnership-based initiative in Bhalwal, Pakistan called the Changa Pani Program
(clean water) in the situation where the performance of the traditional
government-managed scheme was not up to par. Debates on water availability are
often focused either on pure market solutions or government run schemes. Changa
Pani Model provides a quasi-market, partnership-based solution for cities that
enable both government and community members to collaborate and take owner-
ship of this important aspect of human life. The model also emphasizes the
importance of local self-governance for climate change adaptation by residents of
urban areas in developing countries.
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9.3.3.1 Procurement Improvements

In traditional local water schemes, the provincial Department of Public Health
Engineering issues procurement tenders for contractors and consultants. One of the
city government officials reported that no classification of contractors exists at the
local level in case of different types of development work like sewerage, water
supply, buildings, roads, and firefighting, among others. Therefore, a fundamental
problem in the procurement process is that often contractors who do not have
specialization are hired to develop water supply schemes. One of the officials
explained that “the consultant’s job was to oversee the contractor and to carry out
quality control tests, but there was weak accountability of consultant in the failed
project.” The focus group discussion also revealed that pipe manufacturing com-
panies are registered in provincial headquarters and Chief Engineer of Public Health
Engineering Department is responsible for material testing. In this case, local
government officials have little direct responsibility for the quality of work being
carried out by the contractors and pipe manufacturers. According to the focus group
participants, community engagement and partnership in the procurement process
from the beginning of the project could help to avoid many of the problems that
occurred during projects in a traditional government-centric model.

It was determined that the pipe manufacturing company, in connivance with the
contractors and consultants, provided substandard pipes for the project before it was
handed over to the ASB and local people. Moreover, the contractor did not have a
map or layout of pipes in the streets. So the first challenge for the community was to
figure out the layout of pipes, and then carry out testing of pipes. Laboratory tests
revealed that the substandard material used in the pipes could not carry water at a
certain pressure. Accordingly, people of the locality went to the pipe manufacturing
company and negotiated with them to replace the pipes. The government officials
explained that they were not allowed to negotiate with the pipe manufacturers under
the government’s procurement rules, but the community could do it once the project
had been handed over to them under a partnership framework. Fearing a bad
reputation for the company, the pipe manufacturer agreed to replace 975 m
(3200 ft) of pipes with the better standard material. Moreover, the community
applied stringent tests to the water quality as they knew that they would be drinking
it in the future. The cost of the project was rationalized considering that the
community would pay for all expenses not covered by the government.

9.3.3.2 Better Service Delivery

Consumer interviews provided insights about service delivery. They were happy to
have the piped water supply for the first time in that locality’s history. Moreover,
there was recognition that ASB initiated this project from very low performance
levels. The focus groups participants explained that they were making efforts to
provide 24/7 water in order to eliminate chances of contamination in empty water
pipes. However, their efforts are often undermined due to electricity load shedding.
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Load shedding hurts extraction of clean water from the tube wells, which are 6 km
away from the locality. Second, some of the pipes are still the ones laid out by the
contractor, which cannot bear the water pressure, creating frequent leakages. The
consumers confirmed that they were not getting a full-time supply of water.
However, they were satisfied with the quality of water and convenience of piped
availability instead of other expensive modes. It was realized after discussion with
consumers that the organizing committee and management would have to make
further efforts to improve service delivery and undertake communication with
consumers to convey the challenges that they were facing.

9.3.3.3 Water Conservation and Pricing

As discussed earlier, water bills in Pakistan are charged based on lot sizes and are
minimal, hindering efficient use of water. Even in this situation, traditional
government-run schemes are unable to recover the bills. Recovery rates are usually
below 50% as compared to over 90% in CPP schemes. In this locality of Bhalwal,
water charges were introduced based on consumption starting from Pakistan
Rupees (PKR) 50 per 1000 gallons to PKR 70 for an additional 1000 gallons and
PKR 100 for each additional 1000 gallons. The water bill also includes fixed
charges of PKR 50 per month. After introducing the new water pricing in Bhalwal,
they observed that per person per day water consumption declined by more than
50%.

However, it was informed that water pricing was still a tricky issue due to the
applicable legal framework. The administrative authority of the province has to
approve prices after a number of layers of approvals by the different governmental
offices and committees. Additionally, one consumer revealed that he was getting a
very high bill for water and it was beyond his capacity to pay. The management
explained that there were about 30 members of this household living in a small
house, constituting three families. The consumers had a wrong impression of water
billing based on house size instead of actual consumption. This issue highlights the
importance of communication with consumers for promoting the efficient use of
water.

9.3.4 Challenges for Expanding CPP

CPP was first implemented in Faisalabad, later in Lahore, and now in one of the
Union Councils (UCs) in Bhalwal. After the success of CPP in one UC in Bhalwal,
ASB has been requested by the city government of Bhalwal to take this model to
the remaining two UCs of the city. Similarly, ASB has received requests from other
nearby cities, which require new conversations on the appropriate adaptation of this
approach for those contexts. An international organization has also recently
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approached ASB to collaborate with them to revive redundant water supply
schemes in one of the cities in South Punjab.

Thus, CPP appears to be following the process of diffusion of innovation
(Rogers 2003), in which ideas travel from one place or situation to another. Such
diffusion of innovation is challenging. Every city and community must consider the
local needs and capabilities for designing such partnerships. The spectrum of
engagement, investment, and control by both public sector and community may
vary under different circumstances and contexts. Any replication of CPP to another
situation or place must take into account the capacity for engaging in such part-
nerships especially in societies where contract enforcement and other formal
institutions are not strong and credible.

Here, we identify some of the challenges in replication and expansion based on
our analysis of the model and personal insights into the political economy and
urban governance in Pakistan.

9.3.4.1 Need for a Skilled Policy Entrepreneur

One important challenge is to mobilize the community to develop a critical mass
and contribute a financial investment to negotiate a partnership framework with the
government. The intermediary organization has a central role in this model as they
have to work with both sides to help them to reach an agreeable framework. Both
sides pose unique challenges. The government is often not willing to devolve
governance and share powers with communities, and the local communities may
not be willing to contribute financially to such projects.

Kingdon (1984) explained that policy entrepreneurs played a crucial role in
connecting problems to the potential solutions. By exploiting the window of
opportunity, the policy entrepreneurs present new ideas and pursue policy goals
with innovative approaches. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the case
of CPP. The charismatic personality of Mr. Wattoo, the 75-year-old founder of
ASB and CPP, had a critical role in the success of the project. We asked him “is it
possible to do it all without you?” He replied that he has trained local people to
manage and govern this initiative while pointing to Mr. Imtiaz Ahmad, the head of
the organizing committee. However, we understand that it would not be an easy
task to undertake such a complex partnership framework without the support and
guidance of an experienced and dedicated social mobilizer.

9.3.4.2 Urban Political Economy

Rapid urbanization (around 3% at the moment) has enhanced ethnic and cultural
diversity in Pakistan in many ways. Even so, cities can best be characterized as
contested spaces (Harvey 1997). Local government officials, political activists,
influential groups, and mafias want to have their own say into service delivery of
water sector and other public goods as well. Perhaps, this is one of the reasons that
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CPP has yet not been adopted throughout any large city. It has been carried out in
semi-urban and quasi-planned urban settlements only.

Last year, local government elections took place after an interval of almost a
decade. Newly formed local governments have limited mandate and resources to
deliver services, as most of those are vested with provincial governments. The CPP
team in Bhalwal explained that after the local government was installed the newly
elected officials pushed to provide free water to please their constituents and build
political support. The officials did not foresee their inability to realize the cost of
water extraction, transmission, distribution, and maintenance. Such decisions
reinforce the prevailing view that the provision of clean drinking water is the
responsibility and burden of government, and undercut the foundation of shared
governance established by CPP.

9.3.4.3 Nascent Civil Society

Additionally, community organizations are best placed to carry out advocacy and
education of the stakeholders involved to ensure achievement of mutually beneficial
goals and avoid retrenchment. Yet, grassroots community organizations, having
strong local ties and funding mechanisms, are relatively scarce in Pakistan. Most of
the local community organizations rely on internationally funded projects with
outside interests. Without the engagement of a local intermediary organization like
ASB, a CPP-style project may achieve suboptimal results.

9.4 Discussion

9.4.1 CPP as a Participatory Governance Innovation

The CPP is a multilevel and multi-sector governance arrangement to address
drinking water infrastructure development, operations, maintenance, and service
delivery. The approach can be characterized as a form of New Public Governance,
which entails participatory governance, citizen engagement, and networks in the
public sector (Osborne 2010). Notably, “governance entails a move away from
traditional hierarchical forms of organization and the adoption of network forms. It
also entails a revision of the relationship between the state and civil society in a
more participatory direction. Governance is said to be responsible for shifting the
emphasis away from statute law to more flexible forms of regulation and imple-
mentation” (Pollitt and Bouckaert 2011, p. 21, citing Bellamy and Paulmbo 2010).
Participatory modes of governance arguably provide more flexibility and cus-
tomization for the achievement of service delivery goals.

CPP is based on a partnership between local government and community resi-
dents, who jointly finance, own, and manage the drinking water and sanitation
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infrastructure. As a form of “Arm’s Length Governance”, partnerships are some-
times criticized for taking control away from the democratically elected leaders to
new players in public governance. Some scholars argue that involvement of
non-governmental players makes it difficult for the governments to assess consumer
preferences and deploy accountability framework. Sometimes, such models are also
construed as a deviation of the government from its core responsibility. Notably,
local government officials in Faisalabad had not given positive feedback about CPP
despite the failure of their own schemes and poor quality of service delivery
(Farooqi 2013).

CPP is different from traditional public–private partnership models such as
outsourcing, privatization, and governmental grants. It is an inclusive
partnership. The government has to make a significant upfront public investment,
determines water pricing, and has representation on the management committee.
The community develops rules for itself and then negotiates with the government to
create a unique governance structure for the project. The community can better
understand its needs, can cooperate with each other to develop mutually beneficial
rules, and can revisit the arrangement as need arises.

Thus, community engagement in public service delivery is a democratic process.
Through community engagement, local people are allowed and encouraged to
participate in managing and controlling public assets instead of attending mere
public participation forums (Durose et al. 2015). Most of the time, if citizens are
involved in such forums, participation remains at the level of information sharing,
which raises questions regarding the effectiveness of citizen participation (Arnstein
1969). Participatory initiatives like CPP ultimately contribute to democratic
accountability, legitimacy, and policy effectiveness (Fung 2006).

Additionally, effectiveness here was aided by a local social mobilizer (Mr.Wattoo)
who understood the context and tailored the CPP model to local needs and behaviors.
This model contrasts with prior models developed by academicians, scholars, and
international development experts that rely on top-down governance despite weak
institutional capacity. Easterly (2013) eloquently advocated for this type of sponta-
neous development and evolutionary learning for problem-solving in developing
countries. Moreover, there is some discussion in the literature that decentralization
reforms succeed if there is a sufficient capacity of collective action in the communities.
Gonzelez-Rivas (2014) found that decentralization of water service delivery in
Mexico only succeeded in communities that had a history of collective action. Stone
(2001) has also emphasized the importance of the civic capacity to develop an agenda
for a collective action and then to implement it successfully.

9.4.2 CPP as a Climate Adaptation Strategy

Despite facing severe consequences of climate change in Pakistan especially from
rising temperatures and humidity, there is little recognition of the need for adap-
tation at the community level. Most discussions on climate change are taking place
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at federal and provincial levels. In such state of affairs, it is challenging to initiate
adaptation initiatives at the city level.

Nevertheless, the CPP can be seen as a climate adaptation effort along the lines
of other community-based adaptation (CBA) projects aimed at simultaneously
improving livelihoods and climate adaptive capacity from the ground up (Archer
et al. 2014) (see Chap. 7: Sari and Prayoga). CBA is “a community-led process,
based on communities, needs, knowledge and capacities, which should empower
people to plan for and cope with the impacts of climate change” (Reid et al. 2009,
p. 13). Under CBA, the community is the central agent in the climate governance
process. Experiences with CBA in developing nations have been examined for
insights and lessons (e.g., Archer et al. 2014; Soltesova et al. 2014).

The CPP’s community–government partnership marks it as a form of
co-production of climate adaptation, where the community is empowered to make
the decisions and control the public resources (see Chap. 8: Enberg). This type of
adaptation strategy contrasts with many other examples of local climate adaptation,
where citizen participation is limited and government typically leads the planning
and manages any implementation (Sarzynski 2015).

Despite its successes in several contexts, CBA creates complications in
upscaling of the approach (Ayers and Forsyth 2009). Moreover, such models are
not easy and smooth. They face a range of issues of integrity, credibility, and
professionalism. Reid (2016) highlights the challenges faced by CBA approaches
regarding integration with the political structures and mainstream governance
processes. Mansuri and Rao (2012) highlight that government and market failure
does get attention of scholars and policy–makers; however, civil society failure is
relatively less researched. These considerations point to the challenges faced by
community-led initiatives. It is important to appreciate that CPP embodies a mul-
tilevel and multi-sector governance approach that helps to overcome the constraints
common in CBA initiatives by formally integrating the effort through the part-
nership agreement.

9.5 Next Steps

Further research is needed to understand the relevance of the CPP model for
addressing governance challenges in other settings and other parts of the world. The
irrigation sector in Pakistan faces similar challenges as drinking water. Considering
the rapid climate changes in Pakistan and nonresponsiveness of traditional gover-
nance structures, it appears beneficial to examine the possibilities of CPP for
irrigation.

On drinking water, a database of various provision models being pursued by the
public and community organizations is needed with an aim to formulate key lessons
from local experiences. Similarly, it is imperative to compare the outcomes and
sustainability of CPP with other governance models to properly guide future efforts.
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Notably, none of the stakeholders involved in this research identified CPP as a
climate change adaptation strategy, marking the need for further discussion and
communication of the ways in which various efforts to provide clean drinking water
can also serve multiple sustainable development goals (SDGs) including improving
health and well-being, building climate-resilient infrastructure, promoting economic
growth, and promoting democratic governance and inclusive institutions. Indeed,
the provision of clean drinking water has a cross-cutting impact on the SDGs;
without clean drinking water, many other goals cannot be achieved.
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Chapter 10
Connecting the Dots: The Politics
of Governing Urban Climate Adaptation
Innovations Through Transnational
Municipal Networks

Ryan G. Bellinson

Abstract Since Agenda 21 was ratified at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, a number
of transnational municipal networks (TMNs) have emerged to promote a variety of
sustainability and climate change actions. Despite research on the role of TMNs in
facilitating urban climate action, there have been few reflexive inquiries regarding
how governance actors, institutions, and processes have transformed resulting from
local governments’ participation in TMNs. In this chapter, I investigate how TMNs
have promoted urban adaptation actions as well as their effects on local government
climate policy processes. I first draw on the theories of multi-level governance,
urban planning, and social innovation in the context of climate change to develop a
framework for governing adaptation innovations through a model of contentious
urban politics. I then apply this framework to explore climate adaptation processes
in Rotterdam (The Netherlands) and Berkeley (California, United States), and
examine the actors, resources, and networks involved in motivating, sustaining, and
prioritizing adaptation across competing sectoral agendas. The results note that the
successful and eventual uptake of adaptive innovations requires communicating
competing interests, confronting conflicts, and building cross-sectoral coalitions.
I conclude by arguing that a model of contentious politics, especially as advocated
by TMNs, is more appropriate to understand how governance innovations can be
harnessed to promote more climate adaptive cities.
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10.1 Introduction

Though cities around the globe confront place-based climate change risks and
vulnerabilities such as sea level rise, flooding, droughts, landslides, and heatwaves,
they are nevertheless organizing within transnational municipal networks (TMNs)
to exchange knowledge, build capacity, and collectively plan for their climate
challenges (Bulkeley 2013). TMNs have become important political actors in the
arena of climate change policy and have successfully advanced innovative adaptive
planning agendas such as harnessing new program funding mechanisms, translating
the most current science into policy, advancing cross-sectoral collaborative
decision-making, and promoting policy co-benefits (Boyd and Osbahr 2010; Dzebo
and Stripple 2015).

Current research on TMNs mainly investigates their origins, potential benefits,
and role within global environmental governance, most extensively within the
context of mitigation (Fünfgeld 2015; Andonova et al. 2013; Lee 2013). In this
chapter, I apply these insights to recent adaptation actions and utilize these theories
to examine the attitudes and outcomes of municipalities participating in 100
Resilient Cities (100RC), a TMN funded by the Rockefeller Foundation. As
innovation is communicated and subsequently interpreted differently across cities,
this chapter asks: how are cities building new multi-level governance arrangements
to internalize emerging discourses of innovation in adaptation planning as advo-
cated by TMNs? And relatedly, how are cities communicating the need for inno-
vative adaptive approaches across governance scales?

To answer these questions, I draw on theories of urban innovation and
multi-level governance in the context of climate change. I then apply this frame-
work to two case studies to illustrate the governance pathways of adaptation
innovations. To conclude, I affirm that TMNs are indeed aiding cities to some
degree by developing procedural innovations to address climate change, but con-
temporary theoretical discourses of policy innovation must additionally consider the
inherent political nature of urban governance, which has significant implications on
how adaptation innovations are negotiated, designed, and implemented.

10.2 Theories of Climate Adaptation, Multi-level
Governance, and Innovation

In this section, I draw upon the theories of multi-level governance, urban planning,
and social innovation to construct a conceptual framework for governing climate
adaptation innovations (see Fig. 10.1). The framework indicates that the potential
of cities to expand their adaptive capacity rests on their ability to integrate urban
political and economic interests, climate risk awareness, and external capacity and
resource support. From this starting point, cities enter into what Sørensen and
Torfing (2011) describe as an “innovation cycle”. The results of this innovation
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cycle—particularly within the context of adapting to unpredictable climate risks—
are a set of procedural innovations that attempt to more effectively govern urban
political and economic interests.

10.2.1 Urban Climate Adaptation and TMNs

Cities often struggle with political fragmentation between local government, non-
governmental actors in the public and private sectors, the general public, and higher
levels of government that can lead to political stagnation, particularly in
multi-sectoral policy arenas such as climate change (Chu and Schenk 2017; Blanco
2013; Innes 1998). TMNs can address this fragmentation by aligning institutions
and actors across differing political scales and by fostering new collaborative
planning and decision-making pathways (Coen and Thatcher 2008; Bogason and
Musso 2006). Traditionally, TMNs are nonhierarchical (Blanco 2013; Andonova
and Mitchell 2010; Provan and Kenis 2008), and facilitate enhanced learning,
improve competitiveness, more efficient uses of resources, and improve capacity to
plan for and confront complex problems (Bäckstrand 2008; Provan and Kenis 2008;
Bogason and Musso 2006; Giest and Howlett 2013).

As emblematic forms of multi-level governance, TMNs facilitate both vertical
and horizontal collaboration between all levels of government, private actors, and
civil society organizations (Gordon 2013; Measham et al. 2011; Nyseth 2008;
Healey 1998). Additionally, TMNs help ground scientific projections and models,
enable sharing of practices, facilitate inclusive and equitable adaptation processes,
and stimulate collaboration across their local government members (Betsill and
Bulkeley 2004; Leck and Simon 2012). Present scholarship on urban regimes posits
that robust local governance demands dynamic collaboration between private and
public actors operating at all political levels to mobilize resources and capacity

Generate 
Ideas

Select Ideas

Implement 
Ideas

Disseminate 
Practices

The Innovation Cycle

Governance Drivers

Climate change risks and impacts

Urban political economy

Transnational actor intervention

Governance Outcomes

Multi-level coalitions and 
partnerships

Policy framing, design, and 
implementation methods

Fig. 10.1 Conceptual framework of the innovation cycle in the context of urban climate change
governance
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(Blanco 2013; Leck and Simon 2012), but this frequently proves cumbersome for
climate adaptation efforts due to competing sectoral interests, unsupportive political
ideologies, or unclear mandates (Carmin et al. 2013). For instance, clashing plan-
ning agendas—such as between economic development and environmental con-
servation—can cause misuse of already-finite resources (Leck and Simon 2012;
Betsill and Bulkeley 2004; Chu et al. 2016).

Despite their acknowledged advancements, TMNs have also been criticized for
not assisting cities develop corresponding multi-level governance architectures to
help limit political conflicts arising from institutional confusion and lack of com-
munication (Jordan and Huitema 2014; Bulkeley 2013; Anguelovski and Carmin
2011). TMNs have also been critiqued for being homogenous networks of exclu-
sive “elite”, larger cities at the exclusion of “second tier” cities. (Andonova and
Mitchell 2010; Kern and Alber 2009; Bulkeley and Betsill 2013). TMNs display
this membership bias because the networks themselves have an incentive to overly
highlight their positive outcomes to improve access to resources and favorable
recognition from the international community (Kern and Alber 2009; Bäckstrand
2008; Betsill and Bulkeley 2004).

10.2.2 Governing Innovations in Cities

Innovation is an “intentional and proactive process that involves the generation and
practical adoption and spread of new and creative ideas which aim to produce a
qualitative change in a specific context” (Sørensen and Torfing 2011: 849).
Governance innovation often demands collaborative interactions between private
and public actors as local government resources—such as political capacity,
knowledge supply, and finance—are limited and frequently insufficient for meeting
the cross-sectoral pressures of adaptation (Chu et al. 2016; Anguelovski and
Carmin 2011; Sørensen and Torfing 2011; Bulkeley and Betsill 2013).

Innovation takes place through a cycle with four distinct stages (see Fig. 10.1), of
which TMNs engage in the last three. During the initial stage, policy ideas are
generated to address problems illuminated during the agenda setting process
(Sørensen and Torfing 2011). During the second stage, TMNs bring together
policy-makers with diverse backgrounds and expertise to collaboratively assess risks
and benefits of prospective policies that were conceived during the policy generation
process (Anguelovski et al. 2014; Sørensen and Torfing 2011). Afterwards, TMNs
help to diminish implementation barriers by organizing adaptive efforts between
member cities, supporting the orchestration of efficient, new internal multi-level
governance architectures, and mobilizing financial and human resources (Sørensen
and Torfing 2011; Andonova 2013). Lastly, TMNs establish member-to-member
connections that help disseminate innovative policies through peer exchange events
(Anguelovski and Carmin 2011; Sørensen and Torfing 2011; Bulkeley 2013).

Cities often face difficulties in sparking and sustaining innovation due to a lack
human capacity, financial resources, and political support (Gordon 2013;
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Anguelovski and Carmin 2011; Innes 1998). To respond, TMNs can focus on
addressing the structural governmental constraints on cities by mediating knowl-
edge and communication dissemination pathways that span the siloed character of
urban planning (Jordan and Huitema 2014; Giest and Howlett 2013; Measham et al.
2011; Hartley et al. 2013). TMNs can act as instigators of innovation by decoupling
city governments from their traditional planning tracks, and moving towards
alternative decision-making pathways through which bureaucratic constraints can
be negotiated (Gordon 2013; Sørensen and Torfing 2011; Okereke et al. 2009).

TMNs build upon the innovation cycle within cities by enhancing multi-level
governance relationships between actors, fostering new cross-sectoral policy deci-
sion pathways, and facilitating increased inter-municipal collaboration (Massey
et al. 2014; Bulkeley and Betsill 2013). Although the role of TMNs as political
agents involved in governing climate adaptation is clear, there remains uncertainty
regarding potential rescaling of municipal governance structures in reaction to
TMN engagement as well as the repercussions for how innovation manifests within
cities. Particularly, there have yet to be empirical studies illustrating the nature by
which cities capture innovative planning techniques advocated by TMNs (Measham
et al. 2011). Moreover, existing strategies of innovation and experimentation are
frequently restricted when addressing trans-boundary multi-scalar challenges like
climate change (Pattberg and Stripple 2008; Bulkeley and Broto 2015; Bulkeley
and Tut 2013). In response, I seek to contribute to this knowledge gap by arguing
that local governments must transform institutionally to fully internalize discourses
of innovation within the contentious, political domain of planning to inclusively
and equitably implement emerging adaptation innovations.

10.3 Methods

Two case studies were analyzed to illustrate how cities have internalized different
concepts and methods of adaptive innovation. The cities of Berkeley (California,
United States) and Rotterdam (The Netherlands) were selected because both
became members of 100RC during the primary round of member selection in
December 2013. Second, both cities are governed by mayoral city council executive
branches charged with setting local policy agendas, representing the public’s
interest, approving budgets, and maintaining legislative oversight. Third, Berkeley
and Rotterdam face shared climate risks including storm surges, sea level rise, and
saltwater intrusion. Lastly, Rotterdam and Berkeley are economically significant
nodes placed within robust regional metropolitan areas—the Randstad and the Bay
Area—both with relatively substantial regional GDPs.

The methodology includes policy document analysis, semi-structured inter-
views, and analysis of public meeting records. Recent climate change policies from
each city were thematically coded to identify climate adaptation procedural and
policy outcomes (see Table 10.1). In identifying and evaluating various process
innovations, I investigated each policy’s motivations, funding sources, significant
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Table 10.1 Key adaptation policy and planning actors and outcomes in Berkeley and Rotterdam

City Policy/Plan Involved scoping actors Main planning outcomes

Berkeley Climate action
plan (2009)

City office of energy and
sustainable development; City
manager’s office; Berkeley
city council; HUD; ICLEI
civil society

• Create regional and state
partnerships for
infrastructure adaptation
projects

• Create neighborhood level
climate vulnerability
impact assessment

Climate action
plan 2015 update
(2015)

City office of energy and
sustainable development; City
manager’s office; The ecology
center; City of Berkeley
sustainability working group;
Civil society

• Increase horizontal
integration within city
government

• Increase connectivity with
regional government
agencies

Berkeley
resilience
strategy (2016)

100RC; City office of energy
and sustainable development;
City of Oakland; City of San
Francisco; Association of bay
area governments; Berkeley
city council; Civil society

• Require land use planning
decisions to be based off of
the most current science
available

• Work towards building
regional resilience

Rotterdam Rotterdam
climate proof
(2009)

Regional water boards;
Rotterdam climate initiative;
Port of Rotterdam authority;
Erasmus University; TU
Delft; TNO

• Build knowledge and
innovation on
water-related planning
sectors

• Market innovation to other
cities

Rotterdam
climate city
mitigation action
program (2010)

City of Rotterdam; Rotterdam
climate initiative; Port of
Rotterdam authority; Ministry
of economic affairs; Ministry
of the environment; DCMR;
Erasmus University; Civil
society

• Develop and implement
sustainable building codes
for residential and business
purposed

• Optimize energy and
infrastructure

• Promote sustainable
business management

Rotterdam
adaptation
strategy (2013)

City of Rotterdam; Port of
Rotterdam authority;
Climate-proof Rotterdam;
Rotterdam city council; TNO;
DCMR; Civil society

• Fortify outer and inner dike
flood barriers

• Strive towards developing
regional adaptiveness

Rotterdam
resilience
strategy (2016)

City of Rotterdam; Port of
Rotterdam authority; Utility
companies; Ministry of the
environment; TNO; DCMR;
100RC; Rotterdam CRO
strategy team

• 68 action items under an
umbrella of seven
resilience themes
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actors, and key recommendations. The semi-structured interviews were conducted
with leading members of each cities’ environmental, planning, and climate change
departments, as well as officials from pertinent regional agencies (see Appendix A).
These interviews concentrated on the themes of procedural change, long-term
agenda setting, the adaptation policy cycle, and TMN governance outcomes. Ten
total interviews were held with policy-makers, five for Rotterdam and five for
Berkeley. Furthermore, video recordings of public meetings were analyzed to
identify discourses and outcomes during the scoping process of climate change
policies (see Appendix B). Public meeting records were only analyzed in Berkeley
because Rotterdam did not involve the public during the scoping process of its
climate policies.

10.3.1 100RC

In December of 2013, 100RC—a TMN funded by the Rockefeller Foundation—
named its first group of 32 member cities. Subsequently, 100RC has had two
rounds of membership expansion and, as of early 2017, has a network of 100
member cities. Upon admittance into 100RC, members are given four main
resource pathways.

The first and most prominent resource provided by 100RC is a 2-year grant to
fully fund a Chief Resilience Officer (CRO), who is a senior local government
policy entrepreneur and decision-maker typically closely aligned with the Mayor’s
or City Manager’s Office. The primary role of the CRO is to coordinate within local
government and to oversee the city’s resilience efforts. An essential responsibility
of the CRO is to work across governmental departments in order to improve
internal government collaboration and dissolve sectoral planning silos to more
effectively implement resilience policies. The CRO’s close ties to the city’s exec-
utive branch allow him/her to harness political leadership in order to cultivate
interdepartmental and multi-level cooperation, dialogue, and coordination. The
second resource 100RC provides is their City Resilience Framework—a method-
ology through which members develop their resilience strategies. Third, 100RC
members have access to “Platform Partners”, which helps them connect to different
NGO and private sectors organizations that dispense tools and services for devel-
oping and implementing resilience strategies. Lastly, member cities have access to
100RC’s other members through a digital database, which can facilitate peer
learning opportunities and knowledge exchange.
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10.4 Comparative Approaches to Governing Innovation
for Urban Climate Adaptation

Rotterdam and Berkeley have distinct experiences with climate change adaptation.
Berkeley has a background of developing a climate adaption agenda through
community-driven directives while Rotterdam has taken a more top-down
approach. In this section, I detail each city’s recent history of climate policy and
highlight processes of governance innovation.

10.4.1 Berkeley

Historically, Berkeley has enjoyed a politically active citizenry and so the city has
made it a priority to be publicly inclusive (Lipset and Albach 1966). In 2006,
Berkeley’s voters overwhelming passed Ballot Measure G, mandating the city to
reduce its greenhouse gas emission by 80% below 2000 levels by 2050, which led
Mayor Tom Bates to begin developing a plan to reach the clear target along with
other climate priorities (City of Berkeley 2009). Measure G was codified through
the resolution of Berkeley’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) in 2009. Although the CAP
was mostly conceptualized as a climate mitigation policy, there were components
that addressed adaption efforts, such as one broadly defined goal of community
resilience and preparedness (City of Berkeley 2009). The development of the CAP
was facilitated by the Office of Energy and Sustainable Development (OESD), in
close coordination with other municipal departments, regional agencies, and TMNs
(City of Berkeley 2009).

Although the CAP was developed through cross-departmental coalitions and
with multi-level support, it never lost its community-inspired ethos since it con-
tinuously focused on bottom-up initiatives such as public meetings and citizen
participatory committees (City of Berkeley 2009). To this effect, an Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG) official who was involved with the CAP noted,

The level of community engagement Berkeley has been able to harness in the face of the
potentially intersectional, competing conflicts that this can ignited, is remarkable (Interview
2016).

The CAP exemplified a form of a multi-level governance as seen by the variety
of involved government actors, broad range of local stakeholders, and active
community members that were represented throughout the process. The subsequent
range of perspectives led to contentious political negotiations that were integral to
developing the ultimately ratified CAP while simultaneously meeting the original
emissions reduction target called for by Measure G.

Once Berkeley’s CAP had been in place for 4 years, the City Manager’s Office
and the City Council commissioned the CAP 2015 Update, which was to be
coordinated by the OESD. The principle decision-making pathways of the CAP
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2015 Update were reached through the cross-departmental City of Berkeley
Sustainability Working Group (BSWG), a volunteer citizen committee, and public
meetings (City of Berkeley 2015). Public commentary was a mechanism that the
BSWG utilized to foster political contention and new ideas (City of Berkeley 2015).
At a City Council meeting in which the BSWG and OESD presented a full draft of
the CAP 2015 Update, one citizen proposed that,

We should align city budget with the goals of the CAP…The budget needs to reflect our
emissions reductions priorities (Berkeley City Council Meeting 2015).

After the public commentary period, the mayor closed the City Council meeting
by echoing the constituent’s sentiment, and requested the OESD to work to
incorporate this viewpoint into the finalized policy. As instructed, the OESD work
closely with the public and ultimately codified stricter emissions standards for
buildings constructed with public funds, as well as more stringent emissions
standards for vehicles added to the public fleet which was realized in large part
through state funding (City of Berkeley 2015).

The main finding of the CAP 2015 Update was an acknowledgement that greater
funding was required to fulfill the CAP’s adaptation-oriented programs.
Additionally, collaboration between the City Council, the OESD, involved
municipal departments, and higher levels of government was necessary to increase
implementation capacity for programs (City of Berkeley 2015). From these find-
ings, Berkeley made a strategic policy process accommodation for climate adap-
tation and institutionalized greater coordination between the City Council and
BSWG (City of Berkeley 2015). By strengthening the working ties between these
cross-institutional actors, the city believed it could more efficiently implement its
adaptation priorities and improve overall governance effectiveness (City of
Berkeley 2015).

Berkeley published its most recent major climate policy, the Resilience Strategy,
in 2016, which further advanced municipal climate mitigation and adaptation pri-
orities. The Resilience Strategy was motivated by Berkeley’s membership into
100RC (City of Berkeley 2016). The OESD was tasked with overseeing the
scoping, design, and implementation of the Resilience Strategy (City of Berkeley
2016). Based upon their findings from the CAP 2015 Update, the OESD focused on
developing the Resilience Strategy through cross-departmental coalitions with
additional support from regional, state, and federal government agencies, as well as
public stakeholders (City of Berkeley 2016).

Over one thousand local residents provided input during the Resilience
Strategy’s scoping process through events hosted by community organizations such
as Livable Berkeley, League of Women Voters, Bicycle Friendly Berkeley
Coalitions and the Sierra Club, as well as events hosted by the city including City
Council meetings, and community workshops (City of Berkeley 2016).
Furthermore, the private sector, civil society organization, and a citizen volunteer
committee were also invited to provide input to be included in the Resilience
Strategy’s scoping process. Robust ties between various city departments, the
constellation of community-wide actors, and regional collaboration coordination
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through ABAG created a process of political negotiation that informed specific
actions and broad goals articulated in the Resilience Strategy (City of Berkeley
2016). This hallmark of community-based policy-making was again impactful, but
the levels of involved stakeholders, the extent to which public input was sought,
and the number of consulted regional agencies and organizations institutions were
all new procedural advancements.

After the OESD had spent over a year developing a draft of the Resilience
Strategy, Berkeley’s CRO formally presented a draft at a June 2015 City Council
meeting before receiving the public’s response. The public raised several points that
would ultimately be incorporated into the ratified Resilience Strategy, including
providing disaster preparedness education opportunities to the public, addressing
cascading disaster events, and revising city ordinances and building codes to reflect
newly adopted resilience frameworks (Berkeley City Council Meeting 2015). One
citizen who provided comments during this period raised several concerns within
the Resilience Strategy draft but also articulated encouraging remarks regarding
Berkeley’s resiliency efforts in collaboration with 100RC,

I think all the issues we (the public) raised are important and need to be addressed and I
look forward to seeing the progress we’re able to make with help from 100RC and
Rockefeller (Berkeley City Council Meeting 2015).

Berkeley’s Resilience Strategy, as well as the adaption programs within it, were
conceptualized through a collaborative multi-level process utilizing
cross-departmental coalitions like the BSWG and partnerships with community
organizations like ABAG and the Ecology Center. This form of enduring multi-level
decision-making was a key contributor to Berkeley’s Resilience Strategy.

10.4.2 Rotterdam

As a delta city, water is viewed as both an asset and climate risk in Rotterdam (City
of Rotterdam 2009). Rotterdam has consistently remodeled their city governance in
response to flooding and other water related risks by developing new municipal
departments, working groups, and offices. Over the last two decades,
decision-makers have sharply transitioned from conceptualizing water issues as
being a distinctive policy arena to now viewing it as a multi-sectoral, holistic,
decentralized policy sphere. An important policy and structural development that
exemplifies this transition was the creation of Rotterdam Climate Proof (RCP) in
2009, which was designed to build upon the progress of Rotterdam Climate
Initiative (RCI), the most significant climate mitigation policy in Rotterdam to date
(City of Rotterdam 2009).

RCP was established from collaborations between local public authorities such
as the City of Rotterdam and the Port of Rotterdam Authority, regional government
agencies and institutions, and Delta Cities (an international network of coastal
cities). The main objective of RCP was to help construct a climate-proof Rotterdam
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by 2025, and also sought to further the mitigation efforts from RCI, strengthen
Rotterdam’s climate adaptation actions, and develop clear institutional structures
for climate policy between local actors, stakeholders, and the local government
(City of Rotterdam 2009). In addition to the overarching goal of establishing a
climate-proof Rotterdam, RCP outlined three ancillary goals: to develop knowledge
and create innovation around the intersection of water and spatial development,
create innovative forms of adaptive development and build green infrastructure
projects, and promote RCP’s innovations to other cities (City of Rotterdam 2009).

In 2013, Rotterdam ratified the Rotterdam Climate Change Adaptation Strategy,
which was a policy designed to centralize municipal authority and increase the
city’s adaptive capacity (City of Rotterdam 2013). The Adaptation Strategy also
had the overarching goal of advancing the role of regional authorities from
“guardians of public affairs” to “facilitators and initiators” (City of Rotterdam 2013:
26). To implement this goal, the City of Rotterdam worked closely with several
regional authorities including the DCMR, which is the environmental agency for
the Rijnmond region (City of Rotterdam 2013). For example, one of the focuses of
the Adaptation Strategy was the further development of regional dike infrastructure
that protects Rotterdam from rising sea levels and storm surges (City of Rotterdam
2013). This was achieved through working closely with regional government
agencies to increase political and funding capacities.

The Adaptation Strategy was designed to improve upon the progress, both in
terms of environmental policy and structural advancements, from RCI. An
important procedural development that stemmed from the Adaptation Strategy was
the blending of policy arenas and the integration of previously separated actors,
institutions, and stakeholders. As the DCMR Deputy Director of Environment
stated,

Rotterdam is the largest, most influential municipality within our regional jurisdiction.
When they (Rotterdam) asked us to work closely with them on the Adaptation Strategy, we
were excited because not only would we be able to help Rotterdam but it presented an
opportunity to help our smaller municipals advance their adaptation programs (Interview
2016).

The RCP coordinated the scoping process of the Adaption Strategy but, as
originally intended, included a broad swath of multi-level partners such as the Port
of Rotterdam Authority, DCMR, TNO (the Netherlands Organization for Applied
Scientific Research), local government cross-departmental working groups, and the
public in developing the finalized strategy (City of Rotterdam 2013).

The Rotterdam Resilience Strategy, published in 2016, was the next major cli-
mate policy with a broad adaptation component. As with Berkeley, Rotterdam’s
Resilience Strategy was largely prompted by the city’s recent membership in
100RC (City of Rotterdam 2016). The Resilience Strategy was an innovative policy
for a few reasons. First, the Resilience Strategy was intended to connect previously
detached actors and further integrate levels of government in an effort to holistically
plan for and develop policy mechanisms and processes to most efficiently prepare
for shocks and stresses. Rotterdam’s CRO elaborated on this objective stating that,
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If you want to become a resilient city, you have to go outside of the way you developed
policy in the past, and develop meaningful relationships with the widest variety possible of
new stakeholders and institutions (Interview 2016).

From its earliest stages, the Resilience Strategy was conceptualized differently
compared to previous mitigation and adaptation policies in Rotterdam due to its
wide range of community partners and representation of regional governments and
private actors in the steering committee (City of Rotterdam 2016). Therefore, one
can see that resilience was not conceptualized a discrete policy arena concerning a
singular city government department, or City of Rotterdam, but was actually an
emerging policy sphere deeply entangled throughout in the city’s broad political
and economic interests.

One explanation for why Rotterdam approached resilience differently than
previous climate policies may have been their position within 100RC network.
Unlike their role in other TMNs, Rotterdam was able to utilize their 100RC
membership to extract knowledge and best practices from other cities to develop
their own innovative policy advancements. As Rotterdam’s CRO explained,

Because of 100RC, I have new counterparts to collaborate with because it is difficult to
invent the wheel all by yourself. It’s so much easier, so much more productive to share
ideas and create on topics together (Interview 2016).

Another procedural innovation resulting from the development and implemen-
tation of the Resilience Strategy was the variety and scope of incorporated
cross-department municipal government actors and multi-level institutions. Almost
every city government department had some involvement in the scoping or
implementing Resilience Strategy, numerous regional government agencies and
offices were consulted in scoping the strategy, the private sector was closely
involved through the designing process, and the general public was also included.
A policy advisor described this multi-level collaborative attitude and noted,

I have no doubt that through developing our Resilience Strategy we’ve strengthened our
regional governance commitments with the help of 100RC. Their methodology has made a
big difference in strengthening our relationships with regional government agencies in
every aspect (Interview 2016).

From Rotterdam’s experience, one can see that the city has long relied on
durable coalitions between local government and broad stakeholders—such as the
local private sector, the Port of Rotterdam Authority, and different regional gov-
ernment agencies like DCMR and TNO—to cooperatively work towards deter-
mined priorities by developing processes to harness local innovation. These unique
multi-level ties have contributed to Rotterdam’s decision-making and governance
restructuring within the context emerging climate vulnerabilities and risks.
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10.5 Patterns of Governance Innovation in Urban Climate
Adaptation

In the cases of Rotterdam and Berkeley, adaptation innovations were supported by
increased multi-level structures, which in these instances signified the inclusion of
new horizontal and vertical political actors, collaborative and cross-sectoral net-
works, harnessing new forms of knowledge, and the use of new participatory policy
pathways. For Rotterdam, the CRO team located within the department of city
development developed greater cross-departmental communication mechanisms
while fostering increased involvement from local stakeholders, vertical government
agencies, and TMNs in the decision-making process. The CRO-led OESD in
Berkeley catalyzed increased cross-department collaboration, robust public
engagement, and coordination with regional and state government to broaden the
political discourse. In Rotterdam and Berkeley, the urban political economic con-
text, climate change risks and impacts, and TMN resource and capacity support
affected the local governance context within which the innovation cycle and policy
process takes place. The multi-level intersection of differing priorities, interests,
actors, and mandates contributed to several procedural innovations and challenges.
In this section, I expand on Fig. 10.1 and analyze the different factors that have led
to governance innovations in Rotterdam and Berkeley.

10.5.1 Drivers of Innovation

Local governance contexts often dictate or constrain approaches to policy innovation
(Gordon 2013). For urban climate adaptation policy, the practical point of departure is
profoundly affected by the local political economy, location-dependent climate change
impacts and risks, and transnational actor interventions (Kern and Bulkeley 2009;
Healey 2004; Gordon 2013). Rotterdam and Berkeley both confront well-understood
climate change impacts and risks that are paired with robust political discourses and high
public awareness of the documented climate change scenarios. Both Rotterdam and
Berkeley are located within large economic regions and are closely tied to local
knowledge institutions, including technology firms, research organizations, and uni-
versities. Both have utilized this background of innovation from the local industrial,
economic, educational, and service sectors to provide a framework for translating
innovation into the governance of infrastructure, sustainability, and climate change.

10.5.2 Innovation Outcomes

From analyzing the climate adaptation experiences of Rotterdam and Berkeley, two
main observations of innovative outcomes surfaced (see Table 10.2). The first
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observation is the development of new multi-level governance coalitions and
partnerships, which describes informal relationships that TMNs help foster between
constellations of local institutions and wider stakeholders and government agencies
that share comparable priorities. There are several notable examples of TMNs
spurring internal coalitions in both Rotterdam and Berkeley, including the citywide
Resilience Strategy Team in Rotterdam and Berkeley’s cross-departmental BSWG.
Both examples help build their city’s capacity to innovate by facilitating coordi-
nation between disparate local government factions, as well as in positively uti-
lizing “groupthink” to tackle adaptation obstacles collaboratively. By creating a
more diverse political coalition to govern adaptation through the involvement of
local and regional actors, TMNs can help cities broaden the scope of the political
discourse, cultivate greater public inclusivity at all stages of the policy process, and
negotiate potentially conflicting interests (Provan and Kenis 2008; Anguelovski and
Carmin 2011).

The other major procedural innovation is new methods for policy framing,
design, and implementation. In particular, tools and resources that TMNs provide to
their members to support innovation include opportunities for harnessing policy
entrepreneurs and multi-level coalitions, tools for assessing climate adaptation
requirements, methodologies for prioritizing adaptation options, and identifying
synergistic sectoral policy entry points. For instance, in Rotterdam and Berkeley,
decision-makers described resources dispensed by 100RC—such as Platform
Partners, 100RC’s curated database of resources offered to cities—that have con-
tributed to the disintegration of traditional planning silos that inhibit adaptation
efforts (Interview 2016). The new institutional structure of the CROs and their team
also contributes to this procedural innovation. In other words, this new construction

Table 10.2 Summary of innovation drivers and outcomes in Berkeley and Rotterdam

City Innovation drivers Innovation outcomes

Berkeley • Strong public perception of
climate risks

• Deep economic ties to other
local governments in the region

• Political desire to work on
policy at a regional level

• History in TMNs as active
participant

• Cross-governmental coalitions (City of
Berkeley Sustainability Working Group)

• Citizen stakeholder committee
• New policy pathways that disintegrate
planning silos and deepen regional
government agencies involvement

Rotterdam • High perception of climate risks
by local government

• Strong economic ties to other
local governments in the region

• Leading city in the region,
smaller cities in the region
following actions

• Long history within TMNs as
knowledge distributor

• Citywide, cross-actor Resilience strategy
team

• 100RC help mold definition of
“resilience” on a policy level

• New policy pathways that disintegrate
planning silos and deepen regional
government agencies involvement
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reinforces innovative methods of policy framing, design, and implementation by
effectively internalizing and reproducing drivers of innovation.

However, while there are clear advantages to the CRO position, there are
potential uncertainties that merit further exploration. 100RC member cities are
provided with 2 years of funding through the Rockefeller Foundation to finance the
CRO (Berkowitz 2015). As funding support is time-bound, there is an underlying
question of the sustainability and longevity of the position’s long-term impact.
Furthermore, the hiring of a CRO can raise legitimacy concerns should this
high-ranking official be hired externally and being new to a local government
because the position is authoritative, requires strong relationships, leadership skills,
and the ability to bridge departmental divides.

10.5.3 Implications for the Innovation Cycle

The literature notes that urban climate adaptation innovations can develop when
cities are able to internalize and translate TMN resources using a multi-level context
within which implementation takes place (Giest and Howlett 2013; Søresen and
Torfing 2011; Okereke et al. 2009). TMNs have structurally intertwined themselves
within the field of contentious urban adaption politics, as demonstrated with the
case of 100RC providing funding to create an entirely new policy entrepreneur
position in local government. Building upon Sørensen and Torfing’s (2011) cycle
of innovation, I further note that processes of innovation are additionally reliant
upon intrinsically political variables. For instance, the ability of cities to increase
adaptive capacity rests on their ability to channel urban political and economic
interests, climate risk awareness, and external resource and capacity support.
Therefore, the literature must additionally unpack issues of ideology, conflicting
interests, and uneven political power. In this chapter, I consequently argue that the
result from the innovation cycle—particularly in the framework of adapting to
uncertain climate vulnerabilities and risks—is a succession of procedural innova-
tions that attempt to contain often-conflictual urban economic and political interests.

One inherently political dimension of innovation is the topic of leadership,
which in the context of 100RC manifests as the CRO. As the CRO’s main objective
is to assist local governments in creating more effective collaboration across
departmental divides by aligning divergent sectorial interests, confronting com-
peting departmental agendas, and by working across departments to facilitate
co-beneficial policies, the CRO’s main duty is contentious by nature. However,
there are uncertainties regarding the long-term stability of the position once the two
years of 100RC funding concludes. An additional concern of the CRO position is
rooted in the top-down nature of 100RC. New members hiring a CRO adhere to
100RC’s strict member-to-network organization that places rigid guidelines from
which the position is created. The lack of flexibility to adapt the CRO’s installation
to fit the local context additionally contributes to potentially problematic outcomes.
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A second implication is that innovative policies, particularly when scaled to the
urban level, often face place-based bureaucratic and jurisdictional limitations.
Designing and implementing adaptation policy can be difficult as decision-making
is constrained by spatial and capacity mismatches, higher levels of government, and
the complexity of urban systems (Carmin et al. 2013; Bai et al. 2010). Governance
innovations advanced by TMNs materialize at differing scales, at different junc-
tures, and within dynamic political contexts (see Chap. 3: Kemmerzell). In cer-
tain situations, TMNs can help facilitate innovation through supporting community
involvement and cross-departmental coalitions, as seen in the case of Berkeley. In
different circumstances, TMNs can help form coalitions and foster multi-sectoral
collaboration to drive new policy processes, such as in Rotterdam. The top-down
leadership style of 100RC, however, may constrain potential innovations by lim-
iting organizational flexibility, instrumental for climate adaptation planning across
many contexts.

10.6 Conclusion

Cities are continually innovating in an effort to address their emerging climate
adaptation challenges (Andonova et al. 2013). Through TMNs such as 100RC,
cities are constructing new multi-level governance arrangements in which climate
adaptation innovations are pursued (Chu 2016; Bulkeley 2013). As shown in the
cases of Rotterdam and Berkeley, multi-level governance approaches are a crucial
component of advancement towards desired adaptation policy outcomes, particu-
larly as local governments are required to wade through complex political contexts
made up of diverse stakeholders with different interests and resources, while con-
stantly attempting to traverse spheres of authority (Bulkeley and Betsill 2013).

Cities can leverage their TMN relationships to help advance towards more
collaborative institutional forms that are more conducive to adaptation innovations
compared to traditional siloed forms of governing. Meanwhile, TMNs also need to
reflexively reorganize their own governing methods to provide sufficient autonomy
and flexibility to suit the individualized needs of their members. TMNs could
additionally focus their efforts on reinforcing a multi-level political apparatus that
comprehensively guides the work of the CRO. By doing so, the inherently political
factors of urban governance can be better planned for and arbitrated at all stages of
the innovation cycle and across different political levels. TMNs are predominately
focused on developing strategies to achieve outcomes in specified planning areas;
but by doing so, they provide cities with tools that help integrate and unify their
overall governance structures and individual actors.
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Appendix A: List of Interviews

Assistant Director of Planning and Research. Association of Bay Area
Governments. 15 December 2016.

Chief Resilience Officer. Department of City Development. City of Rotterdam.
24 August 2016.

Climate Action Program Manager. Energy and Sustainable Development
Department. City of Berkeley. 18 August 2016.

Deputy Director of the Environment. DCMR. 9 December 2016.
Environmental Policy Advisor. Department of City Development. City of

Rotterdam. 26 August 2016.
Innovation and Change Program Advisor. Department of Engineering. City of

Rotterdam.17 October 2016.
Planner, Energy and Sustainable Development Department. City of Berkeley.

24 August 2016.
Resilience Planner. Association of Bay Area Governments. 6 December 2016.
Soil and Ground Water Division Manager. DCMR. 6 December 2016.
Sustainability Program Manager, Energy and Sustainable Development

Department. City of Berkeley. 22 August 2016.

Appendix B: List of Public Meetings

Climate Action Plan Drafting Special Meeting. City Council Meeting. City of
Berkeley. 9 January 2008.

Climate Action Plan Update & Resilience Strategy Planning Special Meeting. City
Council Meeting. City of Berkeley. 9 June 2015.

Resilience Strategy Update Special Meeting. City Council Meeting. City of
Berkeley. 3 November 2015.
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Chapter 11
Climate Resilient Smart Cities:
Opportunities for Innovative Solutions
in India

Umamaheshwaran Rajasekar, Soumita Chakraborty
and Gopalkrishna Bhat

Abstract India’s overall exposure to climate-induced risks—such as cyclones,
extreme rainfall, riverine floods, heat waves, and disease outbreaks—is causing
large-scale damage to many states as well as unprecedented economic loss in cities.
Since the late 2000s, the Government of India has been actively trying to incor-
porate climate change within the country’s development goals. Inclusion of the
Climate Change Department within the Ministry of Environment and Forestry is
one such initiative. This initiative has had some success in preserving biodiversity,
but has contrastingly led to limited actions in cities, which function under the
Ministry of Urban Development. In cities, most urban administrators have a short
tenure ranging from 1 to 3 years, while political representative such as the Mayor
has a maximum term of 4 years, thus making it difficult for them to deal with
challenges that are probable 10–20 years in the future. Further, the magnitude of
developmental challenges given rapid urban migration has led urban managers to
address the immediate basic needs of citizens rather than plan for future eventu-
alities, both in terms of climate change adaptation/mitigation and future popula-
tion growth. The lack of inclusion within government programs, lack of incentives,
increasing exposure, and spending for coping has created opportunities for indi-
viduals, communities, and institutions to design and implement resilience measures
to address the problems of shocks and stresses that arise from climate extremes.
This chapter highlights some of the wicked challenges faced by smart city initia-
tives in the context of climate change and offers innovative solutions to address
them across scales and in time.
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11.1 Introduction

The Smart Cities Mission (MOUD 2015) is the first step towards building infras-
tructure and services within Indian cities to attract people and investments for urban
growth and development. The initiative focuses on area-based development in
selected cities, whose good practices and successes can be replicated in other parts
of the same city for an overall improvement of the city’s “smartness” (MOUD
2015). It involves three types of interventions:

• City improvement (retrofitting of more than 500 acres)
• City renewal (redevelopment of more than 50 acres)
• City extension (green field development in previously vacant or unused land of

more than 250 acres).

Pan-city solutions are additional interventions undertaken by the Smart Cities
Mission to ensure the inclusiveness of all residents of the city. The Ministry of
Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation referred to the “4S and 4P formula” to
make Indian cities smart, which include smart leadership, smart governance, smart
technologies, smart people, and public–private people partnerships. Some of the
major areas of concern that have been proposed for development and implemen-
tation under this program are water supply and sanitation, solid waste management,
energy supply, transit system, affordable housing for the poor, robust IT connec-
tivity and digitization, governance, sustainable environment, citizen’s safety, health,
and education. This chapter analyzes and highlights initiatives undertaken in the
water supply, sewerage, waste management, energy efficiency, urban mobility, and
land use sectors across the 20 Indian cities selected in first round of the Smart Cities
program.

11.2 Smart Initiatives: Correspondence or Discrepancy?

The Smart Cities Mission is funded partly by the central government of India and
partly by different state and urban local bodies (ULB). The remaining amount of the
proposed cost is acquired from other funding sources, such as through government
projects and schemes. All cities have stated their individual proposal costs based on
different levels of city improvement, renewable, and extension initiatives.
Figure 11.1 illustrates the total cost of projects proposed for the Smart Cities
Mission. For example, the per person proposal cost in metropolitan cities is Rs.
1719 in the New Delhi Municipal Corporation (NDMC), Rs. 2940 in Chennai, and
Rs. 4105 in Ahmedabad, which are lower than that of smaller cities such as
Belagavi (Rs. 72,404), Kakinada (Rs. 61,138), Bhubaneswar (Rs. 53,794),
Ludhiana (Rs. 41,818), and Jabalpur (Rs. 37,881). This gap can be attributed to the
population difference between cities.
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A comparative study of the proposal costs of the selected cities indicate that
a majority of the implementation and investments are focused on area-based
development, with a negligible amount of the total being spent on strategic pan-city
interventions, such as traffic management, transit-oriented development to increase
efficiency, energy efficient street lighting, smart parking, smart water solutions,
common card payment system, integrated solid waste management, surveillance
camera network, smart unified governance, command and control center estab-
lishment, central monitoring, and e-governance. However, Belagavi and NDMC are
two exceptions where the proposed initiatives have equal costs for both area-based
and pan-city developments. For example, the NDMC proposed Rs. 1228.17 crore1

worth of initiatives for e-governance, waste management, energy efficiency, smart
water solutions, education and health improvements.

11.3 Current Indian Scenario

More than half of the world’s population now lives in urban areas. Cities and towns
have become the engines for economic growth. By 2030, urban areas are expected
to house around 40% of India’s population and contribute to 75% of the nation’s
GDP (MOUD 2015). These ever-increasing numbers exert a maximum amount of
pressure on water supply systems, solid waste management systems, energy net-
works, transportation, and land availability.
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Fig. 11.1 Proposed project costs under Smart Cities Mission (2015). Source Authors’ own
analysis

1A crore is equal to 10,000,000 Indian Rupees (Rs.).
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11.3.1 Climate Change

In Indian cities, urbanization, overcrowding, lack of inclusive growth and planning,
service failure, difficulty in maintenance of aging infrastructure, the adverse effects
of infrastructural expansion, and a growing gap between higher and lower income
groups are aggravated by the additional stresses of climate change. Direct impacts
of climate change are seen in the form of slow onset, unidirectional phenomenon
(e.g., sea level rise), slow onset periodic phenomenon (e.g., drought and heat wave),
and sudden, high intensity phenomenon having large-scale effects (e.g., flood and
cyclone). All of these are responsible for the disruption of city life and economic
growth. Indirect impact includes health consequences and additional stress on the
energy systems due to temperature fluctuations (Bhat et al. 2013).

Simulations to understand future monsoon trends in India indicate an increase in
rainfall on a seasonal mean and area-average basis.2 This is due to increasing land–
sea thermal contrast and increased warming over the Indian Ocean, which allows
more moisture to be carried by southwest monsoons. In spite of different patterns
emerging from different climate simulations, an average change of 5–10% in the
monsoon remains constant. Indian monsoons have been remarkably stable, so even
small variations can have tremendous effects on agricultural production, stocks and
commodity markets (Turner n.d.). For example, heavy intermediate showers fol-
lowed by a week or more break in the monsoon has resulted in flooding, water-
logging, and inundation in parts of the country while leading to water shortage and
agricultural drought in others. This interannual variability is increasing and will
continue to do so in the future.

Trend of climate variability over the last two and half decades is presented in
Table 11.1. An analysis of the selected smart cities for the period of 1990–2013
indicates that the number of days with extreme rainfall (>100 mm) increased over
time in Belagavi, Bhubaneswar, Kochi, Pune, and Surat. It remained more or less
constant in Chennai, Jabalpur, Udaipur, and Visakhapatnam. However, temperature
trend portrays a different picture, where majority of the cities are showing a sub-
stantial increase in the number of days with temperature soaring above 35 °C.
However, exceptional cities like Belagavi, Coimbatore, Davanagere, Guwahati, and
Kochi are experiencing either a reduction or consistency in number of extreme
temperature days. Temperature trends in these cities also clearly indicate a rise in
the average and maximum temperatures over time. This situation worsens in coastal
cities like Bhubaneswar, Chennai, Kochi, Surat, and Vishakhapatnam, where high
temperature coupled with humid weather increases the level of discomfort for
citizens in summer. These cities are also severely affected during monsoons, when
an increase in precipitation disrupts normal functioning of the city due to riverine
floods, water logging or tidal floods caused by cyclonic depressions. High or rising
temperature is an impending threat for landlocked cities like New Delhi, Bhopal,

2Source Gridded rainfall data as procured from Indian Meteorological Department for the period of
1950–2013.
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Ahmedabad, Indore, Jabalpur, Jaipur, Kakinada, Ludhiana, Solapur, and Udaipur,
who experience a continental climate with already extreme climatic conditions in
both summers and winters.

India—being a highly vulnerable country to different types of hazards—requires
shifts grounded in policy, regulations, fiscal/financial, and institutional instruments
in order to adapt to climate change. However, we see a disconnect across Indian
metropolises between policies with an objective vision and projects, which are the
means of realizing these policies (Alankar 2015). Thus, the ever-increasing resource
needs along with a growing population highlight the requirement for preparing
Indian cities for unpredictable and uncertain climate impact and to lower anthro-
pogenic contribution of greenhouse gases (Satterthwaite 2011, 2008; Bicknell et al.
2009).

Table 11.1 Smart cities extreme event scenario (Post 2000 Climate Analysis)

S.
No.

Name of
state/territory

Smart cities Extreme rainfall
(Days >100 mm
rainfall)

Rainfall
trend

Extreme
temperature
(No. of
Days >35 °C)

Temperature
trend

1 Gujarat Ahmedabad Decrease Increase Increase Increase

2 Karnataka Belagavi Increase Increase Constant Increase

3 Madhya
Pradesh

Bhopal Decrease Decrease Increase Increase

4 Odisha Bhubaneswar Increase Decrease Increase Increase

5 Tamil Nadu Chennai Constant Increase Increase Constant

6 Tamil Nadu Coimbatore Decrease Increase Decrease Constant

7 Karnataka Davanagere Decrease Increase Constant Constant

8 Assam Guwahati Decrease Decrease Decrease Increase

9 Madhya
Pradesh

Indore Decrease Constant Increase Increase

10 Madhya
Pradesh

Jabalpur Constant Constant Increase Increase

11 Rajasthan Jaipur Decrease Decrease Increase Increase

12 Andhra
Pradesh

Kakinada Decrease Constant Increase Increase

13 Kerala Kochi Increase Constant Decrease Constant

14 Punjab Ludhiana Decrease Increase Increase Increase

15 New Delhi New Delhi Decrease Decrease Increase Constant

16 Maharashtra Pune Increase Constant Increase Constant

17 Maharashtra Solapur Decrease Decrease Increase Increase

18 Gujarat Surat Increase Increase Increase Increase

19 Rajasthan Udaipur Constant Increase Increase Increase

20 Andhra
Pradesh

Visakhapatnam Constant Constant Increase Increase

Source Authors’ own analysis
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11.4 Water Supply

Increased water supply and productivity require modifications to water economics,
formulation of fact-based water policies, development of efficient allocation and
investment patterns, inter-stakeholder coherence, prediction of future demand trend,
future supply possibility and identification of technical options. Growing compe-
tition for water resources poses considerable challenges for related resources (e.g.,
food security and energy sustainability) and has increased business risk (Addamset
et al. 2009).

11.4.1 Current Scenario

The 2011 census data indicates that only 49% of the Indian population has access to
piped water supply within their premises. In addition to the quantity of water
supplied, intermittent supply and questionable quality are two major areas of
concern for this sector. Most cities have the norm of 4–5 hours of water supply in a
day, with the average being 2–3 hours (MOUD n.d.). It is worse for the poor who
need to spend more time and money to obtain water due to lack of in-house
connections (Bhat et al. 2013). Cities like Bhubaneswar and Kochi have continuous
water supply for more than 18 h, whereas Davanagere, Indore, Jabalpur, Kakinada,
Surat, and Udaipur have intermittent supply of less than 5 h per day. Table 11.2
highlights the status of water supply across Indian cities.

Moreover, contamination in the water supply network due to pipe leakage and
mixing of sewer systems are also critical issues demanding attention. While there
are several challenges in the service standards, coverage expansion and distribution
loss due to decrepit pipes, lack of maintenance and incomplete metering and billing
continue to pose problems. Although Ahmedabad, Davanagere, and Indore do not
have metered water connection, cities like Udaipur and Kochi have metered more
than 70% of the water supply connections. Belagavi, Ahmedabad, Bhopal,
Bhubaneswar, Indore, Jabalpur, Kakinada, Kochi, Pune, Solapur, Surat, and

Table 11.2 Service level benchmarking indicators for water supply

Indicator Unit Benchmark Median Average

Coverage of connections % 100 53 50.2

Per capita supply Lpcd 135 69 69.2

Metering of connections % 100 0 13.3

Non-revenue water % 20 29 32.9

Continuity of supply Hours 24 2 3.1

Quality and treatment % 100 94 81.7

Source Ministry of Urban Development (2010)
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Udaipur have high (more than 90%) quality and treatment of supply water. Cost
recovery is more than 80% for cities like Ahmedabad, Kakinada, Solapur, and
Surat. The cause and effect of urban water supply and sewage are presented in the
Fig. 11.2.

At the city level, the biggest concerns are high distribution loss and non-revenue
water. Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), a flagship
program launched by the Government of India, spent one-half to two-thirds of the
funding on expansion and construction of water supply systems and a quarter was
used for the augmentation of supply (Wankhade et al. 2014).

Since storm water drainage and sewage systems are two essential components of
effective and clean water supply systems, the focus has been to enhance and
increase efficiency of both. Household-level coverage of storm water drains is more
than 50% in Belagavi, Bhopal, Davanagere, Jabalpur, Pune, Surat and Udaipur,
whereas connection efficiency is more than 80% in Bhubaneswar, Kochi, and Surat.
More than 70% of Ahmedabad, Indore, Pune, Surat, and Udaipur is covered by a
sewage network system, while Bhopal, Davanagere, Indore, Pune, and Surat have
adequate sewage treatment capacities in place. The quality of sewerage treatment is
100% in Ahmedabad, Indore, and Udaipur.

11.4.2 Developmental Plans

To ensure a smooth and effective water supply system, most of the cities focused on
retrofitting the existing network, whereas pan-city proposals for the same were
limited to only a selected few including Ahmedabad, Chennai, Jabalpur, Kochi,
NDMC, Pune, Solapur, and Belagavi. The augmentation or rehabilitation of sewage
network and existing pumping stations have been proposed and initiated by
Chennai, Coimbatore, Davanagere, Guwahati, Indore, NDMC, Pune, and Solapur.
Cities like Chennai, Coimbatore, and Vishakhapatnam have addressed this issue
while keeping in mind their area specific needs and limitations. While Chennai

Water Supply 

Cost incurred by the government for 
impor ng water via tankers,pipes 

and trains 

Fails to meet demand (quan ty) 

Indiscriminate groundwater mining 
inside and outside city 

Treatment 

Cost incurred by the government to 
treat very poor raw water quality 

Fails to meet demand (quality) 

Growth of private suppliers and high 
health impacts on poor 

Sewage  
Cost incurred by the government 
inthe  collec on and treatment of 

polluted supply water 

Fails to meet demand 

Reduced water supply due to sewer 
disposal into rivers and lakes  

Fig. 11.2 Current urban water supply paradigm
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focused on disposal arrangements, flood management, primary drain encroachment
and sensor-based water-level monitoring, Coimbatore proposed an integrated
development of the urban lake network to augment water source and recharge
groundwater. Some of the initiatives prioritized by the smart cities to address
prevailing water crisis, irrespective of their current network coverage are stated in
Table 11.3.

Examples of proposed initiatives at pan city level include a smart unified gov-
ernance looking after integrated water supply system (such as in Bhopal), effective
water management, and intelligent water solutions. To realize the proposed inter-
ventions, Service Level Improvement Plans (SLIPs) were prepared by majority of
the smart cities and submitted to the Atal Mission for Rural to Urban Transformation
(AMRUT) Scheme. The Scheme primarily focuses on areas not covered by city
sewerage network. Along with AMRUT, many of the smart city water solutions are
integrated with national-level schemes and programs such as JNNURM, the Swachh
Bharat Mission, and the Storm Water Drainage Scheme (Tables 11.4 and 11.5).

Table 11.3 Water supply interventions proposed by percentage of cities

80% Retrofitting water supply network for adequate supply, including dual piping system

80% Provision of water 24�7 with smart meters and e-billing by Municipal Corporations to
reduce non-revenue water at community or household level

70% Integrated water management through rainwater harvesting, productive landscaping and
green infrastructure. Development of proper drain channels to help collect and store
rainwater to be reused for landscaping irrigation and other purposes

40% Lake rejuvenation/neutralization along with primary and secondary drain layout in
surrounding areas for water cycle restoration to ensure groundwater recharge

35% Smart water solutions including governance and service provision on demand along with
better access through common service delivery outlets to ensure efficiency, transparency
and reliability at affordable costs

30% Inclusion of pressure and flow monitoring system along with special emphasis on
customer interactions and cost recovery

Table 11.4 Storm water management interventions proposed by percentage of cities

95% Increase storm water networks

25% Integrated storm water management: Sensor-based flow measurements helping to
identify flood prone areas, surveillance and alert system to monitor the water level in
reservoirs

Table 11.5 Sewerage treatment interventions proposed by percentage of cities

90% Construction of sewage treatment plants and rehabilitation of old sewer
lines. Construction of new ones under Comprehensive Sewerage Scheme wherever
available

50% Waste water treatment at modern plants and their reutilization by industries
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11.4.3 Impact of Climate Change

The most threatening and prominent impact of climate change on cities will be
water stress caused by extreme events. Rising temperatures can lead to water
scarcity, particularly in cities like Jaipur, Kakinada, Belagavi, and Davanagere.
Soaring temperature will reduce the level of both groundwater as well as surface
water bodies. It will also increase the demand for water due to its usage for a wide
range of activities, both domestic as well as commercial. Extreme rainfall, on the
other hand, resulting in water logging or urban floods, riverine floods and tidal
upsurge in coastal cities, can lead to overflowing of municipal sewer drains, thus
contaminating the drinking water supply network with untreated sewage and storm
water. Waterlogging in specific pockets coupled with high humidity—particularly
in riverine and coastal cities like Visakhapatnam, Chennai, Kochi, and Surat—can
spread water and vector-borne diseases. It will increase water pollution and con-
taminate both ground as well as surface water. Coastal cities using freshwater
aquifers to supply drinking water will need to increase investment for desalination
in case of storm surges. This, in turn, can increase the need for water purification
and enhancement of drinking and sewerage treatment capacity. Such additional
infrastructural requirement will inevitably raise the cost of supplying water.
Moreover, extreme precipitation can damage or render water supply, sewerage, as
well as storm water drainage network useless.

Recommendations:

• Improve water use efficiency through increase in water storage capacity, recy-
cling, and employing rainwater harvesting techniques.

• Undertake infrastructural modification to include revamping of underground
pipes and networks for separation of rainwater drains from sewerage and water
supply network.

• Develop watershed approach for micro planning wherever possible.
• Desalinate seawater in coastal cities.
• Expand use of economic incentives such as water metering and pricing to

encourage water conservation.

11.5 Waste Management

Responsibility of collecting, processing, transporting and disposing the waste
generated by cities in India lies with the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs). A majority of
cities are struggling to provide efficient waste management services, with most
facing low waste collection coverage and efficiency, widespread collection in
unsafe and unsanitary manner (such as via open trucks), limited waste recovery,
processing and open dump disposal of the wastes for leachate treatment (HPEC
2011). Such inefficient disposal of waste has long-term effects on the health of the
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citizens, environment, and quality of ground and surface water, which also facili-
tates disease vectors like rats, flies, and mosquitoes. Moreover, open burning of
waste and landfill fires contribute to about 20% of the pollution due to particulate
matter, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons.

11.5.1 Current Scenario

Most Municipal Corporations face community protests when they intend to setup
waste management facilities within or near the city. Municipal officials repeatedly
stress the issue of scarcity of land for waste disposal, which leads to overflowing
dump sites and waste treatment facilities receiving more waste than what they were
designed for (Clean India Journal 2013).

Municipal Solid Waste (Management and Handling) Rule 2000 mandates the
collection, segregation, storage, transportation, processing, and disposal of
municipal waste. However, most Indian ULBs find it difficult to comply with and
implement these rules at the city level, due to lack of required scientific, technical,
managerial and financial structures in place. Others lack the willingness or
awareness to engage with the private sector and concerned officials to address solid
waste management challenges. To facilitate this process, between 2006 and 2009,
JNNURM funded 49 solid waste management (SWM) projects across various cities
(MOUD n.d.). Ahmedabad, Belagavi, Bhubaneswar, Surat, and Davanagere have
70% household level coverage for solid waste collection, with their efficiency
exceeding 80%. Moreover, Ahmedabad, Belagavi, and Pune have 100% scientific
disposal of the collected solid waste. Solid waste management is also a key ini-
tiative under the National Mission on Sustainable Habitat (Government of
India 2010) and Swachh Bharat Mission (2014) (NIUA 2015).

11.5.2 Developmental Plans

In line with the Municipal Solid Waste Rule 2000, the Smart Cities Mission pro-
posed interventions under the Swachh Bharat Mission to enhance solid waste
collection coverage, transportation, and processing. Some cities like Ahmedabad,
Chennai, Coimbatore, Kochi, NDMC, Belagavi, Ludhiana, Pune, Surat, Udaipur,
and Vishakhapatnam already have a high collection coverage ranging from 90 to
100%. However, the segregation and treatment of collected waste is currently being
carried out only by Belagavi, Bhopal, Chennai, Kochi, and Solapur. Majority of
cities—with the exception of Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Coimbatore, and Guwahati—
have proposed integrated solid waste management initiatives through retrofitting
existing structures that are already in place. Surat, who is undertaking redevelop-
ment of 1406 acres of land to ensure high quality of life, proposed scientific
treatment through the construction of a waste to energy (RDF) and bio-methanation
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plant. Cities like Chennai, on the other hand, focused on the usage of compost for
green rooftop and radio frequency identification system (RFID) to improve effi-
ciency, economy, and traceability of waste collection and transportation. Some of
the initiatives prioritized by the cities to monitor and improve solid waste network
and infrastructure are listed in Table 11.6.

11.5.3 Impacts of Climate Change

Although solid waste treatment is one of the primary contributing factors to climate
change, the rate of decomposition and treatment, in turn, is impacted by changing
temperature and rainfall, induced by the former. However, adaptation strategies to
reduce potential negative impacts of the latter on treatment facilities and landfill
sites have received much less attention. Climate change impacts urban waste
management systems primarily through the disruption of supporting infrastructure
such as roads and railways used for waste collection and transportation. Also, an
increase in the number of days with extreme temperature can alter biological
composting (anaerobic digestion) at the landfill site, site hydrology, and leachate
production. Increasing temperature also increases vermin and pests in surrounding
areas thus making solid waste management sites the producer and transmitter of
vector-borne diseases. Extreme precipitation, on the other hand, will inundate waste
management facilities and contaminate groundwater and surrounding surface water
bodies. A sudden increase in rainfall can also alter decomposition rates and site
hydrology. Storm surge in coastal cities like Vishakhapatnam, Bhubaneswar, and
Kochi can cause potential damage to buildings.

Table 11.6 Waste management interventions proposed by percentage of cities

50% Undertaking information, education, and communication (IEC) campaigns to create
public awareness regarding solid waste disposal

45% Providing infrastructure for 100% door to door collection

40% Area-Based Development (ABD) to integrate public conveniences like toilets with retail
facilities and public spaces to ensure public areas are free of open defecation. This
maintenance is to be entrusted with private retailers. The Central Control Room would
release Collection Vans at optimal intervals accordingly

35% Waste segregation at source, use of weight sensors, and innovative waste processing
techniques

20% Geographical Positioning System (GPS) installation in vehicles to monitor collection

20% Following the 4R (reduce, reuse, recycle, respond/refuse) principle at building level

5% A pneumatic waste collection system (including sensor-based waste bins) which would
negate the need for door to door collection

5% Improve service through a location based grievance system
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Recommendations:

• Assess and examine waste management facilities and processes that are more
vulnerable to climate change and extreme events, such as low-lying coastal sites.

• Awareness generation among waste collection and disposal authorities on issues
arising during and in the aftermath of extreme events in the region, which can
influence service delivery responsibilities and contractual commitment.

11.6 Energy Efficiency

As a prerequisite for economic development, the energy sector has witnessed rapid
growth in India. However, to keep pace with this growing population, there is a
need to augment energy generation and supply in the country (TERI n.d.).

11.6.1 Current Scenario

Although around 92% of the population have access to electricity (2011 Census),
energy provision in Indian cities is characterized by frequent power cuts. According
to studies, by 2030, energy usage in urban India itself will increase four to six times
due to space cooling requirements. Thus, critical issues plaguing these cities are
frequent power cuts and low quality electricity supply (Bhat et al. 2013).

The massive renewable energy potential of the country can form the backbone of
energy efficient India. However, of all the untapped renewable energy sources in the
country, installed capacity has only reached 12.5%. Thus, in spite of being one of
the largest energy consumers, national energy shortage and inadequate energy
infrastructure have pushed India to perpetuate energy poverty. Summer heat, fre-
quent labor strikes, and natural disasters have made it harder to meet the market
demand of coal, which remains the country’s staple energy source. This can also
lead to increases in coal imports. Falling production of natural gas within the
country, excess reliance on import from other nations, and their failure due to
geopolitical issues are critical areas of concern in India (TERI n.d.). To meet India’s
growing demand, increase production, profit and overall economic growth of the
industrial sector, improvement of infrastructure, and other initiatives have been
undertaken to address energy poverty, logistical problems, and effective imple-
mentation (Durns 2014).
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11.6.2 Developmental Plans

Being endowed with only 1% of the oil and natural gas reserves of the world, India
is faced with the need for energy security. Hence, energy efficiency and sustainable
resources are two main focus areas of smart initiatives for Indian cities.
Ahmedabad, Belagavi, Bhubaneswar, Chennai, Coimbatore, Davanagere,
Guwahati, Indore, NDMC, Pune, Surat, and Vishakhapatnam have identified solar,
wind, hydro, and biomass (based on their respective geographical location) as
renewable energies which can be harnessed in the near future. Some of the mea-
sures proposed by smart cities for energy efficiency have been listed in Table 11.7.

The need for such measures arises due to frequent outages, including in
Ahmedabad, Belagavi, Bhubaneswar, and Jaipur. However, unscheduled shut
downs have been reduced in Indore, Coimbatore, Jabalpur, Ludhiana, Udaipur, and
Vishakhapatnam. Chennai, NDMC, and Pune, on the other hand, no longer expe-
rience scheduled outages. Retrofitting and redevelopment interventions identified
by cities essentially aim to strengthen the power supply network, smart metering,
better access to Pipelined Natural Gas (PNG) and Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) through infrastructural development, and increase in energy generation
through renewable sources such as roof top solar panels. Initiatives for augmenting
and improving the energy supply network throughout has been proposed by only
NDMC and Belagavi. NDMC focused on power management, demand forecasting
(including peak load management), outage management system, substation
automation, asset monitoring, short-circuit analysis, and relay coordination across
the metropolitan area.

To realize the mentioned interventions, most smart cities proposed convergence
with national and state-level schemes such as the Integrated Power Development
Scheme (IPDS) fund for strengthening electricity transmission and distribution
networks, the National Solar Mission and Energy Efficiency Services Ltd. (EFSL)
for conversion of street and domestic lighting into LED, MNRE Solar City Mission,
and the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM).

Table 11.7 Interventions to enhance energy efficiency proposed by percentage of cities

100% Assured electric supply with a sizeable portion generated by renewable sources

85% Installation of solar panels on all government and public buildings

70% Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) for maintenance and management
activities

60% Rehabilitation and strengthening of transmission and distribution network in urban
areas through underground cabling, elimination of overhead network, and use of smart
meters and sensors

50% 100% energy efficiency using green building concept and through implementation of
Net Metering Policy

30% Retrofitting and redevelopment of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) and Pipelined
Natural Gas (PNG) distribution lines
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11.6.3 Impact of Climate Change

Changes in temperature, precipitation, sea/river/lake water level, and frequency or
severity of extreme events impact the generation, delivery, and consumption of
energy. Increases in urban temperatures will increase energy demand for cooling,
with the peak demand in summer months of May and June requiring additional
investment for new energy generation and distribution infrastructure. Power plants
will need more water for cooling, but will face shortages due to rising temperature.
Moreover, energy intensive methods such as pumping, irrigation or water distri-
bution over longer distances—particularly across drier parts of the country such as
Belagavi, Jaipur, Davanagere, and Solapur—will increase both demand and costs.
Hydroelectric power plants that are sensitive to volume and timing of stream flows
will face problems during heavy rainfall. Extreme precipitation will also lead to
increased risks of energy supply disruption particularly in coastal cities where
energy supply facilities can be uprooted by storm surge. Urban, riverine, and
coastal flooding, in turn, can damage electricity distribution lines and equipment. It
can also delay the repair and maintenance procedure of the same for reestablishing
normal energy supply system.

Recommendations:

• Reinforce walls and roofs, construct dikes, and undertake measures for struc-
tural improvement of transmission assets.

• Deploy energy efficient technologies in end-use facilities, power generation,
transmission, and transmission. It will help cope with increasing demand with
rise in temperature.

• Undertake demand response programs aimed at peak loads in summer season to
counteract the increase in peak demand and avoid additional power plant
installations.

• Increase the use of cool roof technology to reduce ambient temperature.
• Undertake water efficiency programs to address climate impacts on water

resources and reduce energy use for pumping and treating water.

11.7 Urban Mobility

India has witnessed a rapid increase in vehicle ownership over the years, with it
being higher for four-wheeler ownership (Schafer and Victor 2000). An increase in
motorization resulted in rising greenhouse gas emissions, local air pollution, con-
gestion, and noise. The success of a city depends on the ease of business, comfort of
life, and reduced cost in connecting people through agglomeration, productivity,
efficiency, and basic amenities, all of which are directly or indirectly affected by
transportation system and technology (Mittal and Singh 2015).
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11.7.1 Current Scenario

Policies such as the National Highway Development Program, National Urban
Renewal Mission, and National Urban Transport Policy have led to construction of
flyovers and widening of roads. Though such efforts initially improved traffic, in the
long run, it increased latent demand for vehicles (Mittal and Singh 2015).
Inadequate and inappropriate public transport systems, unscientific route rational-
ization, and slow progress of construction of metro rails have increased congestion
in many large Indian cities. All these problems can be attributed to a dispropor-
tionate allocation of funds for road infrastructure, which could otherwise be met by
a cost-effective public transit system (Padam and Singh n.d.). City planners have
allotted funds for road development but left urban mobility to be determined by
market forces. This increased the use of private vehicles, which are convenient,
high status, and time saving (Kahn 2014). More private vehicles, mainly cars, result
in more space consumed inefficiently, which in turn increases road congestion
(Glaeser 2011).

11.7.2 Developmental Plans

Public transportation systems have a mere 50% coverage in cities like Coimbatore,
Guwahati, Indore, and Jaipur. Currently, a Bus Rapid Transit System (BRTS) is
operational only in Ahmedabad, Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Indore, Ludhiana, Surat,
Jaipur, and Vishakhapatnam. Smart city proposals highlight the need to ensure
decongestion, manage lanes, increase convenience for private vehicle commuters,
identify smart parking solutions, focus on road safety, reinforce traffic regulations,
and develop a fleet management system, passenger information system, and com-
mon electronic payment mechanism. Coimbatore proposed the development of a
30 km eco-mobility corridor linking vantage points with dedicated walking or
biking tracks, with the possibility of conversion of select streets into non-motorized
transit streets. Bhubaneswar, on the other hand, having less than 75% of area
covered by public transport and poor supporting infrastructure, proposed first and
last mile connectivity through the implementation of a pilot public bus system
scheme, e-rickshaws, city-wide pink auto service for children’s safety, and the
redevelopment of 12 acres at the railway terminal. Similarly, to reduce pollution
and congestion and improve health and safety, Ludhiana proposed the opera-
tionalization of GPS enabled smart e-rickshaws over the next 5 years.

At the city level, Ahmedabad identified initiatives for an Intermodal
Transportation System-based development, along with installation of Intelligent
Red Light Violation System, Area Traffic Control System and Variable Message
Signs at key junctions. Some of the key interventions prioritized by the Smart Cities
initiative are to ensure eco-friendly mobility, reduce road congestion, and better
access, connectivity, and reduced travel time (see Table 11.8).
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However, Ahmedabad, Belagavi, Chennai, Davanagere, Indore, Jabalpur,
Kakinada, Kochi, Ludhiana, NDMC, Pune, Jaipur, Solapur, Udaipur, and
Vishakhapatnam are yet to realize the need for smart parking (on and off street).
Ahmedabad, Belagavi, Bhubaneswar, Coimbatore, Guwahati, and Udaipur also
need to check pollution along with improving the transit system. In addition to
area-based development, city solutions for smart traffic and integrated transit
management system have been proposed by Ahmedabad, Belagavi, Bhubaneswar,
Chennai, Coimbatore, Davanagere, Guwahati, Indore, Ludhiana, Kakinada, Pune,
Surat, Jaipur, and Udaipur. Intelligent Transit System including non-motorized
transport (cycle tracks, safe route to schools, pedestrian facilities, smart parking,
and bike sharing facilities) are planned under convergence with AMRUT and other
state government funds.

11.7.3 Impact of Climate Change

Urban mobility and climate change are closely connected. Increases in number of
days with extreme temperature in cities like Ahmedabad, Jaipur, and Chennai will
increase heat exposure and hence damage roads, bridges, and diesel engines.
Soaring temperature will also slow down and hinder transport service provision as
well as urban mobility. Extreme rainfall, on the other hand, often results in urban
flooding, particularly in the riverine and coastal cities such as Chennai, Kochi,
Pune, Surat, and Visakhapatnam. Waterlogging not only threatens railways by
washing out railway beds, but it can also inundate urban road networks. Structural
damages will be incurred in the form of potholes, which will subsequently disrupt
transport in the event of extreme rainfall. It can also undermine support structures
such as bridge footings. Storm surges in coastal cities can cause physical damages
to road and rail networks.

Table 11.8 Interventions to enhance urban mobility proposed by percentage of cities

75% Integrated road network redesigned for seamless mobility. Improved walkability and
mobility of the area through pedestrian walkways, cycle tracks, central and city bus
terminals, flyovers, underpass, and improved road junctions, enhanced bus connectivity,
and efficiency through provision of new bus routes, and additional bus stops and
redevelopment of existing old bus terminal into a state-of-the-art central transit hub

75% Decongestion of roads in planned manner and ensuring compliance. Integrated City
Operations and Management Center for area-based traffic control, traffic flow
monitoring, video surveillance, incident management, video analytics supported traffic
violation detection, and e-challan

65% Smart parking, nonvehicle streets, and zones

45% Increased use of public transport through provision of crucial last mile connectivity,
thereby expanding the catchment area of the region’s transit system
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Recommendations:

• Use more heat resistant materials such as asphalt for roads and heat tolerant
metals for railway tracks.

• Coastal, lake, and riverine cities like Ahmedabad, Bhopal, Bhubaneswar,
Chennai, Guwahati, Indore, Jabalpur, Surat, and Visakhapatnam need to use
remote sensing and GIS to detect damaging water levels and trends which can
help develop better management of drainage systems.

• Undertake smart growth approaches that stress high urban density with mixed
land use close to public transport nodes and walkable communities. These
strategies will help obtain less car-use for short trips, more transit efficiency, and
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.

11.8 Land Use

In India, the rate of land acquisition has been increasing in order to ensure
development and cater to the demands of the increasing population. Shortage of
housing in urban areas reached 26.53 million dwelling units during the period of
2007–2012 (MOUD n.d.).

11.8.1 Current Scenario

The land use scenario in India is characterized by inadequate housing, over-
crowding, urban sprawl, and squatter settlements. These are the output of unmet
demand for housing, attributable to inadequate or improper land use and lack of
inclusive urban planning. Whereas there are numerous middle and high-income
residential units lying vacant or unsold, it is the poor who are often pushed towards
informal solutions due to unaffordable housing costs (Bhat et al. 2013). Therefore,
uncontrolled land prices, inadequate infrastructure, and high cost of extending basic
services are some of the pressing issues faced by Indian cities. They have direct
impact on the environment and health of the population.

11.8.2 Developmental Plans

According to many critics, land is the primary face of smart urbanism in India. The
proposals recommend extraction of surplus value from unproductive land and
transform it into real estate to deal with the land crisis in urban India. For example,
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Ahmedabad proposed redevelopment of the existing Wadaj slum, resulting in
efficient infrastructure and housing provision free of cost. This includes rehabili-
tation of slum dwellers to multi-storied buildings developed at the same location as
that of the existing slums (under Mukhya Mantri Gruh Yojana program) and
improvements in housing conditions of these residents. This proposal includes the
provision for establishing well-defined and compact urban form with smart features
across the city. Bhopal intends to provide 20% affordable houses with a mix of
rental public housing for low-income groups and inexpensive studios for sale.
Bhubaneswar, on the other hand, proposed the redevelopment of 40 acres of
underutilized government land into institutional space promoting commerce, edu-
cation, and business, along with providing 6000 affordable houses. Ahmedabad,
Bhubaneswar, Coimbatore, Indore, Kakinada, Kochi, Pune, Surat, Visakhapatnam,
Davanagere, Jabalpur, Kakinada, and Jaipur have been retrofitting existing infras-
tructure to ensure affordable housing, development of intermodal hub, and densi-
fication of existing residential and commercial areas. Some of the key interventions
identified by the smart Indian cities have been listed (Table 11.9).

The proposed interventions are likely to be implemented in convergence with
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) under the “Housing-for-All” mission. This
primarily focuses on construction of houses for a slum-free city. However, land
crises will be addressed only in specific pockets of these cities, thus citywide
interventions need to be undertaken in future. For example, in relation to the
growing urban population and eviction of informal residents, there is a need to
evaluate the public–private partnerships proposed for developing sound social
housing policies. When interventions are driven by private actors instead of social
welfare organizations, it is usually the urban poor who suffer due to relocation to
remote areas isolated from livelihood, school, health care, and community net-
works. Moreover, the issue of land crisis in India can only be solved after
addressing national-level agrarian reforms, land rights, and rural development. In
the absence of the latter, unskilled migratory population will continue to increase
and the newly developed affordable housings in selected areas of the smart cities
will fail to accommodate them.

Table 11.9 Interventions for land use efficiency proposed by percentage of cities

50% Affordable housing

50% Mixed use and compactness of land. Plan encourages a robust and effective utilization
of available land for environmental regeneration, development of intermodal hub,
improved connectivity and residential development to attract new residents

30% Revitalizing economic precincts in respective cities, transforming the area into a
vibrant economic hub

30% Institutional core promoting commerce, business, and education

15% Delineate priority commercial streets in Local Development Plan

5% Redevelopment of public land to create shared public open spaces (both neighborhood
and sector level)
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11.8.3 Impact of Climate Change

Recent climate change analyses show temperatures frequently rising above 40 °C in
Ahmedabad, Bhopal, Chennai, Indore, Jaipur, Jabalpur, Kakinada, Ludhiana,
NDMC, Solapur, Surat, Udaipur, and Vishakhapatnam. Such extreme temperature
events will lead to outbreak of invasive species and diseases, which in turn can
damage or degrade the micro ecosystems, particularly those having a coastal,
riverine, or lake ecosystem in the vicinity. However, changes in land use and land
cover pattern also alter the local climate. Urbanization is a major causal factor of
climate change, with local environmental condition of cities being warmer due to
increased heat release in a confined area. This over time has and will continue to
increase the number of urban heat islands adversely affecting the lifeline services
and facilities.

Recommendations:

• Increase green space to counteract local warming effects through increases in
carbon sinks.

• Vegetation and soil information needs to be monitored and made accessible to
city planners. Instead of type of soil, land use and land cover need to be assessed
based on soil density, conductivity, and heat capacity.

11.9 Discussion

11.9.1 Key Urban Trends and Challenges

The largest challenge is the increasing role of real estate developers who are cir-
cumventing planning bylaws especially within new developmental areas. This has
resulted in peri-urban areas undergoing ad hoc development. Increasing real estate
prices have resulted in the transition from low-rise high-density settlements to
high-rise high-density settlements. In cities, old low-rise buildings are bought and
converted into multi-storey flats. These are points of high demand for water, energy,
and road infrastructure, which often are not well integrated within city plans. As a
result, water and energy demand increases beyond the planned demand. Water
scarcities and power outages become common due to increasing demands, as well
as increasing pressures on sewerage and waste disposal systems.

The rapid rate of urban growth often hides the financial poverty of municipal-
ities. Local governments are unwilling to increase tariffs for urban services while
users facing scarcities are willing to pay for better services. Because of financial
constraints, municipalities are forced to rely on national flagship programs such as
the Smart Cities Mission (MOUD 2015) or the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission (2005–2014). These programs come with attached generic
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policies and guidelines, which often do not address local contexts or are not
informed by the lessons learned from previous experiences.

Before the 74th Amendment, municipalities were mandated to manage basic
services. Capital expenses and maintenance of some functions were done by state
departments, while most municipalities have shortage of staff—especially in the
middle and upper managerial levels—and they rely on administrative leaders for
decision-making. Modern tools such as GIS are necessary to manage large cities,
but are mostly lacking. City administrations are mandated to act on social devel-
opment—especially focused on poor and vulnerable sections—but very few cities
have professionals with social development backgrounds. Instead, most munici-
palities are saddled with a huge burden of semi-skilled workers, with very few
managers and planners.

Smart city management and implementation require interdisciplinary knowledge
and skills. The current plans also lack an anticipatory culture such as forecasting
future population growth and options for introducing disruptive planning innova-
tions. The status of lifeline services within many cities are decrepit and will require
a considerable amount of human resources to bring change. A history of capacity
building within these organizations has shown that most of these efforts have
yielded less than expected results. Since most of the senior staff are busy addressing
day-to-day problems, they are often unable to engage in short to medium term
capacity building programs.

As the population across India is increasing, natural resources (especially land
and water) are facing major competition between the traditional users and the cities.
Major interstate and rural–urban water conflicts are disrupting city water resources,
but city planners continue to extract and plan augmentation projects based on these
contested resources. Climate change related uncertainties in water resources can
further amplify the scarcities. Unfortunately, with limited knowledge and a lack of
anticipatory culture, Indian cities continue to plan and manage urban systems based
on old planning and management paradigms. For example, urban development
authorities in India still practice land use or land cover based approaches to plan-
ning. Such approaches work well in low-rise lowdensity scenarios but do not
address the complexity of high-rise and high-density environments where
network-based planning plays a key role in the design of horizontal and vertical
systems (both below and above the ground).

Since cities have major knowledge gaps and face financial constraints, they are
forced to resort to knee-jerk measures and only work from day to day. These
constrain their capacity to plan, especially in the world of limited per capita
resources, growing uncertainties, and the lack of innovations that can transcend
current infrastructural deficiencies to cater to the need of citizens. To plan and
manage a city of the future, anticipatory culture—informed by multidisciplinary
inputs—is essential.
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11.9.2 Solutions for Building Resilience

Indian cities have inherited many planning paradigms developed by and for
European and American cities. A variety of land use-based planning approaches
was experimented in India. In 1960s, low-rise high-density settlement planning and
single-use zoning was common. In the context of mobility and availability of land,
these frameworks have created more problems that the Smart Cities Mission
(MOUD 2015) is expected to solve without altering the planning process. In par-
ticular, resilient solutions in Indian cities face a number of key disruptors.

First, cities must ensure network integrity across seasons and emergencies.
Network informed master plans are needed to ensure the availability of different
lifeline services, even with changing land uses. Transit oriented development is one
of such efforts. Major disruptions are expected in the mobility sector with
increasing penetration of electrical and hybrid cars, taxi aggregators, and
self-driving cars. These can reduce the number of vehicles required to provide
sufficient mobility across the city, and can potentially result in many flyovers and
other road infrastructure redundant.

Second, water recycling can be a disruptor, which can reduce dependency on the
external sources and provide a certain degree of autonomy to neighborhoods.
Combined with rainwater harvesting and groundwater management, one can hope
to increase cellular autonomy at neighborhood levels.

Third, solar energy and battery technology are two major disruptors, which can
reduce the dependency on regional grid-based electricity supply. Over the next
decade, it is expected that the local electricity generation from solar energy may be
cheaper than the transmission and distribution costs of regional grid-based elec-
tricity. Mixed grids of electricity will be able to power the cities. Major advances in
energy efficiency of devices and appliances can further reduce the dependency of
regional grids, which can threaten the financial viability of energy utilities.

In response, innovations that target the aforementioned disruptions (i.e., dis-
ruptive innovations) in water, energy, food, and transportation systems can provide
opportunities for increasing the autonomy of communities in meeting a significant
part of their lifeline resources and service needs. Despite the high-density of urban
settlements, local natural resources can meet a significant part of the demand by
disruptive technologies such as water recycling and solar energy. As we are
transforming into an intelligent and knowledge-based society, there are huge
potentials for transforming from the daily commuting work styles to “work from
home” lifestyles. Also, the forthcoming disruptions in the mobility sector can
potentially reduce dependencies on a large number of vehicles, reduce the area
under roads and transportation infrastructure, and create greener and more
self-sufficient communities.

Further, cellular autonomy can create green neighborhoods and improve the
quality of life. A judicious mix of non-motorized transport in local areas and faster
transportation corridors can create “rurban” lifestyles for the citizens. A significant
proportion of water, food, and energy can be produced locally, which can create
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larger number of green jobs. Urban local bodies in India must devolve some of the
functions to these cells/communities, such as managing local water bodies, energy,
green areas, and local non-motorized transport systems. The principle of sub-
sidiarity can be effectively used to identify the devolution subjects and empower-
ment of the cells.

Indian cities must also integrate water, energy, and food (biomass) cycles based
on principles of urban metabolism in order to limit carbon, energy and water
footprints. Urban planners need to be taught to integrate multiple sectors and urban
local bodies—rather than individual departments—should develop mechanisms to
manage urban metabolism. As the availability of per capita resources may reduce in
the future and climate change is likely to increase their uncertainty, we must learn to
achieve synergy across sectors to increase the efficiency of the urban systems. We
need an anticipatory culture to understand these complex issues unfolding into the
future and learn to live in the age of limited resources and uncertainties.

The disruptive innovations described here have the potential to convert current
consumers into “prosumers” (consumer who also is a producer) at household and
neighborhood levels.When these disruptive innovations are grounded,weneed to build
synergy across different scales ranging from household to cities and regions. This will
ensure that actions at one scalewill not create dysfunctionality at lower or higher scales.
For example, neighborhood-level water recycling can build up nutrients in ground-
water, which needs to be flushed out duringmonsoons through drainage systems at city
and regional levels. Similarly, excessive use of solar and the biomass-based energy can
result in solar energy sprawls, which can reduce food-growing areas. Therefore, it is
necessary to connect with the lower and higher scales so that there is coherence and
synergy of actions across scales (see also Chaps. 2 and 3).

Urban systems become more complex as they grow and draw natural and human
resources, while also creating large amounts of products and wastes. So far, Indian
cities have been externalizing the responsibilities of managing land, water, energy,
and transportation to municipalities and utilities. As a result, cities have been seeking
bureaucratic solutions to complex urban challenges. Unless there is synergy across
stakeholders, the best intentions of one set of stakeholders cannot make changes at the
city scale. Further, we are witnessing the shift of control on urban development from
municipal bodies to real estate and other private sector players. Currently the total
investments on urban development by the private sector is much higher than the
municipal and national government program investments. Since smart city inter-
ventions address predominantly area-based measures, such innovations can act as
demonstrators for medium to large level projects coming up in peri-urban areas.

11.10 Conclusion

Climate change poses serious threat to infrastructure in cities, quality of life, and the
entire urban system. Extreme events can also potentially lead to social unrest and
stresses due to shortage and price hikes, mass migration, unemployment, disrupted
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food distribution, energy provision, water supply, and waste removal. Thus, smart
city initiatives need to build on current experiences, with municipal capacity and
management services undertaking measures to ensure effective support systems that
can aid in recovering from extreme events and slow onset challenges such as high
temperature, increased precipitation, changing local weather patterns, and lack of
water.

However, in the context of the Smart Cities Mission (2015), there are a number
of critical governance challenges facing cities in India. In particular, urban local
bodies manage services through multiple departments, with limited coherence
between them. For example, water supply, sewerage, and drainage are managed by
separate departments and/or organizations. Parastatals such as water supply and
sewerage boards manage the part of the water cycle while drainage is managed by
municipalities in many cities. As a result of the fragmentation and overlapping roles
between different departments and organizations, cities are unable to ade-
quately manage natural resources such as water, and end up importing water from
distance sources, even though wasting rainwater and sewage creates more problems
for downstream communities.

With the various governance challenges and opportunities (i.e., in the form of
disruptive innovations) in mind, this chapter analyzed the interventions proposed by
the 20 cities selected as candidate cities in the first round of the Smart Cities
Mission (2015). While some targeted slum redevelopment and development of
underutilized government land, others stressed decentralizing their inner-city areas
to create commercial corridors and new growth centers with mixed land use,
or strategized to ensure sustainable economic development and high quality of life
using smart interventions. Cities dependent on tourism, on the other hand, proposed
enhanced tourism potential and local ecosystem, among other interventions.

Some of the identified shortcomings of the Smart Cities Mission are listed
below.

• Limited clarity on private–public partnership and lack of interdepartmental
coordination risks the entire implementation mechanism;

• Prioritization of initiatives from different departments that are currently planned
under different plans can jeopardize the proposals;

• Local political opposition and difficulty in removing encroachments, hawkers,
and vendors for infrastructure and service development or expansion;

• No indicators for assessment of success or failure of the smart interventions at
the city level;

• Lack of a well-structured and detailed implementation plan. In absence of it, the
selected smart cities may become centers where corporations sell their products,
or even worse, acquire land with the help of government;

• In spite of the current global climate change scenarios and increasing climate
change awareness, other than a few cities proposing mitigation measures to a
selection of climate-induced disasters, broad climate change action has not been
addressed by any of the future smart cities.
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For proper implementation of the smart city interventions, there needs to be a
holistic approach for timely and orderly collaboration of Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV) with the municipal corporations of the respective cities. Inter-departmental
cooperation, coordination, and compliance with SPV is critical for implementation
of the projects through infrastructure sharing, knowledge sharing, training, and
capacity building. In cases of noncompliance, there is a need for the SPV to
improve their negotiation skills through the provision of better incentives.

In sum, there is tremendous potential for creating constructive urban develop-
ment pathways by engaging with multiple stakeholders. We need to create plat-
forms for engagement and identify the rules for collective action through building
synergy across the stakeholders. We must bridge interests between stakeholders,
develop common visions, and develop individual or collective roadmaps for real-
izing smart, sustainable, and climate resilient cities.
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Chapter 12
Visionaries, Translators, and Navigators:
Facilitating Institutions as Critical
Enablers of Urban Climate Change
Resilience

Anna Brown

Abstract For cities endeavoring to shore up their resilience to a range of climate
change impacts, the approach to do this can be overwhelming. The concept of
resilience is complex and is not easily understood or absorbed without opportunities
for iterative learning and review. Furthermore, the measures needed to build resi-
lience often cut across multiple sectors and city departments, which can challenge
norms and institutional incentives and practices. Experience from The Asian Cities
Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN)—a 9-year initiative supported by
The Rockefeller Foundation—has highlighted the important role that facilitating
institutions can play in accompanying cities on their resilience building journey.
These intermediary organizations are able to engage credibly with a range of
stakeholders in cities while also bringing in technical and process expertise that is
sustained over time. Experience in six countries has revealed insights into some of
the qualities that make facilitating organizations effective in helping cities make
progress toward resilience building. This experience has also shed light on a set of
principles that these important institutions have adhered to, which has resulted in
robust and high-quality interactions with cities and, more importantly, a high level
of local ownership and buy-into the urban climate change resilience agenda.

Keywords Resilience � Climate change � Institutions � Asia � Facilitation � Urban

12.1 Introduction

“Urban climate change resilience” is not a term that rolls off the tongue with many
audiences, including among city government officials. It is jargon and complex.
(see for example Bahadur and Thornton 2015; Friend and Moench 2013; Meerow
et al. 2016; Ziervogel et al. 2017). Each of the words brings certain connotations,
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none of which tend to embody the fullness of the meaning. It does not feel
immediate or pressing, in contrast to many other palpable demands such as access
to work or affordable safe drinking water or health care. This obtuseness was even
more the reality in 2007, when The Rockefeller Foundation launched a 9-year
initiative—the Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN)—
which was an program that engaged more than 60 cities in six countries:
Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam (Brown et al.
2012; Carmin et al. 2013; Chu 2016; Karanth and Archer 2014; Kernaghan and da
Silva 2014; Opitz-Stapleton et al. 2011; Tyler et al. 2010). More significantly, the
notion of what building urban climate change resilience looks like in practice—and
how to do it—was an unwritten book.

In spite of this, over the course of the initiative, a range of innovations have
emerged through ACCCRN that have better enabled the people, institutions, and
systems of cities to be more resilient to climate related shocks and stresses. It has been
the hard work of a set of organizations that have, over time, partnered with cities and a
range of other actors at different scales to enable this new body of grounded urban
climate change resilience practice to emerge. Organizations such as the Institute for
Social and Environmental Transition (ISET) in Vietnam—which initially worked
through ACCCRN in Can Tho, Da Nang, and Quy Nhon—have provided technical
assistance and know-how throughout a process that included everything from wres-
tling with definitions (where “resilience” rarely translates well into other languages),
to understanding climate change impacts in the context of specific sectors, and to
designing targeted interventions to strengthen the capacity of localities to weather
climate change impacts (Moench et al. 2011). ISET Vietnam has played the role of a
facilitating organization by guiding cities and building a process that enables joint
learning among actors that are positioned to translate the work into changes in deci-
sions and practices locally (Friend et al. 2016; Orleans Reed et al. 2013). They have
also worked with provincial stakeholders and national ministries—such as the Urban
Development Agency inside the Ministry of Construction—to identify opportunities
to support the broader scale-up of resilience building nationally. The approaches used
by facilitating institutions like ISET Vietnam have not only brought their own
expertise to bear on the contexts in which they work, but, more importantly, they have
helped build local ownership for the agenda of building climate resilience
(Anguelovski et al. 2014; Chu et al. 2016). In turn, what was once seen as inaccessible
has been translated into something discernable for city actors—and a basis for action.

12.2 Setting the Context: The Asian Cities Climate
Change Resilience Network is Seeded

In 2008, The Rockefeller Foundation kicked off The Asian Cities Climate Change
Resilience Network (ACCCRN) as part of a global US$70 million “Building
Climate Change Resilience” initiative. After a Board of Trustees approved
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extension and expansion, the initiative totaled $59 million over 9 years. ACCCRN
focused explicitly on secondary cities, which are rapidly growing in Asia both in
terms of geographic size and population. Unlike megacities where there is a greater
need for retrofitting and updating past decisions, smaller growing cities present the
opportunity to inform forward-looking investments in infrastructure and land
development (Shi et al. 2016). The overarching vision of the ACCCRN initiative
was to catalyze attention, funding, and action to build the resilience of cities to
climate change impacts. The initiative focused on strengthening the resilience of the
city as a whole while also emphasizing that the needs of poor and marginalized
communities require deliberate focus. The program sought to achieve three primary
outcomes:

1. Capacity: The capacity to plan, finance, coordinate, and implement climate
change resilience strategies within ACCCRN cities is strengthened;

2. Knowledge and engagement: Shared practical knowledge to build urban climate
change resilience deepens the quality of awareness, engagement, demand, and
application by ACCCRN cities and other stakeholders; and

3. Money and leverage: Urban climate change resilience (UCCR) is expanded with
ACCCRN and new cities taking action through existing and additional support
(finance, policy, and technical) generated by a range of actors.

While the program expanded programmatic work to six countries and about 60
cities, the initial phases of work focused deeply on ten cities in India, Indonesia,
Thailand, and Vietnam, each with a lead facilitating partner (see Table 12.1) and in
some instances additional technical assistance providers.

The core methodology of ACCCRN followed a common process though each
facilitating organization adapted the approach according to the context of activity.
The Institute for Social and Environmental Transition (ISET) International played a
formative role in the early stages of ACCCRN to help build a methodology and
provide support to the lead facilitating partners in each county (Moench et al. 2011).
Figure 12.1 provides a visual representation of the overarching steps taken in each
city beginning with stakeholder engagement (A), moving through a process of
urban and climate assessments (B), synthesizing the range of analyses and per-
spectives into a City Resilience Strategy (C), and using a process of
multi-stakeholder engagement and shared learning dialogues (F). As part of the
strategy developed for each city, a set of specific interventions were developed for
support from The Rockefeller Foundation (D). Learning, synthesis, and docu-
mentation (E) take place throughout this iterative process. A more expanded set of
steps is captured in Box 12.1.
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Table 12.1 ACCCRN lead facilitating institutions by country and city

Country City Lead facilitating organization

Initial cities involved in ACCCRN that have developed city resilience strategies and have
undertaken resilience building projects

India Indore, Surat TARU Leading Edge (TARU)

India Gorakhpur Gorakhpur Environmental
Action Group (GEAG)

Indonesia Bandar Lampung, Semarang Mercy Corps Indonesia

Thailand Chiang Rai, Hat Yai Thailand Environment
Institute (TEI)

Vietnam Can Tho, Da Nang, Quy Nhon Institute for Social and
Environmental Transition
(ISET) Vietnam

Replication and expansion cities that have been involved in ACCCRN1

Bangladesh Singra, Barisal, Rajshahi, Mongla, Kushtia,
Sirajganj, Dinajpur

ICLEI South Asia

India Shillong, Leh, Panaji, Dharamshala, Mandi,
Dehradun, Kurseong, Gangtok, Nasik,
Nainital, Keylong, Kochi, Siliguri,
Bhubaneswar, Mysuru, Shimla

ICLEI South Asia

India Guwahati The Energy and Resources
Institute (TERI)

India Basirhat, Saharsa, Jorhat Gorakhpur Environmental
Action Group (GEAG)

Indonesia Sukabumi, Cimahi, Bandung, Bogor, Jambi,
Balikpapan, Tanjung Pinang, Tangerang
Selatan, Jakarta, Bekasi,

ICLEI Oceania

Indonesia Blitar, Probolinggo, Cirebon, Tarakan,
Pekalongan and Palembang

Mercy Corps Indonesia

Philippines Quezon City, Makati City, Marikina City,
Tuguegarao, San Fernando, Bacnotan,
Baguio, Tublay, La Trinidad, Catbalogan,
Borongan, Naga City, Batangas, Bohol
Province, Santa Rosa

ICLEI Southeast Asia

Thailand Phuket, Udon Thani Thailand Environment
Institute (TEI)

Vietnam Hue, Lao Cai Institute for Social and
Environmental Transition
(ISET) Vietnam

1This list is not comprehensive of all of the cities that have engaged with ACCCRN, but rather
focuses on those where involvement has been more multi-pronged and has involved multiple
points of support
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Box 12.1 Typical steps used by facilitating organizations in ACCCRN

• Partners initially scoped the city to determine the demand from govern-
ment stakeholders and to gauge their interest in a longer process of
developing climate change resilience. [A in Fig. 12.1]

• A multi-stakeholder Shared Learning Dialogue (SLD) was generated
within each city. This mechanism cultivated trust among individuals and
groups who may not have engaged with each other much, or who may
have opposed each other on specific issues in the past. [F in Fig. 12.1]

• Within and outside the SLD, there was extensive discussion on the term
‘resilience’, which led to a more aligned understanding of what it means
and how it might mitigate the impacts of future events. [F in Fig. 12.1]

• Much time was expended to collectively analyze and understand urban-
ization and climate science, with a particular focus on what future threats
might be and the levels of uncertainty surrounding those potential threats.
[B in Fig. 12.1]

• Each group of city stakeholders developed a vulnerability assessment to
better understand who might be exposed to various types of future threats
and in what ways. Sector studies were conducted to deepen the under-
standing of what priority sectors would experience in terms of climate
change and urbanization. [B in Fig. 12.1]

• Each city then developed a City Resilience Strategy (CRS), based upon
the collective analysis and holistic thinking regarding how a city might
approach future threats. Within the strategy, each city prioritized short-
and longer term activities to build resilience. This prioritizing ultimately
led to a short list of projects that the Rockefeller Foundation then funded.
[C in Fig. 12.1]

• Those projects were then conceptualized in more detail, including a plan
for implementing them. [D in Fig. 12.1]

• Each project’s activities are monitored and their progress documented,
including reflections by city stakeholders that point to the links between
concrete action and the broader objective of building resilience. The
project documentation should promote more sophisticated dialogue within
each city in the future. [E in Fig. 12.1]

Source Adapted from “10 Cities, 4 Countries, 5 Years: Lessons on the
Process of Building Urban Climate Change Resilience.” 2015. https://assets.
rockefellerfoundation.org/app/uploads/20150102000721/Ten-Cities-Four-
Countries-Five-Years-Lessons-on-the-Process-of-Building-Urban-Climate-
Change-Resilience.pdf

The purpose of the “Shared Learning Dialogue” approach, which sat at the heart
of the ACCCRN process, was originally envisioned by ISET International to:
(1) Engage key actors, identify critical climate risks and evolving potential
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responses that build resilience; (2) Build ownership among stakeholders necessary
for successful implementation; (3) Overcome knowledge systems divides and
coordinate across scales and sectors; (4) Engage vulnerable groups; (5) Build
understanding of divergent interests of stakeholders; and (6) Compile and make
accessible relevant local information sources (Moench et al. 2011).

In addition to the city-level work, the ACCCRN program also focused on dif-
ferent opportunities to scale-up urban climate change resilience efforts. This
included work led by the same facilitating organizations as well as a collection of
other actors at state, provincial, and national levels through training efforts,
research, and policy levers. Likewise, The Rockefeller Foundation helped design
and launch a $160 million multi-donor partnership, the Urban Climate Change
Resilience Trust Fund, to support urban climate change resilience across Asia.

This chapter will provide an overview of the role that facilitating organizations
have played in introducing urban climate change resilience to cities and will include
some reflections on the qualities displayed by the facilitating organizations (see
Table 12.1 for a list). The approaches taken in different countries and cities varied
in part because of the distinctions in each context in terms of governance, political
economy, and what resonated with local actors. Facilitating organizations helped
navigate these contextual realities to lead a process that worked in each place.

A. Key 
Stakeholder 
Engagement  

B. Urban Climate 
Change 

Assessments 

C. City Resilience 
Strategy D. City Projects 

E. Learning, 
Synthesis and 

Documenta on F. Mul -Stakeholder 
Engagement Process  

& Shared Learning 
Dialogues 

Fig. 12.1 Urban climate change resilience building process used in ACCCRN
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Finally, the chapter discusses some of the principles that facilitating partners uti-
lized in the implementation of ACCCRN work.

12.3 Insights from Indore, India

Beginning in 2008, The Rockefeller Foundation partnered with TARU Leading
Edge Private Limited, a transdisciplinary institution formed in the 1990s to address
India’s development challenges. TARU initially conducted an analysis for The
Rockefeller Foundation to identify a range of possible focal cities in India for
deeper engagement. After the Rockefeller Foundation had selected the initial cities
of Indore, Surat, and Gorakhpur and TARU was identified as the lead institution to
facilitate the work in Indore and Surat, the engagement with city stakeholders got
underway in 2009.

Indore is the largest city in Madhya Pradesh and as of 2011 had a population of
nearly 2 million. An educational, trade, and medical hub in the western part of the
state, Indore is growing rapidly. The population in 2001 was 1.64 million and the
city is on a trajectory for 4 million people by 2030. Like many second-tier cities in
India, Indore faces numerous pressing challenges, including access to reliable, safe
drinking water, health problems, and traffic congestion. And also like other sec-
ondary cities, Indore is faced with insufficient resources to address the spectrum of
development needs and aspirations (Chu 2017; Indore City Resilience Strategy
2012). Much of the industrial base is located outside the city limits, for example,
meaning that the Indore Municipal Corporation (IMC) has struggled to generate a
strong enough tax and resource base to handle operations and maintenance
expenses, much less new investments. This reality means that any issue that gets
raised with city leaders is in competition with a long list of other pressing chal-
lenges. From a governance perspective, Indore has developed a patronage system of
administration dating back to before and during British colonial rule. This has
continued to influence the political system to some degree such that the systems of
redress and grievances in the city often contribute to lower expectations in terms of
leadership accountability.

12.3.1 The Resilience Building Process in Indore

Beginning in early 2009, TARU took steps to build a process of engagement around
urban climate change resilience (UCCR) that generally aligned to those outlined in
Box 12.1. The City Advisory Committee (CAC) formed by mid-2009, and included
representatives from the Indore Municipal Corporation, City Development Agency,
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), academic institutions, private sector, and
ISET and TARU (Indore City Resilience Strategy 2012).TARU launched a process
that drew on the perspectives of different stakeholders in the city, initially to build a
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grounded understanding of how the city is urbanizing, who and what in the city is
vulnerable to, and how climate change affects this whole picture. With guidance
from the CAC that TARU helped to convene, Indore undertook a set of studies
looking at vital sectors of the city. The teams that conducted the studies were
identified by the CAC and covered water security, energy security, urban envi-
ronment and health, green buildings, and urban transport.

In spite of some early champions in Indore, including the City Planner of the
Indore Municipal Corporation, it took time for TARU to build enough interest in
the city beyond the small City Advisory Committee (CAC). This was in part due to
time constraints and the lower perceived importance of the resilience agenda on the
part of municipal leaders. However, through steady engagement and adaptive
approaches—in part aided by the presence of a TARU staff member based in Indore
—gradually UCCR gained greater purchase in the city, including among con-
stituents that typically have not shown active participation in governance, such as
community members and fishermen (Chu 2017).

One of the adaptive approaches that TARU introduced to help make the issues of
urban climate resilience more palpable for Indore stakeholders was the introduction
of climate science and scenario exercises in April and May 2010. TARU conducted
a set of consultations—titled “Risk to Resilience” workshops—for CAC members
and other city stakeholders. In the initial meeting, participants developed future
urban development scenarios. In a follow-up workshop, participants explored future
growth trajectories for the city, considering issues like resource shortages/scarcity,
governance, infrastructure services, connectivity, and migration. TARU introduced
climate information to anticipate the implications of changed rainfall patterns,
which would likely mean more intensive periods of rainfall for the city. TARU also
helped bring information about changing temperature patterns into the consultations
with different stakeholders. In Indore, climate models point to temperature increases
of two degrees Celsius by 2030—and three to four degrees increase by 2080. The
urban heat island effect, which makes cities hotter than surrounding less developed
areas, would add a further two to four degrees on top of that. This could mean
maximum temperatures of close to 50° Celsius, rendering outside work highly
dangerous and adding impetus for greater energy inputs for space cooling (espe-
cially for those that could afford such an expenditure). By framing these projections
around the context of existing challenges of waterlogging, poor drainage, and health
(including water-borne and water-related disease as well as incidents of malaria,
dengue, and other vector-borne diseases), TARU was able to more effectively reach
different city constituents.

TARU worked with city leaders and other stakeholders in the business and civil
society sectors to digest the findings and generate a synthesis of how urbanization,
climate change, and poverty and vulnerability would affect the city’s future.
Through this, TARU led a process to prioritize actions that could be taken on a
short- and medium-term time horizon to strengthen the resilience of the city.
Compiled, this comprised Indore’s City Resilience Strategy (CRS) (see Table 12.2
for details). The Rockefeller Foundation funded a subset of these actions.
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Table 12.2 Examples of short- and medium–long-term measures for Indore to incorporate
climate change risks

Sector Needs Short term Medium–long term

Water • Ensure sufficient
water availability

• Prevent leakage
and revenue loss

• Decrease
dependency on
long distant
sources

• Protect local
groundwater
resources

• Assess local water
resources and upgrade
existing infrastructure

• Comprehensive water
management planning,
such as leak detection,
preventing illegal water
withdrawal, and
repairing local pipelines

• Institute
community-level
conjunctive water
management practices

• Support rainwater
harvesting and
wastewater
recycling/reuse
technologies

• Strengthening existing
distribution pipelines to
cover the entire city

• Develop a citywide water
metering and audit
system

• Conduct groundwater
surveys to locate
aquifers and their
recharge areas

• Dedicate open space for
rainwater harvesting
facilities

• Restrict overexploitation
of groundwater

Energy • Cope with
increasing
urbanization and
population
pressures

• Ensure energy
reliability

• Build
redundancies to
meet energy
demands and
price
requirements

• Implement energy
demand and supply
management system

• Promote household
electricity metering

• Upgrade urban
electricity transmission
network

• Promote energy
efficiency products and
passive cooling for
buildings

• Develop guidelines for
environmentally
sustainable building
design and construction

• Map the urban electricity
distribution network
using GIS

• Protect infrastructure
during climatic events

• Promote solar energy for
household

• Ensure that all new
buildings adhere to
energy efficiency
building codes

Disaster
management

• Reduce risk
exposure of poor
communities

• Improve disaster
warning and
forecast

• Strengthen city
disaster
management plan

• Develop a storm water
drainage master plan

• Improve disaster
response plans,
including evacuation of
citizens from
waterlogging zones

• Undertake floodplains
risk zoning with advance
warning system

• Map floodplains for
identification of
waterlogging prone area
of the city

Health • Decrease cases of
vector-borne
disease

• Undertake disease
monitoring system and
Health GIS with
epidemiological research

• Develop scenarios for
temperature and rainfall
changes that can be
integrated with a

(continued)
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12.3.2 Water Resilience and the Case of Lake Restoration

One of the salient issues that surfaced through the multi-stakeholder process that
TARU led was the challenges of water extremes in Indore. The studies undertaken
revealed poor drainage in much of the city, due in part to limited investments to
expand coverage and to poor maintenance of existing systems. Waterlogging was
flagged as a regular problem, especially during and after the rainy season, in light of
low soil permeability. Urban development and the increase in paved surfaces as
well as improper solid waste management has exacerbated the problem for this
growing city. Although flooding and waterlogging affect Indore, the city also
struggles with water scarcity (Chu 2017). In 2010, only 54% of the population had
access to piped water supply (on alternate days and only for one hour) and the rest
of the population relied on ground water or water tankers. Illegal connections meant
that approximately 30–50% of the water supply was unaccounted for or lost.
Findings captured in an internal ACCCRN status brief in 2010 reported that resi-
dents tended to feel more comfortable with informal methods of acquiring water
rather than relying on the municipal system. These methods include digging pits to
collect water seeping from pipes, the construction of sump pumps, and installing
pumps to draw from municipal lines. Without water metering, water pricing was
based on a flat tariff, curtailing incentives for conservation. Water scarcity concerns
have also given way to protests and road blockages in Indore on occasions. With
this context, in the early stages of ACCCRN involvement, many stakeholders were
hopeful that the new planned water supply from the Narmada River would decrease

Table 12.2 (continued)

Sector Needs Short term Medium–long term

• Consider a SMS-based
health monitoring
system

GIS-based health
monitoring system

Sewage/waste
management

• Address
inadequate waste
storage

• Poor
management of
waste
management
system

• Improve public
awareness over the
segregation of waste

• Modernize waste
management system
with route planning,
waste transfer systems,
and integrated
processing facilities

• Strengthen household
garbage collection

• Use biodegradable,
recyclable, and inert
waste to reduce
dependence on landfill

• Initiate drainage cleaning
programs and evaluate
resettlement options for
communities along the
natural drainage systems

• Assess climate change
impact on the
decomposition of
disposed waste

• Design a municipal
waste processing facility
with a goal of converting
90% of solid waste into
reusable products

Source Indore City Resilience Strategy (2010)
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scarcity concerns. However, this perspective was controversial in particular because
the system is inherently energy intensive and financially costly as it requires water
to be transported 70 km after being pumped up a 500 m vertical.

As such, it is not surprising that water emerged as a priority resilience action area
for Indore (Chu 2016). The Rockefeller Foundation funded a total of four city
projects in Indore (see Table 12.3 for an overview of the selected projects). One of
the resilience building options that emerged in the City Resilience Strategy was to
increase the redundancy of the water available by enabling access to an emergency
supply (Indore City Resilience Strategy 2012)—something that could be vital given
water demand projections in the face of climate change and growth. Results from
one of the sector studies estimated that local reservoirs had lost about 25% of their
capacity due to silting and eutrophication and improper waste management. Indore
is comprised of a large number of urban lakes, which range in size from 2.5 to 428
acres. TARU’s analysis revealed 26 lakes within the Municipal Corporation’s
jurisdiction. Many of these have become overgrown with vegetation and are subject
to wastewater disposal, rendering the water quality very poor.

With funding from The Rockefeller Foundation, TARU designed a project tar-
geting peri-urban lake restoration for emergency water supplies (Chu 2016). TARU
conducted a stakeholder analysis to understand the user base as well as the stakes
that people have in these urban waters. When the project started, there were no
concrete efforts by communities to conserve urban lakes, in spite of regular use by
fishermen, local households, and religious institutions. In TARU’s early analysis
and discussion with representatives from the Municipal Corporation, there was a
sense that the city could provide capital investment for restoration efforts, but that
the required maintenance and operation demands would not realistically be met by
the city. The project that TARU designed focused on two lakes—Lasudia Mori and
Khajrana Lake—to demonstrate both a range of technical options for restoration
and wastewater treatment, as well as approaches to governance that would allow for
long-term management of these resources.

Through this lake restoration project, several multi-stakeholder actions have
been taken with participation by the city government as well as civil society and
community members. Restoration approaches have included:

• Solid Waste Management: The Water Conservation and Management
Committee (WCMC) has led an intensive effort of solid waste management at
Lasudia Mori to both change practices related to dumping waste and to clean up
the lake. The WCMC worked with local youth leaders and the Indore Health
Department on a lake clean-up effort. Local fishermen supported this clean-up
effort as well. The WCMC and other community leaders have adopted regular
monitoring practices to ensure that the lake remains clean.

• Eco Idol Immersion campaigns: TARU worked with the Municipal Corporation
to organize a campaign to prevent lake pollution from the customary practice of
immersing religious idols in the lake water at the time of festivities. A 2015 ‘Eco
Immersion Campaign’ inspired the Municipal Corporation to expand the activity
to all other lakes in the city. As a result, more than 67,000 idols were collected.
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As an alternative, this provided an artificial tank for idol immersion. This effort
drew on the combined efforts of many actors including lake committees NGOs,
city councilors, and social workers.

• Artificial Floating Islands: As a technique to improve the water quality of the
lake, provide bird habitat, and to improve the aesthetic quality of the lake,
TARU worked with city stakeholders to design and construct an artificial
floating island in Annpurna Lake. The Municipal Corporation provided regular
monitoring and maintenance of this construction.

The projects, which have relied on multiple partnerships between the Municipal
Corporation and a range of community groups, have generated results in terms of
improved water quality as well as shifts in practice and expectations among com-
munity members (Chu 2017). Water Conservation and Management Committees
(WCMCs) have formed around the lakes and these entities take on a regular role of
monitoring waste disposal and discouraging dumping into the water bodies.
The WCMC of Khajrana Lake, for example, conducts weekly monitoring walks on
Sundays, using these meetings to monitor as well as reach out to community
members to raise awareness about the value of keeping the lakes clean. They also
use these walks to plan upcoming activities. In a final grant project report in
November 2016, TARU reported that the areas adjacent to Lasudia Mori lake were
waste-free. On the governance side, two new community associations, Rangvasa
and Talawali Chanda, were formed and registered under the Society Registration
Act in 2016. These groups have taken on ownership of the lake restoration agenda,
marking a shift in norms and expectations within the community around lake
protection.

Awareness of the urban lakes and recognition of the value that they provide to
Indore communities has increased, as has a joint commitment from the Municipal
Corporation and community members to maintain their health. In response to the
ACCCRN lake conservation activities, the Nai Dunia Newspaper Group initiated a
lake conservation awareness campaign using the two Indore lakes, Khajrana and
Lasudia Mori. The campaign has the goal of reviving 1100 traditional water bodies
across all of Madhya Pradesh. This campaign has been joined not only by members
of the Khajrana WCMCs, but also by other local NGOs, city Councilors, and Indore
Municipal Corporation officials and administrators.

Indore’s journey to arrive at the City Resilience Strategy and proposed projects
did not happen quickly. Initial engagement did not galvanize traction beyond the
small group of committed constituents involved with the City Advisory Committee.
Over time, however, TARU was able to cultivate interest across both technocrats
and political leaders in the city and Indore has taken several measures to strengthen
their resilience to climate change impacts. The next section probes further the
qualities that TARU—and indeed other facilitating institutions in ACCCRN—
demonstrated to enable this traction for urban climate change resilience measures to
take hold, even among historically less active members of society.
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12.4 Qualities and Competencies of Organizations
Facilitating Urban Resilience

The fact that Indore was able to mobilize around the seemingly nonurgent agenda of
climate change resilience begs a question about how this arose. TARU played an
important role in building awareness and understanding over time and providing
sustained support. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the facilitating organizations
that have partnered with ACCCRN cities have followed the same general process to
generate a city resilience strategy and a set of possible actions (see Fig. 12.1 and
Box 12.1). Even with this common approach, each facilitating organization has
brought a particular orientation, which reflects comparative strengths, skills, and
networks, and a theory of change. For example, the Gorakhpur Environmental
Action Group (GEAG), which played a facilitating role in Gorakhpur, in the Indian
state of Uttar Pradesh, drew on their strengths in working directly with neighbor-
hood groups. GEAG led robust processes that deeply engaged some of the poorest
and most marginalized residents of that city. Likewise, the head of the organization
has a strong background in systems thinking, which was reflected clearly in the risk
framework that GEAG developed (Gorakhpur Environmental Action Group n.d.).

GEAG has also worked closely with stakeholders within the municipal gov-
ernment, building awareness and interest, but they have not waited on
government-led action in particular because decentralization has not borne out in
Gorakhpur or for other local bodies in Uttar Pradesh state. The approach taken by
TARU, on the other hand, has been informed by their robust technical capacities,
including innovative analytical methods, deep knowledge of urban development
and related sectors (e.g., water supply and sanitation), strong command of tech-
nology, and positive reputation among government actors. This—as well as the
diversity in contexts—has resulted in variation in terms of how ACCCRN has been
rolled out in each city. Despite variations in core strengths, a set of some common
qualities and competencies, captured below, cut across the different facilitating
organizations that have guided the city-level work in ACCCRN.

12.4.1 Credibility Within Local and National Context

The Rockefeller Foundation learned about TARU’s work through their strong
reputation among international NGOs, multi-laterals, and bi-laterals and from the
research community. However, in terms of credibility among actors relevant to
decisions affecting Indore, TARU needed to demonstrate knowledge of local
context—including physical, institutional, political, and cultural dimensions—as
well as an ability to work in relevant local languages. TARU had also earned a
strong reputation within India among different levels of government—including the
National and State Disaster Management Authorities, the National Institute of
Urban Affairs (NIUA), and with research and technical institutions such as the
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Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER)—for
their grounded technical expertise and ability to provide innovative and creative
solutions. TARU has been one of the institutions backing a Sanitation Innovation
Accelerator effort in India, for example, which has aimed to generate affordable and
sustainable sanitation solutions for rural communities. This grounded expertise not
only helped open doors for initial meetings with city stakeholders, but through it
they continued to demonstrate value that sustained and expanded engagement.

The same has been true for other facilitating organizations. The Institute for
Social and Environmental Transition (ISET) Vietnam is another good example.
While ISET is a known—and credible—international research institution, and one
that played a pivotal role in developing the process for building shared learning
among city stakeholders involved in ACCCRN, ISET Vietnam formed only in 2010
to lead the ACCCRN work in Vietnam. ISET Vietnam grew out of engagements
and partnerships that ISET International had forged in Vietnam, drawing on a mix
of expertise from inside and outside of the country. The very first staff member of
ISET Vietnam proved immensely strategic given her strong operational knowledge
of how to get things done, project management expertise, and local, provincial and
national networks. Very swiftly, this first staff person was able to build a team of
strong subject matter experts, which has continued to deliver on the complex and
multi-pronged programming needs across the country in a range of contexts. The
team has built up positive partnerships with staff at key government agencies, like
the Urban Development Agency, which sits under the Ministry of Construction.

At the city level, ISET Vietnam has also earned the trust of local players,
including the Da Nang Women’s Union with whom they partnered on a credit and
housing upgrading scheme under ACCCRN. This trust has enabled them to lead
processes that sustain interest and activity over time. ISET Vietnam has also been
able to work with cities in a manner that has built local ownership and engagement
over the UCCR agenda. Like other ACCCRN institutions that played the role of
facilitating organizations, the analyses conducted were in part generated by local
and national actors, and not only by international institutions. Furthermore, the
products generated, including the city resilience strategies, were developed and
legitimized by city actors. Part of this meant that the reports generated were pre-
pared—and shared—in local languages. It may seem a modest step, but it is not a
given that such analyses make their way to local constituents.

12.4.2 Adaptive, Learning, and Flexible

The organizations that have provided support and guidance to cities on urban climate
change resilience have had to demonstrate flexibility, adaptiveness, and an ability to
apply learning quickly given the unchartered nature of thework—all characteristics of
resilience. In different ways, each of the facilitating organizations had to learn how to
introduce the topic in a manner that would generate enough interest to participate in a
process. Several facilitating organizations quickly learned—for example in TARU’s
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experience in India—that they could generatemore interest and engagement from city
stakeholders by framing conversations not around climate change, but around current
urban challenges (Anguelovski et al. 2014; Chu 2016). While some Indore city
stakeholders understood that climate change did represent a long-term risk to the city,
TARU was able to capture more interest in conversations framed around water
scarcity given the more urgent nature of this concern.

In the initial interactions with cities, partners tended to line up meetings and
conversations using climate change as the entry point. However, by listening to the
concerns and challenges articulated by different representatives from the city—and
experiencing the challenge of getting access to meetings—partners like TARU
learned that they needed to instead start with questions related to an urban systems
analysis used in the ACCCRN conceptual framework (da Silva et al. 2012). That is,
how well are the city’s infrastructure (e.g., roads, energy systems, water, and
sanitation systems) and institutions (e.g., service providers, government bodies,
knowledge and innovation centers) functioning to support the well-being of its
inhabitants? Are the ecosystems and hinterlands upon which city dwellers depend
for basic needs like food and water adequately protected? How is the city changing
in terms of population and land expansion? What will this mean for infrastructure
and service provision needs? ACCCRN facilitators have learned to raise questions
about climate change only after understanding the current and projected future
urban realities. Then questions related to how direct and indirect climate impacts
may play out tend to garner more concrete ideas about impacts.

The scenario exercise that TARU designed with stakeholders in India repre-
sented an adaptation in approach to stimulate traction in the city and build joint
vision for the future of the city. The output and the process used to generate it
provided a concrete basis for building engagement and sharing information around
potential future climate resilience pathways for the city. In Indore, this exercise
created an opportunity to cultivate common interests around water conservation and
the city’s lakes. Importantly, it also helped generate more robust interest in the city
from influential actors in the city. In Surat, that included members of the business
community and chamber of commerce (Chu 2016). In Indore, that included
prominent citizens and university professors. In Gorakhpur, the city government is
relatively weak, in part because decentralization has not fully been implemented in
this state. In spite of positive engagements with the Municipal Corporation, the
Gorakhpur Environmental Action Group (GEAG) adapted the approach of
engagement to focus on resilience building measures that could be taken up by civil
society and non-state actors. These included a community-based resilience building
process, which mobilized a neighborhood level solid waste management plan that
resulted in massive reductions in waterlogging in this part of the city. While GEAG
has been able to generate support from government, the ability to tap resources from
the local government emerged after having provided some tangible proof points in
terms of actions and impacts.
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12.4.3 Open Communication

A listening and learning mode, which is valuable for the resilience building journey,
requires humility to be open to new information, perspectives, and experiences
from different sources. In different ways, the facilitating partners involved in
ACCCRN demonstrated this quality by engaging in a process of cogeneration with
city stakeholders (Chu and Schenk 2017). The process led by ISET Vietnam in the
three Vietnam cities, for example, engaged a range of local government department
in the process of information sharing, building collaboration and generating con-
sensus. This cross-sectoral process is highly unusual and seen as innovative the
Vietnam context (Moench et al. 2011). Rather than assume that they held all of the
answers, ISET Vietnam and other facilitating organizations recognized the need to
work with local constituents to develop a grounded understanding of both the
potentials risks of climate change and urban development as well as what measures
could help strengthen resilience—given the particularities of each given city
context.

12.4.4 Connecting Resources Locally, Nationally,
and Globally

One of valuable functions that facilitating actors have played has been to build
connections—be they knowledge, tools, training or financial resources—among
different scales of actors. In Vietnam, for example, ISET brought in international
expertise in climate science, including a recognition of the fundamental uncer-
tainties associated with climate change and the resulting challenges for decision
makers. While ISET did play a role of providing some climate information to some
cities (in Vietnam and elsewhere), they also made a point of tapping key national,
provincial, and local actors. For example, in the case of climate projections, ISET
interacted closely with Vietnam’s Institute for Meteorology, Hydrology and
Environment (IMHEN) to vet the climate information findings, particularly given
the role of National government data authorization in Vietnam. In other instances,
ISET partnered with local institutions and experts like the DRAGON Institute of
Can Tho University to conduct research and analysis related to water management
and saline intrusion.

This role of connecting across scales and domains of knowledge and resources
was also demonstrated by each of the other facilitating organizations in ACCCRN.
In Indonesia, Mercy Corps was able to not only stitch together expertise that came
from their international networks, including from their resilience advisors, but they
could also tap into opportunities within the Indonesia context. Mercy Corps
leveraged funds from Zurich Insurance, for example, to scale up a project initially
supported by The Rockefeller Foundation, which developed a flood early warning
system for the city of Semarang, in Central Java (see Chap. 7: Sari and Prayoga).
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With the additional resources, the project was able to expand the reach to the entire
river basin. In another case, the Thailand Environment Institute (TEI) was able to
draw on their strong private sector networks nationally to generate interest in the
urban climate change resilience agenda. This included helping link private sector
leaders from the city of Hat Yai to national dialogues focused on generating more
interest and commitment from the private sector to climate change resilience. TEI
also drew on a strong network of expertise nationally, including in the domains of
climate science and urban planning.

12.5 Core Principles of Facilitating Organizations

In spite of slight variations in the approaches that different facilitating organizations
have used to guide cities along their climate change resilience journey, each of these
actors has followed a set of common principles. Since the methodologies and
practices deployed in ACCCRN evolved over the course of the program, one can
retroactively distill these common principles to shed light on which variables
contribute to effective implementation.

12.5.1 Centrality of a Multi-stakeholder Process

Without a doubt, the combined impacts of climate change and urbanization on a
city are mediated by a diverse range of factors, including physical realities (e.g., the
geography of the city, including low-lying and hilly areas, coastlines and water-
ways, and soil composition), capacities of individuals and institutions, the existence
of inclusive policies and practices, levels of governance autonomy, and the fiscal
and budgetary priorities and processes. Climate change will affect different indi-
viduals and interests in the city unevenly, so it would be insufficient, incomplete,
and inequitable to generate a vision and plan for how the city would go about
strengthening resilience without a multi-stakeholder process (Chu et al. 2016).
Urban resilience planning processes are designed to enable diverse actors to come
together over a sustained period of time, providing a vehicle to counter top-down
approaches to urban management where government leaders make decisions
without drawing on input or perspectives from those whom the decisions will affect.
A well-designed urban resilience planning process can also help surface opportu-
nities and risks for businesses and industries and, in so doing, can engage them by
creating incentives to make internal resilience investments that benefit them directly
(or may have other positive benefits). The approach also helps to develop a joint
understanding of potential climate impacts and how these relate to existing and
anticipated developmental challenges of the city in ways that are relevant to key
municipal departments as well as to the business, academic, and civil society
sectors.
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Each of the ACCCRN facilitating partners put multi-stakeholder engagement in
the heart of processes of working with cities through using guidance by ISET, who
had developed a methodology of “shared learning dialogues” (SLDs). These SLDs,
though adapted by facilitators, became vehicles for joint learning and bringing new
information into a common space for consideration and reflection (Orleans Reed
et al. 2013). The multi-stakeholder approach used for urban resilience planning also
has the benefit of helping to identify discreet solutions that can achieve multiple
outcomes, thereby improving resource efficiency and avoiding investments that
work at cross purposes (Chu et al. 2017). For example, in Quy Nhon, Vietnam, the
city prioritized a project to restore mangroves in an urban lagoon. In addition to the
benefits of providing a physical buffer to prevent erosion and impact from storms
and high water levels, the project helped prompt a wider debate on the need to
cement a moratorium on development in the floodplains of the city, which is
adjacent to the lagoon. This pause on development arose in response to severe
flooding in 2009 when Typhoon Mirinae caused unprecedented flooding.
Eventually, in 2013, the Prime Minister of Vietnam called for the revision of the
Quy Nhon master plan to protect the flood plain—a highly unusual move that
signaled an interest in revising land use planning and urban development practices
more widely in the country.

12.5.2 Working with Local Experts in a Locally
Grounded Process

In order to build resilience and not generate solutions that are off-base, ungrounded,
or maladaptive, each of the ACCCRN facilitating partners came to appreciate the
importance of working with local experts. In each city, early in the process of
context analysis—which was foundational to developing the City Resilience
Strategy—local experts were engaged often through the working group established
or as experts leading on a sector study or another component of analysis. In Indore
and Surat, for example, the City Advisory Committee helped identify the actors
who would undertake the sector studies. In contrast to some other development
practices, the role of local experts was to weigh in and, in some cases, generate
research products that would be consumed locally, as well as by actors at other
scales. It is not uncommon for international development actors to commission or
solicit research that draws on local expertise through contracting and
sub-contracting. What emerged as distinctive in ACCCRN—and what proved
important to being able to work toward the desired outcomes of a more resilient city
—was the role of these local experts in the broader process of generating a vision
and strategy. That is, often bids are issued for a scope of research that local
institutions undertake, but the extracted products may not necessarily feed into an
ongoing and iterative learning journey that involves other local actors, be they
elected or appointed officials, technocrats, or leaders in civil society and research.
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In some cases, the reports may not even get translated to local languages. When
many local actors, including knowledge experts, are involved it creates potential to
knit a fabric of engagement and shared vision and purpose, especially when brought
into a process of shared learning and reflection (Bartlett and Satterthwaite 2016).

12.5.3 Combination of Hard and Soft Measures

The resilience of a city requires functioning physical infrastructure—even in the
face of stresses and shocks. However, the resilience of these “hard” systems in the
city is a necessary but not sufficient ingredient. The facilitating partners involved in
ACCCRN understood the importance of social capital: including knowledge of who
lives in different communities, what specific needs may be, and the strength of
connections within and across groups. They understood that awareness and
knowledge are important requirements to strengthen capacity, which is needed both
at the levels of individuals and households, but also of the institutions who set rules,
provide goods, support and services, and who in turn build the capacity of others.
These facilitators recognized that shifts in policy and practice could significantly
affect the development trajectory of a city, as well as the degree to which it moves
on a pathway toward resilience or builds in risks and vulnerabilities.

Out of nearly 40 projects (for a total of approximately US$15.5 million) that The
Rockefeller Foundation funded in the initial ten ACCCRN cities, only a few
examples focused on physical infrastructure. Of these, most honed in on the “soft”
side of these efforts, like research and development and the creation of finance
instruments. For example, TARU led a project for Indore and Surat to identify and
promote a range of low-cost housing solutions for thermal comfort, including
technologies for passive ventilation and cool roofs. ISET Vietnam worked with the
Da Nang Women’s Union to develop a credit scheme for low-income families to
upgrade their homes to be resilient to storms. Several examples of “green infras-
tructure” also emerged, like the ecological restoration of a portion of an urban river
in Chiang Rai, Thailand, which was facilitated by the Thailand Environment
Institute (TEI). Other “soft” measures included mechanisms to improve coordina-
tion—like the End-to-End Early Warning System in Surat—or the establishment of
cross-departmental coordination offices in Can Tho, Da Nang, and Quy Nhon,
Vietnam, to navigate the typical silos of planning, decision-making, and
implementation.

The heavy emphasis on soft measures was in part a result of the scale of funds that
were available from The Rockefeller Foundation for resilience building projects. It
also arose, however, from the experience and knowledge of the facilitating organi-
zations, who understood the potential of non-infrastructure agendas to contribute to
urban climate resilience. Better land use planning and coordination of information and
investments can, for example, help align agendas and resources across different
sectors to achieve multiple outcomes (see Chap. 13: Cook and Chu).
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12.5.4 Linking Current Problems to Longer Term Visions

Facilitating organizations working with cities to advance urban climate change
resilience quickly learned that to gain an entry point with cities amidst a crowded
set of pressures, there was a need to connect the longer term vision of a resilient city
to the current issues cities wrestle with daily (Carmin et al. 2012). It is not sur-
prising that water featured strongly in Indore’s City Resilience Strategy and in the
prioritized actions laid out in the document given the pressures on the water systems
(Chu 2017; Indore City Resilience Strategy 2012). In addition to the project focused
on restoring peri-urban lakes for an emergency water supply, TARU worked with
the city to develop a separate project on decentralized water solutions for a diverse
set of neighborhoods (Chu 2016).

By listening to what is salient to the different voices in the city today and using
that as a jumping off point for a longer term resilience agenda, it has made that task
of aligning with the energy, focus, and interests of the city less Sisyphean. Surat,
the most flood-prone city in Gujarat and also a thriving industrial hub, had
undergone a major flood event in 2006. At that time, an emergency release of the
upstream Ukai dam during a period of heavy rainfall resulted in 75% of the city
being flooded—lasting for a week in some areas. The damages and losses from
business grinding to a halt are estimated at about $4.5 billion. When TARU started
to engage with different actors in the city in 2009, flooding was understandably a
dominant agenda. By listening and helping to build an understanding of what such a
flood might look like in the future with added pressures from urbanization, like the
loss of permeable surfaces, and with the shifts in precipitation that are projected
with climate change, it helped build momentum for engagement and action toward
a more resilient city (Bhat et al. 2013; Karanth and Archer 2014). Indeed, TARU
worked with the Municipal Corporation as well as a set of other actors at different
scales, including the Narmada Water Resources, the Gujarat State Disaster
Management Authority, the Surat Urban Development Authority, to design an
end-to-end early warning system that relied on cross-scalar information and coor-
dination around rainfall and water levels in the Ukai reservoir—and informing
procedures for release. This project has proven important to improving water
management. In 2013, it played a pivotal role in averting another flood event that
could have hit the city even harder than the 2006 floods. By meeting the city where
they were on flood-related concerns, TARU was able to help Surat develop a
cross-jurisdictional approach that has improved water management, as well as the
ability to handle water-related stresses and shocks (Bhat et al. 2013).

In the cases of Surat and Indore, water concerns provided an entry point for a
deeper analysis and exploration of potential ways to strengthen resilience. But in
both instances—as was the case with other cities involved in the initial phase of
ACCCRN—the conversation and domains for action broadened. Both cities, for
example, came to grasp the risks of heat stress and other health-related concerns
connected to a changing climate and introduced measures to improve the resilience
of the health system. These domain of impact, were not immediately obvious or
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salient to city stakeholders, but this perception and understanding shifted over time
as knowledge and engagement with the resilience agenda deepened.

12.5.5 A Focus on Vulnerability and Poor People

Climate change impacts—and even measures to build resilience—will play out
differently on different geographies and populations of the city. In some cases, there
will be winners and losers—with the most marginalized and poor segments of
society bearing the brunt of climate impacts (Ayers and Dodman 2010; Shi et al.
2016). Given this, ACCCRN partners have included a strong focus on under-
standing the vulnerabilities and capacities of poor and vulnerable populations.
TARU developed a methodology that involved surveying households to create a set
of geo-referenced indices on education, income, and social capacity. The
Gorakhpur Environmental Action Group (GEAG) in India, which already had close
ties with many poor and marginalized communities, was able to undertake a deeper
analysis than in many other cities using community surveys and focus groups. The
process used by GEAG also helped provide community members with information
that they used in reaching out to elected officials. It is not sufficient to consider what
hazards and risks must be anticipated, but ACCCRN facilitators have also asked
whose resilience will be built through different proposed measures.

12.6 Conclusion

The field of urban climate change resilience has advanced significantly since 2007,
with considerably more conceptual knowledge and practical know-how in existence
today. Cities interested in shoring up their resilience to climate change impacts now
are able to draw on many more resources to inform their journey and the materials
available continue to expand (see Chap. 10: Bellinson). Central to the resilience
building process of ACCCRN cities has been the steady, consistent, and grounded
presence of facilitating organizations who have served as guides, technical assis-
tance providers, connectors, and translators. Organizations like Mercy Corps
Indonesia, Thailand Environment Institute, ISET Vietnam, Gorakhpur
Environmental Action Group, and TARU Leading Edge have each developed deep
subject matter expertise on urban resilience, but equally they have become process
experts in understanding the importance of building buy-in and ownership from city
stakeholders if this work is to endure and deepen. As there is never a “resilience”
finish line to be crossed at which point all desired outcomes are achieved, building
local knowledge, capacity, and investment in the agenda is critical.

While the resilience building approaches have varied some across the ACCCRN
cities, the facilitating partners have relied on similar qualities. These include having
credibility in both local and national contexts, approaching the work in an adaptive,
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learning, and flexible manner, using open communication and being connected to
resources at different scales. The body of ACCCRN work has revealed that certain
core principles are also important to the process of building urban resilience. These
principles, which each ACCCRN facilitating partner adopted in different ways,
were visible when looking comparatively across the different examples of imple-
mentation. These include using a multi-stakeholder processes, a strong focus on
poor and vulnerable people, relying (at least in part) on local experts to conduct the
research and analysis that fed into the resilience strategy building process (see
Chap. 8: Engberg), and focusing on both hard and soft measures for building
climate change resilience.

The impacts of climate change are likely to quicken and grow more severely in
the future, affecting more and more urban communities. The urgency for climate
change resilience building will increase and so too will experienced actors who can
support cities and communities in their efforts to improve their ability to handle
shocks and stresses. Out of ACCCRN emerged an experienced set of facilitators
that have navigated the messy and contentious politics of cities to help urban
communities become more resilient to climate change. Organizations like ICLEI
have also been important partners to ACCCRN, using their approaches and net-
works to reach larger numbers of cities. Still more actors are needed. Looking
ahead, innovations are needed to enable a much larger number of cities to benefit
from resilience building guidance and accompaniment. The Rockefeller Foundation
is supporting other efforts to generate greater resilience building capacity as a
whole, including the piloting of a Global Resilience Academy. The challenge will
be to develop ways for larger numbers of cities to benefit while also retaining the
important lessons around sustained guidance from facilitators that help cultivate
local expertise, leadership, and ownership over the climate change resilience
agenda.
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Chapter 13
Between Policies, Programs, and Projects:
How Local Actors Steer Domestic Urban
Climate Adaptation Finance in India

Mitchell J. Cook and Eric K. Chu

Abstract In light of the slow progress in mobilizing international finance for climate
adaptation in developing countries, a growing body of research promotes the idea of
poolingblended forms of climatefinance to leverage limitedfinancialflows and enhance
domestic control over allocation and accountability. Yet the constraints imposed by
weaknesses in existing urban public finance institutions complicates perspectives on
climate finance that envision the smooth pooling of blended finance from multiple
sources acrossmultiple scales. This chapter presents the case of Surat in India to illustrate
how city governments can sustain an innovative approach to local climate adaptation
while switching between various sources offunding. In this chapter, we ask two research
questions: How do local governments that wish to pursue climate adaptation, often
outside a comprehensive planning framework, steer these efforts around the numerous
institutional, operational, and political constraints at the local level? Second, when the
pursuit of climate adaptation is supported by time-bound external funding sources, how
do local governments sustain action while switching between different types offinancial
flows? In the case of Surat, we find that the city is beginning to intentionally draw on
intergovernmental fiscal transfers and, increasingly, their own local revenue resources.
Such an implementation pathway emerges from the local government’s ability to
innovatively identify specific adaptation and development co-benefits and to exploit this
with projects funded by existing and forthcoming streams of public revenue. Surat’s
experience suggests that, in contrast to pooling, cities will have to strategically steer
climate adaptation action around local fiscal constraints created by the different gover-
nance logics associated with policies, programs, and projects.
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13.1 Introduction

Currently, there is no global consensus on the annual costs for cities in developing
countries to adapt to climate change, nor an agreement on what material or insti-
tutional attributes constitute adaptation finance. The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) estimates that annual global adaptation
costs could range from US$27 to $66 billion (UNFCCC 2007), while the World
Bank puts costs slightly higher between US$70 and $100 billion (World Bank
2010). More recently, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) pro-
jected the costs could rise to between US$280 and $500 billion annually by 2050
under the worst-case scenarios for mean global temperature increase (UNEP 2016).
While there may be no consensus on adaptation costs or the classification of
adaptation finance, there is growing agreement that international climate finance
flows will not be enough to meet the adaptation needs of vulnerable cities in
developing countries (UNFCCC 2016).

In light of slow progress in mobilizing resources and concerns over account-
ability for the use of global climate funds, various development organizations as
well as a growing body of research promote the idea of pooling different sources of
finance to leverage limited international public climate finance flows (Flynn 2011;
Brugmann 2012). These sources range from official development aid (ODA) and
other forms of development assistance in the broader global climate finance regime,
private finance such as bank lending, bonds, and commercial equity, and domestic
tax revenues and proceeds from natural resource extraction. Pooling or blending
climate finance enhances domestic ownership and control over the design of
adaptation interventions, while potentially unlocking private finance for adaptation
by simultaneously supporting improvements in project execution and specific
policy reforms (Irawan et al. 2012; Smallridge et al. 2013; Flynn 2011). Some
developing countries have responded by forming new institutions and policies to
structure and manage climate finance at the national level, such as in the case of
Bangladesh’s Climate Change Trust Fund and Climate Change Resilience Fund
(Ayers et al. 2014). The formation of national climate funds and experimentation
with national climate fiscal frameworks suggests that domestic public finance
institutions are increasingly concerned with pooling climate finance flows that
operate along diverse, and sometimes conflicting, governance logics. For instance,
while allocation mechanisms in different global climate finance funds generally
adopt a needs-based framework, they disburse according to different logics such
as existing technical capacity or “readiness” to deliver benefits at scale (e.g., GEF),
opportunities to leverage private investment (e.g., GCF and CIF), or even will-
ingness to accommodate return seeking investors (e.g., G-20) (UNFCCC 2016).
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Few studies have examined how—and to what effect—cities in developing
countries combine or shift dependence on different sources of domestic and external
finance to support climate adaptation (see also Chap 14). In contrast to ideas of
pooling or blending climate finance by national governments, this chapter builds on
the idea of steering climate action through different forms of domestic and external
assistance to pursue adaptation and development co-benefits. The notion of steering
is based on a bottom-up perspective on urban public finance in developing coun-
tries. A bottom-up perspective foregrounds the challenges of moving between
time-bound external funds for mainstreaming adaptation and enhancing local
capacity, which often tie revenue to the production of strategic plans or planning
capacity, and forthcoming funding streams associated with domestic intergovern-
mental grants for urban infrastructure and services, which often tie funding for
capital investments to specific local governance reforms.

In the long run, mobilizing finance to sustain support for climate adaptation
planning and consolidate the benefits of material investments will inevitably require
predictable growth in the revenue base of municipalities. In an encouraging move,
early forms of multilateral and bilateral funding that focus on mainstreaming cli-
mate adaptation into local development planning are increasingly targeting reforms
to fiscal policy frameworks at the national level. Yet, even as slow progress is made
in mainstreaming climate adaptation into national budgets, the resource base over
which municipal governments exercise control remains hampered by a range of
factors associated with the uneven and partial implementation of fiscal decentral-
ization reforms and limited capacity at the local level (Smoke 2015). Because of
these organizational and institutional weaknesses, the capacity of local governments
in developing countries to pool resources from different domestic and external
(public and private) sources is limited. Thus, adopting a bottom-up perspective on
urban public finance raises questions about how local governments pursuing
adaptation options can sustain action even as reliance on different sources of
funding changes, for instance, from external organizations to the local tax base.

This chapter presents a case study of the city of Surat in India to illustrate the
motivations behind as well as the policy approaches to mobilizing public revenue to
support and implement urban climate adaptation. We ask the following questions:
How did the local government plan across various forms of public revenues to
mobilize domestic public finance for urban climate adaptation? What were the
implications of these fiscal strategies for planning and implementing climate
adaptation interventions? This chapter contributes to the urban adaptation literature
and practice in two ways. First, we detail the relationship between local fiscal
dynamics and existing programmatic and institutional constraints around how cli-
mate adaptation can be mainstreamed into urban planning and development.
Second, we relate these fiscal dynamics to the particular pathways available to cities
to sustain climate adaptation actions following sponsorship by external organiza-
tions—in this case the Rockefeller Foundation’s Asian Cities Climate Change
Resilience Network (ACCCRN). Rather than focusing on the political-economic
dynamics surrounding the allocation of adaptation finance at the international level,
we examine bottom-up public sector approaches to financing local adaptation
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action. In the case of Surat, we find that the city is beginning to intentionally draw
on intergovernmental fiscal transfers and, increasingly, their own local revenue
resources to support adaptation. Such an innovative implementation pathway,
switching between external philanthropic funding and domestic public finance,
emerges from the local government’s ability to incrementally identify specific
adaptation and development co-benefits and to exploit this nexus with projects
funded by existing and forthcoming streams of public revenue.

13.2 Urban Adaptation in Developing Countries:
Understanding the Municipal Finance Dimension

The literature reviewed in the following sections relates to two primary knowledge
gaps. First, even as many developing countries have begun pooling financial flows
at the national scale to enhance the level and effectiveness of existing adaptation
finance, the question of how local governments steer climate adaptation actions
under conditions of institutional ambiguity in the municipal finance system remains
open. Second, in contrast to the idea of pooling, the nature of municipal finance
institutions in developing countries suggests the challenges of financing adaptation
are more related to the complexities of steering plans and executing climate
adaptation actions while switching between time-bound international, national, and
local sources of funding. The following sections relate local climate adaptation
actions to the dynamics of urban development and, more specifically, to local taxes
and other sources of public finance available to local governments.

13.2.1 Urban Development and Climate Adaptation

The global discourse on climate adaptation has focused on recognizing the distribu-
tional inequities associated with climate impacts and seeking to remedy them by
transferring resources, capacities, and technologies between industrialized and
developing countries (Ciplet et al. 2013;Roberts 2009).Many scholars have identified
barriers to effective adaptation in the urban context, which include the absence of
science on climate hazards and their impacts, lack of understanding on how broader
socioeconomic processes influence urban vulnerabilities, difficulties in integrating
risk projections into local planning agendas, and lack of suitable governance andfiscal
frameworks for risk management (Bulkeley 2010; Corfee-Morlot et al. 2010; Hunt
and Watkiss 2011; Huq et al. 2007; Romero Lankao and Qin 2011). Despite the
creation of dedicated climate funds under the UNFCCC—such as the Global
Environment Facility Trust Fund’s Strategic Priority on Adaptation, the Least
Developed Countries Fund, the Special Climate Change Fund, and the Adaptation
Fund—much of this money is channeled through national institutions and is not
directly accessible to cities (Ciplet et al. 2013; Harris and Symons 2010; Schlosberg
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2012; Shepard and Corbin-Mark 2009). Although there is likely some overlap in the
priorities of national governments and the diverse needs of municipal governments,
financial interventions solely at the international level likely will not suffice to address
the imminent climate concerns of local governments (Kern and Bulkeley 2009).

The concentration of people and infrastructure at the urban scale provides distinct
opportunities for reducing vulnerability and promoting adaptation. Adaptation is
critical for communities in developing countries because of their disproportionate
exposure to impacts and lower capacities to respond to extreme events (IPCC 2014).
Local governments, in particular, will be at the forefront of responding to climate
impacts due to the locally and contextually specific nature of risks and vulnerabilities
(Carmin et al. 2012; Hallegatte et al. 2010; Hunt and Watkiss 2011). For most cities,
key adaptation goals are reducing climate risks as well as securing people’s
well-being, enhancing adaptive capacity of the poor, and reforming land use policies
that produce more vulnerability (Dodman and Satterthwaite 2009).

Cities pursue various adaptation planning approaches that fit with their existing
political-institutional contexts and vulnerabilities (Anguelovski et al. 2014;
Anguelovski and Carmin 2011). Cities tend to formalize adaptation planning in
order to strengthen the legitimacy and facilitate implementation and coordination
across sectors and departments (Carmin et al. 2012). Mainstreaming proposes the
integration of adaptation priorities into citywide development planning (Bowen
et al. 2012; Huq and Reid 2004; Ayers and Dodman 2010; Pasquini et al. 2015).
Important reasons for integrating adaptation with development are to streamline
decision-making (Smit and Wandel 2006), to accommodate the newly recognized
climate agenda without “reinventing the wheel”, to articulate co-benefits with other
development priorities, and to reduce future remedial costs from climate variability
(Agrawala and van Aalst 2008; Doll et al. 2013; Mercer 2010; Puppim de Oliveira
2013). Recently, climate action has begun to incorporate actors beyond the state,
including civil society and private businesses (Bulkeley and Betsill 2013;
Anguelovski et al. 2014; Chu 2017).

13.2.2 Urban Public Finance for Adaptation in the Global
Climate Finance Landscape

Challenges associated with the long-term planning and implementation of adapta-
tion for most cities in developing countries are compounded by more than just the
scarcity of financial resources at the national level (Carmin et al. 2013). Rather,
policy and administrative ambiguity in urban public finance institutions exert severe
constraints over operationalizing innovative urban climate adaptation investments
and services (Chu 2016). Efforts over the past three decades to strengthen the fiscal
position of municipalities in developing countries by decentralizing tax authority
have stalled, leaving city governments with a mismatch between available resources
and spending obligations due to rapid urbanization. Potentially productive revenue
streams to support implementation of local adaptation measures, such as the local
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property tax, continue to be inhibited by antiquated tax structures, poor adminis-
tration, and weak enforcement (Bahl et al. 2013; Bahl and Wallace 2010; Mathur
et al. 2006).

These features of municipal finance in developing countries complicate per-
spectives on climate finance that envision the smooth pooling of blended finance
from multiple sources at the national and subnational scales (Brugmann 2012). For
instance, research often points to a decisive role for municipal credit markets,
particularly bond markets, in attracting private finance for adaptation. Yet in
countries like India, critical aspects of bank lending and the deepening of municipal
bond markets—such as accurate debt instrument pricing and repayment risk
management—are hindered by the structural mismatch between local taxing
authority and spending obligations (Pethe and Lalvani 2006), volatility in annual
local tax yields (Mohanty et al. 2007), skills deficiency among staff overseeing local
finances, and the extensive reliance on obsolete information technologies (Sheikh
and Asher 2012). Moreover, some financial instruments—such as revenue or
land-secured municipal bonds—are biased towards investment projects that can
quickly generate positive cash flows in the form of user charges. Consequently,
specific urban adaptation investments and services for which it is difficult to assign
user charges for cost recovery, such as storm water drains or emergency shelters for
the urban poor, are inevitably excluded.

Thus, given both the slow progress in meeting insufficient climate finance
pledges and problems in the allocation mechanisms for distributing existing inter-
national climate finance for local adaptation action, domestic public finance insti-
tutions (i.e., both local and intergovernmental) should receive more consideration as
potential resource bases for innovative strategies.1 Table 13.1 lists four different
categories of funding for adaptation from the perspective of municipal governments
and their potential linkage to urban adaptation expenditures. This section restricts
discussion to the local tax base and intergovernmental fiscal transfers, as these were
crucial to how Surat sustained adaptation action at the conclusion of the external
sponsorship by the Rockefeller Foundation. Spending on urban adaptation can
come from different local revenue instruments, such as property taxes, user charges,
impact and betterment fees, or earmarked and conditional fiscal transfers. Though
often challenging to administer, property taxes can be buoyant sources of general
revenue income. Buoyant property tax revenue affords local governments autonomy
and flexibility to finance climate-related research, operations, infrastructure main-
tenance, small capital investments, and to service debt obligations (Bahl and Bird
2008; Oates 2001).

1Because of space constraints, we limit our discussion to various sources of tax, fee, and inter-
governmental transfer revenue for direct public spending by general purpose municipal govern-
ments. The discussion is intended to be indicative and not comprehensive. This means we do not
cover how local tax instruments, such as the property tax, could be designed to pursue climate
adaptation objectives. Nor do we go into extensive detail about sector-specific intergovernmental
transfers, such as for education or health.
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User charges can be applied to public services for which local governments can
impose direct consumption charges. If prices are set equal to the marginal cost of
supplying the service and are perceived as fair by consumers, user charges can lead
to efficient provision of services, improved service quality, and full cost recovery
(Bahl and Linn 1992; Bird and Tsiopoulous 1997). Impact fees can generate upfront
revenues to cover specialized adaptation expenditures, particularly in urban areas
that might otherwise not be covered given existing revenue constraints. Local
governments can also use betterment levies and other land-based taxes to capture a
portion of the “unearned” increment in land values stemming from specific
neighborhood investments, especially when adaptation investments enhance land
values by reducing vulnerabilities to location-specific climate stressors (Fensham
and Gleeson 2003; Smith and Gihring 2006). Lastly, earmarked or conditional
transfers from higher levels of government could be used to encourage local
governments to make investments that support objectives outlined in national cli-
mate action plans.

Table 13.1 Potential sources of revenue and their uses for urban climate adaptation

Level of
government

Revenue sources Potential linkage to urban adaptation
expenditures

Municipal Property taxes • Maintaining infrastructure assets and retrofitting
small capital investments

• Setting rates to cover differential costs of
adaptation expenditures

• Covering the cost of incremental extension or
upgrading of infrastructure and services

• Cover personnel costs for research and advisory
services

User charges

Impact fees

Betterment levies

Land value capture

Vehicle taxes

Licenses/registrations

Intergovernmental Earmarked grants • Tying grants to programs and giving cities
flexibility to decide how they wish to spend
funds

• Making grant disbursement conditional on
reforms to local public administration and
adaptation policy, programs, and expenditures

Conditional grants

Shared taxes

International
public finance

International donor
funds

• Providing concessional loans through national
and/or regional governments for local
infrastructure and service delivery
improvements

• Providing direct technical assistance to city
governments to mainstream climate adaptation
into urban planning

Official development
assistance

Technical and
capacity support

Private Loans • Supporting private investment or public-private
partnerships in local adaptation services

• Long-term finance for green infrastructure
• Soliciting donations for targeted urban
adaptation capacity programs for local officials
and communities

• Covering the costs of future welfare losses from
weather or other climate-related events

Municipal bonds

Private investment

Philanthropy

Insurance/re-insurance

Microfinance
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Though Table 13.1 lists many potential revenue instruments to finance adaptation,
in reality, most cities often have limited autonomy over modify existing tax structures
or diversify the local tax base. For instance, higher levels of government often restrict
local tax rates to a predetermined range, require approval for increases in user charges,
or outright prevent local governments from levying certain taxes. Regional govern-
ments often selectively intervene in local land management functions—ranging from
property tax assessment policy to control over specific land use decisions—thus
limiting the scope of local land value capture initiatives.Additionally, the formation of
interim bureaucracies to implement programmatic elements of national urban policy
in cities, such as project approval and oversight committees, generates strong cen-
tralizing pressures within the intergovernmental fiscal system (Baindur and Kamath
2009).

It is important to acknowledge that the technical, operational, and political
complexities associated with the various local revenue instruments listed in
Table 13.1 create opportunities and constraints for adaptation at the local level. For
instance, while there is a strong economic case to support the position that the costs
of regular infrastructure maintenance and upgrading should be covered by benefi-
ciaries through local property taxes, many governments in developing countries
resist levying property taxes where vulnerability is most concentrated—such as in
informal settlements—in order to avoid giving the poor a formal claim on services
(Smolka and Cesare 2012). Therefore, the conditions that establish the need to steer
various forms of climate finance arise not only because of time-bound engagements
funded through external climate finance, but also from the particular mix of tech-
nical, operational, and political factors associated with different revenue streams.

13.2.3 Adaptation and Domestic Public Finance in Indian
Cities

India’s National Action Plan on Climate Change (2008) outlined goals for
addressing climate change at the national level, while also noting various respon-
sibilities for state and local governments (Government of India 2008; Thaker and
Leiserowitz 2014). Key climate impacts in India include rising surface tempera-
tures, increasingly erratic rainfall leading to changes in monsoon, changing water
availabilities, rising sea levels, and increasing cyclone intensities (Brenkert and
Malone 2005; Dhiman et al. 2010; Prabhakar and Shaw 2007; Ranger et al. 2010;
Revi 2008). Climate risks in Indian cities are typically associated more with
exacerbated vulnerability than hazard exposure (Malone and Brenkert 2008; Revi
2008; Sharma and Tomar 2010). These vulnerabilities accentuate and further
degrade the resilience of poor communities through loss of livelihoods, loss of
community social safety nets, and reduced coping capacity to impacts
(Kruks-Wisner 2011).
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Several philanthropic foundations, NGOs, and development agencies have
stepped in to support adaptation in cities, but these interventions are often limited to
technical guidance or capacity development (Anguelovski and Carmin 2011;
Bulkeley 2005). Though some cities are making use of these emerging opportu-
nities, many are also discovering that they lack staffing and technical capacities to
fulfill complex monitoring, reporting, and evaluation requirements set forth by
funders and grant administrators (Carmin et al. 2013). As a result, many local
governments are actively identifying alternative climate adaptation options that can
be financed with their own local revenue income or with domestic intergovern-
mental revenue transfers.

In India, local governments are commonly assigned jurisdiction over roads,
water, waste treatment, and public transportation (Bagchi and Chattopadhyay
2004). Despite these spending responsibilities, the annual revenue available to most
Indian cities severely constrains the scale and scope of their activities. For example,
in the 2007–2008 fiscal year, the share of local revenue in total public sector
revenue was only 1.7% (ADB 2013). Most municipalities in India can levy some
combination of property taxes, vehicle taxes, professional taxes, impact fees and
betterment charges on construction, and user charges for solid waste, water, and
electricity services. Consequently, cities continue to be highly dependent on
intergovernmental transfers to fulfill their expenditure obligations and make
long-term capital investments (HPEC 2011). Intergovernmental transfers typically
include conditionalities related not only to the product of government expenditure
(i.e., what the funds can be used on) but also to local governance processes
(i.e., targets for tax collection, use of certain tax bases, the production of plans,
etc.). As a result, relative changes in local dependence on different revenue
instruments (i.e., taxes, intergovernmental transfers, or borrowing) are likely to
generate considerable spatial (regional and intra-urban) and temporal variations in
functional strategies to adapt to climate change, particularly if there are require-
ments for certain groups to benefit or pay for climate adaptation actions.

Municipalities receive fiscal transfers directly from state and national govern-
ments through the Central Finance Commission and Planning Commission for
objectives outlined in each Five-Year Plan, as well as through participating in
Centrally Sponsored Schemes and Central Sector Schemes with conditions deter-
mined by the various national ministries (Planning Commission 2011). In 2006, the
Government of India introduced the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal
Mission (JNNURM), a conditional intergovernmental financing scheme that made
available matching grants for urban infrastructure and low-income housing to 71
participating cities across the country. From 2006 to 2013, the national government
sought to mobilize US$20 billion in public and private finance for urban infras-
tructure and low-income housing (Sivaramakrishnan 2011). JNNURM was
designed to facilitate local institutional reforms in planning and fiscal management
to enhance the capacity for maintaining public infrastructure assets (Kundu 2014).
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Under the scheme, participating cities were required to match 50% of project costs
covered by the national government with 25% from their own revenue (the other
25% was matched by state government revenue). Consequently, some of the most
important reforms under JNNURM were in the areas of property tax administration
and user charges for urban services.

In summary, this review has pointed to two primary knowledge gaps. The first
gap relates to various institutional dynamics at the urban scale that render the
strategy of resource pooling less feasible at the local level compared to other scales.
How do local governments that wish to pursue urban adaptation actions, often
outside a comprehensive planning framework, steer these efforts around the
numerous local institutional, operational, and political constraints? Second, when
the pursuit of climate adaptation actions is supported by time-bound external
funding sources, how do local governments sustain action while switching between
different types of financial flows? This chapter, therefore, seeks to trace how Surat
has navigated these complexities to tap into different sources of public finance to
achieve climate adaptation and development co-benefits. These lessons can then
potentially be instructive to other cities in developing countries that are trying to
pursue adaptation in the face of ongoing institutional, political, and fiscal
constraints.

13.3 Methodology

This chapter presents a case study of climate adaptation planning in the city of
Surat, with a particular focus on how local fiscal dynamics intersect with project
framing and implementation. Surat was selected because the city has a long history
of engagement with and has received support from key international programs,
including the Rockefeller Foundation’s Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience
Network (ACCCRN) (see Table 13.2 for details). Surat was also selected based on
an expectation of high “information content” (cf. Flyvbjerg 2006) related to the
process of transitioning to a reliance on domestic public finance to sustain urban
climate adaptation actions. Data for this chapter was collected in New Delhi (India’s
capital city) and Surat between January 2012 and May 2014. The methodology
included semi-structured interviews with national policymakers and key actors of
the city’s adaptation process, observations of planning meetings, and an analysis of
municipal budgets and plans.
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13.4 Financing Urban Adaptation in Surat

Surat, in the western state of Gujarat, is projected to experience increasing climate
impacts such as river flooding and vector-borne diseases (ACCCRN 2011). Since
the 1960s, Surat has experienced nearly 60% decadal population growth mainly due
to an influx of migrants (Kantor et al. 2006; Shah 1994). In 2006, unusually high
rainfall around the city produced high discharges from the Ukai Dam, which is
situated upstream from Surat on the Tapi River. During this particular episode, 75%
of the city’s built-up area was flooded, leading to high incidences of gastrointestinal
and vector-borne diseases (Bhat et al. 2013; Karanth and Archer 2014). Coming off
the heels of this disaster, Surat was selected to be a part of Rockefeller Foundation’s
Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN) in 2008, which
directed the city in producing vulnerability and impact assessments, designing pilot
projects, and drafting a city resilience strategy (Brown et al. 2012; ACCCRN 2011;
Kernaghan and da Silva 2014; Chu 2016). The resulting Surat City Resilience
Strategy, published in June 2011, identified adaptation strategies across all
municipal departments and sectors.

A particularly unique characteristic in Surat is the systematic effort to involve
representatives of the private sector in the governance of economic and industrial
policy (Bhat et al. 2013; Dholakia 2000; Yagnik and Sheth 2005). The state-level
Gujarat Industrial Development Corporation provides comprehensive infrastruc-
tural facilities to industrial enterprises (Dholakia 2000) while representatives from
the Southern Gujarat Chamber of Commerce and Industry also play a crucial role in
facilitating trade, attracting investment, and supporting action around climate

Table 13.2 Key Climate and Development Indicators for Surat

State Gujarat

Population (2011) 4,500,000

Climate impacts Changing precipitation, increasing storm surges, and changing
disease patterns

Development
pressures

Rapid urbanization, migration, urban infrastructure deficits

Key adaptation needs Improving disaster warning, vector-borne and gastrointestinal disease
control, protecting vulnerable populations against climate stressors,
reducing economic losses, improving housing quality, increasing
public awareness of hazard impacts

Select adaptation
interventions

Forming climate watch group, installing early warning system,
developing disaster management plans, improving disease
surveillance, monitoring public health, building skills in disaster
response, training citizen groups, and building community awareness
over climate impacts

Key city institutions Surat Municipal Corporation, Southern Gujarat Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Surat Climate Change Trust

External actors Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN),
Rockefeller Foundation, 100 Resilient Cities
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adaptation (Interview 2013). Because of Surat’s status as an industrial hub, these
private actors have historically exerted strong influence on policymaking in the city,
hence the participation of the Chamber of Commerce in adaptation processes
(Chu et al. 2016).

Financial support for Surat from the ACCCRN program concluded at the end of
2015. However, the city believed that climate adaptation was critical to its con-
tinued development, is an important mechanism for preparing the growing urban
population against projected climate impacts, and would serve to raise the profile of
Surat in the international arena. As a result, the Surat Climate Change Trust was
established in June 2012. Instead of being an informal gathering of experts, the
Surat Climate Change Trust would now be able to pursue structured and sustained
adaptation projects. The institutionalization of the adaptation agenda through a
public–private body outside the city government facilitated a dedicated focus on
building the adaptive capacity of particular vulnerable sectors to articulate concrete
channels of funding support and to ensure the continuity of the adaptation agenda in
urban planning (Anguelovski et al. 2014).

The Surat Climate Change Trust generates income through project grants from
the Surat Municipal Corporation and through soliciting funds from international
organizations, including through the Rockefeller Foundation’s new 100 Resilient
Cities program. A number of managerial and institutional benefits underpinned the
formation of the Surat Climate Change Trust. First, as it is outside the direct control
of the Surat Municipal Corporation, the Surat Climate Change Trust would be able
to bypass funding restrictions to solicit support from external sources as a private
entity. One particular municipal officer stressed this issue,

Cities cannot directly take money from external agents and funding agencies. It has to come
to the central government, then to the state government, then to the cities… It is difficult for
[cities] to then make use of this money for implementable and fully financed projects
(Interview 2013).

Second, since the Surat Climate Change Trust exists separately from the
bureaucratic and political organs of city administration, the Surat Climate Change
Trust will be relatively immune to any changes in political or administrative
direction. Lastly, as a formal legal entity devoted to charitable causes, the original
objectives of the trust can never be changed or redirected.

Since its inception, the Surat Climate Change Trust has primarily worked on two
adaptation projects: the End-to-End Early Warning System and the Urban Health
and Climate Resilience Center, which cost US$509,000 and US$521,800 respec-
tively, and were supported by seed funds from the Rockefeller Foundation
(ACCCRN 2013). The Early Warning System provides a mechanism for integrating
existing hydrological, climate, and urban development models into one compre-
hensive database (Interview 2013). The Urban Health and Climate Resilience
Center, launched in June 2013, is aimed at building on the knowledge and operating
procedures of the city’s existing public health facilities.

On top of the pilot projects overseen by the Surat Climate Change Trust, in
2013, the Surat Municipal Corporation formally introduced a new line item in the
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municipal budget for funding climate-related studies and capital investments. The
Surat Municipal Corporation budgeted a total of 20 million rupees (approximately
US$300,000) to cover both recurrent and capital expenditures (Interview 2013).
This new budget line item is not just a symbolic recognition of the importance of
climate issues to the overall development trajectory of the city, it is also intended to
complement and build upon existing urban infrastructure upgrading and service
enhancement efforts, such as programs for slum relocation and rehabilitation, road
infrastructure improvement, flood control, water distribution, and wastewater
management (Interview 2013). Introducing a climate adaptation line item poten-
tially provides long-term security, financial stability, and enables longer term
planning without having to rely on often fickle and unpredictable external support.

Finally, while noting the projected economic costs of climate impacts, the Surat
Municipal Corporation partnered with the Surat Climate Change Trust to implement
specific upgrades and improvement projects to its existing wastewater and sewage
treatment facilities using funds from JNNURM. As one municipal officer remarked,

[Cities] have the National Urban Renewal Mission for improving infrastructure and ser-
vices… Cities have been attaching a lot of adaptation projects to this program because there
is no other channel to get resources to implement adaptation projects. The program only
supports certain urban sectors or areas, for example water supply, drainage, or sewage. So,
apart from this piecemeal approach, and if there are any cross-sectoral needs, cities are at a
loss in terms of how to actually look for resources to implement projects (Interview, 2013).

Since adaptation priorities in Surat are often framed around disaster risk
reduction and infrastructure protection, combining adaptation needs with current
infrastructure upgrading needs made financial sense. For example, the Anjana
Sewage Treatment Plant in the east of the city, which was heavily damaged in the
2006 floods, was selected for reconstruction and renovation under JNNURM.
Direct capital investments in reconstruction and improvements of the Anjana Plant
entailed many different types of expenditures, some of which were classified as
adaptation. An example of such improvements included raising critical instru-
mentation above a flood line marked in the midst of the previous flooding.
Municipal officials noted that there was both an explicit and implicit recognition of
projected climate impacts even though much of the spending entailed standard
upgrades given the availability of new technology (Interview 2013).

Much like the various Surat Climate Change Trust pilot projects that made use of
dedicated adaptation funds, the Anjana Plant example highlights similar municipal
approaches to innovatively navigating available urban financial resources to pro-
duce both urban adaptation and developmental co-benefits. In Anjana, though
costly in relation to the Municipal Corporation’s own revenues, total project
financing was covered through combining existing local revenue with funds from
JNNURM that were originally earmarked for general urban development, infras-
tructure upgrade, and public service provisions in the sewage sector.
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13.5 Assessing the Nexus of Climate Adaptation
and Urban Public Finance

The examples from Surat highlight the various pathways through which the city
government has achieved adaptation benefits while shifting dependence from
external philanthropic to domestic public funds (such as local revenues and inter-
governmental transfers). The following section draws on these experiences to distill
two implications for climate adaptation in the context of municipal finance. First,
the institutional and policy changes that took place in Surat over the past decade
show that more attention needs to be paid to how adaptation actions are sustained
within the institutional, operational, and political dynamics of urban fiscal adjust-
ment, particularly in resource-constrained contexts. Second, even under such
challenging conditions, adaptation projects in Surat were realized through reframing
and complementing existing programs for urban development, which have led to
incremental institutional reform and innovation in light of the municipal budget
cycle and existing multilevel resource dynamics.

13.5.1 From New Opportunities to Old Constraints
in Financing Adaptation

The reality in Surat is that external resource and capacity interventions provided by
actors such as ACCCRN are time-bound. When time-bound external interventions
run up against intergovernmental transfer schemes with different governance logics,
the environment in which local climate action takes place can quickly shift from
one of new opportunities to old constraints. The objective of the external funding to
Surat was to help the city government integrate adaptation into their day-to-day
operations. Even though Surat has experienced some success in implementing
climate adaptation measures, the local government is still positioned in an evolving
multilevel fiscal system that constrains the long-term implementation and institu-
tionalization of such measures. In the context of chronic underfunding for infras-
tructure and public services, Surat and other cities across India face a mismatch
between growing expenditure responsibilities and limited control over revenue
resources stemming from uneven implementation of the constitutional, legal, and
administrative dimensions of fiscal decentralization.

In Surat, the local government has strived to adjust to fluctuations in the
availability of different revenues sources by intensifying the use of existing tax
sources and channeling intergovernmental transfers to investments with adaptation
benefits. These maneuvers allow the city to tap into new fiscal opportunities to
pursue adaptation objectives. As one municipal officer noted,

[Our] major sources of income [for climate adaptation] are our internal sources: our tax
revenues and non-tax revenues. The tax revenue consists mainly of property taxes, tax on
vehicles, and provisional taxes. Non-tax revenue consists of rent from other municipal
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assets - these are some of the internal sources. External sources are granted from state
government and other grants we receive from central ministry (Interview 2013).

In addition to changes in this fiscal landscape, the overall structure of
own-source revenues in the city has changed significantly since 2006. In particular,
as a condition of participating in JNNURM, the city was required to abolish the
Octroi tax on inter-jurisdictional commerce levied at entry points into the munic-
ipality. The abolishment of Octroi, in effect, reduced municipal revenue autonomy
and negatively impacted subsequent capacities to maintain or upgrade urban
infrastructure and basic services (Interview 2013). The Gujarat state government
introduced a new grant transfer to compensate for the loss of Octroi revenue, but
the transfer is ad hoc and did not match the size of the foregone revenue.

As a condition of receiving grants sanctioned by JNNURM, Surat had to offset
the loss of Octroi revenue by reforming property taxes and user charges—with the
goal of increasing property tax coverage to 90% and user charge collection rates to
85%—to increase local revenues. Between 2006 and 2013, the city increased
revenues from property taxes, user charges, betterment charges, and impact fees on
new construction and received additional intergovernmental grant transfers (see
Table 13.3). Other direct taxes increased from 684,000 rupees in 2005–06 to over
22 million rupees in 2012–13. Even though the combination of these reforms
supplied much-needed revenue to the local government, total revenues have never
recovered to the levels they would have had Surat still had access to Octroi revenue.

In Surat, climate adaptation and disaster resilience only became priority issues
after experiencing the plague in 1994 and severe floods in the summer of 2006.
Financial and technical supports from ACCCRN starting in 2008 catalyzed further
adaptation action in the city, which coincided with municipal revenue shortfalls
after abolishing the Octroi tax in 2007. The convergence of all these events led the
city to reframe climate adaptation as a component of infrastructure upgrading and
service improvement. This reframing, in effect, institutionalized adaptation into a
particular development strategy under the umbrella of a much larger, longer term
project of governance reform in Surat. The transformation of adaptation into a

Table 13.3 Surat Municipal Revenues 2006–13 (in 100,000 Indian Rupees)

Revenue
Income

2005–06 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13

Property tax 10,793 12,417 14,765 13,066 14,715 14,715 18,531 21,938

User charges 3,555 3,446 4,459 5,011 5,615 5,615 6,755 7,293

Other direct
taxes

684 1150 596 9208 10,640 11,639 20,533 22,489

Octroi 40,520 48,559 34,734 0 0 0 0 0

Grant
transfers

5509 8826 25,985 60,652 62,316 60,365 65,232 61,095

Total income 67,347 80,244 89,657 95,602 100,032 101,812 123,721 151,928

Source Surat Municipal Corporation
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public good, as a result, allowed these projects to utilize public funds that were
otherwise not specifically earmarked for adaptation. The Surat Climate Change
Trust, the climate protection line item in the municipal budget, and the Anjana
Sewage Treatment Plant upgrading project are all examples of adaptation projects
that were facilitated through innovatively utilizing such public funds.

13.5.2 Between Policies, Programs, and Projects:
Implementing Adaptation Within Local Fiscal
Constraints

As we noted earlier, the approach to climate adaptation in Surat depended on the
ability to find complementarities between available and forthcoming revenue
streams and different infrastructure development needs. However, as one municipal
corporation officer remarked:

In case of development priorities, most cities have to draft city development plans that are
required under the National Urban Renewal Mission. Under those terms, [cities] have to
identify their development priorities. So initially, people asked how climate change actually
aligns with their development priorities. This sort of disjoint in their understanding was
there (Interview 2013).

In this context, Surat has pursued mainstreaming through slowly framing
adaptation and development co-benefits, identifying complementary projects, cre-
atively making use of available public finance, and relating adaptation objectives to
a variety of funding sources. The Surat Climate Change Trust is one such platform
upon which adaptation projects are framed and where climate adaptation planning
authorities are devolved to a nonprofit institution with public and private repre-
sentation (Chu et al. 2016). This is an innovative strategy that coincides with the
general culture of governance reform promoted by all levels of governments in
India. The creative navigation of existing and pipeline funds, primarily in the form
of intergovernmental transfers, resulted in the inclusion of adaptation as one of the
key components of the overall urban development vision.

Though Surat’s experience with innovatively steering multiple public finance
streams into adaptation actions is somewhat unique, the basis of this incremental
approach to adaptation is not surprising in contemporary India. The national trend
under JNNURM (and beyond) has shown that cities are indeed embarking on major
public capital investments. While the political and economic contexts in which
India’s national urbanization transition is occurring has raised the profile of urban
investment projects, the design of these major urban investment schemes has failed
to pressure cities to integrate these projects within an urban governance framework
that encourages participation and comprehensive planning. With limited local
revenues and operating under conflicting objectives, project design and execution
are often not fully linked to larger infrastructure networks or policy frameworks
(Mahadevia 2011).
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The Surat case also emphasizes how the mainstreaming of adaptation into overall
urban development is determined by a project-based approach increasingly promoted
by all levels of government in India (Chu et al. 2017). To some extent, reinforcing a
project-based approach to local reform has not been the intention of policymakers
responsible for operationalizing national urban policy in the design offiscal transfers.
As described by an official in the Planning Commission that oversaw the design of
JNNURM, the aim of the scheme was misunderstood at the local level:

While state and local governments felt that the money was coming for projects, the
Government of India felt that the money was being given for putting in place a system
(Interview 2012).

Nevertheless, the design of national urban policy with regards to intergovern-
mental transfers forces the linking up of revenue sources with specific projects and
reform measures. Since the existing local bureaucratic and administrative culture is
project-oriented, adaptation planning in Surat, unsurprisingly, has also been pur-
sued on a project-by-project basis.

Lastly, the squeezing of local revenue autonomy in Surat reveals the city’s
significant reliance on intergovernmental fiscal transfers to support day-to-day
urban services and infrastructure maintenance and upgrading functions. This reli-
ance has both institutional and structural implications. The first points to the slow
pace of improving local tax and user charge administration, such as making regular
revisions to tax assessment roles and systematically enforcing penalties for
non-compliance, which would set local revenue systems on a more sustainable path.
The second relates to the sheer size of the challenge of building, maintaining, and
expanding public capital investments in the context of rapid urbanization, popu-
lation growth, and environmental change. Even with the emergence of many
public–private partnerships targeting infrastructure and real estate development, the
income raised from local tax bases is insufficient to meet the growing investment
demand in Surat and other cities across India.

13.6 Conclusion

Surat’s experience exemplifies the fiscal realities in many developing country cities.
As urban governments continue to operate with low levels of fiscal autonomy,
finance for implementing climate adaptation will necessarily take on a polycentric
character because of the need to combine resources from multiple levels of gov-
ernment. This was observed clearly through examples of the various
ACCCRN-supported pilot projects and other capital investments, which were
subsequently expanded and implemented using matching intergovernmental grants.
Under JNNURM, Surat was required to match 25% of the project costs out of its
own revenue. Even though awareness of climate impacts is still quite low among
municipal officers, the expectation is that future projects on adaptation and risk
management will increasingly rely on public finance sources.
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Consequently, even if international and domestic publicfinanceflows at the national
level can be strategically channeled into local climate adaptation investments, the
expectation that cities match portions of national government funding therefore re-
quires continued improvements in tax administration. To the extent that cities rely on
intergovernmental transfers for investments in infrastructure and basic services, this
structural reform agenda forms the basis of a largely hidden association between local
fiscal reform and urban climate adaptation. The challenge then is to frame adaptation
needs around existing development objectives and financial streams, and to facilitate
adaptation actions around these constraints and opportunities. Through conceiving
projects that further both adaptation and urban development goals, Surat has reframed
adaptation into a public good and, thus, has established a budgetary basis that canmake
use of various funding streams that tie into existing funds for service provision,
infrastructure upgrading, and institutional reform.

Cities around the world are beginning to realize that existing sources of inter-
national finance will not be enough to support the wide range of local adaptation
efforts needed. As a result, some cities are actively identifying public sources of
revenues—such as taxes, user charges, and intergovernmental transfers—to address
climate risks and to improve the resilience of vulnerable populations. Nevertheless,
public finance is not distributed evenly throughout a country’s multilevel fiscal
system. Cities have control over a narrow resource base while national and state
governments retain control over the most productive taxes. Furthermore, some
cities like Surat have the capacity to mobilize local tax revenues while others
remain highly dependent on intergovernmental transfers.

These realities point to the complexities of steering climate action when revenue
resources are distributed between policies, programs, and projects with distinct multi-
level governance logics. While blending and pooling financial flows can enhance
resource mobilization and improve utilization of funds, an urban public finance per-
spective on climate action reveals the process is more about steering activities into
funding streams with different time horizons. Research on the nexus of climate adap-
tation and public finance is in its infancy, and the findings of this chapter should be
interpreted in that context. Even though external assistance from philanthropic orga-
nizations and international networks has improved local capacity to plan for climate
change and adapt to a broader range of impacts in the near future, the perspective of
municipalfinance in developing countries should receivemore attention if adaptation is
to be implemented, sustained, and institutionalized in the long-term.
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Chapter 14
Multilevel Governance and Innovations
in the Financing of Urban Climate Change
Strategies
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Abstract Cities have become key policy actors in the global fight against climate
change. Local climate change initiatives, however, generally come with a cost and
for policies to be successful, appropriate revenue sources and financing mechanisms
are necessary. Decentralization theories and municipal finance literature provide
guidance on how most municipal services should be financed, yet encounter
challenges when it comes to the policy area of climate change. Models based on
aligning the benefits of a given municipal service with those who pay for it are of
limited use, as the beneficiaries of urban climate change efforts are simultaneously
local and global. Cities have been able to tailor traditional financing mechanisms
(such as property taxes and user fees) to incentivize citizens to reduce their carbon
footprints while generating the resources necessary to fund local climate change
projects. However, given the unconventional and global nature of climate change as
an urban policy area, cities will likely benefit by looking beyond the formal
intergovernmental institutions that structure cities’ financing abilities. This chapter
advocates applying a multilevel governance lens that recognizes the importance of
new, outside actors that operate at both the local and global scales to climate change
financing solutions. By acknowledging the important relationship between
municipal finance and the broader multilevel frameworks that govern climate
change policy, cities have the opportunity to pursue innovations in municipal
finance to support their climate change objectives.
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14.1 Introduction

Cities across the world often face challenges in securing the funding needed to
adequately deliver the most standard of city services. The revenue generating tools
available to cities are limited not only by local political and economic realities but
—importantly—are inevitably affected by policies set by other levels of govern-
ment (DuPuis and McFarland 2016). All cities must navigate within multilevel
governance frameworks that include not just other levels of government, but
non-governmental actors as well (Bulkeley and Betsill 2003) such as private
interests, international organizations and transnational networks. These factors can
affect both cities’ policy obligations and fiscal health. As cities become key players
in the fight against climate change (Gore and Robinson 2009), the question must be
not only which climate change strategies to adopt, but how to pay for them. The
latter question is often ignored in the climate change policy literature, although it is
widely acknowledged that fiscal capacity is a critical determinant of how successful
local climate change policy can be (Lubell et al. 2009; Bulkeley 2010; Homsy and
Warner 2015). The traditional revenue sources available to local governments—
such as property taxes, user fees and intergovernmental transfers—can certainly be
used to fund projects directed at climate change mitigation and adaptation.
However, given the unconventional and global nature of climate change as an urban
policy area, many cities are sharpening their tool kits and recognizing the need to
innovate and adapt their financing mechanisms to encourage behavioural change
and achieve their policy objectives. Because climate change is multi-jurisdictional
and outside actors have such a large impact on municipalities’ resources, many of
the innovations in municipal finance are reflective of changes in multilevel gov-
ernance and the institutional arrangements governing urban climate change policy.

Municipal finance is not generally considered a policy area with high levels of
innovation. Given the complexity of the policy area and the importance of reliable
revenue sources to the provision of municipal goods and services, municipal
finance mechanisms tend to be predictable, uncontroversial and slow to change.
Moreover, much of the municipal finance literature highlight the formal, hierar-
chical government institutions and the impact that higher levels of government and
intergovernmental relations can have on urban policy outcomes, rather than the
informal horizontal networks that can also impact local capacity. Indeed, cities are
able to make small changes to existing finance mechanisms within these institu-
tional arrangements to advance their environmental aims. Taxes, grants and fees can
be tailored to incentivize citizens to act in a more environmentally conscientious
manner and can also be used to raise the revenue necessary for climate change
projects. However, climate change presents a unique policy challenge for cities:
while solutions (and expenditures) are local, the impacts are global. As a result,
cities will likely benefit by drawing on new, innovative financing strategies
involving outside actors that operate at both the local and global scales.
Policymakers will benefit by applying a multilevel governance lens that looks
beyond formal intergovernmental structures and recognizes the importance of new,
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outside actors in climate change governance and the finance opportunities they
represent.

In the sections that follow, I first highlight the theoretical dilemmas posed by
situating urban climate change policy within the study of municipal finance. Theory
suggests which level of government ought to offer a given service and which tax
and revenue instruments should be used to finance the service. However, the
financial tools available to cities are often inadequate to address the problem of
climate change, requiring us to revisit the multilevel arrangements through which
urban climate change policy is financed and governed. To understand how inno-
vations in multilevel finance can better equip cities with the mechanisms needed to
fight climate change, I provide an overview of cities’ main revenue sources: the
property tax, user fees, sales taxes, income taxes, intergovernmental transfers and
municipal borrowing. I assess the potential for each instrument to finance climate
change programmes and review the ways these revenue and financing tools have
been adapted to incentivize behavioural change and advance urban climate change
objectives. In the fourth section, I identify new tools and innovations that become
available when cities recognize changing multilevel governance dynamics and
involve outside actors whose roles and resources are better equipped to meet the
unique demands of climate change. The chapter concludes by suggesting further
avenues of inquiry into the role of municipal finance innovations on urban sus-
tainability. While I focus primarily on the financing mechanisms available to cities
in North America, these mechanisms are commonly used in cities across the world.
As such, this chapter has relevance beyond North America and I frequently draw on
global cases to highlight alternative practices, perspectives and opportunities for
innovation.

14.2 Theory and the Dilemma of Urban Climate
Change Finance

The question of how cities should finance climate change strategies presents a
challenge for municipal finance scholars. Climate change is global problem, and
climate protection is a global public good (Krause 2012). Greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions cross-borders and the effects of environmental policy—both good
and bad—in one jurisdiction inevitably ‘spill over’ into other jurisdictions (Kunce
and Shogren 2005). Climate change mitigation, however, requires localized action
and cities are key policy actors (Bulkeley and Betsill 2003). It has been estimated
that up to 75% of GHG emissions come from urban areas (Bulkeley 2010). Cities
are usually responsible for land use and development patterns, which can have a
significant environmental impact, and a number of municipal goods and services—
such as transit, utilities and waste and recycling collection—have direct environ-
mental consequences (Robinson and Gore 2005). Thus, while the problem of cli-
mate change is global, policy solutions are often local, highlighting the need for
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multilevel policy analysis. Like climate change, municipal finance must also be
analyzed through a multilevel governance lens that recognizes the many actors—
both governmental and non-governmental—that can have a direct influence on
cities’ finances.

Fiscal decentralization theories inform our understanding of how government
services should be distributed and financed among different levels of government,
and specifically that whenever possible, services should be governed and financed
by local government when the benefits and geographic scope of a given policy area
are contained. Two principles underpin decentralization theories of local govern-
ment responsibilities and revenue sources. First, Oates’ ‘Subsidiarity Principle’
(1972) theorizes ‘that government services should be provided by the lowest level
of government that can do so efficiently’ (Alm 2015, 233). Second, Olson’s
‘equivalence principle’ (1969) argues that the level of government responsible for a
given programme or policy area should align with the geographic area and elec-
torate impacted by the policy (Ahmad and Brosio 2015). This principle comple-
ments the ‘benefits model’ of local finance: wherever possible, those that benefit
from a given service should be those that pay for it (Kitchen 2006). According to
fiscal federalism perspectives, local governments might be better positioned to
administer programmes that require local knowledge and evaluation, such as local
or land-based programmes (Shah and Shah 2006). However, to promote economic
efficiency and national equity, higher levels of government should manage redis-
tributive taxes and taxes on mobile goods and services (Shah and Shah 2006).

Economists argue that revenue source and expenditures should be linked; dif-
ferent tax and financing tools are appropriate for different types of expenditures
(Kitchen and Slack 2016). To increase accountability, governments should access
own-source revenue as much as possible to fund their expenditure needs (Shah and
Shah 2006). Also, as per the benefits model, whenever it is possible for the users of
a given service or piece of infrastructure to be identified and charged for it, ‘user
fees’ should be levied (Bazel and Mintz 2014). Many expenditures, however, are
public goods that are not exclusive and may be better financed through land-based
taxes such as property taxes (Kitchen and Slack 2016). Transfers from higher levels
of government may be appropriate when benefits from a given policy ‘spill-over’
beyond a given jurisdiction (Slack 2011). Furthermore, borrowing can be an
appropriate tool to finance large capital projects that will benefit future generations
(Shah and Shah 2006; Alm 2015).

These theoretical models, however, only go so far in explaining how urban
policies are actually financed. First, the division of fiscal capacities advocated by
fiscal federalism is an extremely political process, as such divisions help to shape
the power distribution between different levels of government. The use of different
municipal finance tools—such as taxes and fees—to finance different services can
be similarly political and not always reflective of economic principles (Pagano and
Perry 2008). Regardless of the economic efficiencies associated with a given
financing mechanism or distribution of responsibilities, governments may leverage
the tools and powers available to them to advance their policy preferences within—
and across—jurisdictions. As a result, decentralization approaches such as fiscal
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federalism are often charged with being overly normative (Ahmad and Brosio
2015); they explain how services ought to be governed and financed between
different levels of government but are less adept at explaining actual policy
arrangements.

Second, these approaches focus largely on formal government institutions and less
on the informal institutions and private actors involved in urban governance. Over the
past 20 years, there has been a conceptual shift among urban scholars away from
government towards governance (Rhodes 1997; Stoker 1999). Governance involves
the ‘rise of networks’ and the ‘blurring of public–private boundaries’ (Kjaer 2009,
138). Urban policy isn’t simply defined within the confines of government institu-
tions; rather, urban governance theory highlights the ways that norms, economic
conditions and different types of actors and institutions interact to create policy
objectives (Pierre 2011). A multilevel governance approach looks beyond the formal
hierarchical intergovernmental relations and recognizes the many vertical and hori-
zontal relationships and opportunities for collaboration that shape cities’ policy
preferences and capacities (Peters and Pierre 2012). Multilevel governance approa-
ches recognize that certain public goods and services may not be efficiently provided
by formal ‘general purpose’ governments, and that more flexible ‘task specific’
governance arrangements may be necessary to address problems that are not confined
within a given jurisdiction (Hooghe and Marks 2003).

The disconnect between municipal finance theory and actual urban governance
dynamics is particularly acute in the context of climate change policy. The
equivalence principle suggests that climate change, as a policy issue, ought to be the
responsibility of the highest level of government. The spillover effects associated
with greenhouse gas emissions assume the need for national, if not international,
policy solutions and financing mechanisms. Intergovernmental grants are typically
considered appropriate financing instruments for services that are non-exclusionary
and inter-jurisdictional, which define many urban climate change programmes.
However, action at the international and state level has been slow and financial
support for climate change initiatives have been inconsistent, inadequate and highly
political (Gore and Robinson 2009). Additionally, many cities have experienced the
downloading of responsibilities from higher levels of government without the
resources to finance them (Pagano and Perry 2008; Abels 2014). As such, cities are
increasingly tackling climate change themselves (Bulkeley 2010) with the local
financing mechanisms at their disposal. While the financing tools traditionally
available to cities can be adapted and used to incentivize behaviour change and
reduced emissions at the local level, the disconnect between the global nature of
climate change and the need for local policy solutions challenges existing models of
municipal finance and highlights the need for innovation in urban climate change
finance and creative multilevel solutions.

Climate change governance is complex; theory offers no parsimonious expla-
nation of how urban climate change strategies are (or should be) financed. Theory
does, however, provide conceptual markers that help us evaluate municipal
financing mechanisms in terms of their ability to advance sustainability aims. It
allows us to assess which policy areas (e.g. transit, building regulations and water
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infrastructure) are best served by different financing mechanisms, and whether the
appropriate actors and levels of government are involved. Recognizing the complex
and multilevel nature of climate change and municipal finance allows us to identify
the ways cities can work with different actors to improve these tools and develop
new ones.

14.3 Taxes, Fees, Transfers and Borrowing: Can Cities
Adapt Existing Finance Mechanisms to Advance
Climate Change Policy?

Cities generally draw from a limited number of revenue sources to fulfil their everyday
service responsibilities. While these revenue sources can vary, they typically consist
of a mixture of property, sales and income taxes, user fees and intergovernmental
transfers (OECD 2010). Additionally, cities can finance capital investments by bor-
rowing funds through practices such as issuing municipal bonds (Alm 2015). These
tax and revenue tools can be used both to fund cities’ climate change initiatives as well
as incentivize more sustainable behaviour. Municipal finance mechanisms are not
‘climate neutral’; how and whether certain instruments are used can affect cities’
ability to achieve their sustainability goals (Kamal-Chaoui and Robert 2009). In this
section, I consider each of these mechanisms individually, looking at the ability of
each instrument to advance cities’ climate change objectives and the impact of other
actors on the efficacy of these tools. I include examples of innovation and highlight
ways that each of these common financing mechanisms has been adapted to better
meet the needs associated with urban climate change objectives.

14.3.1 Property Tax

In many countries, the property tax remains the most important revenue source
available to cities (Chernick et al. 2011; OECD 2010). Because the tax is levied on
a fixed property, the tax base is ‘immovable’ and an excellent tool for cities to
finance local public goods (Slack 2011). Moreover, although both the tax rate and
assessed value of properties can fluctuate with economic and political changes,
property taxes provide cities with an overall reliable revenue stream with which to
finance most municipal services (Kitchen and Slack 2016).

Cities can—and do—use revenue generated from property taxes to help realize
their sustainability objectives. The property tax is an appropriate funding source for
local environmental initiatives whose benefits are public and non-exclusive, which
may range from bike lanes to rain gardens to environmental building standards. The
stability of the property tax as a revenue source provides cities with secure and
predictable funding for these and other ‘green’ infrastructure and services.
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While property tax revenues may help fund a number of climate change ini-
tiatives, as it is commonly implemented it is not always useful for incentivizing
sustainable behaviour by residents. Property assessments do not always reflect a
property’s ‘ecological footprint’ and the amount of infrastructure required to service
a certain property. Properties in automobile-dependant suburban areas often have
effective tax rates lower than central, multi-family mixed use properties in denser
areas (Kamal-Chaoui and Robert 2009). To address these biases and incentivize
more sustainable development patterns, cities may choose to reform their property
taxes and explore options such as split-rate property taxes (e.g. Sydney, Hong
Kong, Pittsburgh and Denmark), differential taxation (Austin) and preferred rates
for multi-family units (Denmark) (Kamal-Chaoui and Robert 2009, 120–121).
Cities can also provide green property incentives and offer rebates for environ-
mental retrofits, such as California’s residential turf rebate, which encourages
natural landscaping (California Department of Water Resources).

Although the property tax is usually levied at the local level, cities do not always
have full control of the tax and the revenue generated from it. Higher levels of
government usually set the terms and rates under which property taxes can be
collected and changed; and reforming property tax models would require changes in
national or subnational legislation. Also, property tax increases are often highly
political; local policymakers may try to limit increases to property tax rates by
turning to other revenue sources or limiting expenditures that are not considered
urgent, such as climate change mitigation projects.

14.3.2 Fees

Cities are increasingly turning to user fees as a way to limit property tax increases
and better align ratepayers and the beneficiaries of a given municipal service
(Pagano and Perry 2008). User fees are appropriate when services are excludable
and can be tied to a specific user. This is usually the case with utilities, transit and
use of recreation facilities, for example. Like property taxes, user fees can generate
a reliable revenue stream for cities. Moreover, they are often considered fair and
efficient, as users are charged directly for the services provided to them (Slack
2011). At the same time, user fees can also be politically unpopular, especially
when some services have traditionally been ‘free’ (Slack 2014). Also, cities often
have limited flexibility as to how revenue generated from user fees can be spent;
these fees are typically earmarked and tied to specific expenditures. As with
property taxes, higher levels of government often impact the ability for munici-
palities to charge user fees and the conditions under which they are able to do so.

User fees can be effective tools for cities to finance sustainability targets. Fees
can incentivize behavioural change by charging individuals for practices that
increase GHG consumption (Kamal-Chaoui and Robert 2009). Metering water and
charging users for the amount of water used has been proven to encourage water
conservation; similarly, charging a waste collection fee per bag has shown to reduce
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waste to landfills (Kitchen 2006, 16). Innovative utility pricing mechanisms, such
as increasing water block rates (‘progressive rate structures’) or ‘bi-directional’
power can affect how utilities are consumed, and, in some cases, produced (Mullin
2008; Braun and Hazelroth 2015).

Many user fees with environmental impacts are those imposed on transportation
use. Toll roads can be used to put a price on the automobile use and help finance
associated infrastructure costs (Bazel and Mintz 2014); they can also reduce GHG
emissions by pricing negative externalities and encouraging more ‘efficient’
transportation choices (Slack 2014). Other ‘paid-use’ models include the new
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) fee piloted by Oregon and California (DuPuis and
McFarland 2016, 13), Singapore’s Electronic Road Pricing system (Kitchen 2006)
and congestion charges used in London, Stockholm and Milan (Kamal-Chaoui and
Robert 2009). Improved technology has facilitated this, allowing cities to match
infrastructure and service use to specific individuals in ways that would not have
been feasible earlier (Pagano and Perry 2008; Bazel and Mintz 2014).

Impact fees (also known as ‘development charges’ or ‘developer levies’) have also
become popular for cities trying to mitigate the economic and environmental costs of
sprawl.While not considered a user fee in the typical sense, impact feesmay be placed
on new developments to help cover the extra costs associated with growth and
incentivize more efficient growth patterns (Kitchen 2006; Lee et al. 2014).

In addition to incentivizing behavioural change, user fees can support cities’
climate change initiatives if cities choose to channel expenditures generated from
user fees to encouraging sustainable practices and subsidizing the development of
new technologies in a given service area. For example, solid waste collection fees in
Minnesota are collected by the state and then redistributed by counties to munic-
ipalities to support their recycling and organics recycling initiatives (Peterson and
Hughes, in press).

14.3.3 Sales Tax

Many cities also have the option of gathering revenue through a sales tax, which
can be applied throughout a municipality on all—or select—goods and services.
Like both property taxes and user fees, sales taxes produce a reliable revenue stream
for cities. Moreover, cities often have discretion as to how this revenue is spent;
although it can be tied to specific expenditures, this need not always be the case.
Sales tax revenue often feeds into cities’ general funds, from which a variety of
projects (including climate change initiatives) can occur.

Cities that have the authority to impose a tax on the sale of specific goods or
services can use the tax to incentivize climate-conscious behaviour when the tax is
applied to products associated with greenhouse gas emissions, for example.
Moreover, as is the case with user fees, revenue generated from some sales taxes
can be earmarked for specific climate change initiatives. For example, Missouri
diverts one-eighth of every cent of sales tax to fish, wildlife and forest conservation
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efforts (Ziehmer 2010). Fuel taxes may be considered a form of sales tax, and are
often exacted by higher levels of government and then shared with local govern-
ments to fund transportation projects (Kitchen 2006). Fuel taxes are a relatively
popular form of sales tax to finance urban climate change initiatives, and it is
common for revenue generated from fuel taxes to be earmarked for transit, as is the
case in Victoria and Vancouver, Canada (TD Economics 2004).

However, local sales taxes can be politically volatile, and may cause consumers
to cross-jurisdictions for products if the tax is not consistent throughout a metro
area. Moreover, the ability of cities to set and collect sales taxes is almost always
determined by higher levels of government. Many municipalities do not have the
legal authority to collect sales taxes. For other cities, higher levels of government
will either set the tax rate or set a limit for it. For example, the state of Texas allows
cities to impose a sales tax of up to 2% (although it is rare for cities to actually set
their sales tax this high) (Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts).

14.3.4 Income Tax

While extremely rare in North America (New York City is a notable exception),
many European cities—such as Copenhagen, Helsinki and Stockholm—are
financed primarily through income taxes (OECD 2010). Income taxes are useful
mechanisms for redistributing resources, but may not be a useful revenue mecha-
nism for localized, land-based expenditures. The ability for cities to exact income
taxes is dependent on legislation made by higher levels of government, which
generally restricts local bodies from charging income taxes.

For cities that do have access to income tax revenue, resources can be directed
towards climate change programmes. There is little incentive for citizens, however,
to reduce their environmental impact through this mechanism, as tax owed is a
reflection of income, not behaviour. That being said, some cities have sought to use
income taxes to address service distortions caused in large metro areas where the
place of employment differs from place of residence and suburban communities
benefit from investments made by the center city (Slack 2011). A ‘commuter tax’
has been employed in both Ohio and Kentucky, where cities can impose a ‘uniform
income tax rate’ on residents and nonresidents alike; however, these commuter
taxes can often lead to ‘protracted political battles’, as has been the experience in
New York City (Pagano and Perry 2008, 27). It is not clear what the climate change
benefits of a ‘commuter tax’ may be, but access to these funds may discourage
driving, incentivize suburban municipalities to provide more employment oppor-
tunities and reduce the amount of commuters into central areas.
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14.3.5 Intergovernmental Transfers and Grants

Cities across the world differ in terms of their reliance on transfers from higher
levels of government, but nearly all do to some extent. Intergovernmental transfers
are an appropriate way for state and subnational governments to redistribute
funding to capture inefficiencies associated with ‘spillovers’ from
cross-jurisdictional policy areas, such as transportation and environmental protec-
tion. A large proportion of intergovernmental transfers to cities come in the form of
grants, which can be either conditional or unconditional in nature (Tindal and
Tindal 2009). Grants are a useful way for cities to finance capital projects with
significant upfront costs, including large investments in ‘green’ infrastructure (ex.
transit lines, flood mitigation infrastructure, etc.). The US federal government, for
example, has encouraged local energy efficiency projects through the Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants (EECBGs) (Krause 2012).

However, grants are not always a reliable revenue source for cities. They often
reflect the political priorities of other levels of government, and in most cases are
earmarked for specific projects or purposes (Tindal and Tindal 2009). Moreover,
changes in administration at other levels of government can lead to changes in the
availability of grants and distribution of funds. This has implications for cities that
depend on intergovernmental grants to reach their sustainability objectives. Cities
have less autonomy with respect to fulfilling their climate change objectives, and
goal alignment between different levels of government may be necessary for sig-
nificant investments in ‘green’ infrastructure to occur.

At the same time, however, grants may be a way for higher levels of government
to incentivize action if local leadership is unwilling to invest in climate change
strategies. Conditional funding may help national governments steer urban policy
and incentivize climate change initiatives at the local level (Tindal and Tindal
2009). Germany, Portugal and Brazil all consider environmental indicators in their
grants to local governments (OECD 2010). The increased use of sustainability
criteria represents a shift from previous intergovernmental transfer practices and
demonstrates the impact that financing mechanisms can have on urban climate
change strategies. However, cities that receive transfers or grants from higher levels
of government often experience accountability issues, and may even be incentivized
to ‘overbuild’ certain infrastructure (Kitchen 2006). Also, intergovernmental
transfers can impact cities’ spending preferences and lead to inefficient and
inequitable expenditures (Bazel and Mintz 2014).

14.3.6 Borrowing and Municipal Bonds

Cities also borrow money to finance large capital projects. Borrowing is well suited
to finance projects with large upfront costs and whose benefits are distributed over
the long term (Alm 2015). As such, borrowing may be an appropriate way for cities
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to support climate change infrastructure projects that help encourage
‘inter-generational equity’ (Slack 2014).

One common borrowing mechanism is the issuance of municipal bonds on
private capital markets (Alm 2015). Issuing municipal bonds is especially popular
in the United States (Pagano and Perry 2008). Bonds can take the form of either
‘revenue bonds’, which are backed by a dedicated revenue source, such as tolls,
utilities, etc., or ‘general obligation bonds’, for which state governments often
require public approval of municipal bond packages. Public approval requirements
may cause policymakers to favour uncontroversial projects with immediate impact
over climate change projects with future benefits (Peterson 2017). Moreover, while
borrowing does allow cities to acquire capital to finance the large infrastructure
projects necessary for a sustainable future, municipal credit ratings are generally
detached from the environmental performance. As such, borrowing and borrowing
opportunities rarely directly incentivize cities to undertake climate change projects;
however, a few exceptions exist. In recent years, some cities have looked towards
‘green bonds’ as a way to finance their sustainability projects. Increased demand
from investors has caused this part of the municipal bond market to grow, with
bonds being primarily directed towards transportation and water infrastructure
projects (Saha 2016).

In some countries outside the United States, cities have the option to borrow
through specialized institutions [i.e. Dexia in Belgium and France (OECD 2010)] or
through subnational or national governments in order to capitalize on lower interest
rates (Hanniman 2015). Some cities have access to infrastructure banks or ‘re-
volving funds’ through which they can borrow funds from higher levels of gov-
ernment to finance environmental projects. California’s Infrastructure and
Economic Development Bank allows borrowing for ‘environmental mitigation
measures’, and the Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank (OTIB) considers
‘innovation and environmental sustainability’ in their selection process (DuPuis and
McFarland 2016, 15).

As will be discussed in the following section, while cities’ borrowing regulations
are almost always determined by higher levels of government, increased investment
opportunities from private and international actors may provide cities with inno-
vative financing mechanisms for their climate change programmes.

14.4 Multilevel Governance and Innovations in Urban
Climate Change Finance

As demonstrated in the previous section, cities have indeed found modest ways to
advance their urban climate change initiatives by adapting the financing mecha-
nisms traditionally available to them. These changes have generally occurred within
existing intergovernmental arrangements, however, and involve little innovation
with respect to the multilevel arrangements that govern climate change. As a result,
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the financing of urban climate change initiatives remains an area largely defined by
traditional government institutions and hierarchies, which may be contributing to
the slow pace of implementation (Bulkeley and Betsill 2013). While taxes and fees
have been modified to incentivize behavioural change and finance certain ‘green’
services and infrastructure at the local level, they have limited ability to address the
problem of ‘spillovers’ and the global nature of climate change in any broad and
concerted fashion.

Traditional municipal finance mechanisms are designed to address local prob-
lems by funding local services and infrastructure that benefit residents. Climate
change presents a new policy challenge for cities. The problem is global in nature,
and while local residents will generally benefit from climate change strategies, they
are not the sole beneficiaries of these programmes. Still, cities are responsible for a
large percentage of GHG emissions, and it is incumbent upon cities to develop local
solutions and take local action. There are also significant local co-benefits to action
on climate change, such as improved air quality and energy savings. To finance
their urban climate change strategies, cities may benefit by better aligning their
financing mechanisms with multilevel governance principles.

As previously noted, urban policy scholars have advocated a conceptual shift
away from formal government institutions towards governance. Governance is a
dynamic process where power and policy are shaped by both public and private
interests within formal and informal institutions alike. Multilevel governance, in
particular, involves recognizing different configurations of authority and the mul-
tiple actors and relationships which govern a given policy area (Peters and Pierre
2012). This is an especially relevant framework for understanding urban climate
change policy, as

Urban climate governance is a complex process driven by the intersection of the specific
challenges of the issue itself and the reconfiguration of political authority across multiple
levels and between public and private actors. (Bulkeley 2010, 231)

Multilevel governance approaches may be necessary to account for potential
externalities and spillovers (such as GHG emissions or water run-off) between
municipalities and overcome the coordination challenges and capacity constraints
associated with urban climate change action (Homsy and Warner 2015).

Despite the increasing popularity of multilevel governance frameworks in urban
policy research, they are rarely applied in the subfield of municipal finance.
Municipal finance literature stresses the impact of higher levels of government on
local resources and the regulatory and fiscal constraints facing cities. Indeed, this is
generally a suitable conceptual framework, as most local services and infrastructure
can be adequately financed with local revenue sources available to cities through
legislation set by higher levels of government. However, given the global nature of
climate change and unique policy challenges it presents, cities must recognize the
relevance of outside actors (including non-governmental actors) to their financial
opportunities and constraints, and the applicability of multilevel governance prin-
ciples when considering how to finance their climate change strategies.
Collaborating with international organizations, transnational advocacy networks
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and private actors may provide cities with more effective and efficient financing
mechanisms for urban climate change strategies. Public–private partnerships, cli-
mate funds and climate and carbon financing mechanisms are examples of how
cities may collaborate with new sets of actors to access new revenue sources.
Although the impact and effectiveness of these tools remain under evaluation, it is
evident that there is potential for further innovation in financing mechanisms to
occur when municipal finance arrangements reflect the multilevel governance
dynamics of a given policy area.

14.4.1 Public–Private Partnerships

Over the past few decades, cash-strapped cities have turned to public–private
partnerships (PPPs or P3s) as a means of building and managing local infrastruc-
ture. Private actors may find PPPs to be attractive investment opportunities, espe-
cially when the project has a dedicated revenue stream upon completion (i.e. toll
roads). PPPs can be a way for cities to finance projects that have long lifecycles and
require large upfront capital investments, and may be drawn on to advance urban
climate change projects. In theory, the competitive process through which PPPs are
awarded will incentivize cost savings and innovation (Kitchen 2006; Slack 2014),
including potential innovations in green technology and practices (Koppenjan
2015). Many private actors have global experience, technical expertise and finance
opportunities that may benefit local projects.

However, Koppenjan (2015) demonstrates that using PPPs for green infras-
tructure results in numerous ‘tensions and challenges’. PPPs cannot necessarily be
considered an effective means of advancing climate change initiatives, especially if
cost and environmental incentives do not align. There are cases of private firms
imposing internal environmental standards, with a few even going as far as putting
an internal price on carbon (IISD/SDG Knowledge Hub). Other private firms, such
as HSBC, have recognized the impact cities can have on climate change and have
targeted their climate efforts accordingly (Bulkeley 2010). However, proactive
actions and investments by private firms are by far the exception than the norm. For
PPPs to be a viable financing option for urban climate objectives, appropriate
government incentives and standards will be necessary.

14.4.2 Climate Funds and International Grant Programs

International and national networks have the potential to encourage local action and
be important actors in cities’ climate change initiatives (Gore and Robinson 2009).
Given the global nature of climate change and the need for local participation in
climate change initiatives, it is perhaps unsurprising that international organiza-
tions, non-governmental actors and advocacy networks are increasingly supporting
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climate change programmes at the local level. Often, this assistance has taken the
form of international organizations working in coordination with national govern-
ments to support local initiatives. However, mayors and local policymakers are
calling on international organizations to facilitate direct access for cities to inter-
national climate funds such as the Green Climate Fund, the Global Environment
Facility and the Adaptation Fund and create ‘city-specific mitigation and adaptation
funds’ geared to cities’ needs and capacities (Eduardo 2016).

Transnational municipal networks provide cities with a venue to collaborate
directly with other cities at both the national and international levels. C40, 100
Resilient Cities and ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability are examples of
prominent transnational municipal networks. These international networks often
partner with national municipal networks such as the US Council of Mayors, the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and the European Green Cities
Network to support local climate change initiatives (Gore and Robinson 2009).
These collaborations at both the national and international scales help cities design
global solutions through local action. They support capacity building in cities
through technical support, knowledge sharing, and, in some cases, grants and
resources. ICLEI’s Cities for Climate Protection (CCP) campaign has assisted the
sustainability programmes of over 1000 municipalities (ICLEI), and its
Transformative Actions Program (TAP) seeks to ‘catalyze and improve capital
flows to cities’ for sustainability projects (TAP). In Canada, FCM manages the
federal governments’ ‘Green Municipal Fund’, which provides support for local
green infrastructure projects (Peck 2000; Robinson and Gore 2005; FCM 2017).
Allowing a non-governmental organization to administer funds may reduce politics
and provide cities with additional capacity-building supports for their climate
change programmes.

While climate funds and international grants present new opportunities to cities
to finance their climate change strategies, there remain challenges with respect to
how reliable these funding sources are, especially over the long term. International
funds are typically administered by national governments, which adds additional
uncertainty for cities. Serious shortfalls and gaps in these international funds have
been noted (Ayers 2009). Additionally, accountability problems may arise when
cities draw on outside funds.

14.4.3 Climate Finance: Carbon Finance and Access
to Capital Markets

Some cities are turning to global financial markets and institutions to support their
climate change agendas (OECD 2010). ‘Climate finance’ allows private investors to
support climate change programmes and promote socially responsible investing
through market mechanisms (Richardson 2014). Private climate finance can take
various forms, including investments, carbon market payments and voluntary
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funding (Stadelmann et al. 2013). Many cities have sought direct access to these
markets in recent years, but often encounter challenges given their relatively low
expertise and administrative and technical capacities vis-à-vis higher levels of
government (Eduardo 2016). In addition to capital markets, some cities have
entered carbon offset and carbon emissions markets (OECD 2010). Chicago, Los
Angeles, Santiago and Tokyo have become involved in emissions trading through
cap-and-trade programmes. There is also the potential for cities to generate rev-
enues from emission reduction projects through the two carbon offset mechanisms
created through the Kyoto protocol: the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI) (OECD 2010). So far, however, very few
cities have done so, with Bogota, Delhi and select metro areas in France and
Germany being notable exceptions (OECD 2010).

Cities will likely encounter difficulties when pursuing climate and carbon
finance. So far, there has been limited buy-in from cities, who face large upfront
costs and high administrative and organizational requirements in order to enter
global markets and attract private investment. Moreover, these may not be a reliable
means of financing urban climate change policy, as investments may privilege
one-off projects over comprehensive climate action plans (Kamal-Chaoui and
Robert 2009; OECD 2010). The issuance of green bonds, as summarized in the
previous section, may allow cities to overcome these hurdles and access private
capital in a more consistent manner and at a more modest scale. Also, cities will still
have to work together with their counterparts at higher levels of government, as
state regulations impact the effectiveness of the climate finance ‘marketscape’
(Richardson 2014). To date, there is little data on how much investment has been
generated through climate finance (Stadelmann et al. 2013) as well as how effective
such investments have been at advancing environmental outcomes. Moreover, as is
the case with PPPs, it remains to be seen how well urban environmental objectives
can ultimately align with the priorities of private investors.

14.5 Conclusion

As cities seek to finance their climate change strategies, they will likely encounter
frustrations and inefficiencies if they rely solely on the traditional financing mecha-
nisms available to them through hierarchical intergovernmental institutions. Instead,
cities will benefit from adopting a multilevel governance approach that promotes
collaboration with both governmental and non-governmental actors alike, at both the
local and global levels. By recognizing the important relationship between municipal
finance and the broader multilevel frameworks that govern climate change policy,
cities have the opportunity to pursue innovations in municipal finance to support their
climate change objectives (see Chap. 15: Bausch, Eakin & Lerner). Higher levels of
government can encourage these innovations by fostering a supportive regulatory
environment and helping municipalities develop the networks and capacity necessary
to benefit from outside revenue sources (Williams and McNutt 2013; Eduardo 2016).
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Many of these financing tools are still in their infancy and have yet to be widely used
or evaluated; nevertheless, they demonstrate the potential for cities to work with new
actors to find financing solutions that may be better aligned with the global policy
imperatives of climate change.

This chapter presents early attempts to bridge municipal finance and urban climate
change literature, and understand how different municipal finance tools affect cities’
climate change strategies. The impact of municipal finance is often overlooked in
climate change policy literature. Scholars agree that fiscal capacity and local revenues
are important indicators of local climate change initiatives (Krause 2012), but there is
little attention on how revenue is generated and the impact of different tools on policy
success. Additional quantitative and qualitative research highlighting these causal
connections would be valuable for cities seeking to design—or improve—their cli-
mate change action plans. Further research is also necessary to the social impacts and
equity concerns associated with different financing models of climate change.
Moreover, the financing innovations introduced here raise broader questions about
accountability and policy responsiveness, as the involvement of global actors in
financing urban climate change strategies may impact (or bypass) conventional
political accountability mechanisms at the local level. Ultimately, researchers must
move beyond descriptive reports that detail the financing options available to cities.
These tend to be highly normative, outlining which revenue mechanisms cities ought
to employ for different expenditures. Instead, more research is needed on the political
dynamics that define when and how different financing mechanisms are actually
employed and their consequences for global climate change response.
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Chapter 15
Adaptation for Whom to What?
Challenges and Opportunities
in Agriculture-Urban Collaboration
for Climate Change Adaptation

Julia C. Bausch, Hallie C. Eakin and Amy M. Lerner

Abstract As leaders in climate change governance, urban governments have the
opportunity to interact, coordinate, and collaborate with different sectors and actors
to set and pursue both private and public adaptation goals. Urban and peri-urban
agriculture (growing and raising food and non-food products within or at the
periphery of an urban area) is recognized as both vulnerable to climate change and
as a potential strategy for urban climate adaptation and mitigation. However, few
cities have formally incorporated it into their climate change policies. Mexico City
is one exception. It’s 2014–2020 Climate Action Plan—El Programa de Acción
Climática: Ciudad de México (PACCM)—outlines actions and programs to benefit
the city’s peri-urban agrarian communities and farmers. This chapter examines the
PACCM to explore the drivers, obstacles, and opportunities of agriculture-urban
collaboration for climate change adaptation. We examine: (1) how and why agri-
culture became part of the PACCM; (2) the stressors and vulnerabilities that the
PACCM’s agrarian actions and programs seek to mitigate, for private and/or public
benefit; and, (3) the barriers to and opportunities for this collaboration. We analyzed
the PACCM programs that target agrarian actors, activities, and lands, and inter-
viewed government officials, PACCM coordinators and authors, agrarian commu-
nity leaders, and farmers about the Plan’s development and implementation. We
found that the PACCM implicitly considers peri-urban agrarian actors as private
providers of public adaptation benefits for the city, through measures intended to
also benefit agrarian actors. However, the Plan does not articulate how agrarian
actors and lands fit into the city’s larger vision for adaptation, nor does it adequately
address the specific vulnerabilities and socioeconomic dynamics shaping agrarian
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actors’ decisions, which may undermine the Plan’s success. The results suggest
several guidelines to promote the private provision of public adaptation in the
context of social-ecological change. First, governments and private providers must
explicitly communicate their needs and expectations for the collaboration so that the
needs of both parties can be addressed during policy development. This also
requires consideration of the effects of social, economic, and environmental
changes on the private providers and beneficiaries. Secondly, to encourage private
actors to provide specific public adaptation benefits, governments must develop
policy mechanisms that explicitly and directly promote the desired benefits, ideally
in collaboration with private providers. Finally, policy processes and outcomes that
promote private provisioning of public adaptation benefits warrant close attention to
how winners and losers, and synergies and trade-offs are mediated.

Keywords Adaptation � Climate change � Public goods � Private provision �
Agriculture � Cities � Peri-urban � Mexico

15.1 Introduction

Cities play an important role in climate change adaptation,1 both as material entities
that contribute to climate change and as political entities leading efforts to reduce
carbon emissions and adapt to the effects of climate change. On both fronts, cities
are making new governance arrangements and bringing new actors and sectors into
the sphere of urban politics. These changes may provide new opportunities for
adaptation to and mitigation of climate change and other risks.

One new arrangement is a collaboration with the agricultural sector (de Zeeuw
et al. 2011; Lwasa et al. 2015; Simon 2012; United Nations Human Settlements
Programme 2009). Because agriculture, forestry, and other land use activities
contribute 24% of global net greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2014), it is widely acknowledged that farming
practices must be changed as part of mitigation efforts (Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) 2008). However, agriculture can also help urban areas adapt to
climate change. Urban and peri-urban agriculture2 has been found to provide cli-
mate adaptation through urban greening, microclimate mediation, nutrient cycling,
water infiltration, flood mitigation, and enhanced biodiversity and ecosystem

1Climate change adaptation can be defined as “the processes and actions that enable people to cope
better with increasingly challenging weather and climatic conditions” (Tompkins and Eakin 2012
p. 3).
2Urban and peri-urban agriculture includes the diverse set of activities for growing and raising
food and non-food products within or at the periphery of an urban area. It is practiced by diverse
actors, often on small parcels or in confined spaces, and can include many different crops and
products. It is closely interconnected with the urban system, and complements, rather than
replaces, rural production and imported foods (McIntyre et al. 2009; Mougeot 2000).
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services. Agricultural activities near cities can also provide GHG mitigation by
reducing greenhouse emissions from food production and transportation and
methane emissions from landfills (Lwasa et al. 2015).

However, peri-urban agriculture is also vulnerable to climate change and other
stressors (Eakin and Appendini 2008; Eakin et al. 2010). Climate change increases
climate variability and changes crop suitability, production potential, and the
characteristics and availability of agricultural land (Fischer et al. 2002; Misselhorn
et al. 2010). Farming households face crop failure, market shocks, and declining
livelihoods (Morton 2007). Their vulnerability may translate into reduced food
security at all scales (FAO 2008). Climate change also threatens agriculture’s
capacity to provide ecosystem services (Misselhorn et al. 2010). Farmers and
agrarian communities face many stressors and vulnerabilities beyond climate
change, including economic, social, and environmental stressors (Eakin 2005;
Eriksen and Silva 2009; O’Brien and Leichenko 2000; Taylor 2013). Urbanization
threatens agricultural land use in peri-urban areas, but it also creates opportunities
for farmers to move into non-farm economic activities (Simon 2008; Eakin et al.
2010).

In Mexico City, agriculture has long had an uneasy relationship with urban
development and planning. Over the last century, farmers have lost land and voice
to urbanization; the future viability of farming hinges less on adaptation to climatic
threats than it does on the process of urbanization itself. However, Mexico City has
included peri-urban agricultural activities in its Climate Action Plan (PACCM,
Programa de Acción Climática Ciudad de México 2014–2020). In fact, Mexico
City’s is one of the few urban climate plans that include programs explicitly for
agrarian actors, activities, and lands; the inclusion demonstrates both the potential
connections and tensions between urban climate policy and peri-urban agriculture
(Gobierno del Distrito Federal (GDF) 2014).3

This chapter explores the drivers, obstacles, and opportunities of
agriculture-urban collaborations for climate change adaptation using the case of
Mexico City’s plan, offering an empirical case of public funding for the private
provision of public adaptation benefits, of which there are few (Kotchen and Moore
2007). It identifies the motivations for and assumptions behind the inclusion of
agrarian actors and rural land uses in the city’s climate plan, and describes the
mechanisms the city government uses to promote adaptive actions by agrarian
actors. It analyzes the obstacles to peri-urban agrarian actors serving as private
providers of public adaptation benefits for the city and explores opportunities for
improving climate adaptation through collaboration with the agricultural sector.

3The formal name of the administrative unit of Mexico City was changed on January 29, 2016
from the Distrito Federal, or Federal District, to the Ciudad de México, or Mexico City. Thus, in
the text we refer to the city government as the Government of Mexico City (GMC); however,
policy documents dating from before this change still refer to the Gobierno del Distrito Federal
(GDF).
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15.2 Private Provision of Public Adaptation

Both governments and private actors adapt to stressors, vulnerabilities, and disaster
events, but often for different reasons. Governments are mandated to provide and
protect the public good, which includes mitigating risks and responding to disasters
associated with climate change. Private actors, in contrast, are assumed to adapt if
they perceive a private benefit, following the logic of economic rationality. In other
words, private actors will adapt if they believe the benefits exceed the costs, and if
they know they will experience the direct benefits of their actions. Regardless of
who adapts and why, other actors will be affected, for good, bad, or both: there is
interplay between private and public actions and responsibilities (Mees et al. 2012;
Milman and Warner 2016; Tompkins and Eakin 2012). Public adaptation can
benefit some private actors more than others; for example, the public sector can
subsidize or provide disaster insurance for specific populations (Erdlenbruch et al.
2009). Likewise, there are cases of private adaptation for public benefit; for
example, farmers who contribute to urban flood risk management by retaining or
slowing runoff on their lands through farming practices (e.g., reduced grazing),
green infrastructure (e.g., hedgerows, ponds), or hard infrastructure (e.g., retention
walls) (Posthumus et al. 2008; Milman and Warner 2016).

Private adaptation for public benefit can be supplied accidentally or deliberately.
Accidental provision occurs as a positive externality of actions carried out by
private actors for other purposes or motivations (e.g., increased profitability of an
agroforestry product stimulates reforestation, and incidentally results in greater
carbon sequestration and lower probability of landslides). There is little empirical
evidence on deliberate private provisioning of public adaptation. Deliberate pro-
viders are theorized to have three motives for supplying public adaptation goods:
(1) they value the good more than the cost and are therefore willing to supply it to
others (known as Olsonian privilege groups); (2) they have altruistic motivations;
or, (3) they are motivated by profit or maximizing their welfare in other ways
(Tompkins and Eakin 2012).

Obtaining public adaptation benefits from private providers is challenging
because the provision of a benefit can occur at a different spatial and/or temporal
scale from where/when the benefit manifests. In addition, a minimum number of
private actors may need to participate for the benefit to be felt. In addition, a
provider’s interests may not align with public interests, especially where the pro-
vider incurs new risks, costs, or perceives few direct benefits. Thus, appropriate
institutional mechanisms (e.g., incentives, rules) may be necessary to encourage
private provision of public adaptation. Mechanisms used to motivate providers who
seek increased profit or welfare include compensatory payments (e.g., grants for
infrastructure installation and maintenance, land purchases), public markets for
public goods (e.g., payments for ecosystem services), regulations (e.g., a logging
ban), and reassigning property rights (Mees et al. 2012; Tompkins and Eakin 2012).
Over time, an accidental private provider might evolve into a deliberate private
provider, such as when a landholder who has accidentally provided ecosystem
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services by using her land for grazing animals is confronted with new incentives to
urbanize her land. In these cases, where the provider’s role in adaptation may not
have been articulated and did not previously require institutional mechanisms, as a
deliberate provider, his or her role needs to be made explicit and supported through
institutional mechanisms.

Like all policy, climate adaptation policies and plans are inherently political:
they mediate winners and losers among actors and synergies and tradeoffs among
different goals. They emerge in a specific context that shapes climate adaptation
decision processes and outcomes (Næss et al. 2015), including which collaborations
emerge, what policy goals and mechanisms are selected, who is considered vul-
nerable, and who benefits. These elements warrant special attention where a public
authority is incentivizing private investment in adaptation for private and/or public
benefit. The collaboration between the Government of Mexico City (GMC) and
peri-urban farmers, formalized in the PACCM, is one such example.

15.3 Agriculture, Conservation, and Climate Change
in Mexico City

Mexico City urbanized rapidly over the twentieth century to become the megacity it
is today (Aguilar 2008; see Table 15.1). Concerns about aquifer recharge and
the degrading effects of urbanization on the environment led the urban government
to establish a contiguous conservation area in 1992, known as the Suelo de
Conservación, or Conservation Zone (SC) (Sheinbaum Pardo 2008). The SC covers
59% of the formal territory of Mexico City, essentially the southern half. It contains
forests (53%), grasslands (10%), wetlands and water bodies (1.5%), agricultural
lands (20%), and human settlements (12%) (GDF 2012). The Ecological Ordinance
of the Federal District (Ordenamiento Ecológico del Distrito Federal) (GDF 2000)
zoned agricultural, forest, and urban land uses in the SC and established regulations
for those land uses. Seventy-one percent of the SC is in the hands of 44 agrarian
communities (ejidos4 and indigenous communities), who share management
responsibilities with the city’s Secretariat for the Environment (SEDEMA) (GDF
2012), and participate in activities to maintain environmental quality, prevent and
respond to forest fires, and manage natural resources. The Ordinance severely
restricts and regulates land-use activities in the SC.

The SC provides ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration, biodiversity
conservation, climate regulation, and agricultural production (GDF 2013). Of
particular importance is aquifer recharge: 60–70% of the city’s water comes from

4An ejido is an area of communally held land, established following the 1910 Mexican Revolution
via land redistribution to smallholders and indigenous farmers. Ejido members have rights to use
the land for individual cultivation, residential settlement, and communal use. In 1992, ejidos were
given the right to privatize their lands; however, many ejidos have persisted.
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groundwater (GDF 2012). To protect ecosystem services, the government regulates
land use, builds and funds infrastructure for soil and water retention, and distributes
payments for ecosystem services to agrarian communities (Schteingart and Salazar
2010). Despite these measures, urban expansion into the SC continues, although it
has slowed since the 1970s (Aguilar 2008). Illegal urbanization in the SC is due, in
large part, to the lack of affordable housing. By 2010, there were 859 irregular
settlements occupying 2800 ha (6919 acres) of the SC (GDF 2013).

The economic viability of agriculture in Mexico City began to decline in the
1960s, which led farmers to abandon agriculture for urban employment (Pensado
Leglise 2001). According to official census data, the number of farming units in
Mexico City fell 37% from 1960 to 2007 (Secretaría de Industria y Comercio 1965;
INEGI 2009). Area planted fell nearly 90% over nearly the same period, from its
peak of 165,657 ha in 1960 (Secretaría de Industria y Comercio 1965) to 17,608 ha

Table 15.1 Characteristics of Mexico City and the Agrarian Sector

Description Data Reference

Area of Metropolitan area
(2010)

7866.1 km2 (3037.12 mi2) Félix Guerra et al.
(2012)

Metropolitan population
(2010)

20,116,842 Félix Guerra et al.
(2012)

Area of Mexico City proper 1485.49 km2 (573.55 mi2) SIAP (2014a)

Population of Mexico City
proper

8,874,724 people SIAP (2014a)

GDP 2,204,492 million Mexican pesos (MXN)*;
17.1% of national GDP**

SIAP (2014a)*;
GDF (2013)**

Agriculture sector as % of
city’s GDP

0.1% SIAP (2014a)

Area of the SC 85,554 ha (211,408.54 acres); 59% of city
area

GDF (2012)

SC population 53,248 people, 0.6% of city’s population SIAP (2014a)

# Agrarian communities 44 ejidos & indigenous communities GDF (2015)

# Agrarian subjects 22,500 people (ejidatarios & comuneros) GDF (2015)

Participants in primary
sector

Estimates range from 16,000* to 35,000** *Quintanar
(2014);
**SEDEREC
(2014)

Active productive units in
SC (2007)

11,881 INEGI (2009)

Area planted (2014) 17,607.73 ha (43,509.65 acres) 11.9% of
land in city proper

SIAP (2014b)

% Rain-fed production 89.6% of production in SC SIAP (2014a)
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in 2014 (SIAP 2014a).5 Between 1995 and 2014 alone, the area planted dropped
33.9% (Servicio de Información Agroalimentaria y Pesquera (SIAP) 2014b).
Today the SC is a peri-urban space with both rural and urban characteristics and
activities. Much of its population is poor, although poverty rates have gone down in
recent decades. A recent study speculated that the reduction in poverty rates in the
SC between 1990 and 2000—from 77.3% to 51.6%—likely reflects the shift of the
economically active population in the SC from agricultural activities to
better-paying urban employment (Aguilar 2008). Agricultural abandonment is
associated with urban expansion on ejido land (Cruz Rodríguez 1995), as well as
the decline of ecosystem services (Aguilar 2008).

Currently, only 0.6% of the population within the city proper lives in the SC and
roughly 0.3% of the city’s population participates in primary sector activities (i.e.,
agriculture and forestry) (SIAP 2014a; see Table 15.1). Many farmers are affiliated
with agrarian or indigenous communities (Dieleman 2016; Losada Custardoy et al.
1998). Like the rest of Mexico, the farmer population is aging: nationally, 59% of
farmers are over the age of 506 (Secretaría de Agricultura Ganadería Desarrollo
Rural Pesca y Alimentación (SAGARPA) 2014). Many of those who practice
agriculture in Mexico City do so as a secondary economic activity, for subsistence,
or as a hobby (Cruz Rodríguez 2001; Losada Custardoy et al. 1998).

15.3.1 Climate Change Policy in Mexico City

Climate change has been on the policy agenda in Mexico City since 2000 (Hughes
and Romero-Lankao 2014; GMC 2016b). The Secretariat for the Environment
(SEDEMA, Secretaría del Medio Ambiente) published the city’s first climate
change strategy in 2004, as part of the city’s Environmental Protection Plan, which
focused on air quality, ecological restoration, and energy-saving measures (GDF
2004). With funding from the World Bank and strong support from Mayor Marcelo
Ebrard Casaubón (2007–2012), the 2004 strategy was revised and expanded in
2008 to address cultural changes, financing, and technology adoption to reduce
emissions and mitigate risks associated with climate change (GDF 2008). It
included adaptation actions directly related to agriculture, such as protecting native
maize varieties, managing soil and water resources, and promoting organic farming
practices.

5Agricultural land use in the territory of Mexico City at any point in the twentieth century is hard
to determine because of the rapid rate of urbanization over that period (see Ezcurra et al. 1999;
Ward 1990). We provide the official 1960 census data as a point of reference, with the caveat that it
may not accurately reflect the reality of land use at that time.
6Mexico City was not included in the cited study; no specific data on the age of farmers in Mexico
City could be found. Thus, we extrapolate from the national and regional data that the majority of
farmers in Mexico City are also over the age of 50.
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In 2011, the GMC institutionalized climate change as a policy area by passing
the Law for Mitigation and Adaptation to Climate Change and Sustainable
Development of the Federal District (Ley de Mitigación y Adaptación al Cambio
Climático y Desarrollo Sustentable del Distrito Federal). The legislation authorized
the government to develop political and funding instruments for climate change
adaptation and mitigation, and established a legal mandate for SEDEMA to
implement climate actions regardless of the political party in office (Hughes and
Romero-Lankao 2014).

In 2014, again with strong support from the mayor (Miguel Ángel Mancera,
2013–2018), SEDEMA published a new Climate Action Plan for Mexico City (the
PACCM) that expanded the previous plan. The new plan encourages, coordinates,
and integrates other city agencies into climate change adaptation and mitigation.
SEDEMA involved government functionaries, researchers, experts, and NGOs in
the plan’s development, and did an online consultation with the public. The
resulting plan increased the number of climate actions to 69: 38 new, 15 continued,
and 12 revised from the 2008 plan. Each action is the responsibility of a city
agency; two of these agencies work closely with the agrarian population—the
Secretariat for Rural Development and Equity for Communities (SEDEREC,
Secretaría de Desarrollo Rural y Equidad para las Comunidades) and the Natural
Resources Commission of the Secretary for the Environment (CORENA, Comisión
de Recursos Naturales de la Secretaría del Medio Ambiente).

The main objective of the 2014 plan is to “increase the quality of life and
sustainable development with low carbon intensity in Mexico City” (GDF 2014,
p.73). Mexico City emitted 31 tons of CO2 equivalents in 2012, 80% of which came
from energy consumption for transport, industry, commerce, services, and elec-
tricity. Agriculture is estimated to contribute less than 1% of the city’s total
emissions. Collectively, agriculture, forestry, and other land uses constitute an
estimated 2% of the city’s emissions (GDF 2014). The government does not pro-
vide an estimate of how much SC lands and activities, agricultural or otherwise,
contribute to the city’s climate mitigation efforts. The city’s 2016 report on climate
adaptation identifies Mexico City’s principal climate risks as floods and mudslides,
heat waves and high temperatures, vector-transmitted diseases, and drought in the
SC (GMC 2016b).

Although the 2004 plan discussed agriculture primarily as a source of GHG
emissions and environmental degradation, the 2014 plan explicitly characterizes
agriculture as vulnerable to climate change. It identifies rural lands, forests, and
agricultural activities as especially vulnerable to climatic change and extreme cli-
mate events, including hydrological stress on crops, increased pest incidence,
reduced yields from rain-fed production, and altered phenology of some species.
The PACCM also recognizes the economic stressors of low profits and low
employment facing the agrarian population (GDF 2014).
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15.4 Methods

We analyzed the 2014 PACCM document, focusing on the 15 actions (programs;
see Appendix 1) directly relevant to agrarian actors (farmers, landholders, and
representatives and members of agrarian communities) and land uses (i.e., agri-
culture, natural resource management), conducted semi-structured interviews with
PACCM coordinators, government officials, and agrarian actors, and used text
analysis on both sets of data (Bernard 2011). Notes from the interviews were coded
inductively, with codes emerging from the sources, with the support of MAXQDA
12 (VERBI GmbH 2016). Though our sample is not representative, for reference
we provide the number of participants who spoke about a given issue (see
Appendix 2). All the interviews were audio-recorded. Direct quotes were tran-
scribed from the audio recording of the interview in question.

We conducted interviews with 33 agrarian actors in Mexico City from July 2014
to June 2015. Participants were farmers, representatives of farmer organizations,
and agrarian community leaders. They were identified at rural development events
and meetings, and by recommendation (snowball sample). Most participants were
from the heavily forested borough of La Magdalena Contreras; the other six were
from other boroughs. The majority (25 of 33) had off-farm employment or was
retired from off-farm employment. Interviews lasted between 1 and 4 hours. The
participants discussed their objectives for and challenges in agriculture and/or
conservation activities, their concerns for the sector, their perception of and inter-
actions with existing government agencies and programs for rural development and
conservation, and their expectations for agriculture in the SC in the future.

Seven urban government officials and coordinators involved in the plan’s
development and implementation were also interviewed. Participants were selected
based on information from government reports, websites, and recommendations
from other interviewees. These interviews were conducted in person, via phone, or
via Skype, from June 2015 to January 2017, and lasted 45 min to an hour.
Participants responded to questions about: (1) how the themes and mechanisms
related to agrarian actors and lands emerged in the PACCM, (2) what role agrarian
actors played in the plan’s development, (3) the objectives and intended benefi-
ciaries of the actions relevant to agrarian actors and lands, and (4) the greatest
successes of and barriers to realizing the plan to date.

To identify the motivations behind, objectives of, and barriers to the agrarian
programs, we inductively coded the PACCM (GDF 2014) and notes from inter-
views with government officials and contractors. To identify the GMC’s under-
standing of the public and private benefits provided, and the beneficiaries of those
actions, we relied on the PACCM document and the interviews with government
officials as data sources (Appendix 1). We identified the benefits and beneficiaries
and assessed their relative importance through deductive coding, by identifying
how many of the PACCM actions explicitly identified them at least once. Finally,
we contextualized our results with secondary data about government programs.
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15.5 Results

15.5.1 Drivers

According to interviews with people involved in the development of 2014 PACCM,
one of the motivations for involving agrarian actors in the Plan was recognition of
the vulnerability of the agricultural sector to climate change. In the participatory
stage of the plan’s development, plan coordinators, together with environmental
NGOs, researchers, and government functionaries who represented agrarian inter-
ests in the plan’s development, recognized agriculture’s vulnerability to climate
change. Farmers and agrarian communities did not participate in the plan’s
development (see Sect. 15.5.5).

Other motivations for including programs for agrarian actors and lands were
utilitarian and pragmatic. One interviewee explained that government agencies were
motivated to participate in the PACCM because it was a way to improve the
chances that the Legislative Assembly of Mexico City (ALDF) would approve their
budget requests; in other words, it helped secure their annual operating budget for
programs marked as climate change adaptation actions. Including agrarian pro-
grams in the PACCM was due in part to the fact that city agencies had existing
programs for natural resource management, conservation, and agriculture. These
programs recognized agrarian actors as land and resource managers, and could
easily be reframed as climate change adaptation programs. Therefore, in the
development stages of the PACCM, SEDEREC and CORENA proposed a number
of actions for the plan based on their existing programs. In sum, the inclusion of
agrarian actors and lands in the PAACCM in part reflects SEDEREC’s and
CORENA’s efforts to solidify and justify their programs and budgets by framing
agriculture and forests as vulnerable to climate change, as well as providing
adaptation benefits to the city at large.

15.5.2 Objectives

Despite the fact that most of the PACCM’s agrarian programs originated in existing
policies and programs, it was clear from the PACCM document and interviews with
PACCM coordinators that the intention was to include actions that would produce
mutual benefits for urban and rural sectors. However, the explicit goal of most of
these actions is to mitigate climate-related stressors for the public in general rather
than for farmers in particular (Appendix 1). These include reducing GHG emissions
(five actions), diminishing the threat of extreme precipitation and consequent ero-
sion, landslides, and floods (three actions), and managing the groundwater supply.
The main benefits mentioned in the PACCM agrarian programs are ecosystem
services (13 actions, including soil retention, water retention, aquifer recharge,
green space, carbon capture, air quality, biodiversity, recreation, climate regulation,
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and nutrient cycling), and quality of life and well-being of urban residents (4
actions). These benefits are largely derived from agricultural lands, rather than
agricultural activities per se; in other words, their provision depends on farmers
maintaining their farmland and forests in non-urban uses. The benefits to farmers
are identified as local economic development and livelihood stability (5 actions),
and maize genetic diversity (2 actions). Other benefits mentioned (in only one
action) included local organic food production, crop pest management, and public
health.

One SEDEMA official elaborated on the link between economic benefits for
farmers in the SC and ecosystem services for the city:

There are two levels: one is the city level, and the importance in terms of environmental
services that maintain a quality of life for those of us who live here. However, it is also at a
more local level, with these communities: they are the owners of this territory [the SC], and
it is a material element from which they subsist. Therefore, we have two interests to
confront: the need to conserve this space for environmental services for Mexico City, and
on the other hand the need for development of these pueblos and communities, which have
been limited by the conservation of this space. (Authors’ translation)

15.5.3 Mechanisms

The mechanisms used by the GMC to encourage adaptive actions among agrarian
actors include expanding channels for local commercialization of farm products (a
financial incentive); payments for ecosystem services (a market for a public good);
financial supports for water and soil-retention infrastructure (compensation); land
use regulation and monitoring; and training in natural resource management,
agroecological practices, and meeting commercial quality standards (Appendix 1).
The GMC’s program offering payments for ecosystem services (action ENVS5) is
currently only available to agrarian communities, not individual landholders. The
payment program provides a minimal incentive of 400 Mexican pesos per hectare
per year, equivalent to one person’s labor for one week at minimum wage, and
requires significant transaction costs (i.e., compiling application materials, attending
mandatory training sessions, and accounting) of the communities’ leaders (GDF
2015). Land use regulation and monitoring limit agrarian actors’ land use choices
without offering any incentives or compensation. Training programs provide new
information to encourage agrarian actors to change their practices, on the
assumption that they will be motivated by potential yield improvements and
increased product value (e.g., organic produce fetches a higher market price than
conventional produce; soil conservation techniques might result in higher yields).
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15.5.4 Adaptation Providers and Beneficiaries

In most of the PACCM actions we analyzed, it is difficult to distinguish between
who is the intended provider and who is the intended beneficiary of adaptation: the
government, the urban public or agrarian actors. Two PACCM coordinators saw the
actions relevant to agrarian actors as being designed to help agrarian actors adapt to
climate change rather than to contribute to the city’s adaptation. For example, in
actions SC5 and ENV4 (as referenced in Appendix 1), the urban government
provides private adaptation benefits for farmers and food consumers by monitoring
heirloom maize for contamination from transgenic maize, and by expanding the
city’s seed bank to conserve genetic diversity of heirloom maize.

However, in most of the Plan’s actions, agrarian actors are implicitly presented
as private providers of public adaptation benefits, with the government providing
some support for adaptive actions. These public adaptation benefits can be sum-
marized as environmental services (especially soil and water retention to reduce the
risk of floods and landslides, aquifer recharge for the city’s water supply, and
biological and genetic diversity conservation to adapt to an uncertain future), and
reduced GHG emissions from the purchase of local, sustainable products.
The PACCM identifies three ways that farmers would privately benefit from their
provision of these public benefits: yield gains from improved soil fertility and
moisture; economic gains related to increased demand and market opportunities for
their products; and the maintenance of cultural traditions strongly linked with
heirloom maize varieties. It implies that these benefits would enhance farmers’ and
the city’s resilience to climatic and environmental change. For example, in action
SC4 (microbasin management for rural development and soil and water conser-
vation on agricultural lands), the government provides supports for soil- and
water-retention infrastructure to improve landholders’ resource management. The
desired outcomes are improved agricultural production at the farm level, and the
public benefits of soil and water retention, aquifer recharge, and reduced risk of
landslides. In this program, farmers would be providing public and private adap-
tation benefits with government support.

Agrarian actors recognized that their activities and lands provide private and
public benefits. For example, one interviewee who farms and works in government
at the borough level explained:

[Farming] is an opportunity for self-employment, to be able to develop more, and to even
have the opportunity to create jobs… I’m referring to two points, and everything follows
from this, which is to conserve what we have in the city in terms of natural resources…
agricultural activities are part of the periphery of the city, where fortunately we still have
natural resources that are fundamental for quality of life which is at minimum necessary for
mental health, air, water… it’s an area for a big percentage of aquifer recharge… I identify
a lot with nature, and it seems to me that we have to continue taking care of this for
everything it means: carbon absorption, water capture, [and] maintaining important bio-
diversity. (Authors’ translation)
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Though many interviewees identified their motivations for farming as economic
(e.g., income, self-employment), participants also mentioned tradition, culture and
enjoyment (e.g., love of the countryside—“amor al campo”), household food
security, self-reliance, and health (Appendix 2). None of the participants were
unwilling to provide public benefits; in fact, the majority identified environmental
stewardship and/or ecosystem services as a motivation for their agricultural
activities.

15.5.5 Obstacles

Interviews with agrarian and government actors revealed four key obstacles to
realizing the objectives of the PACCM for agrarian lands, actors, and
activities (Appendix 2). First is the economic stress of low profits from agricultural
activities. Most of the farmer interviewees have continued to practice agriculture
and/or participate in conservation activities as a secondary economic activity.
Though they enjoy this work, many described it as an unreliable or insufficient
source of income. Some said they thought it might be possible to earn sufficient
income from farming if they pursued it full-time, switched crops (e.g., to vegetables
or livestock), had the infrastructure to help increase their production (e.g., green-
houses), or combined it with other economic activities such as tourism. Still, many
felt that accessing high-end markets, and transporting their produce to markets
and/or clients were key challenges. Farmers cited other limits to and stressors on
their activities, including urban expansion, water access, infrastructure needs (e.g.,
irrigation systems, greenhouse repair), limited space, and government regulations.
Yet the PACCM expects farmers to develop their farms into profitable commercial
enterprises (e.g., actions SC1, SC4). While the PACCM acknowledges both the
economic stressors facing agrarian actors and the pressures of urbanization, it
ignores the fact that most agrarian actors have more gainful employment oppor-
tunities in the city.

A second obstacle is that the incentives and compensation the GMC offers
agrarian actors are small but carry big transaction costs. Agrarian actors explained
that the government only awards part of the amount requested or needed, and many
farmers do not have enough financial capital to complete their projects, especially
when the activity is only marginally profitable, if profitable at all. These actors
described strict requirements, complex bureaucracy, and major time investments,
just to apply for government supports. Several complained that many government
employees are incompetent, and/or rarely follow up on farmers’ requests for help or
information. The majority of agrarian actors in the study perceived the distribution
of government supports for environmental and agricultural activities to be moti-
vated by politics and nepotism, tainted by corruption and mediated by local political
leaders (caciques). For example, a farmer from the borough of Tláhuac explained:
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Unfortunately, SEDEREC [the rural development agency] programs are centralized, they
are labeled. They are for a certain person who will receive the economic resources… they
arrive to campesinos [peasant farmers] but only to the friend, or mate, or relative [of
powerful/influential people] so they have more resources… As a campesino, I can’t easily
access [program benefits]. (Authors’ translation)

A third obstacle is the lack of political participation of agricultural actors and
representation of their concerns in urban decision-making processes. Interviews with
PACCM coordinators revealed that PACCM decision makers chose not to involve
farmers or agrarian communities directly in the plan’s development. Instead, their
interests were represented by government agencies and environmental NGOs. From
the decision makers’ perspective, the complexity of the SC context, and the diversity
of problems and needs among agrarian actors (and an apparent lack of a unified voice
or agenda from agrarian actors) were barriers to even inviting agrarian actors to
contribute. One interviewee involved in the plan’s development explained:

Unfortunately, our participation with the people associated with the agrarian communities
or also with the forest, with conservation… was representative. It was never direct with
ejidatarios or comuneros, because, first, it was already hard to find the entry point for us to
understand what was happening in the area [the SC]… During our work meetings, we [the
PACCM coordinators, SEDEREC agents, researchers from the University of Chapingo,
environmental NGOs] arrived at the conclusion that it was going to be very difficult to
integrate [agrarian actors and communities] as a direct voice because there are a lot of them,
and among them there are many social problems, with land tenure, economic problems, et
cetera… We decided together that we were going to work in a representative manner, and
look for support directly from SEDEREC with the people who already work in the
countryside and with the NGOs that were already working there. (Authors’ translation)

As a result, farmers and agrarian communities did not have the opportunity to
present their needs and interests relevant to climate change or other issues, or to discuss
whether andhow theywould bewilling to participate in climate change adaptation.Nor
were they able to propose actions for or changes to the Plan. Many farmers stated they
had little political representation in urban politics, and few opportunities to voice their
opinions and needs, and many cited examples of being ignored when they did so. For
example, in July 2014, the ALDF organized the first Campesino Parliament of the
Federal District (Primer Parlamento Campesino del Distrito Federal), in which
MexicoCity’s farmers were invited to the legislature building to discuss the challenges
they face. Two farmers whomwe interviewed told us that by the end of the event; only
one high-level government official had stayed to listen to the farmers, which made the
farmers feel like the event had been a waste of their time.

A fourth, longer-term obstacle that both farmers and government actors
acknowledged is cultural and generational: the aging farmer population, loss of
rural tradition and knowledge, and lack of interest among and/or economic
opportunity for youth in farming and natural resource management. One PACCM
coordinator said:

We are talking about these generations… who were born, learned [farming], and it is what
they know. Their kids and grandkids are of the generation that studied, or already have a
taxi, or already have a more urban perspective. They aspire to having a car like the guy who
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lives in Condesa [the city center]. When these generations start to become the landholders
in this territory [the SC], primary activities are going to decline. For 1500 pesos, it’s better
to drive a taxi and sell the land. (Authors’ translation)

Some farmers lamented that other farmers do not want to work, are unwilling to
dedicate enough time to make farming more profitable, or will eventually lose
interest in farming altogether. Describing her concerns about development in the
area, one farmer from the borough La Magdalena Contreras was worried:

…People are going to lose interest in the countryside. Because, if there are no people who
like it, or who see it as difficult, or who don’t put in much effort, well, [they think] I would
be better off going to work in the United States, right? Alternatively, go work in an office,
and leave the countryside because it doesn’t provide enough to live from. So, well, we are
going to die of hunger, because who is going to plant? Because these people see [agri-
culture] as ugly, or dirty. Therefore, it is difficult that people who are interested in [farming]
have their wings clipped, it would be chaos. There is no other way besides planting, and the
number one most basic thing is food, so it worries me. (Authors’ translation).

While these concerns cause many participants to feel pessimistic about the future
of agriculture in the city, others were optimistic. These optimistic participants
reasoned that agriculture would continue because there will always be food
demand, and that niche markets (i.e., organic, local) will provide economic
opportunities.

15.5.6 Opportunities

Government and agrarian actors acknowledged the need for policy changes to
improve both economic development in the SC and agrarian actors’ capacity to
provide public benefits, to achieve mutual benefits, or win-wins. PACCM coordi-
nators acknowledged that the economic needs of the SC population must be met
and that doing so will likely involve economic diversification. However, as one
participant put it, the city’s environmental objectives present opportunity costs for
economic development, and finding a solution that meets both environmental and
economic objectives would merit the “Nobel Prize for ecology.” Many agrarian
actors felt that government agents should spend more time in the field to familiarize
themselves with the SC context and the challenges farmers face there, provide more
technical assistance, and develop programs more appropriate for smallholders in the
SC. While in the field, government agents would also see who is actively farming,
and could distribute supports accordingly. Others recommended giving bigger
financial awards to farmers to help them develop their farming projects. A few
participants recommended improvements in planning, to integrate urban and rural
land use plans and policies, and coordinate across objectives for conservation,
ecosystem services, and economic development. One interviewee suggested an
alternative management scheme for the SC modeled after the United States National
Park Service, in which the government could fund conservation, agricultural, and
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tourism activities, and pay a professional staff to maintain environmental quality,
ideally comprised of agrarian community members.

15.6 Discussion

Private provisioning of public adaptation is complex because disparate actors have
different expectations and understandings of what their roles are, how they should
fulfill those roles over time, what the outcomes should be, and what mechanisms
should be put in place to ensure that certain benefits are provided. Adaptation has
costs and risks, so the role of private provider of public adaptation benefits may not
be one that everyone is willing or able to fill. For the agricultural sector, climate
change adaptation is also complicated by other stressors, including socioeconomic
change in the short and long term (Eakin 2005; O’Brien and Leichenko 2000).
Facing economic stress and urbanization pressure, many peri-urban farmers have
diversified their livelihoods with urban employment, reflecting a new rurality in
which farmers’ lifestyles and livelihoods are a hybrid of urban, rural, and inter-
national influences (Lerner and Eakin 2011).

Our results from Mexico City show that the GMC has little choice but to work
with agrarian actors to ensure the provision of desired public adaptation benefits
that result from agrarian lands and their management. The GMC has limited funds
to invest in public benefits and is constrained by corruption within the government
and within agrarian communities. These constraints might mean that mechanisms
requiring less government involvement are more attractive to decision makers
(Tompkins and Eakin 2012). However, to achieve its adaptation goals, the GMC
may find more success by developing a genuine partnership with agrarian actors
and being explicit about its expectations of those actors. It needs to take into
account the specific vulnerabilities facing the peri-urban agrarian sector and the
socio-economic changes that sector is undergoing. It needs to explore the cir-
cumstances under which agrarian actors are willing and able to provide public
benefits. Finally, it should treat agrarian actors as deliberate adaptation providers—
perhaps even more so than as providers of food and fiber—by offering them
appropriate, direct incentives and compensation for the public benefits they provide.

The GMC has implicitly expected peri-urban agrarian actors to be private pro-
viders of adaptation benefits because it assumes that agrarian actors are willing to
commit to and rely on agricultural production for their livelihoods, and thus will be
motivated to take adaptive actions to increase production. Yet, to sustainably
provide adaptation benefits, agrarian actors would either have to earn an adequate
living from their agricultural activities such that they would be individually vested
in the adaptive benefits promised through the PACCM (representing Olson’s notion
of a privileged group), or they would have to have a secure enough off-farm income
that they could afford to be altruistic (Tompkins and Eakin 2012). However,
agrarian actors in the SC are highly heterogeneous: some provide public benefits
accidentally, others seek the private adaptation benefits associated with
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participating in PACCM programs (e.g., improved soil quality), and still others seek
full compensation for any public benefits they are expected to provide (e.g., full
compensation for installing and maintaining water-retention infrastructure on their
lands). For many, urbanization has provided new economic opportunities through
urban employment and (illegal) land sales (Aguilar 2008), both of which are
associated with the decline of agriculture.

A second assumption is that relatively little public investment is necessary to make
agriculture viable in the SC. The GMC’s efforts to support development and adap-
tation in the SC are commendable, as are its efforts to create adaptation strategies that
are mutually beneficial to city dwellers and agrarian actors. However, the PACCM
mechanisms that support agrarian actors are insufficient, and the long-term result will
likely be the under-provisioning of public adaptation benefits. This dilemma
resembles a poverty trap (Banerjee and Duflo 2011): neither agrarian actors nor
government is willing or able to invest enough to make agricultural activities prof-
itable or to realize the desired public and private benefits. If the government pro-
vided agrarian actors no additional support for adaptation, many adaptation services
would still be provided accidentally, though perhaps not as efficiently as they would
through coordinated efforts with agrarian actors and other landholders, with eco-
nomic compensation for the public benefits they provide. Over time, urbanization will
continue to threaten these lands and undermine adaptation services.

Direct compensation for the provision of public benefits would be fair, considering
that the GMC’s land use regulations and conservation measures have created con-
siderable opportunity costs for agrarian actors by constraining their economic
development options for the benefit of the city’s water supply and risk management,
and also considering the high transaction costs of participating in government pro-
grams for private provisioning of public adaptation. Agrarian actors should be
compensated for the time they spend providing public adaptation at a level at least
comparable to urban employment (e.g., as a taxi driver, constructionworker, etc.), and
should also be compensated for the rent of their lands. Adaptation providers would not
need to depend solely on this compensation for their livelihoods but would be better
able to provide public adaptation services in ways compatible with off-farm
employment. This approach might help those interested in farming to pursue or
maintain those activities and make illegal land use changes less appealing for land-
holders. Other measures would also be needed to address the shortage of affordable
housing that drives the demand side of the urbanization process.

The case of Mexico City suggests three guidelines for government efforts to
promote private provisioning of public adaptation benefits. First, to achieve adap-
tation goals in collaboration with private providers, governments should provide
mechanisms that explicitly and directly promote the desired outcomes, rather than
assuming that the desired outcomes can be achieved indirectly through particular
livelihood activities and economic development initiatives, such as agriculture.
Direct compensation mechanisms (e.g., grants for infrastructure installation and
maintenance, land purchases), and/or markets for public adaptation benefits (e.g.,
payments for adaptation services, payments to compensate resource managers for
opportunity and transaction costs incurred from providing public benefits) may be
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effective mechanisms for achieving the desired adaptation outcomes (Tompkins and
Eakin 2012), together with appropriate technical training. In Mexico City, for
example, the government could extend conservation and natural resource man-
agement programs (i.e., supports for soil-retention infrastructure, infiltration ponds;
payments for ecosystem services)—currently available only to agrarian communi-
ties with large landholdings—to individual smallholders. The government could
also amend its land use plans to allow alternative uses for lands currently zoned for
agriculture that benefit the landholder while also providing the adaptive benefits the
government seeks. The GMC has the opportunity to do so now, as it revises its land
use plan (see GMC 2016a).

Secondly, whether it is accidental or deliberate, private provisioning of public
adaptation benefits requires engagement with the providers themselves, and explicit
communication of needs and expectations on both sides. Developing mechanisms
for private provisioning in consultation, if not collaboration, with private providers
is likely to yield more sustainable and mutually beneficial outcomes (see Chap. 14:
Peterson). In Mexico City, the government’s recognition of the potential adaptation
gains from agriculture-urban collaboration is progressive and commendable.
However, not including agrarian actors in the PACCM’s development, and relying
on existing but insufficient programs, were missed opportunities to co-develop
appropriate policy mechanisms, increase agrarian actors’ participation in urban
political processes, and improve trust between government and agrarian actors.

Thirdly, cases of private provisioning require closer attention to the politics of
adaptation. Demands for private provisioning could reinforce historical power
imbalances between the government and potential adaptation providers. Working
toward a genuine partnership could provide opportunities to correct historical power
imbalances, and result in truly mutual benefits for adaptation.

In cases where agrarian actors serve as private providers of public adaptation
benefits, compensating them directly for desired public benefits rather than for
agricultural production might appear to ignore or undermine food system adaptation
and sustainability goals. In Mexico City, these goals include supporting Mexican
smallholders, traditional farming practices, and conserving maize genetic diversity.
However, farming households, the city, and the food system adapt and develop
differently. To pursue synergies for adaptation and development across these sys-
tems, the objectives for each, and the resources and actions needed to achieve those
objectives should first be evaluated separately. In some cases, the objectives for
these systems should be addressed separately, and actions to achieve these objec-
tives compensated for separately. Doing so would make policy objectives clear, and
facilitate the creation of policy mechanisms that adequately and appropriately
respond to the specific vulnerabilities and stressors affecting both adaptation pro-
viders and beneficiaries. It would allow more space for adaptation and transfor-
mation while striving for development and adaptation objectives.
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15.7 Conclusion

Peri-urban agriculture is recognized as vulnerable to climate change and as a
potentially strategic sector for urban adaptation to climate change. Yet little
research has been done on how urban governments have collaborated with agrarian
actors or how adaptation has been conceptualized in these arrangements. Likewise,
few have asked whom the adaptations are intended to benefit. Our analysis of
Mexico City’s Climate Action Plan reveals the urban government’s perception that
agrarian actors are largely accidental providers of public benefits: that is, the public
benefits are positive externalities of adaptive actions that agrarian actors would take
anyway to improve their farms. However, short-term economic pressures and
urbanization are driving many agrarian actors into urban employment. Many of
these actors maintain agricultural and conservation activities as a secondary source
of income or hobby. If the government wants these actors to provide public
adaptation benefits, they will have to approach them as deliberate,
profit-maximizing adaptation providers, and provide them with direct compensation
and/or incentives for the desired benefits, independent of any particular livelihood
activity.

To collaboratively advance climate change adaptation, urban decision makers
will need to establish a mutual understanding with their collaborators of who is
adapting for whom, why, and how. Both adaptation providers and beneficiaries will
have to explicitly communicate what they need and expect from the collaboration
so that specific vulnerabilities and socioeconomic changes may be taken into
account. The government should develop mechanisms that directly promote the
desired adaptation benefit, ideally in collaboration with private providers. To pro-
mote more productive collaborations, research could explore the politics of adap-
tation inherent in such collaborations; for example, how histories of social, political,
economic, and environmental interactions affect institutional structures, trust, and
conflict today, and how policy processes and outcomes mediate winners and losers,
and synergies and tradeoffs between development and adaptation goals. This case
study of Mexico City illustrates both the potential for adaptation and the pitfalls of
such private–public partnerships. Genuine collaboration over time, with clearly
defined roles, benefits, and costs may increase the capacity of actors in
agriculture-urban collaborations to advance adaptation to climate change.
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Appendix 1

Actions of 2014 PACCM pertinent to peri-urban agrarian lands and actors

Action/program Objective
(actor)

Benefit created
(target
beneficiary)

Policy
mechanism

Cost to farmers
and landholders

IPU1 Integrate
environmental
and urban
planning
policies
(government)

Urban quality of
life (urban
residents)

Land use
planning,
regulation

Limits land use
and development
options

EVI1 Increase green
space per capita
(landholders)

Urban quality of
life (urban
residents)

Reforestation,
environmental
management

Transaction costs;
time investment
in project
implementation
and maintenance;
potential yield
and income
losses;
opportunity costs
in other
employment

SC1 Increase
organic farming
practices
(farmers)

Environmental
quality, local
food (urban
residents);
economic
development
(farmers)

Training in
farming
practices;
incentive of
possible
government
purchasing

Transaction costs;
time investment
in training,
transitioning farm
to organic,
establishing
market
relationships;
opportunity cost
of other
employment

SC2 Evaluate the
logging ban and
forest quality
(government)

Carbon
sequestration
and other
ecosystem
services (urban
residents)

Regulation,
evaluation

Limits land use
and development
options

SC3 Integrate local
farmers as
providers of the
“green
purchases”
program
(government)

Reduced GHG
emissions (urban
residents);
sustainable
economic
development
(farmers)

Agreements to
realize guidelines
for government
purchases of
local produce

Transaction costs;
time to transition
to meet
commercial
standards,
establish market
relationships

(continued)
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(continued)

Action/program Objective
(actor)

Benefit created
(target
beneficiary)

Policy
mechanism

Cost to farmers
and landholders

SC4 Conserve soil
and water on
agricultural
land (farmers)

Ecosystem
services;
reduced risk of
landslides and
floods (urban
residents)

Economic
supports for
infrastructure,
management plan

Transaction costs;
time to implement
and maintain
conservation
projects; potential
financial
investment;
opportunity cost
of other
employment

SC5 Conserve and
protect native
maize varieties
(government)

Maize genetic
diversity
(farmers)

Monitoring
transgenes,
regulation,
training, and
evaluation

Limits crop
choice and
development
options

SC6 Conserve soil,
water, and
ecosystems in
the SC
(agrarian
communities)

Ecosystem
services;
reduced risk of
landslides and
floods (urban
residents)

Financial
supports for
infrastructure;
monitoring

Transaction costs;
time to implement
and maintain
conservation
projects; potential
financial
investment

SC7 Conserve
biodiversity
through milpa
agriculture
(government)

Food diversity,
ecosystem
services, local
food (urban
residents);
livelihoods
(farmers)

Demonstration
plots, technical
assistance, maize
samples collected
for seed bank

Time in training;
opportunity costs
for economic
development

SC8 Increase carbon
capture in SC
(government,
landholders,
women’s
groups)

Ecosystem
services, quality
of life (urban
residents);
employment
(agrarian actors)

Land use plans,
project
implementation,
and maintenance
on abandoned
agricultural land

Transaction costs;
limits land use
and development
options

SC9 Rainwater
capture for
irrigation
(farmers)

Increased water
supply (urban
residents);
improved water
management
(farmers)

Design and
implement plan
for
eco-technologies
for water capture

Transaction costs;
time in training
with new
technology

ENV3 Restore
environmental
quality in
natural

Ecosystem
services (urban
residents)

Management
plans

Transaction costs;
time to implement
and maintain
conservation
projects

(continued)
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(continued)

Action/program Objective
(actor)

Benefit created
(target
beneficiary)

Policy
mechanism

Cost to farmers
and landholders

protected areas
(landholders)

ENV4 Conserve maize
diversity and
biodiversity
(government)

Conserve
genetic diversity
(farmers) and
biodiversity
(urban residents)

Create lab,
reactivate seed
bank

None

ENV5 Create new
ecological
reserves in
agrarian
communities
(agrarian
communities)

Ecosystem
services (urban
residents)

Market for public
good (ecosystem
services)

Transaction costs;
time in labor,
training,
implementing and
maintaining
projects

F15 Contain urban
expansion
(government)

Urban quality of
life (urban
residents)

Land use
planning

Limits land use
and development
options

Appendix 2

Analysis of Interviews with Agrarian Actors (N = 33)
Motivations to farm

• Tradition, culture, enjoyment: N = 20
• Economic: N = 18
• Environmental stewardship and ecosystem services: N = 17
• Household food security and self-reliance: N = 11
• Health: N = 7

Obstacles to success of agrarian climate actions

• Economic barriers to farming: N = 20

• Insufficient or unreliable income: N = 16
• Limited market access: N = 10
• Profits are limited but could improve: N = 9

• Other stressors and limits on farming activities: N = 25

• Urbanization: N = 17
• Infrastructural needs: N = 9
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• Water supply/access: N = 7
• Space, capacity limits: N = 7
• Regulations: N = 6

• Government supports: N = 24

• Insufficient: N = 14
• Transaction costs: N = 13
• Strict requirements: N = 15
• Access biased/corruption, nepotism: N = 18

• Limited political participation and representation: N = 15
• Lack of interest in farming: N = 14

Opportunities for agricultural development in the SC and private provision of
public benefits

• Field presence: N = 12
• Better Funding: N = 12
• Tech support: N = 6
• Appropriate programs: N = 5
• Integrated urban–rural planning: N = 4
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Chapter 16
Beyond “The Business Case”:
The Emerging Role of Entrepreneurs
in the Multilevel Governance of Urban
Decarbonization in Canada

Scott Morton Ninomiya and Sarah Burch

Abstract In 2015, at the 21st Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), global leaders agreed that
urgent, collaborative action on climate change is not only an environmental and
social imperative but also represents a significant economic opportunity. The
transition to a decarbonized global economy presents a challenge of unprecedented
scale, yet a growing body of research identifies local level energy transition pro-
cesses as an effective locus for action and change. There is an identified lack of
systematic learning about transitions at the municipal level and this presents an
ideal opportunity to address it through collaborative cross-sectoral research. This
paper analyzes the case of Waterloo, Canada, through the lens of socio-technical
transitions to assess potentially innovative pathways to a more sustainable (low
carbon) future. In particular, we examine a new participatory process called
Decarbonize Waterloo Region, a forum within which local stakeholders, scholars,
and practitioners can envision low carbon futures and negotiate paths toward them.
Participation in the forum as embedded scholars and the administration of
post-forum surveys delivered insights into the effectiveness of this process, the
partnerships, and policies at various levels of government that might be required to
accelerate this sustainability transition, and the roles that entrepreneurs can play in
driving innovation. Waterloo Region presents an interesting case as a municipality
with a history as a hub of technological innovation, in which local entrepreneurs
have played a significant part. The analysis of the Decarbonize Waterloo Region
process will investigate how entrepreneurs can now be engaged to articulate and
implement a vision to create a local hub of transition innovation. New actors and
participatory processes are of particular interest. Our investigation probes the role of
entrepreneurs in experimentation, a crucial part of sustainability transition pro-
cesses. Innovative low-carbon energy solutions require testing before they can be
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scaled up, and local entrepreneurs have the potential to play a key role in the
development, roll out and evaluation of those early experiments. Ultimately, we
find that a clear picture of local energy systems and distinct set of challenges (as
daunting and complex as they are) provided local stakeholders with places to start
and arenas for ongoing innovation. The forum process also strengthened bonds
among an expanding network of stakeholders who can now move forward with a
collective desire to take on those challenges and transform their local energy
picture.

16.1 Introduction

Global emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) have pushed atmospheric concen-
trations of carbon dioxide consistently above 400 parts per million (ppm)—a level
unprecedented over the course of human history, and clearly linked to the escalating
consumption of fossil fuels. Even so, in 2014 and 2015, global greenhouse gas
emissions leveled off, indicating the possible decoupling of economic growth from
emissions (IEA 2016). Level (i.e., not increasing) flows of greenhouse gases,
however, will still lead to an increasing stock of carbon in the atmosphere (espe-
cially if the capacity of oceans and terrestrial ecosystems to absorb carbon reaches
its threshold), and ultimately produce dangerous shifts in the global climate. Thus,
two conclusions are becoming apparent: without dramatic and accelerated reduc-
tions in greenhouse gas emissions, communities around the globe (especially those
in high latitudes and impoverished regions) will experience significant and detri-
mental climate change impacts; and dogged, ambitious efforts from the global to the
local scale to reduce greenhouse gas emissions over the last two decades may, in
fact, be bearing fruit.

Climate change has traditionally been the domain of international
policy-making, with state-to-state negotiations yielding the Kyoto Protocol (1997)
and more recent Paris Agreement (2015). These agreements may spur a global
conversation about the necessity of climate change mitigation and adaptation, but
any treaty must ultimately be legislated and implemented domestically. Canada
unveiled a Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change in
2016. While the total contribution of Canada to total global emissions is rather
small (less than 2%), Canadians emit over 20 tons per capita annually—one of the
highest rates in the world (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016). In
response to this challenge, the federal government has pledged to reduce its
emissions by 30% from 2005 levels by 2030 and is developing several
pan-Canadian climate policy tools aimed at decarbonization (Government of
Canada 2016), which have yet to bear fruit.

Given the ways in which jurisdiction over sources of greenhouse gas emission is
shared among municipalities, provinces, and the federal government in Canada, a
coordinated multilevel governance approach is required to create substantial
reductions in emissions. In multilevel governance, various levels of authority are
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implicated in a policy domain, in this case local climate action. Accordingly, a
number of actors, organizations, and agendas must be coordinated to achieve
coherent policies. Individual provinces and municipalities had been implementing a
vast array of climate policies for at least two decades (Burch 2010; Castan Broto
and Bulkeley 2013; Robinson 2005). This distributed decision-making on climate
change is, in fact, a prerequisite for success: the federal government has jurisdiction
over only a portion of the greenhouse gas emissions produced, while provinces (or
territories) and municipalities hold sway over the rest.

Furthermore, individual citizens, private sector actors, and civil society groups
also make crucial decisions and possess particular capacities to address climate
change. Biermann et al. (2009, p. 4), for instance, defined earth system governance
as “the interrelated and increasingly integrated system of formal and informal rules,
rule-making systems, and actor-networks at all levels of human society (from local
to global) that are set up to steer societies towards preventing, mitigating and
adapting to global and local environmental change.” Emerging governance
arrangements among state and non-state actors may “support an appropriate balance
between permanence and change” (Pahl-Wostl 2009, p. 358) in markets and
bureaucracies—an important attribute in the face of the uncertainty and complexity
associated with climate change, for instance (Burch et al. 2014). So, the decar-
bonization challenge is one that ultimately takes place on the ground in commu-
nities but nested within intersecting policies and priorities, changing the way that
individuals live, play, and work (Scannell and Gifford 2013). Consequently, the
local scale is emerging as a key locus for action on climate change (Broto and
Bulkeley 2013) and local government leadership and collaboration on climate
action has matured significantly in the past decade (Kinley 2016).

The desire for tangible, local action has also fuelled growing scholarly and
policy interest as well as financial investment in clean technology solutions and the
entrepreneurs who create them (McCrone and Molseneer 2016; Loorbach and
Wijsman 2013; Klewitz and Hansen 2014). Bulkeley (2016) conceives of this shift
toward a local locus for climate action as inverting a pyramid to form a funnel.
Communities are increasingly taking local action instead of waiting for the impact
of international climate treaties to trickle down to them. As millions of citizens and
entrepreneurs are mobilized in thousands of cities, the cumulative impact is felt
significantly at national and global levels in the form of social, technical, and policy
innovations. The dynamics of multilevel climate governance are being flipped on
their head: actors at the local level are claiming their climate agency and feeding the
funnel with innovative ideas and actions (Bulkeley 2016).

Despite this proliferation of local innovation, greenhouse gas emissions grow out
of deep roots: the design of communities (the proximity of residential areas to
workplaces, for instance, and the availability, diversity, and abundance of mass or
active transportation options) leads to an over-abundance of personal vehicles and
single-family detached homes (Burch 2011; Burch et al. 2014). A transformative
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shift, or a radical, nonlinear divergence (Pelling et al. 2015)1, in the nature of this
underlying development path may be required to reach the ambitious climate
change targets laid out both in the Paris Agreement and in the thousands of local
climate change action plans around the world.

If transformative change is required, then decarbonization is not simply the task
of government. Regulations and incentives play a crucial role, but many of the
technical and social innovations that hold the most promise will likely come from
the private sector. The economy and private sector have been recognized as
important arenas for sustainability research, yet little empirical work has been
conducted (see Driessen et al. 2015; Pereira et al. 2015) that sufficiently charac-
terizes the varied motivations, capacities, and transformative potential of entre-
preneurs and the businesses of which they are a part. Furthermore, little work has
been done to interrogate the nature of relationships between government and
entrepreneurs that might trigger or enable sustainability-oriented innovation. Local
authorities, where many decarbonization policies will be implemented, often rely on
external organizations to provide advice and assistance to businesses (Bradford and
Fraser 2008; Klewitz et al. 2012). External organizations appear to fall into two
groups: (1) intermediaries, organizations such as NGOs which engage with busi-
nesses with the express purpose of improving some aspect of their operations; and
(2) networks, collaborative spaces wherein businesses engage with other organi-
zations and ideas freely evolve. The intention of both is the same, however: to
provide businesses with the knowledge resources and financial capacity to over-
come the characteristics (such as a lack of technical capacity, poor return on
investment, or low likelihood of market penetration) that discourage environmental
investment (Klewitz et al. 2012; Parker and Rowlands 2007).

Employing a multilevel governance lens, this chapter explores initial steps
towards decarbonization in practice. The Decarbonize Waterloo forum was a par-
ticipatory visioning process held in 2016 that aimed to gather representatives from
government, industry, and academia to explore pathways to full decarbonization by
2050. Observational and survey results underscore the importance of forum design,
with a particular focus on the capacities and barriers faced by entrepreneurs.

16.2 Local Participatory Transition Processes

Decarbonization is a multifaceted, iterative, and deeply value-laden process that is
only just beginning in many nations around the world. Not simply a challenge of
technological innovation, it is also a social and political project. This suggests the
need for innovative participatory processes that allow multiple stakeholders to

1Following on Pelling et al. (2015), transformation can be thought of as a fundamental shift in the
structure or function of a social-ecological system, including a rethinking of core values and
relationships. Whether this is the result of accumulated incremental action or a more radical,
disruptive shock, remains an issue of discussion and debate.
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envision desirable futures (Shaw et al. 2009), voice concerns about the direction of
change, and engage actively in the implementation of any plans. Engaging with
multiple stakeholders offers opportunities to learn more about the interwoven
components of a complex system, but also to elicit the values that are implicit in a
transition to a decarbonized community. Inevitably, some groups will benefit from
the decarbonization pathway that is chosen, while others may suffer; participatory
processes allow for these contentious implications to be raised and addressed.

Much of the early participatory processes literature utilizes Habermasian ideas
surrounding competent discourse to analyze methods of citizen participation. The
central tenets of this literature hold that cooperative decision-making processes
allow for the incorporation of different ways of knowing, but challenges arise in
ensuring that all participants are equally skilled at the methods of communication
needed, and thus equally represented (Renn et al. 1995). Although it has tradi-
tionally been thought that the most authentic deliberation occurs within the formal
institutions of the government, alternative forms of deliberation, from story-telling
and greeting (Dryzek 2000) to citizen juries and study groups, might be better
placed to produce relevant, competent outcomes (Renn et al. 1995) (see Chap. 8:
Engberg). In recent years, these methods have evolved dramatically to include
participatory visioning (Sova et al. 2012) and geo-visualization (Shaw et al. 2009)
and a host of other tools. Even with more inclusive methods, however, it is possible
that participants will be self-selected, with vested interests (Pidgeon et al. 2005)

A suite of international research projects is currently taking place that aims to
identify the various actors that play a role in urban sustainability transitions,
focusing on different geographical areas and actor dynamics. Governing Urban
Sustainability Transitions (GUST), for instance, is developing the concept of Urban
Living Labs as experimental sites that design, test, and share lessons about both
social and technical innovation (Bulkeley et al. 2015). The Governing and
Accelerating Transformative Entrepreneurship (GATE) project focuses explicitly
on the transformative potential of entrepreneurs, and the governance challenges
inherent in engaging small businesses to innovate on sustainability (Burch et al.,
Forthcoming). Taken together, these and other projects illustrate that decar-
bonization at the local scale is not simply a technical task involving the pursuit of
renewable energy production and reduced energy consumption, but a deeply
value-laden process that will shape the look, feel, and function of future commu-
nities. Furthermore, it is a moving target: as new technologies, preferences, and
socioeconomic realities emerge, the policies considered most desirable and feasible
by communities will change. As such, there is a need for iterative and inclusive
participatory processes that enable creative visioning, the sharing of expertise, and
the deepening of partnerships to enable implementation. The process described in
the sections that follow represents a nascent attempt to do this.
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16.3 Decarbonize Waterloo Region: A Participatory,
Multilevel Process

The Decarbonize Waterloo Region process takes place in an evolving regulatory
and political context. As mentioned, there is increasing interest and investment in
climate action at the federal level in Canada, represented by the introduction of
carbon pricing and the extensive nation-wide consultations that informed the recent
Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change (Government of
Canada 2016). The Province of Ontario also released its own five-year Climate
Action Plan in June 2016, including a goal to reduce GHG emissions to 80% below
1990 levels by 2050. Early analysis of the Ontario Climate Action Plan has noted
that many of the actions and goals in the plan are tied directly to steps that can only
be taken by municipalities—particularly land use planning (Burch 2016). In
Waterloo Region, the Waterloo Region Climate Action Plan was developed in 2013
by local civil sector actors in collaboration with local governments but offered only
a modest near-term goal of 6% emissions reductions by 2020.

The Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum was initiated in this context as a
participatory process, with the goal of bringing together the pluralistic knowledge
and capacities of many different local actors. The process was initiated by
researchers at the University of Waterloo, who sought out a broad range of experts
from the local civil sector, academia, all levels of government, energy sector
leaders, as well as local entrepreneurs. These actors were convened for a two-day
invitation-only forum, hosted at the Balsillie School of International Affairs in
Waterloo. The local government and civil sector leaders of the Waterloo Region
Climate Action Plan assisted in the development of the list of participants, based on
the significant groundwork they had already done to engage local expertise and
build partnerships. That ground work was led by local civil sector organizations like
Sustainable Waterloo Region and REEP Green Solutions when they called together
many actors to create the Climate Action Waterloo Region plan that was launched
in 2013. This plan is unique in Canada in that it was initiated and is still led by civil
sector actors. The plan is implemented by a joint management team and three
committees that include diverse stakeholders from all sectors. The goals of the plan
are relatively modest, compared to the broader goal of decarbonization, but the
Plan’s unique governance structure and the connections that it has created set the
table for deeper decarbonization (Waterloo Region, 2013).

On November 17 and 18, 2016, over 50 participants gathered for the two-day
workshop. The forum organizers articulated ambitious goals: namely, the devel-
opment of scenarios for fully decarbonized local energy systems and pathways to
achieve those scenarios. The scenarios were focused on the three energy use sectors
with the highest GHG emissions, as identified in the Waterloo Region Climate
Action Plan—transportation, residential, and industrial/commercial. Scenarios were
also to be developed for the transformation of three broad energy source categories,
including electricity, fuels, and thermal energy. The forum intentionally excluded
agriculture and waste because in the local context these represented relatively small
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proportions of total emissions. In addition to the development of scenarios and
pathways, the Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum also included the development
of policy recommendations for federal, provincial, and municipal governments.

Participants at the forum sought to quantify the complexity of the carbon
challenge in their own Canadian municipality and devise specific strategies that
might trigger and accelerate the transition to a zero-carbon local economy. The
forum brought a diversity of voices to the local transition planning table, and the list
of the unusual suspects included a small but vocal handful of local entrepreneurs
including engineering, construction, and clean tech firms.

16.4 Methods: An Embedded Scholarship Approach

The Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum was designed to be a reflexive process,
and as such an embedded scholarship approach was integrated from the earliest
planning stages. The authors of this chapter took part in the forum as both par-
ticipants and as researchers analyzing the process to determine what lessons can be
learned. These lessons will be applied to ongoing decarbonization efforts in
Waterloo Region and disseminated widely to inform future decarbonization ini-
tiatives in communities across Canada. This embedded scholarship approach is
emerging as an important aspect of transition initiatives. Wittmayer and Schapke,
for instance, summarize some of the new roles that researchers are exploring in
transition processes: “they guide collective learning processes, mediate between
different frames, commit themselves to transforming reality, and put sustainability
into action” (Wittmayer and Schapke 2014, p. 483).

The role of the embedded scholars was disclosed and explained to participants
by means of a letter emailed to them in advance of the forum. This letter also
outlined the voluntary nature of the study and made a commitment to refraining
from attributing remarks by the participants in any published material. At the forum,
the embedded scholars also gave brief introductory remarks reiterating their role.
Throughout the two-day forum, the scholars took part in discussions and took notes
about how the process was unfolding.

Immediately after the forum, a 12-question survey was administered electroni-
cally to all forum participants. It asked questions about their experience in the
forum process: what worked well, what did not work well, stakeholder interactions
and contributions to the process, and what lessons can be learned as the decar-
bonization process moves forward. Survey participants were recruited by means of
a letter that was sent to all forum participants. Participation in the survey was
optional. Thirty-five out of fifty participants responded to the survey, yielding a
70% response rate. The results of the survey have been used to inform this chapter,
and will also be used to write an analysis of the key lessons learned in the forum
process.
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Decarbonize Waterloo Region is an ongoing process. The next step will involve
convening a series of small focus groups consisting of forum participants in winter
of 2017. The purpose of these focus groups is to determine the next steps for
innovation and action to achieve the goal of decarbonizing local energy systems.
These groups will be convened in the first half to 2017. Due to time restrictions,
results from these focus groups cannot be included in this chapter.

16.5 Observations from a Participatory Process:
Entrepreneurs and Innovation at the Decarbonize
Waterloo Region Forum

Observations from discussion at the forum and the follow-up survey supplied rich
insights into barriers and opportunities for decarbonization innovation in Waterloo
Region, as well as shedding light on the emerging potential roles for entrepreneurs
in that innovation.

16.5.1 Innovation Stifled: Barriers to Decarbonization

Many barriers to innovation were illuminated in both the forum discussion and in
the follow-up survey. The sheer magnitude of the task was noted by many par-
ticipants. Statistics on local energy use and sources compiled for the forum made it
clear that Waterloo Region’s energy systems are extremely carbon intensive. Over
77% of energy consumed in the residential, transportation, and
commercial/industrial sectors (combined) come from fossil fuels. After 2 days in a
room full of local experts, elegant scenarios and straightforward pathways to
decarbonization did not materialize. Many participants noted that it was difficult to
get their head around the problem—one survey respondent said: “I knew it would
be complex—but not this complex.”

Participants also noted that several key stakeholders were missing from the
discussion, including energy end users with low incomes and rural stakeholders.
Participants also noted disappointment the paucity of representation from key
stakeholders like electrical and gas utilities, energy intensive industries, and
Metrolink (the commuter train and bus system). Some participants noted a lack of
expertise on specific energy technologies and social scientists with expertise on
behavior change. The fact that no elected leaders attended was noted with dismay
by some. Without these key actors on board, it will be difficult to move innovative
solutions forward, so engagement of the missing actors is an area for ongoing work.

The realization that many of the 2016 forum’s municipal policy recommenda-
tions were already listed in the Region’s 2013 Climate Action Plan—but not yet
accomplished—was named as a low point by several participants. There was
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disappointment at how slowly the local policy environment is evolving to support
climate innovation, despite consensus by all local governments on the Climate
Action Plan goals. This indicated that perhaps more concrete mechanisms must be
put in place to monitor specific progress on identified local policy goals.

Negative local attitudes were also named as a barrier to the innovation that is
needed to move the decarbonization process forward. At one point in the forum, a
local entrepreneur interjected in a group discussion: “I’m sick and tired of being
told that decarbonization can’t be done here. I see so many things happening in
other places.” This powerful statement is double edged. It indicates an awareness
of, and deep frustration with, local attitudes that stifle local innovation that could
contribute to decarbonization. However, it also points to a strong desire to move
beyond those attitudes and an awareness of viable alternatives to the Region’s
current energy systems which rely heavily on fossil fuels. Further investigation and
understanding of the stifling attitudes that motivated this double-edged statement is
an important area of future local research.

16.5.2 Innovation Fostered: Forum Outputs Present
Opportunities

Though many barriers to innovation were identified, and no clear scenarios for
decarbonization were produced, several significant outputs of the forum present
opportunities for innovation going forward.

In preparation for the forum, statistics on present and future (2050 projections)
energy use and sources for the Region were compiled into a series of diagrams and
displayed in terms of petajoules. These diagrams provoked a great deal of dis-
cussion at the forum (as well as surprise and dismay). Survey responses revealed
that many participants found this visualization very helpful for conceptualizing the
challenge of decarbonization. In addition to the diagrams, the discussion that they
generated helped to make the Region’s energy systems—which are normally in the
background of people’s consciousness—more visible. It also provides a rough
projection of how much energy will be needed going forward and notions about
where reductions are required. Though the Region’s energy future is complex and
concomitantly uncertain, these diagrams provide a concrete starting place for
ongoing and evolving action. As one participant remarked in the survey, “I am able
now to see the beginnings of what the path might look like.”

As part of making the beginnings of the path to decarbonization clearer, the first
day of the forum included several presentations by local experts on emerging tools
that organizers evaluated as promising innovations for the decarbonization of the
Region. These included social innovations like coordinated neighborhood retrofits
for district energy, financial innovations such as impact investment, and technical
innovations such as geothermal energy systems. Surveys revealed that participants
found this part of the forum enlightening, useful, and inspiring(Fig. 16.1).
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The forum process also helped to identify four major challenges which must be
addressed by 2050 if full decarbonization is to be achieved in the Region:

Challenge 1 Dramatically reducing energy needs of the built environment
Challenge 2 Maximizing local renewable power generation
Challenge 3 Eliminating fossil fuels-based transportation
Challenge 4 Replacing natural gas as a source of energy for heating

While these challenges are undoubtedly daunting, moving forward, these chal-
lenges can be shaped into arenas for research and experimentation by scholars,
entrepreneurs, and other local stakeholders.

Creating a favorable policy environment was also identified as a prerequisite for climate
innovation in the Region. A list of policy recommendations for federal, provincial, and
local governments was generated by forum participants in a session designed specifically
for that purpose on day two. This discussion included early ideas on how to coordinate
policies across the jurisdictions to promote a rapid local transition to decarbonized energy
systems, including building codes, infrastructure renewal, and many others.

Finally, participants also recognized that innovation for decarbonization will
only be fostered in Waterloo Region when there is public support for it. A survey
respondent made this clear: “The only way we’re going to get community buy in is
if we approach decarbonizing as a co-benefit.” A session on day two of the forum
was dedicated to the articulation of co-benefits that will accrue from efforts to
decarbonize the Region’s energy systems (in addition to the direct impact of
reducing local GHG emissions). The long list included social, economic, and
environmental co-benefits, including growth of the local clean tech sector and
attraction and retention of young talent.

Fig. 16.1 Current energy use and sources in Waterloo region (in petajoules)
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16.5.3 An Emerging Network: Entrepreneurs as Key
Players

In an informal plenary session during the forum, one participant congratulated the
organizers for starting “an adult conversation” about energy realities and the
potential for innovation. The participant remarked that often discussions about
energy get bogged down in political or ideological debates and consequently fail to
articulate the concrete challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. Survey responses
reflected that many participants shared the sentiment that this forum set the stage for
ongoing constructive dialogue that will lead to action. One survey respondent
enthused: “There is such a knowledgeable network emerging with this focus.”

The post-forum survey also asked forum participants to identify MVPs—a
participant who made an extraordinarily positive contribution to the forum.
Interestingly, half of the respondents who identified a specific individual as an MVP
named entrepreneurs, though they only made up a handful of the group. The input
of these entrepreneurs was characterized by fellow forum participants as practical,
eloquent, and visionary. Several of the entrepreneurs present at the forum expressed
a strong desire to move decarbonization forward at various points in the collective
discussion. This suggests an untapped potential for local entrepreneurs as pas-
sionate and innovative leaders.

Among the most important intangible outcomes of the forum was the fact that in
addition to bringing together a large group of local experts, it also fostered a
collective desire to move forward on the complex task of decarbonizing the region.
Surveys showed clearly that participants were willing to stay involved in a variety
of ways. In addition, 100% of survey respondents expressed willingness to take part
in follow-up focus groups to explore next steps in the decarbonization process.

16.6 Beyond the Business Case: Emerging Roles
for Entrepreneurs

A broadening dialogue has begun to take root in Waterloo Region through the
Decarbonize forum, raising the following questions that pertain to where innovation
is needed, where it is stifled, and how it can be fostered.

Against the backdrop of shifting multilevel governance dynamics, the local
participatory process unfolding in Waterloo Region provides a rich context to
explore where transformative innovation is needed, stifled, and fostered, as well as
the role that entrepreneurs can play in that innovation.

Waterloo Region has a strong local narrative of innovation, built in part around
the Region’s entrepreneurs who imagined technology (like the smart phone) that
has had global transformative impact. As mentioned, the Decarbonize Waterloo
Region forum identified many current opportunities for technological, financial, and
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social innovations that can contribute to the transformation of local energy systems.
In light of the transformative potential demonstrated historically by local entre-
preneurs, it is interesting to consider the role of current entrepreneurs to catalyze the
technical, social, and financial innovations required to transform local energy
systems.

A starting place for this engagement was introduced at the forum when the
potential economic co-benefits of decarbonization were outlined. Statistics pre-
sented at the forum showed that of the $2.1 billion spent locally on energy per
annum, $1.8 billion leaves the Region (85%). It, therefore, follows that efforts to
decarbonize the region through the development of local, renewable energy systems
will help to stem the outflow of money and benefit the region’s economy. There is
also a growing amount of literature that corroborates the effectiveness of engaging
the public on the economic aspects of decarbonization. Westley et al. (2011) point
out that, “recent studies of developing and developed economies, and oil-based and
non-oil-based economies, give evidence that citizen support for renewable energy
can be garnered through linking it to jobs” (Westley et al. 2011, p. 769).

16.6.1 Entrepreneurs Help to Reimagine the Good Life

Emphasis on the economic co-benefits of decarbonization is only a starting place.
As Westley et al. (2011) further argue, “invention and innovation [by entrepre-
neurs] have served as a means of economic value creation, rather than a means to
reduce our impact on the biosphere—our life supporting environment.” (Westley
et al. 2011, p. 763). Westley and her coauthors warn that emphasis solely on
economic value creation can lead to unintended consequences, path dependency,
and lock-in—and the creation of energy systems that are no more sustainable than
the current carbon-based systems (Davies and Oreszczyn 2012). This points to a
role for entrepreneurs that goes beyond simply making the business case for the
economic benefits of decarbonization.

Furthermore, decarbonization is not simply a technical matter of fuel switching
but rather a “social, economic, and deeply political” process (Burch 2010), where
“transformative shifts thus require communities to be imaginative, radical and
ambitious, pursuing sustainability as a complex set of value propositions about
what defines a good life” (Burch 2016). It became evident to participants in the
Decarbonize forum that it is difficult to even imagine a “good life” that is not deeply
rooted in the present highly carbonized, invisible energy infrastructure.

The task of reimagining the “good life” may present another ideal entry point for
entrepreneurs to engage the broader public in decarbonization dialogue. To date, the
“deeply political” discourse on decarbonization is framed in such a way that it is
disempowering to the general public. A growing body of academic literature
emphasizes the importance of moving away from jargon-laden or alarmist appeals
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for action on climate change, to an approach that is more place-based and rooted in
free-choice learning (Schweizer et al. 2013). As noted above, participants in the
forum characterized the discussion at the forum as a refreshing “adult conversation”
that successfully transcended the disempowering aspects of broader public debate
that often lead to unproductive ends.

The Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum provided a platform for the voices of
some local entrepreneurs, who appear ready and willing to join the public discourse
on decarbonization in the Region. As mentioned earlier, one of those entrepreneurs
said that he is “sick and tired of being told [decarbonization] can’t be done.” This
comment suggests that innovation which might contribute to the decarbonization of
local energy systems is being stifled in the Region. Survey respondents demon-
strated a keen awareness that decarbonization efforts will face public resistance. For
example, in Ontario’s current political climate, rising energy costs have been clo-
sely linked to the provincial government’s efforts to expand renewable energy. This
is a formidable barrier to political and public support for any initiatives promoting
energy alternative. One survey respondent articulated the anticipated resistance
starkly, warning that, “this will be a very strong uphill battle.”

Experience at the forum points to the potential of local entrepreneurs as helpful
navigators of that resistance. As author Bell Hooks said, “if I do not speak a
language that can be understood, there is little chance for dialogue” (Hooks 1989).
The “adult conversation” that started at the forum could be a starting point in the
effort to reframe public discourse into a more constructive dialogue that can be
understood by the broader public as a call to creative action. As mentioned, survey
respondents identified local entrepreneurs at the forum as eloquent and influential
MVPs of the process.

The potential roles of entrepreneurs are not limited to reimagining the good life
and include articulating the new visions that are generated, as well as experimen-
tation, implementation, and integration of innovations that can transform energy
systems.

16.6.2 Entrepreneurs Foster Social, Technical
and Financial Innovation—Through Experiments

A key step in transforming energy systems is the development of alternatives. The
diverse set of participants at the Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum explored the
growing panoply of technical, financial, and social innovation in the field of local
energy solutions. New innovations are making it increasingly feasible for com-
munities to take steps toward the adjacent possible, which then opens a host of new
possibilities for innovations that can drive system change. Panelists and other
participants at the forum brought forward innovations in technical, social, and
financial realms that have emerged strongly in the past decade, including electric
vehicle infrastructure (technical), neighborhood energy strategies (social), and
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impact investment (financial), among many others. Entrepreneurs can play an
important role in the social, financial, and technical innovations that were brought
forward in the Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum.

The development of transition experiments is a crucial first step for moving these
innovations ahead and here entrepreneurs can play a key role as well. Westley et al.
(2011) assert that “experiments can help prepare for a transformation by beta testing
alternative policy options.”Waterloo Region’s history of entrepreneurial innovation
provides the narrative that can help to build support for experimentation among
policy makers and the public.

Partnerships between entrepreneurs and other stakeholders are crucial to success
and experiments present a natural milieu for the development of mutually beneficial
collaboration. Partnerships with academics in the development and evaluation of
experiments are one example. Local governments can also collaborate with entre-
preneurs by helping to fund experiments using new financial tools such as green
bonds. Civil sector organizations can partner with entrepreneurs who are pursuing
social innovations such as neighborhood energy plans.

Respondents to the post-forum survey all expressed interest in being part of
follow-up focus groups after the forum, which will provide an opportunity to
discuss concrete ideas for potential transition experiments and the specific part-
nerships that could power them. Fostering and coordinating productive partnerships
is a key aspect for moving urban decarbonization forward, which leads to the
question of governance.

16.6.3 Governance that Supports Entrepreneurial
Leadership

Early in the Decarbonize forum, a civil society leader fromWaterloo Region asserted
that “people go where systems lead them.” Creating new energy systems means
creating new governance systems that engage and empower entrepreneurs as key
actors in urban decarbonization. The Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum provided
an early glimpse of what innovative and effective governance for urban decar-
bonization might look like going forward. The event was organized by social sci-
entists who propounded the concepts of uncertainty and complexity, but some
participants were vocal about their struggle to think in those realms. One forum
participant put forward the thesis that we require both linear and divergent thinking to
drive the local transition to decarbonized energy systems. Going forward, governance
structures must synergize different kinds of thinking to develop technically, socially,
and politically feasible means to make the shift to decarbonized local energy systems
(see Chap. 8: Engberg). As Burch et al. state: “Such shifts also rest on the model of
governance that is participatory, and effectively integrates the often divergent and
contested knowledge and capacities of civil society, technical experts, indigenous
communities, the private sector, and decision makers.” (Burch 2016, p. 4).
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Decarbonization is also facilitated by the creation of a culture and governance
structures that permit and encourage experimentation as a tool of learning and
reflexivity. Bulkeley et al. (2013) encourage “governance by experiment” in the
realm of local level sustainability transitions. Entrepreneurs can play a crucial role
in fostering a culture of governance by experimentation. As Kerr et al. (2014)
assert, “entrepreneurship is fundamentally about experimentation because the
knowledge required to be successful cannot be known in advance or deduced from
some set of first principles.”

If experimentation is central to transformative innovation for decarbonization—
and entrepreneurship is “fundamentally about experimentation” and “a voyage into
the unknown”—then it makes sense to create more opportunities for entrepreneurs
to help communities to navigate the complex uncertainties of decarbonization
processes. The Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum points to the potential for
entrepreneurs as drivers and MVPs with a largely untapped capacity to inspire,
innovate, experiment, and collaborate with a broad range of other local level actors.

16.7 Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

Shifting multilevel governance dynamics of climate action have caused the locus of
control to move from the international level to the local level, and beyond gov-
ernment to include a host of other actors, including entrepreneurs. Participatory,
multi-actor processes have sprung up around the world, and the Decarbonize
Waterloo Region process presents an interesting opportunity for learning and
innovation. The ambitious goal of full decarbonization by 2050 will require hard
work and creativity from all the members of the emerging local network. The
failure to produce clear or straightforward scenarios for decarbonization in the
November 2016 forum was disheartening for the participants, but many positive
outcomes emerged nonetheless. A clear picture of local energy systems and distinct
set of challenges (as daunting and complex as they are) provided local stakeholders
with places to start and arenas for ongoing innovation. The forum process also
strengthened bonds among an expanding network of stakeholders who can now
move forward with a collective desire to take on those challenges and transform
their local energy picture.

The emergence of local entrepreneurs as vocal, visionary, and practical MVPs
bodes well for their potential as leaders of ongoing decarbonization efforts. This
development in Waterloo Region suggests that further action research into the
emerging role of local entrepreneurs in urban energy transitions is both an imper-
ative and an interesting prospect.

In the Decarbonize Waterloo Region forum, a community got a glimpse of the
leadership potential of local entrepreneurs. There are many latent possibilities for
entrepreneurs to be much more than the inventors of the next great eco-widget. This
glimpse into the adjacent possible of entrepreneurial potential gives rise to some
exciting questions:
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– What would happen if communities explored tools beyond the carrot of
incentives and the stick of regulations in their efforts to engage entrepreneurs in
the enterprise of urban decarbonization?

– How could entrepreneurs move from forum invitees to become more fully
engaged as visionary leaders of urban decarbonization processes? In other
words, how could they take the wheel as opposed to being brought along for the
ride?

– How can participatory processes be designed to better engage entrepreneurs who
run small businesses that demand a great deal of their time and focus?

– If “people go where systems lead them”, then how can the emerging lessons
from the Decarbonize Waterloo Region inform the creation of local innovation
systems that engage entrepreneurs alongside other key stakeholders to foster
truly transformative action for decarbonization?

As communities across Canada move forward with their own decarbonization
initiatives, researchers need to explore how entrepreneurs can help to reimagine
“the good life” without fossil fuels, and foster social, technical, and financial
innovation through experimentation. Research is also needed to develop innovative
governance approaches that support entrepreneurial leadership in the complex and
uncertain endeavor of urban decarbonization.
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Chapter 17
Multilevel Governance of Sustainability
Transitions in Canada: Policy Alignment,
Innovation, and Evaluation

Ann Dale, Sarah Burch, John Robinson and Chris Strashok

Abstract Local communities are on the front line of climate action, mitigation, and
adaptation implementation. This chapter explores the research outcomes of a
tri-university five-year research collaboration studying local climate innovators in
the province of British Columbia. At the time the research began, there was a
unique opportunity to study multilevel governance between the province and local
governments albeit in a national vacuum. Lessons learned from the first phase and
preliminary analysis from the second phase are then applied to the province of
Ontario poised to take province-wide action. Ontario’s case is different in that there
is now alignment between the federal and provincial levels, but less engagement to
date with local governments. Our research shows that the active engagement of
local communities is essential for accelerating climate innovation and multilevel
governance.
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17.1 Introduction

In light of particularly wicked socio-ecological problems such as climate change,
calls have been made for new forms of governance that allow for a range of actors,
flexible partnerships, and creative co-production of knowledge to enable transitions
to more sustainable development pathways. Twenty years ago at the 1992 United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Agenda 21 recommended
new governance arrangements between governments at different scales, with
non-governmental organizations (NGO) and local authorities. Since then, the need
for systemic change has become more urgent with climate change adaptation and
mitigation imperatives and the requisite transition to a low-carbon economy. Many
scholars and organizations are calling for a transformative change in current
development paths (Burch et al. 2014; Westley et al. 2011). The degree, timing, and
nature of this change are socially contested and evoke vested interests, making
consensus at this time elusive. To further complicate matters, the low-carbon
economy transition is not simply the task of formal government but rather a shifting
constellation of private and public actors, through formal and informal mechanisms,
investments and the acceleration of innovations by local governments across the
country.

While the accumulation of human-induced greenhouse gas emissions is a phe-
nomenon occurring at the global scale, emissions stem from local contexts (Guston
2008; Ibrahim et al. 2012). In this way, climate change requires integrated gover-
nance that bridges social-ecological, temporal, and jurisdictional scales (Adger et al.
2005; Bulkeley and Betsill 2005; Bulkeley and Castan Broto 2013). Furthermore,
governance is not simply the domain of formal government; it encompasses all of
the processes and interactions aimed at solving a collective problem (Bevir and
Rhodes 2006).

Greenhouse gas emissions trajectories are clearly shaped by fossil fuel-based
technologies, but perhaps even more important are the social, political, and eco-
nomic contexts underpinning the use of these technologies (Burch 2010; Shaw et al.
2014). In other words, in order to build communities that are sustainable, resilient,
and low carbon, a deeper shift in the logic of economies, and the values that
reinforce them, must inevitably occur. These transformative shifts thus require
communities to be imaginative, radical, and ambitious, pursuing sustainability as a
complex set of value propositions about what defines a “good life” (Burch 2016).
Such shifts also rest on a model of governance that is participatory, and effectively
integrates the often divergent and contested knowledge and capacities of civil
society, technical experts, Indigenous communities, the private sector, and
decision-makers (while of course recognizing that these groups are not mutually
exclusive). Jurisdiction over greenhouse gases overlaps, so it is crucial that
municipal, provincial, and federal policies are congruent rather than contradictory
(Dale 2008; Shaw et al. 2014). These overlapping responsibilities draw our atten-
tion to the governance dynamics that are at play in the design and implementation
of climate change policy.
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Such considerations suggest the importance of a multilevel governance
approach. While the urban or community scale is an important context within which
to explore sustainability transitions, such an approach highlights the dynamic
interactions amongst scales (Bulkeley and Betsill 2005), mirroring the
systems-based approach of the sustainability transitions literature. Furthermore, it
highlights the potential influence of “fluid, issue-oriented alliances” among levels of
government and various actors (a polycentric model) in contrast to a more hierar-
chical model in which competencies are distributed rather than overlapping
(Bulkeley and Betsill 2003; Hooghe and Marks 2003).

Understanding the relationships among actors, the distribution of power [viewed
as “the capacity of actors to mobilize resources to realize a certain goal” (Avelino
and Rotmans 2011)] is central to an exploration of governance that has sustain-
ability as its explicit goal (Bulkeley et al. 2015). This enlarged and expanded sphere
of stakeholders (civil society, researchers, practitioners, and private sector leaders)
demands an unprecedented level of collaboration between governments and civil
society. Some are calling for a collective intelligence model taking advantage of
new digital technologies that convene large groups—a community, region, city or
nation—to think and act intelligently in a way that amounts to more than the sum of
their parts (Saunders and Muligan 2007).

In the next sections, we present the results of a five-year research project in
British Columbia, intended to explore the dynamics of innovative local responses to
climate change in BC and their application locally, regionally and nationally to
changing development paths. As climate leadership in British Columbia wanes and
other provinces take center stage, we speculate about the implications of these
research outcomes in the context of Ontario.

From the point of view of the governance of climate policy, British Columbia
and Ontario represent two variants of emerging multilevel governance. In the case
of British Columbia during the first phase of our research, there was strong
provincial and local government alignment, within the context of a federal lead-
ership vacuum. Presently, Ontario is benefitting from launching its extensive cli-
mate action plan in the context of complementary federal leadership and its recent
announcement of a national carbon tax. It is now moving forward to incent local
municipalities to accelerate their take-up of climate actions.

17.2 British Columbia: Provincial Leadership Spurring
Municipal Innovation

17.2.1 Case Context

British Columbia (BC) presented a unique opportunity to explore the implemen-
tation of climate innovations as beginning in 2008, there was unprecedented
provincial leadership and local government cooperation happening with respect to
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climate change adaptation and mitigation, but in a national vacuum. The BC
Climate Action Secretariat (CAS) had begun a series of orchestrated and coordi-
nated steps to accelerate the take-up of climate action across the province (Dale
2015). These included a strong legislative framework to stimulate climate change
adaptation and mitigation innovation designed to create a level playing field for
local governments. The Carbon Tax Act, introduced on July 1, 2008, started to
phase in an escalating revenue-neutral carbon tax, where one hundred percent of the
revenue from the tax was returned to taxpayers through reductions in other
provincial taxes, with built-in protection for lower income British Columbians.

A key policy instrument, the BC Climate Action Charter, complemented this
legislative innovation, and as of today, 180 of BC’s 188 local governments have
signed the charter. The province also mandated carbon neutrality and reporting
across all public sector organizations including government offices, schools,
post-secondary institutions, Crown corporations, and hospitals, to measure opera-
tional GHG emissions, reducing those where possible, offsetting the remainder, and
demonstrating leadership through public reporting. Since 2010, British Columbia
has achieved carbon neutrality each year across its entire provincial public sector
(BC Government website, accessed March 5, 2017).

A suite of reporting and accountability measures, on the premise that “what is
measured is managed,” underpinned these legislative and policy innovations.
Financial incentives were also put in place as well as tools to accelerate policy
implementation. Across the province, and in the face of acute economic constraints,
local governments have reduced GHG emissions, developed local projects to bal-
ance emissions, purchased offsets to compensate for emissions, and, in many cases,
developed financing innovations ranging from carbon funds to regional offset
strategies (Burch et al. 2014; Shaw et al. 2014).

The evolution and drivers of climate change responses in local governments in
BC from 2010 to the present have been extensively studied in Meeting the Climate
Change Challenge (MC3), a tri-university research project involving over fifteen
research partners from civil society, public sector, and quasi-institutional organi-
zations in the province of British Columbia. The first phase of the project, 2012–
2014 explored eleven local governments1 in the province that were identified as
climate innovators. The second phase, begun in 2015, builds on this previous
research looking at current development paths in the original case study commu-
nities, what has changed, if anything, and what could be described as transformative
change.

The second phase of our MC3 research is gathering new evidence about whether
or not mitigation and adaptation innovations in the 11 local governments from the
first phase resulted in transformative changes toward more sustainable paths at the
local level. Part of our second research phase involves developing a coherent theory

1Used interchangeably with communities, although interviews were confined to local government
officials and not the wider community.
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of development path change, the conditions under which development paths2 can be
transformed, including the drivers and barriers to action, as well as key indicators
associated with such a shift. We have recently concluded a series of interviews with
a sub sample from the first set of interviews and our preliminary analysis is dis-
cussed below.

17.2.2 Key Governance Factors

Research from the first MC3 phase gave rise to several major findings. First among
these was the importance of leadership at multiple levels. Provincial leadership and
the Charter, in particular, were crucial in moving local decision-makers toward
accelerated investments in on-the-ground climate action and innovation. One out-
come from the concluding peer-to-peer learning exchange (which brought together
all the case study interviewees with the research team) was that a provincial Charter
3.0 should be put in place. Participants argued it should have even stronger targets
and timelines to accelerate more local innovation and to create another higher level
playing field (Dale 2015). On the other hand, a group of mayors and ex-mayors
convened toward the end of Phase 1 indicated that they thought that provincial
leadership had been essential but that many communities would now act on their
own initiative. Therefore, while local government staff from diverse departments
were strongly of the view that the Charter had been critical in convincing political
decision-makers to support and move on climate change, the need for such lead-
ership in the future was less clear. This became a central question in the Phase 2
analysis.

Second, not surprisingly, the most innovative local governments were those with
political and staff alignment. In other words, when municipal staff and municipal
politicians had the same agenda, much was possible. Conversely, if there was a
conflict between the two levels, little was accomplished. Third, the capacity for
cross-departmental (horizontal) planning processes was essential to climate action
and sustainability. In particular, systematic frameworks for policy-making, such as
a consistent reporting requirement, fostered inter-departmental collaboration and
inter-sectoral cooperation. Fourth, provincial leadership resulted in a majority of
the case study local governments integrating climate change into broader sustain-
ability planning. The embedding of climate innovations into existing policies and
programs within a larger sustainability agenda, for example, Official Community
Plans and Integrated Community Sustainability Plans was essential to sustaining
momentum between electoral swings and transforming current development paths
(Dale et al., forthcoming). Related to this embedding process is the

2For the purposes of this research, a development path consists of social systems (formal and
informal rules, habits, and norms), networks amongst actors, diverse technologies and ecological
systems (Burch et al. 2014), which governs and shapes how individuals and organizations act in a
given jurisdiction.
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institutionalization of sustainability in the organizational structure and function of
municipal government. Finally, all of the case study communities took advantage of
new partnerships and strategic alliances because of having greater access to net-
works stimulated by the leadership of the Climate Action Secretariat. This involved
exploiting windows of opportunity for collaboration and framing climate change in
a way that is synergistic with other pressing priorities.

Preliminary findings from Phase 2 of this research confirm the importance of the
findings introduced above, but further (ongoing) research will elucidate the ways in
which these dimensions are evolving as climate change responses mature in British
Columbia. The following sections describe our main findings in Phase 2 expanding
on the findings from the first phase.

17.2.3 Emerging Lessons from Phase 2

17.2.3.1 Leadership

Preliminary analysis from the second phase indicates that the majority of the case
study communities are still engaged in climate action using a systems-oriented
sustainability mandate but tailored to their specific context. All communities still
credit the provincial government’s 2008 Climate Action Charter (CAC) for either
legitimizing or incentivizing climate mitigation efforts occurring within their
communities and draw on the funding they receive by fulfilling their CARIP
reporting requirements. This reinforces the Phase 1 finding that leadership at
multiple levels is important. However, the provincial regime has changed consid-
erably since our initial interviews and British Columbia is no longer leading in the
same ways that it was during the first phase of our interviews, particularly the
leadership from the Climate Action Secretariat. The province has not increased the
carbon tax as was originally planned, and its next iteration of the Charter has been
criticized as conservative and not accelerating the necessary conditions to build
upon earlier innovations (Campbell 2016). As a result, local governments are no
longer anticipating or waiting for renewed provincial government leadership in
order to act and some see the province as now actually in their way. For example,
while many are calling for strong provincial building codes to incentivize municipal
reductions in building energy use, others are striving for standards that are more
progressive than what the province has proposed and some see the province as a
hindrance to achieving their objectives around sustainability and climate change
adaptation. This suggests that provincial leadership—essential in the early stages of
climate response at the municipal level in BC—is now still desirable but perhaps
not required for communities to continue and further develop their climate policies.
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17.2.3.2 Political and Staff Alignment

Phase 2 data reinforced the finding that alignment between political and staff
agendas is crucial for continuity and momentum between changes in administration
for sustaining and building further local action, even in the most innovative com-
munities. Communities without this alignment have stalled and in some cases lost,
their initial momentum observed in the first phase of our research. This is a further
rationale for embedding and institutionalizing policies and programs to “ride out”
large swings in political mandates and avoid losing momentum in innovative
practices, which may become even more important as many EU countries move to
more stringent carbon neutral targets than Canada. Equally key is policy alignment
within local government departments and policy congruence between levels of
governments.

17.2.3.3 Embedding and Institutionalizing Sustainability

The majority of local governments are now strengthening policy alignment between
departments, moving from stand-alone sustainability units toward institutionaliza-
tion of sustainability goals in existing departmental mandates. The latter extends
beyond one or two departments, to cross-departmental implementation as part of
every department’s mandate, where their executives are accountable and respon-
sible for its achievement, and it is an operational line item in departmental budgets.
The potential benefits of this “institutionalization” are increased access to more
diverse resources, augmented collaboration on sustainability/climate projects, and
broader, integrated horizontal planning.

It is also possible, however, that such processes will result in a loss of identity
and momentum for sustainability initiatives that now have lost institutionally dis-
tinct champions and visibility, now buried in departments with quite different
priorities. As a result, this integration may be most fruitful once a community has
made significant progress towards sustainability, such that it has become an
uncontroversial part of the identity of the municipality; in the early stages of this
process, when this is not the case, an identifiable champion and concentration of
sustainability expertise may be more important.

Whatever the outcomes of such institutional changes, the existence of dedicated
human resources, including new building energy management positions for both the
public and corporate sectors, is contributing to continued climate innovation, and
the continual build out of resources.

17.2.3.4 Partnerships and Strategic Alliances

In addition, central in all the local government cases was continuing and enlarging
upon strategic partnerships and alliances in the broader community, particularly
with the business community; which can be key to increasing access to diverse
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resources. All local governments had evidence of accessing additional resources
outside their community, many of which provided investments in intellectual
capital, for example, the BC Hydro energy managers program. This was a key
leverage point for smaller communities as it provided a staff person who was
responsible for creating new programs, but more importantly implementing mea-
suring and monitoring systems. Equally, partnerships with quasi-institutional
organizations such as the Fraser Basin Council and the Columbia Basin Trust also
served to accelerate innovations, in addition to nationally, the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM). This level of collaboration, for example, supported
the adoption and public support for Vancouver’s Renewable City Strategy aimed at
getting to 100% renewable energy usage by 2050.

Data from Phase 2 suggest that strategic partnerships are enhanced by the
recognition and exploitation of windows of opportunity for collaboration. When
strategic priorities align, traditionally oppositional frameworks can be bridged to
keep accelerating momentum and enhancing ambition. Those local governments
further along the innovation curve still emphasize the importance of how issues are
framed, and taking advantage of extreme events in local contexts to capitalize on
linking leading-edge science and research outcomes to the climate action impera-
tive. Initially, many framed the issue more narrowly as energy efficiency and then
after realizing the benefits of acting in this narrower domain, built on their successes
to adopt a wider sustainability frame.

17.2.3.5 Financing

In Phase 2, the importance of new financing mechanisms emerged as a central
theme. In addition to embedding policies and programs into existing mandates, it is
important to establish innovative financing solutions to continue funding larger and
more difficult innovations. In British Columbia, over 40 local governments now
have green revolving funds and even very small communities have established
energy revolving funds.

17.2.3.6 Knowledge Transfer

Our research in both phases demonstrates that best practices sharing among com-
munity innovators and with climate scholars is a major driver accelerating climate
action. Peer-to-peer learning exchanges, face-to-face between local government
staff and researchers have been important in building new networks of collaboration
that accelerate the take-up of climate innovations. We have only anecdotal evi-
dence; however, that the virtual meetings we held with elected officials also resulted
in one or two local governments beginning to adopt climate change through access
to the knowledge sharing with peers and the research team.

A summary chart of the differences between the two research phases for the three
largest urban centers (Surrey, Vancouver, Victoria) can be found in Appendix A.
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17.3 Emerging Leadership in Ontario: Lessons
from the MC3 Project

Since the early leadership on climate policy has shown in British Columbia, the
climate governance context has shifted substantially. There is now a distinct national
presence to climate change implementation, starting with the federal government
signing the 2016 COP 21 agreement committing the world’s nations to limiting
temperature increases to 1.5°, and the more recent announcement of a national
climate action plan and a national carbon tax. Against this backdrop, Ontario (the
most populous province in Canada) has announced a carbon cap-and-trade system,
and one of the more ambitious climate action plans in the country. This cap and trade
is intended to finance the vast majority of plan implementation and incentivize local
innovation. If successful, it may prove to be an effective strategy for continuous
iterative investments in local government innovations independent of which
administration is in power, unlike the situation in British Columbia. The province is
now starting to work with local governments to accelerate climate action and
innovation. So, what are the key lessons learned from our research in British
Columbia that can be applied to governance in other jurisdictions?

Released in June of 2016, Ontario’s Five Year Climate Change Action Plan
represents a controversial and ambitious effort to de-link economic growth from
fossil fuel consumption, stimulate the uptake of renewable energy technologies, and
apply a price to carbon that begins to capture the true costs of carbon-intensive
communities and lifestyles. This requires spending between $5.9 to $8.3 billion
over the next 5 years, which would come from the revenues generated by auc-
tioning off carbon emissions credits as part of the cap-and-trade market that Ontario
will join (along with Quebec and California) (Province of Ontario 2016).

The Ontario Five Year Climate Change Action Plan (2016–2020) is comprised
of eight action areas: transportation, buildings and homes, land-use planning,
industry and business, collaboration with indigenous communities, research and
development, government, and agriculture, forests, and lands. Each action area
consists of a number of proposed actions, specific targets, and estimated costs. In
this it is not dissimilar from provincial and municipal climate change action plans
developed across Canada and elsewhere, but a number of dimensions of this plan
distinguish it: the central position of a cap-and-trade system in order to put a price
on carbon, the extremely short time frame of the action plan, and the level of
ambition of both the targets and the proposed actions.

The province has set greenhouse gas reduction targets of 15% below 1990 levels
by 2020, 37% by 2030, and 80% by 2050. This action plan takes the province to the
first of its goals, and should set the stage for the increasingly transformative
medium- and long-term targets (for which specific actions have yet to be assigned).
As such it is important to iteratively take stock of the progress that specific actions
and policies will make while keeping in mind the potential for these (and addi-
tional) actions to ultimately yield exponentially increasingly greenhouse gas
reductions.
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The main sources of emissions and the stated reduction targets suggest that
efforts to densify communities, improve public transit, shift homes away from a
reliance on natural gas, and accelerate a transition toward electric cars (since the
vast majority of electricity in Ontario is produced by hydropower) will yield sig-
nificant results for Ontario.

Many of the action areas and goals, especially those related to land-use planning
in communities, however, are tied directly to steps that can only be taken by
municipalities. While the Province can require municipalities to embed climate
change considerations in their official plans, and send a clear signal that climate
change is a priority at the provincial level, municipalities have control over how
communities are designed (such as the proximity of work to home and play, which
affects commuting distances and viability of active/mass transportation), water and
waste management, parks, and economic development (Province of Ontario 2001).
All of these domains have direct implications for reaching provincial greenhouse
gas reduction targets, and so provincial policies must reinforce (rather than con-
tradict) municipal climate change actions.

We started our research in 2012 at the local level because local governments are
on the front line of delivering climate action on the ground. They have direct
control of critical sources of emissions (Bulkeley and Betsill 2005) and are the scale
at which the potentially catastrophic impacts of climate change will play out
(Wilbanks and Sathaye 2007). While BC concentrated its efforts on
provincial/municipal coordination, policy and program congruence, and the cre-
ation of incentives, the current plan in Ontario seems to focus mainly on provincial
action, with little explicit attention paid to engaging actively with municipalities, a
traditional hierarchical top down approach. Our research in BC suggests that
Ontario’s plan is unlikely to be successful unless municipalities are deeply engaged
in local actions through innovative policies and incentive programs designed to
accelerate the take-up and knowledge transfer of successful innovations between
local governments.

Our research demonstrates what can happen with a multilevel governance
approach between two levels of government, in partnership with numerous civil
society groups and researchers. Ontario now has a golden opportunity to capitalize
on a complementary federal/provincial landscape to adopt this approach to build
congruence between all three jurisdictions.

There are many lessons that are transferable to both urban and smaller gov-
ernments across the country that also highlight the efficacy of moving to a multi-
level governance system for addressing implementation gaps and fast-tracking
climate action locally. The greatest potential for accelerating shifts in current
development paths occur when the three levels of government are working con-
gruently with one another, coupled with internal alignment within and across each
level of government. Perhaps even more important is alignment between political
and official staff as demonstrated by the leading-edge climate innovators in British
Columbia.

Another central lesson for the Ontario government, if it wishes to become a
climate innovator, is the importance of provincial leadership, but with policies and
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programs designed to accelerate local climate action. Furthermore, embedding and
institutionalizing policies and programs into existing departments is an important
driver for continuing the momentum between administrations, especially if another
less favorable government replaces it.

A complementary suite of policy instruments and incentives should accompany
the legislative framework. British Columbia limited its Climate Action Charter to
the public sector. Based on its effectiveness3 in accelerating local government
action in British Columbia, we recommend that Ontario implement a Climate
Action Charter that commits all public sector organizations, including crown cor-
porations, to carbon neutrality with mandatory targets and timelines that also
includes the industrial sector. These policy instruments should be accompanied by
monitoring and measuring incentives that build on the BC experience, such as the
CARIP program.

Identifying and costing wherever possible the co-benefits of climate change
adaptation and mitigation, sustainable development, the green economy and green
jobs—including health outcomes, infrastructure, operational savings, and house-
hold energy savings will also lead to greater acceleration and take-up. This links to
the key finding from MC3, which suggested that a broader framing of the climate
issue to connect with related sustainability priorities might foster accelerated action.

Finally, the Ontario case highlights a linkage between two key findings from
MC3 research in British Columbia: the province can play a key leadership role in
brokering strategic alliances and partnerships for local governments, particularly
smaller to mid-sized communities, to move ahead in climate actions, ensuring no
community is left behind. As demonstrated in British Columbia, successful models
of innovative partnerships and community engagement exist that illustrate the
importance of sharing responsibility for climate action across different levels of
governance (Dale et al. 2013, 2015). Such partnerships are necessary because
effective climate take-up rests on the integration of the divergent and contested
knowledge and capacities of civil society, technical experts, Indigenous commu-
nities, the private sector and decision-makers. Addressing asymmetries of scale and
resources, including intellectual capital, through innovative incentives such as BC’s
energy manager program, has proven to be a key factor in climate action locally.
Government leadership is also essential for the transition to more sustainable
development paths that simultaneously restrains energy demand (despite population
growth), drives the production of low-carbon energy sources and designs complete
and compact neighborhoods and communities that create alternative forms of
transport and encourage multi-use development.

3Our historical dataset of local government GHG emissions for the years 2010 and 2015 reveals
that corporate emissions have decreased in all but three of the case study communities, and some
significantly.
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17.4 Conclusion

Given the distribution of authority throughout Canada’s federal system and shifting
political priorities at all levels of government, progress on climate change mitiga-
tion and adaptation has come in fits and starts. The recent surge in federal support
for climate change, however, represents an important opportunity for provinces and
municipalities to align goals, learn from past mistakes, and accelerate greenhouse
gas reductions. Our findings suggest that leadership at multiple levels, policy
alignment, embedding and institutionalizing sustainability and creating strategic
partnerships and alliances based on a broader sustainability framing are crucial. In
particular, municipal experiences in British Columbia indicate that an explicit
multilevel governance approach, which actively engages and provides an incentive
for, strong local government action is a desirable and perhaps necessary component
of a successful provincial climate policy.

Ultimately, it is early days for Ontario’s climate change planning—cap and trade
has only recently come into effect, and none of the vehicle electrification or resi-
dential renewable incentives has had time to bear fruit. If policy learning is to occur,
there must be a conscious effort by policy-makers to draw on the experience of
different jurisdictions to ascertain the most effective policies for achieving a par-
ticular objective (Peter 1992). In particular, our research shows that innovative
financing mechanisms, capitalizing on provincial leadership to create policy
alignment, deep partnerships with civil society organizations, and ultimately
embedding and institutionalizing climate change concerns throughout the
day-to-day operations of municipalities hold significant potential to trigger and
sustain significant greenhouse gas reductions and more inclusive and effective
multilevel governance. Delivering co-benefits for other community priorities, such
as social justice, environmental integrity, and community cohesion may serve to
deepen the resilience of climate change policies, ensuring their survival even as the
political winds shift.
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Chapter 18
Conclusion: Multilevel Governance
and Climate Change Innovations in Cities

Eric K. Chu, Sara Hughes and Susan G. Mason

Abstract This book explored the extent to which cities across the global North and
South are able to harness the innovative and creative potential of multilevel path-
ways of resource, capacity, and authority to support climate change action. While
the potential of cities and city regions to offer innovative strategies for climate
change mitigation and adaptation is well recognized, the work of realizing this
potential is still in its infancy. To address this gap, scholars and practitioners must
interrogate the political, economic, and social perquisites of urban innovation
pathways; the multilevel opportunities and trade-offs associated with “urban”
governments that are increasingly taking on nontraditional forms; and finally,
recognize that different ideologies, interests, and authorities are mediated in the
process of governing climate change innovations in cities. Without addressing these
issues head-on, cities will be unable to realize the full potential of innovations
toward more climate resilient, inclusive, and socially just urban futures.
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18.1 Revisiting the Premise of the Volume

In the introductory chapter, we posited that climate change solutions in cities have
two central characteristics. First, we argued that inclusive and equitable mitigation
and adaptation actions require and reflect political, institutional, economic, spatial,
and social innovation. Addressing climate change in a meaningful way requires the
development of new patterns and processes of political engagement, finance, and
collaboration. Second, we posited that urban climate change actions are frequently
embedded in and (re)produced by multilevel governance contexts, such as through
intergovernmental arrangements or transnational municipal networks. In this sense,
governing cities is a collective endeavor, and climate change solutions are partic-
ularly likely to straddle political, jurisdictional, and socio-ecological boundaries.

From this starting point, the chapters in this book explored the extent to which
cities across the global North and South are able to harness the innovative and
creative potential of multilevel pathways of resource, capacity, and authority to
support climate change action. The different chapters drew upon theories in the
fields of public policy, urban planning and administration, multilevel governance,
socio-ecological systems, and environment and society to interrogate the complex
governance structures and processes through which climate change innovations
arise (or not) in cities across different contexts. In this concluding chapter, we will
first revisit the primary research questions posed in the introduction. Then, we
compare and synthesize key lessons from across the 16 empirical chapters. Finally,
we reflect on our contributions to better understand multilevel governance and
climate change innovations in cities and present several fruitful opportunities for
future research.

This volume highlights that while the importance of cities to tackling climate
change is well established, the work of realizing the potential of cities and
city-regions to offer meaningful and sustained innovative strategies for climate
change mitigation and adaptation is still in its infancy. Therefore, the chapters in
this volume help us evaluate climate change responses in cities, what is missing,
what it takes to realize the potential of cities, as well as the factors and processes at
play that are shaping the outcomes we see. Our hope is that these theoretical and
empirical insights will pave the way for more inclusive, equitable, and transfor-
mative mitigation and adaptation actions in urban areas around the world.

18.2 Revisiting the Motivating Questions

This volume began with a set of questions about the relationship between urban
climate change innovations and multilevel governance. In particular, we first asked
how multilevel governance arrangements relate to innovations for urban climate
change governance across different contexts. Then, we asked where is the greatest
need for innovation, where is innovation difficult or stifled, and how innovations
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can be fostered and encouraged. Each chapter contributed to different aspects of
these central questions, and collectively provide guidance on where the opportu-
nities and obstacles to greater innovation lie. In this section, we reflect on these
insights and begin to draw out the larger patterns and conclusions that can be found
from the collection.

18.2.1 How Do Multilevel Governance Arrangements Relate
to Innovation for Urban Climate Change
Governance?

The chapters reveal two distinct dimensions of the relationship between multilevel
governance arrangements and innovation for urban climate change governance.
First, multilevel governance arrangements can themselves serve as important
innovations for facilitating urban climate change governance. New decision-making
venues can provide an opportunity for new voices to be heard and for new ideas to
come forward. For example, Ninomiya and Burch (Chap. 16) highlighted the role of
a new participatory process in Waterloo, Canada, in engaging local entrepreneurs to
develop decarbonization strategies for the region. Similarly, both Pakistan and
Indonesia have been experimenting with new citizen engagement procedures and
forums as a means of enhancing and promoting urban climate change adaptation
(Ifitkhar et al.; Sari and Prayoga, Chaps. 7 and 9). In both examples, the engage-
ment processes are facilitated by open channels of communication, committed
public servants, the targeting of key stakeholders in the community, and—in some
instances—new forms of digital technologies.

New roles and strategies for and within city governments can also be important
innovations for urban climate change governance. Engberg (Chap. 8) examined the
way the City of Copenhagen took on a new role of “meta-governance,” effectively
linking the expert-led large-scale water management scheme and the small-scale
place-based projects in collaboration with local stakeholders to facilitate adaptive
measures in water management. Bourgeois and Hughes (Chap. 5) follow the
re-centralization process in Montreal, Canada, and highlight the trade-offs that arose
between greater policy effectiveness and local accountability. In their review of best
practices in Canadian cities, Dale et al. (Chap. 17) find that there are several
institutional strategies that facilitate innovation and effectiveness, including insti-
tutionalizing climate change across municipal departments and developing sys-
tematic policy-making frameworks. Boswell and Mason (Chap. 4) see potential in
California’s strategy of incentivizing land use and transportation planning at the
regional scale, especially when large and mid-size cities engage in activities that
support California’s Sustainable Communities Strategies.

Multilevel governance arrangements also structure innovation supply and
demand for urban climate change governance. They create a need for more inno-
vative approaches, present opportunities for new practices to emerge, help to dictate
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the terms and set the boundaries of local action, and in some cases, act as obstacles
to greater innovation. One clear example of this is the intergovernmental rela-
tionships that structure local decision-making. Homsy (Chap. 2), Kemmerzell
(Chap. 3), and Rajasekar et al. (Chap. 11) all find that vertical intergovernmental
dynamics play a significant role in shaping local decision-making about climate
change. For Kemmerzell, cities that participate in European Union projects have
more comprehensive climate change programs. Homsy similarly finds that U.S.
cities are more likely to have climate change policies of their own when higher
levels of government have already acted. This is particularly true for smaller cities
that may have fewer opportunities and resources with which to innovate on their
own. Finally, Rajasekar et al. noted the importance of national schemes such as the
Smart Cities Mission in structuring many governance opportunities and constraints
to embedding smart urbanism efforts into current climate change resilience pro-
grams across Indian cities.

Multilevel governance arrangements extend beyond vertical intergovernmental
dynamics and there are additional ways they structure innovations. For example,
Cook and Chu (Chap. 13) find that in Surat, India, the shifting and complex climate
change finance landscape has fostered innovative strategies at the city level for
accessing funds and steering adaptation actions to reflect and adjust to local fiscal
constraints. Peterson (Chap. 14) similarly highlights the need and opportunities for
innovative financing strategies as cities confront changing fiscal landscapes. Cities
are increasingly participating in and embedded within transnational municipal
networks and must negotiate between emerging best practices and expectations
from such networks with the contentious and local politics of urban climate change
governance. Bellinson (Chap. 10) draws a clear picture of the actors, resources, and
networks involved in navigating this boundary, and highlights the importance of
confronting conflicts and building cross-sectoral coalitions in response to these
tensions arising from multilevel governance arrangements. Such networked
approaches to financing climate change action and sharing mitigation or adaptation
knowledge illustrate the role of emerging actors—whether within the public sector
or beyond—that are contributing to governance innovation in cities.

18.2.2 Where Is the Greatest Need for Innovation?

The chapters in this volume present some of the most up-to-date experiences of
cities as they pursue climate change governance in multilevel governance contexts.
In doing so, they highlight emerging innovations and exciting experiments in cli-
mate change governance. They also provide insight into where there is a need for
further innovation going forward or places where we are only beginning to
understand the role of innovative practices. We see three areas for greater inno-
vation, drawing on the lessons from the different chapters: financing urban climate
change governance, designing democratic and inclusive institutions, and building
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intergovernmental relationships that are able to balance efficiency, effectiveness,
and equity in urban climate change governance outcomes.

Urban climate change finance stands out to us as an important arena for greater
innovation going forward. The chapters by Bausch et al. (Chap. 12), Cook and Chu
(Chap. 13), and Peterson (Chap. 14) all highlight the importance of urban climate
change finance and the diverse but often inadequate funding options city govern-
ments have available to them. While these dynamics have in some cases led cities to
be quite innovative in how they pursue climate change projects (e.g., Surat in the
Cook and Chu case), many chapters have highlighted the constraining role of a lack
of financial resources (e.g., Sarzynski, Homsy, and Dale et al.). We know there is
the potential for innovation in urban climate change finance, but that not all cities
are being innovative in this area. Greater attention to financial innovations going
forward would be an important contribution to knowledge on urban climate change
governance.

The second area for further innovation is in designing democratic and inclusive
institutions. Several chapters in this volume focus on new and emerging institu-
tional forums for stakeholder and citizen participation, and highlight the increased
awareness of the importance of these forums and processes for urban climate
change governance (e.g., in the cases of Iftikhar, Sari and Prayoga, Ninomiya and
Burch, Engberg, and Sarzynski). In particular, many notes that democratic and
inclusive innovations are required to recognize the context-dependence of many
climate risks and vulnerabilities, the need to integrate climate change efforts into
existing development or livelihood strategies, as well as the importance of
accounting for equity, justice, and community rights in any potential climate change
actions. As a result, as noted by Brown (Chap. 12), greater innovation is needed to
scale these initiatives up and out in a way that can facilitate meaningful shifts and
catalyze greater effectiveness in urban climate change governance.

Finally, the chapters in this volume demonstrate that vertical intergovernmental
arrangements clearly matter for the success of urban climate change innovations
(e.g., in the cases of Kemmerzell, Homsy, Bourgeois and Hughes, Bellinson,
Boswell and Mason). However, they also highlight the need for arrangements that
are better able to account for a range of conditions, local priorities, and political
contexts. Innovations are needed in the way such vertical relationships are struc-
tured and in their ability to maintain consistency and provide direction while also
incorporating flexibility and providing space for local priorities.

18.2.3 Where Is Innovation Difficult or Stifled?

Even though there are many opportunities for governance innovation, the chapters
in this volume show that innovative efforts are in fact incredibly complex, politi-
cally contentious, and time-consuming. For some, the difficulty stems from an
operational bias towards short-term strategic projects in cities. For example, as
described by Brown (Chap. 12), cities often experience budget and capacity
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shortfalls, which inhibit their ability to make long-term commitments to climate
change policies that require extensive financial, political, and institutional support.
As a result, many cities opt for co-beneficial actions that yield immediate economic
and strategic development benefits, such as in terms of real estate, financial
investment, or property tax gains. Furthermore, Bellinson (Chap. 10) noted that the
complexity of different urban interests set the stage for contentious policy discus-
sions around which projects to prioritize when confronted with constrained
bureaucratic and financial resources. Again, such politically contentious discussion
often end up favoring short-term economic goals that yield immediate investment
opportunities or electoral gains. Such forms of short-sightedness may stifle more
comprehensive efforts to reform governance practices in cities, which are required
to address the long-term implications of climate change.

Many chapters noted that multilevel governance contexts can stifle innovative
behavior in cities when jurisdictional boundaries are uncertain. In this case, mul-
tilevel interactions can serve as a deterrent for cross-sectoral partnerships,
inter-municipal coordination, or intergovernmental support because they lack
clearly codified procedures (both legally and informally) for ensuring equitable
distribution of capacities and resources between different actors. For example,
Boswell and Mason (Chap. 4) noted that California’s climate change strategy does
not articulate clear, legally embedded guidelines for local-level actions, which leads
to some cities committing to climate action while others lag behind.

A third difficulty encountered by cities is the interaction between resource
intensity and institutional lethargy. Governance innovations require long-term
political commitment, dedicated arenas for policy deliberation, and clear guidelines
for assessing impacts, which imply that the amount of resources and dedication
needed to successfully foster innovation can be significant. As a result, cities can be
resistant to fostering climate innovations outside of the occasional
demonstration/pilot project or when experiments are fully supported by external
donors. For example, Sari and Prayoga (Chap. 7) noted that innovative disaster
resilience strategies required investments from nongovernmental partners such as
Mercy Corps to help organize community engagement activities, pilot studies, and
project assessment exercises. Brown (Chap. 12) similarly noted that cities that
participated in the Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network benefited from
a structured “shared learning dialogue” engagement process, which facilitated close
partnerships between the Rockefeller Foundation, intermediary organizations, and
local community beneficiaries. In both cases, this facilitation—and, at times,
hand-holding—offered by nongovernmental actors ensured the sustainability of
resources, time, and effort required to foster innovative approaches to urban climate
action. In cases where cities offer such resources internally, such as in the case of
Montreal’s waste management policy (see Bourgeois and Hughes, Chap. 5), some
boroughs in the city actually saw a decline in resources available to provide other
essential public services, and so have sought to cede from the city as a result of the
centralization of services. Aside from the example of the Surat Climate Change
Trust (see Cook and Chu, Chap. 13), few cities have built corresponding
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institutional structures to support the time, resources, and effort required to sustain
innovative climate actions across time.

18.2.4 How Can Innovation Be Fostered and Encouraged
in a Multilevel Governance Context?

The chapters in this volume offer numerous strategies to encourage innovation in
different multilevel contexts, which are essential for ensuring the procedural
inclusiveness and equity of potential climate change actions. However, this
simultaneously poses serious strains on cities that are already financially stressed.
To overcome this, some chapters have highlighted examples where institutional
leaders, facilitators, or entrepreneurs have managed to navigate the complex gov-
ernance arenas on behalf of particular climate change priorities. For example,
Bellinson (Chap. 10) noted the important role played by City Resilience Officers
(CROs) within cities participating in the 100 Resilient Cities program. These policy
entrepreneurs help to identify, connect, and facilitate relationships between different
municipal actors, as well as to channel necessary resources to implement certain
pilot projects. Similarly, Brown (Chap. 12) illustrated incidences where local
facilitating organizations in South and Southeast Asia have helped to build col-
laborative platforms for identifying and prioritizing climate resilience interventions.
Finally, Dale et al. (Chap. 17) also argued for the strong role of facilitating orga-
nizations that are more amenable to collaboration and experimentation. Not only are
policy facilitators important for bridging potentially disparate policy domains, it
also helps to put a “human face” on certain agenda items and may help to build
social and political capital in preparation for complex and contentious policy
negotiations. Furthermore, facilitating actors tend to be more agile, flexible, and
adaptive in the face of political (and environmental) uncertainty, which allows for
the testing of prospective interventions before they are fully applied in public
policy.

Some chapters have noted the opportunities presented by inclusive and delib-
erative arenas that allow for the presentation and assessment of disparate climate
change needs. Since climate change will benefit and impact urban sectors, com-
munities, and environments differently, inclusive decision-making arenas help to
foster political debate and to ensure the recognition of minority needs. For example,
in the case of climate adaptation in Mexico City, Bausch et al. (Chap. 15) illustrated
the need to account for opportunities presented by agricultural communities.
Similarly, Sari and Prayoga (Chap. 7) and Iftikhar et al. (Chap. 9) both show how
community beneficiaries can be effective drivers of climate resilience programs if
given the recognition and opportunity. Deliberation can encourage climate inno-
vations not just because participatory arenas facilitate more diverse voices, it can
also promote urban equity and inclusiveness as different interests are taken into
account in the policy process.
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Finally, many chapters point to the importance of building higher level structures
to offer a broader policy direction. Such forms of meta-governance allow for more
structured political leadership, communication pathways, and the distribution of
tasks between actors participating in climate change governance. For example,
Engberg’s discussion of climate change adaptation in Copenhagen (Chap. 8)
illustrated the importance of structuring a hybrid organizational form that enables
intra-municipal and cross-sectoral policy integration. This way, the advances in
decision-making produced gains for both the community and the city. In Boswell
and Mason’s discussion of the case of California (Chap. 4), the meta-governance
structure for regulating greenhouse gas emissions was not strong enough to direct
actions from cities across regions. Conversely, Rajasekar et al.’s discussion of the
Smart Cities Mission in India (Chap. 11) did offer a strong policy structure in which
resource pathways were clearly delineating, thus providing clarity for cities who
wish to participate and creatively think through how smart urbanism priorities can
be integrated into existing climate adaptation and disaster resilience efforts in cities.

18.3 Innovation in the Context of Multilevel Climate
Governance: Towards New Insights

The previous section highlighted the procedural complexity, political “wickedness”,
and sheer scale of the climate change challenge facing cities across the global North
and South. In this section, we turn our attention to distilling new insights as we
relate these findings to current theories in multilevel climate change governance,
innovation, and the role of urban actors. Specifically, the following sections illus-
trate three key theoretical contributions offered by the volume, where we seek to
illuminate the political, social, and economic perquisites of urban innovation
pathways; the opportunities and trade-offs associated with “urban” governments
that are increasingly taking on nontraditional forms; and finally, we end with a call
to resist the post-political turn of climate change governance innovations in cities.

We find that innovative strategies to either mitigate or adapt to climate change will
only succeed in multilevel governance arenas if we take the politics of innovation
seriously. In other words, we must confront head-on the questions of how are nar-
ratives and strategies of innovation being constructed by political actors; how do
directives, mandates, and resources supplied by actors from both within and beyond
cities interact with existing municipal regimes, special interests, and resources; who
and according to what criteria are innovative strategies being implemented, priori-
tized, and evaluated in cities; and finally, how are different ideologies, interests, and
authorities mediated in the process of governing climate change innovations in cities.
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18.3.1 The Institutional Foundations for Urban Innovations

Many of the chapters in this volume note that progressive climate change action in
cities depends on a baseline level of knowledge, capacity, and resources. As a
result, understanding the foundations of and motivations behind innovative
behavior is critical to shedding light on what types of mitigation and adaptation
actions eventually transpire. The literature on climate change mitigation, for
example, has noted that innovations must be situated in particular spatial, political,
social, and economic contexts (Bulkeley et al. 2015; Castán Broto and Bulkeley
2013). Emerging climate change adaptation efforts also require a baseline under-
standing of projected climate risks—such as sea level rise, extreme precipitation,
urban heat islands, etc.—as well as a conducive political environment that allows
for cross-sectoral, comprehensive, and forward-thinking policies and plans (Carmin
et al. 2013).

For both mitigation and adaptation, cities—meaning urban environments, urban
governments, and urban communities in particular—are thought of as particularly
effective spaces for experimentation and innovation (Bulkeley and Castán Broto
2013; Chu 2016; Evans 2011). As shown in this volume, many cities across the
global North and South find experimentation attractive because it promotes inno-
vation through improving overall decision-making efficiency, effectiveness, inclu-
siveness, and responsiveness. Procedurally, experiments are able to support
evidence-based policy-making by giving robust and timely advice for evaluating
and redesigning existing approaches. In this sense, experiments can be seen as
“laboratories” of learning and best practices (see for example Engberg, Chap. 9),
which allow diverse actors, networks, and policy pathways to embed emerging
needs and priorities into urban policies and plans (Karvonen and van Heur 2014).
When applied to climate change, for instance, experiments allow cities to flexibly
frame objectives, implement trials and pilot projects, and monitor and evaluate
project outcomes. They also allow local governments to test implementation
pathways, help prioritize options, and evaluate overall project benefits in the face of
uncertain climate futures and highly decentralized or fragmented governance arenas
(Anguelovski et al. 2014). Although some have challenged the external validity and
replicability of experiments, this methodology has been shown to be a good arena
for intensive dialogues and small-scale innovations. The interactive quality of many
experiments facilitates deliberative processes that may even improve the social
inclusiveness of policy outcomes.

In this vein, the chapters in this volume have noted that innovations in climate
governance require informed, effective, and accountable institutions in order for
particular experimental strategies to take hold. For example, some chapters in this
volume touched upon the importance of local civic capacity to facilitate climate
awareness (see Sarzynski, Chap. 6) or to form the basis for sustained grassroots
actions (see Sari and Prayoga, Chap. 7). Others noted the importance of community
networks (see Iftikhar et al., Chap. 9) and bottom-up, deliberative, and co-creative
processes (see Engberg, Chap. 8) for rendering climate change more relevant for
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urban development policies and spatial plans. Further, some authors have noted the
importance of strong political leaders and entrepreneurs (see Chaps. 12 and 17) or
effective policy facilitators and translators who can manage their substantive
expertise against local bureaucratic constraints (see Cook and Chu, Chap. 13).
These observations mirror those highlighted in the literature, where scholars note
the importance of knowledge capacity, local social and political awareness, as well
as popular ownership over programs and projects as key foundational requirements
for effective and equitable climate change actions in cities. Our volume, therefore,
offers numerous empirical examples of the different sorts of institutional
pre-requisites to innovative and experimental behavior in urban climate governance
across the global North and South.

18.3.2 Unbounding the Urban in Climate Governance

One central premise of the literature on the multilevel governance of climate change
notes that cities are increasingly critical actors because they are often more attuned
and responsive to local environmental conditions and socioeconomic needs (Betsill
and Bulkeley 2006; Rosenzweig et al. 2010). Furthermore, many cities oversee
primary responsibility for managing infrastructure and social services that are
essential for promoting good living standards, social inclusiveness, and the
reduction of vulnerability to many environmental hazards. However, several
chapters in this volume have noted that the leadership role played by cities may be
more nuanced—cities are often dependent on state-level policy direction (see
Homsy, Chap. 2) or are led by regional or supra-national mandates (see
Kemmerzell, Chap. 3). In this sense, urban authorities are typically jurisdictionally
and legally confined, which constrains the autonomy of cities to pursue locally
innovative mitigation and adaptation strategies. Yet, in other cases, cities are simply
nudged to follow the policy recommendations of region-level actions (see Boswell
and Mason, Chap. 4).

The chapters in the volume, therefore, all note that even though cities are critical
sites for innovative climate change governance, many of the policy tools, planning
strategies, and social and political networks employed to facilitate innovative
behavior extend beyond the jurisdictional confines of many municipal governments.
The “urban”, in other words, is not necessarily solely a spatially and legally defined
sub-national entity; rather, it is an assemblage of public, private, and civil society
actors all exerting their interests via particular procedural channels while simultane-
ously interacting with complex political networks, economic flows, social identities,
and environmental ideologies. For example, this volume noted that though the sites of
innovation are often cities, the key facilitating actors vary from traditional municipal
public sector institutions to supra-national governments (see for example
Kemmerzell, Chap. 3), regional or metropolitan agencies (see for example Boswell
and Mason, Chap. 4, and Bourgeois and Hughes, Chap. 5), or different transnational
networks (see for example Bellinson, Chap. 10). Furthermore, these external actors
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are often complemented (or contested) by strong grassroots community coalitions,
including those documented in Part II of this volume. As a result, in order to critically
evaluate the true sources, pathways, and implications of innovative climate change
governance in cities, one must unbound the urban and look beyond the traditional
spatial and political confines of urban arenas.

This need to more critically evaluate the “urban” in climate governance mirrors
recent developments in the literature (see Angelo andWachsmuth 2015; Brenner and
Schmid 2015; Roy 2016). Wachsmuth et al. (2016) have raised doubts about the true
role of cities in solving sustainability and climate change challenges given inaccurate
accounts and assessments of cities’ environmental footprints. Furthermore, many
cities are fragmented, with municipal boundaries dividing what are otherwise con-
tiguous urban regions. For example, changing urban mobility behaviors by incen-
tivizing public transportation usage or transit-oriented development is critical for
reducing emissions, but such actions rely on coordinated policies across regions, as
transportation networks and urban agglomerations transcend political boundaries
(Chu and Schenk 2017). Furthermore, many of the chapters in the volume note the
scalar dependency of urban climate actions, such as in the case of overcoming the
“adaptation deficit” in Baltimore, USA (see Sarzynski, Chap. 6) or in the case of
assessing whether city-regions or agglomerations of smaller cities in theUnited States
actually respond to higher level climate change mandates or policy incentives (see
Homsy, Chap. 2).

In addition to the need to unbound the scalar and spatial aspects of urban climate
governance, many chapters in this volume speak to the need to unbound the politics of
the urban. In fact, urban climate mitigation and adaptation actions are no longer under
the sole jurisdiction of municipal public sector agencies as they increasingly rely on
transnational, regional, nongovernmental, and private sector actors for resources,
capacity, and knowledge. This can be seen in the case of community-based partner-
ships overmetered drinkingwater in Bhalwal, Pakistan (see Iftikhar et al., Chap. 9), as
well as in the example of engaging private sector entrepreneurs and leaders in
Waterloo, Canada (see Ninomiya and Burch, Chap. 16). Furthermore, many chapters
in this volume note that cities are increasingly nodes for transnational cooperation,
where networks help to bridge fragmented authority through their ability to align
actors and institutions, as well as by engaging and fostering new cooperative planning
and decision-making pathways (Andonova et al. 2009; Fünfgeld 2015). This point is
especially stressed by advocateswho suggest that city-to-city networks have become a
governance arena that is parallel—and gaining importance—to nation-state-based
geopolitical spaces (Andonova and Mitchell 2010; Toly 2008). Networks such as
C40, ICLEI, and the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities program facilitate
horizontal dialog and cooperative relationships between local government, civil
society, and private actors (see for example Brown, Chap. 12). Finally, as illustrated in
the examples from Berkeley and Rotterdam (see Bellinson, Chap. 10), networks also
share best practices, distribute scientific projections and models, and foster collabo-
ration across different cities.

In sum, the power of a multilevel conceptual approach—especially one that
unbounds the politics of urban actions to include global, transnational, and
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local-level interactions—is to allow for deep, empirical, and multifaceted interro-
gations of the intersecting global-local, public-private, institutional-spatial, and
hegemonic-grassroots interactions of political power in the context of climate
change action within, between, and amongst cities.

18.3.3 Resisting the Post-Politics of Climate Innovations

The previous two sections illustrated the importance of engaging with the institu-
tional foundations of urban innovation and the need to unbound the “urban” politics
of climate change governance, which both point to the reality that innovation—i.e.,
the process of generating, adopting, and disseminating new and creative ideas
which aim to produce a qualitative change in a specific context (Sørensen and
Torfing 2011)—is in fact intensely political and contentious. Innovation, as the
chapters in this volume all note, represents iterative, co-creative, and uncertain
processes that are deeply mired in conflicts between urban regime interests, mul-
tilevel political and economic forces, as well as local environmental needs and
development priorities. In other words, climate change innovations are not simply
technological, infrastructural, or engineering fixes to urban systems that are either
transitioning to low-carbon economies or are needing to adapt to extreme disaster
risks; instead, governance innovation is a deeply political exercise that embodies
the variegated aspirations for, ambitions of, and pathways toward climate resilient
urban futures—ones that have real consequences for long-term urban equity,
inclusion, and justice.

Though there is a long history of innovation scholarship in the domains of
national economic and industrial policy (see for example Freeman 1991;
MacCullum et al. 2009; Nelson 1993), there has been relatively little on innovation
at the urban scale, especially beyond the field of economic geography or
territorial/spatial development (see for example Moulaert and Sekia 2003; Walker
and Storper 1989). The chapters in this volume, therefore, contribute to recent
advancements in theorizing the genesis and implications of urban innovations in the
context of climate change, particularly through the lens of experimentation or urban
“living labs” (Bulkeley et al. 2015; Evans and Karvonen 2014) and through the
participation of non-state actors (Chu et al. 2016). In terms of substance, this recent
literature on urban climate governance has focused mainly on three categories of
innovation—first, the opportunities for citizen-led democratic innovations (see for
example Seyfang and Haxeltine 2012; Wamsler 2016); second, the procedural
aspects of policy innovation (see for example Jordan and Huitema 2014; Krause
2011; Massey et al. 2014); and finally, the opportunities for innovative
socio-technical arrangements that facilitate urban climate transitions (see for
example Geels 2004; Rutherford and Coutard 2014). Although interrogations into
these three distinct domains are important, the literature must also critically assess
the conditions in which different categories and pathways of innovation emerge,
interact, and take-hold in cities. This is especially important because cities are only
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one actor within multilevel governance systems, and thus do not hold sole authority
over determining who participates in innovation, which innovations are promoted,
and how the outcomes of innovations are evaluated. Furthermore, innovation
requires collaborative interactions between different urban actors because municipal
resources are finite and often insufficient to meet the cross-sectoral demands of
mitigation and adaptation (Bulkeley and Betsill 2013; Chu et al. 2016).

One main contribution of this volume is, therefore, a call to reinsert the lived
experiences of urban political actors in the process of articulating, designing, and
implementing innovative climate change governance strategies. The politics of the
lived experience is critical because climate change priorities are complex, interrelated,
and embedded in urban norms, ideologies, and power differentials. For example,
internal bureaucratic constraints in Indian cities regulate the way in which external
strategies for climate change finance are applied to urban spatial plans (see Cook and
Chu, Chap. 13). Similarly, the degree to which a “business case” for climate change
adaptation can be crafted determines the extent to which private actors participate in
urban decarbonization efforts (see Ninomiya and Burch, Chap. 16).

This focus on the lived experience, therefore, relates to more critical works by
urban geographers and sociologists who note that the overwhelming focus of cli-
mate change governance on scientific expertise, bureaucratic rule-making, legal
construction, and epistemic knowledge renders it “sanitized” and apolitical (see
Braun 2014; Swyngedouw 2010). This post-political critique of climate governance
asserts that the lack of negotiation and deliberation between different urban interests
actually results in governance outcomes that codify or entrench hegemonic—often
neoliberal—forms of knowledge (see Clarke 2012; Swyngedouw 2005), or worse,
lead to the active disenfranchisement of minority voices and needs (Ziervogel et al.
2017). A post-political turn in the study of urban climate change governance,
therefore, implies the lack of attention paid to the equity, inclusiveness, and justice
dimensions of potential mitigation and adaptation strategies (Anguelovski et al.
2016; Hughes 2017; Shi et al. 2016). In response, the findings of this volume
contribute to calls for resisting the post-politics of urban climate governance by
empirically showing the inherently political—and lived—ramifications of innova-
tion across the global North and South.

18.4 Ways Forward for Research and Practice

As cities increasingly realize the opportunities and costs associated with prospective
mitigation and adaptation strategies, the rhetoric of governance innovation has
emerged to help cities conceptualize the different sources of political support,
finance, and institutional capacity that are available across local,
metropolitan/regional, national, and transnational governance actors. On the one
hand, governance innovations can help address the structural constraints in cities by
facilitating communication, resource, and knowledge dissemination pathways that
bridge the siloed nature of urban planning and policy-making. Innovative behavior
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can also uncouple cities from their traditional planning models—such as those
based on the logic of real estate development or strategic mega-projects—to
experiment with alternative learning and implementation pathways through which
bureaucratic constraints can be negotiated. However, on the other hand, governance
innovation is a much more politically complex, contentious, and context-dependent
phenomenon, especially when considering that cities are only one actor in the
multilevel political reality that we all live in today. Climate change vulnerabilities
and impacts also affect communities and environments without regard to political or
jurisdictional boundaries. Therefore, innovation often requires dedicated political
attention, resource support, communication channels, and community coalitions to
sustain processes across time and across space.

The chapters in this volume have all empirically illustrated the practical realities
of facilitating and sustaining innovative urban climate change mitigation and
adaptation strategies across different contexts. Our examples have ranged from
evaluating climate policy uptake in German cities, including community-based
early warning systems in Indonesia, opportunities for embedding local entrepre-
neurs in decarbonization programs in Canada, and many more. These examples
offer in-depth, timely, and nuanced understandings of how climate governance
innovations emerge and take root given different political opportunities, resource
constraints, and participatory arrangements. In response to these lessons, we offer
three directions for future research and policy development.

First, we must further interrogate the ideological basis for climate governance
innovations in cities. Many of the chapters in this volume have noted that the lived
experience of mitigation or adaptation innovations must balance the procedural or
practical dimensions of the policy process with overall normative or ethical aspi-
rations of the policy designs. The latter refers to issues such as the political rhetoric
behind climate change action—i.e., where such discourses come from and how they
are framed—or the equity and distributive implications of climate change projects
—i.e., which actors are included and how underrepresented, minority, or vulnerable
communities are recognized in the process. Although the literature has been quite
thorough in assessing the procedural aspects of facilitating and implementing cli-
mate change actions in cities—which include testing, trials, and mainstreaming (see
for example Carmin et al. 2013; Noble et al. 2014)—we do not have a good
understanding of how these practical institutional opportunities or constraints
interact with grounded ideologies, interests, ethics, and biases within particular
urban contexts. This is a particularly relevant critique because urban climate change
innovations are increasingly taking on neoliberal, speculative, and exclusionary
characteristics. As a result, we must ask: how do governance innovations contribute
to broader visions of climate resilient urban futures through navigating competing
ideals and aspirations of “what ought to be”?

Second, and building off of the first question, many chapters in this volume
(particularly Part II) advocate for more inclusive, participatory, and representative
decision-making when designing and implementing climate governance innova-
tions in cities. The argument is that more inclusive processes can take into account
the differentiated needs and interests of citizens who may have been neglected or
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marginalized in the past. This is particularly important as climate change tends to
impact those who are less able to cope (Shi et al. 2016). However, we also see that
innovation requires dedicated political attention and resource support, which means
that public sector and private actors will continue to be drivers of many projects. As
such, given the differentiated and complex social, political, and economic interests
that are at play, how do we ensure the equitable distribution of decision-making
power and the benefits of innovation across different contexts? Furthermore, based
on the lessons learned, are there opportunities for developing methods or metrics to
assess the conditions within which innovations are successful, ineffective, or even
counterproductive? Finally, how can these lessons be reflected upon comparatively
and longitudinally—e.g., to what extent can experience from Copenhagen or
Semarang be applied to Baltimore or Bhalwal?

Third, and in a more practical sense, many of the chapters in this volume
highlighted the importance of institutional and financial resources for kick-starting
and sustaining climate governance innovations in cities. However, many chapters
also noted that the availability of resources can be a double-edged sword. For
example, Climate Resilience Officers have a lot of power in leading climate policy
in cities, but this position is time-constrained and may encounter legitimacy issues
along the way (see Bellinson, Chap. 10). In other cases, donor funds earmarked for
climate change projects may be lumped together with existing intergovernmental
grants to fund infrastructure or development projects that were already in the books
(see for example Cook and Chu, Chap. 13). The particular roles of resources—
either as facilitating or steering agents—is therefore unclear. In response, we must
ask: How do strong leaders or policy entrepreneurs navigate complex urban gov-
ernance arrangements to sustain and disseminate climate innovations across time?
Under what circumstances will financial resources redirect climate change inno-
vations in favor of more speculative or exclusionary—i.e., neoliberal—strategies
that do not offer benefits for all?

In summary, these three directions for future research all seek to bridge the
empirical illustrations of governance innovations with more critical theories from the
fields of political economy, environment and development, urban geography, city
planning, and public policy. This is a much-needed advancement because we find that
innovative strategies to either mitigate or adapt to climate change will only succeed in
multilevel governance arenas if we take the politics of innovation seriously. Given the
prevalence of promoting experimentation and innovation in climate change gover-
nance today (see Bulkeley et al. 2015; Jordan and Huitema 2014), the chapters in this
volume collectively point to a need for future scholarship that further interrogates the
political, economic, and social perquisites of urban innovation pathways; the multi-
level opportunities and trade-offs associated with “urban” governments that are
increasingly taking on nontraditional forms; and finally, recognizes that different
ideologies, interests, and authorities are mediated in the process of governing climate
change innovations in cities. Without addressing these issues head-on, cities across
the global North and South will be unable to realize the full potential of innovations
towards more climate resilient, inclusive, and socially just urban futures.
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